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White Sands Missile Range - 
BRAC 95 #7 RDTE Data Call 

09 June 1994 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Tlre Ellab Sl~ctt providcd by this mcmormdum updotee and corrects the initial W S m  
UKAC 95 #7 Data Call Submission for WSMR Electronic Wadiare. Subject to the limitations 
and constraints on data accuracy described in the initial submission, and to errors or omissions 
resulting from tile restricted report prtparation and review period, the information contained 
herein is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

Special  stan ant For Engineering 



WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

BRAC 95 DATA CALL 87 

RDTE 
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SENSITIVE 1 C11,OSE HOl,n 

Errata Sheet - WSMR R&D Electronic Warfare Data Submission 

1.  This Errata Sheet applies to the WSMR R&D Electronic Warfare Facilityicapability Data 
Submission. 

2. 'I'he atmhcd statclnclll should bc included in paragragh 3.3 Electronic Warfarc as thc lead 
statement. A 
3. Worklulrd data fur FORMS-0 ad FORMS-1, Hirtorical Wokload, plZolrld he shown under 
the Electronic Warfare heading. 



ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

The Big Crow program, which pcsseeses tho worlb'~ premier electronic 
warfare aeeeesmmt aasets, is now available to usore for EW training. Big 
Crow, booed at Kirtland Air Porcr Bass, N e w  Maxicc. her a prolectior. 
capability to m y  opotatFona1 theater. Big :row teproben=e a UTJiqUt3 
collection of EW capabilities, the cornerstono of which is tho pro~ran'r 
highly modified hixC-135E aircraft. The program also feazures pl8tfoms Such 
as  ground-baaed vane, CH-47b Ew Celicopters, and c Ourt Strmarn Q - f 3 .  Been 
platforor has axtenrive electronic mission equipmat, ineluding b t t h  
comprehenmiva Internal E W E C M  mystems and extanal pylon-mounted pods (ALZ1- - - 
167j. 

Th@ B i g  C r o w  Program O f f i c e  has plied i t o  2s  yrrrm of tW 8srmssmmnt 
u=prrLimv Lc developing an Intonebve & traLnin~ p r n g t a m  + M e  arfarr urors - 
opportanity to etrangrhan the effectiveness of their exieting EH rero71rces. 
B i g  C r o w  personnel have the knowledge, skills, and abilitiem to aid ca~tomers 
in planning and oxecatlng cmprehenrivm, multi-disciplined, a&d raoultm- 
oriented EW training available from any othar rouoor. Tho Frogran is &sigced 
to ~cconrmodatr a11 lrvals of W ProLiciency from an crirntation in brmic 
fua3amurtels of EW to advanced ECCX trchniquea training. 

Tho EN suites maintaized by Big Craw oa.ble the user to emulato every 
ksown EW traat onvironmont with a dogreo of rophisticrticn vnmatchod by rny 
other training roso~arca. By uae oL proven reoearoh techniques, applied to a 
trainlng env'ronman~lig C x ~ w  pro-*ides ;utontn=ue cali .brat+d 4nctrr>montaticj - -  - 
and real-time analytical capabilities LU customers. Big Crow provide. umrrs 
with a tin. and ovont eorroLatod repurt (hard copy of mosnetia media) at t: 
complstion of the mission. 

The flsxibility of Big C r o w  i s  mheneed through an itnovative ongicemr47- 
mpprcach to the mismicn equipment euites. ~ l l  equipment suite. rrr tepidly 
racc=Zigurable from 0r.s platform to aaothor. Bi0 Crow can eimultanrcusly 
deploy sufficimnt electronic sapabilitior to provide EW training to large, 
widely dieperred foro.ations (0.0. naval took forceu ,  trriniaj rmneee. rnd 
8.000iatod mupportir~~ rirl;rrft) . In r x r r c i s a a  whorr OW i s  to bo m e l o ~ t ~ v r ' l y  
apglimd, Big Crow can provida socuro comunioationcr, and command ctrtrol to 
rneure the integrlty O f  tam frlclndly rxerclso Fozcea w k ~ i l r  meothg oriyinrl 
training objectives. BLg Crow ia experienced in eucoesm:uLly cocrdinatiag ECM 
frequoacy clrrrrncen in donso mignal onvironxmnts through rpecially developed 
techniquar azbaddod within i t 6  roitwaro. 

Big Crow gonorates various modulation schamee, including barrase noiee, 
rpot noise, continuous-wave and dacoptioa rignalr. It can attack a11 moderr 
a~odu:ated r a w  with eo~entirlly any electronic warfaro tmchntgue requurrtri , 
the usar (a,g. cermunicatioar jaming, rtand-cff/escort aelf-acroenin@fchaff 
olouds/rndar data link jamming, and A F ~ l l  range of  electronic mupport 
nearurar). A 1 8 0  it can carry eloEt matiro rnLor&ae mymtomm u r  s S m y o ~ e m r .  

The aormal 8-hour mission duration for tbe XKC-a3sm aircraft im ortmdiblv 
to 14 hours on station through an In-flight rafueliag caaability. 

SHARON A.  R E E S E  
Chief, Programs and 
Management Setvices Division 
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d 
Errata Sheet ft 2 rr9 / 0 

1 .  This Errata Sheet applies to the following WSMR R&D Facility/Capability Data 
Submission: 

National Range Operations 

2. Changes to origina! submission are shown in italics. 

3.1.F.2 Are you currently providing support to DoD users outside your Military Department? 
I f  yes, indicate the percentage of total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military Department. 

YES. See below 

Military Workload (Percent Tests) 
Department Historical Data 

FY92 FY93 

Army 32% 3 1 % 
NAVY 04 04 
Air Force 35 37 
NASA 04 03 
Other 25 25 
--------- ----- ----- 
Total 100% 100% 

Refer to table 1 .  for additional information on programs being supported by the range. 



SENSITIVE / CLOSE HOLD 

Errata Sheet # 2 of I 

1 .  This Errata Sheer applies to the following WSMR R&D FacilityICapability Data 
Submissions: 

National Range Operations 
Nuclear Effects Capabilities 
Directed Energy Test Facility 
Applied Environments Capabilities 
Data Reduction 
Warheads Testing 
Materials Testing 

2. Changes to original submission are shown in italics 

3.1.H.3 Do you have to go to other geographical locations to satisfy test requirements? If 
yes, explain. If yes, provide as a percent of overall workload per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. WSMR has a long rangc launch corridor extending to a facility at Green River, Utah 
which was used for Athena and Pershing developmental testing through the early 1980's. l r  
is also developing a launch site a1 and a corridor porn Ft. Wingate, Ndt and a launch site at 
and a corridor from the northern extension area (about 30 miles north of the WSMR 
boundaryl for use in the 199996 timefiames. 

WSMR has supporfed tests and programs on a reimbursable basis at other COhW and 
OCONUS sites on a routine basis since the 19601s, and has an extensive safari capability. 
However, there has not been a signifcant requirement for WSMR to meet test requirements by 
executing test projects at other geographical locations during the past 8 years. 



SENSITIVE 1 CLOSE HOLD 

ul Errata Sheet 1 3 @$ 
' 

1 .  This Errata Sheet applies to the following WSMR R&D FacilitylCapabi1it-y Data 
Submission: 

National Range Operations 

2. This Errata Sheet replaces "FORM6" (Determination of Unconstrained Capability) in i ts  
entirery, and provides additional explanatory information on the calculation of the actual 
unconstrained capability. 

3. Please see the attached 4 pages 



DETERnIHAT1010 OF UNCOISTRAIIJED CAPACITY 

FACILITY / WABXLX'R TITLE: Uational Range 

AlllJRUt EOmS OF DmN!EIXE 2251  

AVLIRAOIS DOnllTIMB PER DAY ( l i n e  1 / 365) 6.2 

AWERA- DOUR8 AVAILABUT PBR DAY (24 / line 2) 17-8 

!J!E#T TEST8 AT WORAUMD ~ U K L o A D  
TIPUS O m  TI= PER TEST PER PACILI'R 

FACILI 'JPI HOUR 
HOUR 

4 5 6 7 

H o t  Opn. 3 

Test opne 13 

153.84 ULIcOSSTRaInKD 
CAPACIR PER M Y  

483.73 (line 3 * Total  bum) 

Total Sum 637.57 9 4,142,292.20 

"FORW6" TAB : page: 1 of 1 





DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY 

Workload per Test Facility Hour 

- Calculation (Hot) 

((1,207,400 DLH) x (320 Hot Ops/426Y Total Ops)/100)/(1766 Rng Hrs Hot Ops) 
= 51.28 

- Calculation (Test) 

((1,270,400 DLH) x (3949 Hot Ops/4269 Total Ops)/100)/(30019 Rng Hrs Test Ops) 
= 37.26 

Annual Unconstrained Capacity (AUC) 

- Form 6, Final Auc = 4,142,292 

Data Source 

- National Range Information Management System (NRIMS) 
- Tar Resource Management Sys?em (IRMS) 

Page 2 of 2 



TIME OF DAY DISTRIBUTION 
AVERAGE RANGE OPERATION 

OPERATIONS 
10 

HOURS 

THE PEAK LOAD 7.8/7.9/9,5 OPERATIONS 
OCCURRED AT 10:00/10:30/10:00 PER MONTH, 



SENSITWCLOSE HOLD 

Errata Sheet # 4 8 $ l 0  

1. This Errata Sheet applies to the following EPG R&L) FaciiltylCapability Data 
Submissions: 

Range Operations Capabilities 
Environmental Test Facility 
Instrumented Test Range 
Electromagnetic Environmental Test Facility 
EMItTEMPEST Test Capabilities 
Intelligence & Electronic Warfare 
Avionics/ Global Positioning System 
General Electronic Test Capability 

2. Changes to original submission are shown ir, italics. 

3.1.d.l Do you have specialized facilities which are required to support you in conducting 
your test operations at your facility? If yes, describe. 

c. Black Tower Complex. The Black Tower Complex is dedicated for the use of all 
UAV testing and training on Fort Huachuca. This complex is composed of 3 hangars, 
parachute tower, hazardous material storage facility, explosive storage bunker, 2 runways (1 
dirt m w a y  220' x 2000' (as of Jul94), and a paved runway, 75' x 3000'). In addition, the 
following are available to UAV resting: frequency coordination, precision tracking, area 
surveillance, red-time and post-test digital data, comunications and timing, photographic and 
video support, optical/infrared targets, and radar/cornmunications threat environment. 

several sections skipped 

3.1.E.4 Are there any capital improvements underway or programmed in the FYY5 YYLIY 
that would change your capacitylcapability. If yes. explain. 

a. Yes. The platform is being completely rebuilt and should increase its capacity. 
The west turntable will be going through a major rehabilitation. 

b. The UA V dirt runway expansion to 2,000feet will he complete in July of 1994. 



SENSITWCLOSE HOLD 

w Frrat~ 9heet # 04 I 0 

1. This Errata Sheet applies to the following EPG R&D FacilityICapability Data Submission: 

Range Operations Capabilities 
Environmental Test FaciIity 
Instrumented Test Range 
Enectromagnetic En\lironmental Test Facility 
EMIITEMPEST Test Capabilities 
Intelligence & Electronic Warfare 
AvionicdGlobal Positioning Systems 
General Electronic Test Capability 

2. Changes to original submission are shown in italics. 

3.2.A.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

&umber of simultaneous users is limited by LBAF or other m i l i t a ~  deparbnent rules on 
supersonic flight in resnicred corridors. No speczfic limitation on the number of simultaneous 
users is available io EYG. 

3.2.B Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3.2.B. 1 Provide a brief description of your airfield and support facilities. 

Libby Army Airfield is a Joint Use Airfield owned by Ft. Huachuca (TMDOC) and is 
not a TECOM asset. Libby Field has the following: Three runways, 02/20 4300 feet, 29/11 
5 3 6  feet, and 26/08 12,001 feet; field elevation 4665 feet MSL; overrun lengths 02/20 200 
feet, 2911 1 200 feet, 26/08 1000 feet; landing aids art a hDB, TACAN, \'OR and a PAR, 
26/08 has an arresting cable at both ends; ramp area is approximately 460,000 square feet; 
ramp construction is a combination of concrete/asphalt; 02/20 and 29i11 is asphalt; 2688 will 
be all concrctc: when wmpIebd (FY95) and will accommodate any aircraft: hangar space is 
limited to about 30,000 square feet and belongs to Ft. Huachuca. 



SENSITIVE / CLOSE BOLD 

Errata Sheet # 6 of 

1. This Errata Sheet applies to the following EPG R&D Facility/Capability Data Submission: 

b g c  Operations Capabilities 

2. This Errata Sheet replaces "FORM6" (Determination of 'linconstrained Capability) in its 
entirety, please see the attachment. 





SENSITI\'E / CLOSE HOLD 

Errata Sheet # 7 

1. This Errata Shee: applies to the following EPG R&D Facility/Capability Data Submission: 

Environmental Test Facility 

2. This Errata Sheet replaces "FORM6" (Determination of Unconstrained Capability) in its 
entirety, please see the attachment. 



DECTERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

FACIUTY I CAPABlLlTY TITLE: Environmental Test Facility (ETF) 

ANNUAL IIOURS OF DOWNTIME Lxh!L 

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY (line 1 / 365) 2-!u- 

AVERAGE HOURS AVAILABLE PER DAY (24 / line 2) 3 _ 2 3 , 1  

V) 
rn I'WTI' TESTS AT 

TYPES ONE TIME 

0 C o d  
6 Temperature 1 l 

Shock LC!' 
Solar 
Radiation -2- 

Rain 3 

WORKLOAD PER TEST 
PER FACILITY HOUR 

WORKIDAD PER UNCONSTRAINEJ) 
FAClLITY HOUR CAPACITY PER DAY f 

(LINE 3 X TOTAL SUM) 
E 

7 i&w3fk rn z 
UHdZ2 

2 2 

L?@22- ANNUAL 
UNCONSTRAINED 

ssdq CAPACITY 
I, flag; t 56 

L 6  9 z t 2 6 a E W  

2 & 2 4 Above n u m b  is based on 
equipment; facility physical 
constraints would limit total 
to- 413,143 
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d 
Errata Sheet fi 8 s g  

1 .  This Errata Sheet applies to the following EPG R&D FacilityICapability Data Submission: 

Instrumented Test Range 

2. This Errata Sheet replaces "FORM6" (Determination of Unconstrained Capability) in its 
entirety, please see the attachment. 



DETERMIUATION 01 U U C O # g ~ I l 4 B D  C m C X T Y  

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Instrumented T e s t  Range (ITR) 

AllWUAL HOURS OF DOUNTIXB 1 2a-d- *23 - 

AVBRaBII W I N E  PlCI DAY (line 1 / 365) 2 . 61 

AVERAGE HOUR# AVlhILABLB PER DAY (24 / lire 2 )  3 23.39 

TBBT TESTS AT IIY)RKUlAD PER TEST WORKLOAD PER rmW,IS=D 
TYPBB OLlB TIHB PER FACILITY HOUR FACILXT Y BOOR CAPACX!l'Y PER M Y  

clxm 3 r n n A L  BUM1 

4 FLIGHT 

TOTAL svn 
TAB : 

anuAL 
~ W S T R A I m r D  

CAPACITY 
5 322,/30 

9 l,'QBT335- 



SENSITIVE / CLOSE HOLD 

Errata Sheet # 7 r 6 /O 

1. This Errata Sheet applies to the following WShlR R&D FacilityiCapabili~ Data 
Submission: 

Electromagnetic Environmental Test Facility (EMETF) 

2. This Errata Sheet replaces "FORM6" (Determination of Unconstrained Capability) in its 
entirety, please see the amchment 



DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINF,D CAPACITY 

FACILITY / CAPABMTY TITLE: Electromagnetic Environmental Test Facility @METF) 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTIME 1 500- 

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY fine 1 1 365) 2 -  1.35- 

AVERAGE HOURS AVAILABLE PER DAY (24 1 linc 2) 3 22.65- 

V) TEST TESlSAT WORKWAD WORKWAD 
2! TYPES ONETIME PER TEST PER FACILITY 
% FACIUTY HOUR 

SLF - UNCONSIlUINPD 
CAPACITY PER DAY 

x 
0 M--t-S- 96-y _y2" (lie 3 TdaI Sum) 

6 1630-p 
Jamdng --- 2 2 ? l 6  _3d_6 8 .?'kw- 

ANNUAL 
U N c O N m I N E a  

12 'n'Pica1- - - /-6 -A6.272 CAPACITY 

I 5 9 5 )  24 5( 
Total Sum 9 - '  

TAB: Pge: 



SENSITIVE / CLOSE HOLD 

.rri 
Errata Sheet# o 8 /Q 

1.  This Errata Sheet applies to the following EPG R&D FacilitylCapability Data Submission: 

EM1 / TEMPEST Test Capabilities 

2. This Errata Sheet replaces "FORM6" (Determination of Unconstrained Capability) in its 
entirety, please see the attachment. 



DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

FACILITY 1 CAPABILITY TITLE: EM1 TEMPEST Test Facility 
I 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTIME 1 -  216 

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY (tine 1 I 365) 2 - 6 -  

AVERAGE HOURS AVAlLABLE PER DAY (24 I line 2) 3 - 23.4 - 

TEST TES'ISAT W O W A D  WORKIBAD 
TYPES ONETIME PER TEST PER FACILITY 

FACILITY HOUR 
HOUR 

4 5 6 7 

5 r3bfJ-m - - 3ed2 -100- 

I 
Total Sum 

UNCONSntAINFa 
CAPACITY PER DAY 
(line 3 Totai Sum) 

23 4 
8 --- 

ANNUAL 
UNCON!?IRMNED 

CAPACITY 
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WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 
BRAC 95 DATA CALL #7 

Test and Evaluation 

Part 1: CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

This report comprises the WSMR input to BRAC 95 Data Call #7 
(Reference, Memorandum, AMSTE-TA, 4 May 95, Subject: BRAC 95 Data 
Call # 7  - Test and Evaluation). Subject to the limitations and 
constraints described herein, the information contained in this 
report is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. 

Brigadier General, USA 
Commanding 
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WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 
BRAC 95 DATA CALL #7 

Test and Evaluation 

Part 2: ACTIONS TAKEN TO ASSURE DATA ACCURACY 

A. Responsibility and Accountability for Data Preparation. An 
organizational action officer was assigned full responsibility 
for obtaining, analyzing, and preparing the data call reports or 
the feeder information needed to prepare the "boilerplatew used 
in completing the data call reports. . This action officer 
retains accountability for all baseline and supporting data used 
to develop the final information submitted in these report. 

B. The organizational action officers reviewed the initial 
drafts of the reports to determine if the data proposed for 
submission was reasonable and if, in fact, it provided a factual 
representation of each particular data element. The WSMR BRAC 
action officer then finalized each data call report. 

C. Certification of Data. In addition to the Command level 
certification of the report and its enclosed data, organizational 
action officers and selected organization directors certified 
their final draft data packages, subject to the constraints and 
limitations identified in Section I11 of the report. 

E. The point of contact for further information is Mr. Gene 
Forsythe, AV 258-8200, or e-mail weforsyth@wsmr-emh37.army.mil." 
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WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 
BRAC 95 DATA CALL #7 

Test and  valuation 

Part 3: DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC DATA LIMITATIONS 

White Sands Missile Ranqe Facilities and Capabilities 

(Tabs E - M) 

1. The selection of Facilities / Capabilities to be reported 
was based on the availability of data in repeatably retrievable 
form, in order to meet stated audit requirements. 

2. Not all facilities and property used as part of the reported 
testing facilities and capabilities was reported in this data 
call. As an example 22,000 square feet of hanger space and over 
10,000 square feet of administrative and support space is 
occupied by WSMR's Aviation function at Holloman Air Force Base. 
The data call instructions do not permit reporting this space, 
which is critical to WSMR operations. Similarly, tenant 
facilities and property physically located on WSMR which is an 
integral part of WSMR's RDTE capability baseline (including the 
Air Force RAMS and RATSCAT sites, and the 83 acre Navy RDTE 
facility and launch complex) are not reported in this data call. 
Cross-Service analysis should include as part of the basic review 
the physical location of the RDTE facility or capability 
regardless of the reporting element's location. 

3. Workload data was taken from the TRMS data base and modified 
by the responsible action officer to account for organizational 
changes and functional re-alignments occurring over the past 
three years. 

4. Distribution of the workload data across the functional 
reporting areas (T&EI S&TI etc.) and categorization into the 
three RDTE evaluation areas was accomplished through a 
combination of two processes: Analysis of the TRMS data base; 
and analysis of test programs for the "type" of work performed. 
To a large extent this amounts to "expert opinion" analysis, as 
no reporting requirement exists for this type of information 
within Army or TECOM RDTE programs. 

5 .  Similarly, wMission" and "Test Hourn data is not available 
for the majority of WSMR's RDTE workload. The definition of 
mMission" is not clear enough to determine if the WSMR mission 
count reported in the National Range Operations data call report 
is strictly comparable. Without a standard definition of these 
terms and their application to open-air RDTE missile testing it 



is impossible to estimate these data elements. 

6. Information on equipment weight, volume, and maintenance 
costs is generally not available. It is provided where known or 
where it could be estimated with a repeatable degree of accuracy 
by the responsible action officer. 

7. Similarly, the information on and accuracy of facilities 
square footage, replacement cost, and the associated backlog of 
maintenance and repair (BMAR) cannot be assured. WSMR is 
currently executing a detailed space survey which will resolve 
part of this uncertainty, but larger problems exist. RDTE 
facilities are generally used in an "as condition," with no 
documentation kept on the overall condition or maintenance 
requirements for any specific facility unless mission performance 
is at risk. For this reason the reported BMAR is the absolute 
minimum needed to restore the facility to a minimally acceptable 
condition for continuing operations. 

8. Unconstrained Capacity (as calculated on the included forms) 
appears to be a contradictory calculation, at least for WSMR and 
EPG open air and environmental test operations. Assuming no 
personnel limitations on workload accomplishment, the only 
limitations on a test facilitiest capacity are the number of 
hours in a day it can operate. The application of a mathematical 
factor to develop potential workload based on "typical tests" 
produces answers for most WSMR and EPG facilities / capabilities 
that are near nonsensical, even if reasonable daily operations 
limits (e.g., daylight hours only) are used as the baseline for 
the calculations. 

US Army Electronic Provinq Ground 

(Tabs 0 - V) 

1. Constraints and limitations on data accuracy identified above 
also apply to these data call reports. 

2 .  Information in the statistical data packets has been edited 
to conform with the reporting requirements using the action 
officer's best judgement. 

3. Mission data is not maintained in historical workload files, 
as there is no standard Army, AMC or TECOM reporting system 
designed to record this data. 

4. Test hours are not maintained in historical workload files 
since there is no common definition. Per the 13 May 1994 
conversation between Mr. Gene Forsythe, Special Assistant to the 
Commanding General, White Sands Missile Range and Mr. John Hart, 
USAEPG Action Officer, no attempt was made to estimate them as 



the reporting requirement for this item primarily supported the 
aviation vehicle RDTE function, which is a small minority of the 
workload. 

5 .  Under the "GENERAL INFORMATIONw data sheet, the percent 
figures are based on "best engineering judgement". Actual 
figures cannot be confirmed because records of this data are not 
maintained. Once again, there is no recurring reporting 
requirement in Army, AMC, or TECOM data bases for this 
information. 

6. Under the "UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY" data sheet figures are 
based on the historical averages as "best engineering estimates" 
of what our future workload will be. Actual values could differ. 

7. Reference paragraph 3 . 1 . C . 4 .  of the data call reports. The 
population of Mexican citizens on our southern border (14 miles 
south of Fort Huachuca) were not included in this report. 
Verifiable data on population in these rural areas is not 
available 
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WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 
BRAC 95 DATA CALL #7 

Test and Evaluation 

Part 4 :  RECORD KEEPING PROCEDURES TO MAINTAIN AN AUDIT TRAIL 

1. Two specific processes have been established to assure 
maintenance of an audit trail for the data provided in this data 
call. 

A. The Action Officers responsible for collecting, 
collating, and preparing inputs for each data element have 
prepared methodology fact sheets or working papers describing the 
data collection and analysis process followed for each data 
element or component thereof. These are retained by the action 
officers for local or on-site audit. 

B. A complete set of working papers will be being retained 
by the WSMR BRAC Action Office. This office will serve as the 
initial point of contact for questions on data accuracy/validity 
by any outside activity or agency. 

2 .  The point of contact for further information is Mr. Gene 
Forsythe, AV 258-8200 or e-mail "eforsyth@wsmr-emh37.army.mil." 
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White Sands Missile Range 
BRAC 95 R&D Data Call #7 

PART V: Data Submission 

R&D FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: 

NATIONAL RANGE OPERATIONS 



SENSITIVE/CLOSE HOLD 

SECTION 2: CAPACITY & TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.1 WORKLOAD 

2.1.A Historical Workload 

2.1.A.1 See the Historical Workload Form (FORMS-0 and FORM5-1). 

WSMR uses the Universal Documentation System (UDS) to track and 
document all the mission that the National Range (this not the 
WSMR National Range Operations Directorate) executes (see table I 
below). All users of the range are required to interface with 
WSMR through their designated sponsor and an official request 
form must be submitted to the range schedule office before any 
test is executed. The range keeps track of all historical 
mission information through the use of the National Range 
Information Management System (NRIMS) database, updated on a 
daily basis. The historical data reported in form5-0 and form5-1 
for the National Range was derived from the WSMR certified NRIMS 
database. Historical data (Direct Test Labor Hours) for MTD, NE, 
DOIM, AA, and all supporting elements are inclusive in the 
reported historical data unless they have been otherwise reported 
in the other sections of this data call. 

Refer to table I for information on UDS documented programs 

2.1.B Forecasted Workload 

2.1.B.1 Identify all appropriations (by program element) that 
generated testing or test support requirement, or are expected to 
generate such a requirement for FY92, FY93, and each year of the 
FY95 FYDP. 

See Table 3. 

2.1.B.2 Provide the amount of test work performed at your 
facility in FY92 and FY93. Break this out by workyears across 
the functional descriptors. (note, this is a duplicate of item 
2.1.A.1 above) 

See form5-1 for test work performed by the National Range in FY 
92 and FY93. 

2.2 UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

2.2.A See the Unconstrained Cat- city form (FORM6) 

2.2.B Is this capacity limited by the physical characteristics 
of the facility itself, safety or health considerations, 
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commercial utility availability, etc? 

NO. As is documented in the NRIMS, a maximum of 8 simultaneous 
-open-air test operations can be executed autonomously on the 
National Range. In addition other WSMR, tenant, and customer 
organizations might be conducting outdoor/indoor tests unique to 
their facilities while the range is conducting operations 
approved through the range scheduling office. The diversity in 
the types of operations executed by the range are documented in 
table I of this document, also refer to section 3.4.B.2.A. 

2.3 TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.3.A Does the facility have a specified war-time or contingency 
role established in approved war plans? 

YES. 

2.3.B Does the facility provide a T&E product or service, 
without which irreparable harm would be imposed on the test 
mission of the host installation? 

YES. The National Range, as described in this document, 
essentially is the host installation. Without the full range of 
capabilities described by this and other RDTE BRAC 95 inputs, 
White Sands Missile Range would not exist as an installation. 

2.3.B.1 On the test mission of any other activity? 

YES. The RDTE activities and capabilities of the tenant 
organizations located at WSMR (TRADOC TRAC, Office of the Test 
Director for Electronic Countermeasures/Counter-Countermeasures, 
the Army Research Laboratory elements of the Survivability and 
Lethality and Battlefield Environments, and nearly 50 others) are 
dependent of the operational and RDTE and RDTE Support 
capabilities of the National Range. Additionally, the Air Force 
and Navy operate crital test programs at WSMR which would be 
impossible for safety and data collection reasons to operate 
anywhere else in the U.S. These programs are dependant on the 
RDTE and RDTE support capabilities of the National Range. 

2.3.B.2 On any other mission deemed critical to the operational 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States? 

YES. Lot Acceptance Testing for the ATACMS and MLRS is performed 
at WSMR, as is Navy Standard Missile Proof Testing. A number of 
designated classified programs operate at WSMR and would not be 
able to continue, or could continue only. ith great difficulty at 
sites other than WSMR, or without the National Range's 
capabilities. 
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SECTION 3:  MEASURES OF MERIT 

3 . 1  OVER-ARCHING MEASURES OF MERIT 

3 .1 .A  Interconnectivity 

3 . 1 . A . 1  What percentage of the total test workload of this 
facility in FY93 involved the real-time or near real-time 
exchange of data or control with another facility? List the 
facilities you interconnect to for tests and identify how many 
are simultaneous activities. ~dentify these as to whether they 
are internal or external to the site. 

The NRIMS reports real time test workload for all the facilities 
that request national range time. The NRIMS represents 9 5 %  of 
real-time near real-time tests that require exchange of data 
under the control of the range (see table I). The other 5% of 
the test time reported in the NRIMS is non real time support, 
e.g. VIP tours, instrumentation calibration/maintenance 
functions, and playbacks. The national range interconnectivity 
and data distribution is under a single umbrella control provided 
by the Directorate of Information Management (DOIM), see 
technical information form titled: National Range 
Interconnectivity. The DOIM maintains and operates seventeen 
communication distribution sites strategically located throughout 
the range, which allow connection of customers regardless of 
where they are located on the range. Three hundred (300) sheath- 
miles of fiber optic and two thousand (2000) sheath-miles of 
copper cable connect the sites. The national range provides 
interconnectivity through the DOIM to all the WSMR internal 
facilities described in form 2  of this document. Table I shows 
the functional areas that require internal data exchange 
interconnectivity, which make up 9 2 %  of the programs. Table 1 
also specifically identifies those programs that require 
interconnectivity with facilities external to WSMR, which make 8% 
of the programs. WSMR has three Point of Presence (POP) 
interfaces with US WEST to support off-range connectivity. 

3.1 .A.2  If your facility were to be closed, would there be an 
impact on other facilities to which you are connected. If yes, 
explain. 

YES. Located at WSMR are Army, Air Force, Navy, Department of 
Energy, NASA, Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, Defense 
Nuclear Agency, Training and Doctrine Center, Army Research 
Laboratory, Ground-based Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance 
WSMR site assigned to the 1st Space Wing, Air Force Space 
Command. Other activities with facilities that provide a broad 
spectrum of outdoor and indoor test capabilities include nuclear 
effects testing, directed energy weapons testing, climate, and 
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dynamic environments testing, atmospheric research, electronic 
countermeasures/counter-countermeasures systems development and 
testing, Large Blast/Thermal Simulator, Pulse High Energy Test 
Site, Optical Fabrication Test Facility, off range launch sites 
(Ft. Wingate, NM; Green River, UT, and McGregor Range, NM), 
commercial space launches, and radar measurement and 
characterization testing. Adjacent to WSMR are Holloman Air 
Force Base, which uses WSMRts airspace for both training and 
testing purposes, and Ft. Bliss, where cooperative agreements 
support mutual use of property and air space for testing and 
training. 

3.1.B Facility Condition 

3.1.B.1 See the Facility Condition form (FORM4) 

This Data is provided by FORM4. The facilities supporting the 
RDTE capabilities of the National Range are for the most part old 
and deteriorating, many have reached or passed the point of 
economic repair and renovation and require replacement. Backup 
data listing each individual building and facility is retained at 
WSMR. 

3.1.C Environmental and Encroachment Carrying Capacity 

3.1.C.1 Do you have limiting (current or future) environmental 
and/or encroachment characteristics associated with the 
installation/facility? If yes, explain. 

Please see the response to 95 BRAC #3 for details. Many of the 
environmental charateristics mapped for the response to 95 BRAC 
#3 address evolving environmental issues, the outcome of which 
could impose limitations on carrying capacity in the foreseeable 
future. 

For exmple, wetlands have never been delineated on WSMR, yet a 
large portion of the Range is expected to qualify under the 
current and developing definition of jurisdictional wetlands 
subject to protections under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Until delineation is funded or required due to proposed 
development, confirmation of the extent of the wetlands and level 
of regulatory protection is unknown. 

Similiarly, a Rangewide endangered species survey has never been 
undertaken for WSMR. There are several federally listed species 
expected to occur on the Range which have not, yet, been proven 
to occur. In addition, several species which are currently 
listed as endangered by the state of New Mexico, or candidatz 
species for federal listing are known to occur on the Range. 
Future surveys, or changes in listing status are likely to cause 
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some of these species to be documented or listed. In this event, 
limitations on carrying capacity should be expected. 

Finally, current compliance with the mandates of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires approval of 
project/program specific NEPA documentation. New test 
projects/programs, and expanded versions of ongoing test 
projects/program, can not take place at WSMR without the 
preparation and approval of new or supplemental NEPA 
documentation. While compliance with NEPA does not preclude any 
specific activity, the NEPA process itself is time consuming and 
resource intensive (especially with the lack of baseline 
environmental data at WSMR). When not anticipated in project 
planning/scheduling, the NEPA documentation requirements can lead 
to unacceptable costs and delays in test execution, thereby 
limiting mission capacity and expandability. In addition, the 
rapid evolution of environmental laws can be expected to result 
in additonal requirements under NEPA and limitations on carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

Encroachment issues due to surrounding communities at WSMR are 
few (e.g., occasional attempts by state and federal governmental 
agencies to establish wildlerness lands adjacent to the 
installation boundaries or within the extension area, etc.). 
However, the installation co-uses lands administered by several 
non-DoD federal agencies, including the Department of the 
Interior (e.g., White Sands National Monument and San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge) and the Department of Agriculture 
(Jornada Experimental Range). Some of the agreements which 
govern joint use of these lands are expired and under revision at 
this time. Current issues involving DoD co-use of these lands 
and compatibility with the non-DoD agency missions are under 
scrutiny (e.g., military overflight of wildlife refuges, and the 
assessment of cumulative impact due to the overall WSMR mission). 
The resoultion of thses issues has potential to limit carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

3.1 .C.2  How much could workload be increased before this limit 
would be reached? Express you answer as a percentage of your 
current workload. 

An answer in the form of a percentage is not possible. Due to 
the factors discussed in item 3.1.C.1, above, the possibility of 
increasing the test load (workload) for any specific 
project/program, or adding new test missions, would depend on on 
a variety of things, such as: the scope of the project as defined 
in the original NEPA approval, the resources that may be impacted 
as a result of any increased workload, the location of the 
testing, and any changes in environmental regulations which may 
have occurred prior to the increased workload. In addition, 
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there is significant non-DoD agency concern regarding the lack of 
cumulative effects assessment for the WSMR mission. It is not 
clear if, and at what point, testing may be constrained due to 
this deficiency. 

3.1.C.3 Do you currently operate under temporary permits of an 
environmental nature, or voluntary agreements (including 
treaties) of any sort that deal with the environment? If so, 
when do they expire, and describe them. 

1. EXP: 19 Jan 98. 
TITLE: Interagency Agreement for professional and Technical 

Assistance in Inventorying and Mapping Wetlands between the 
U.S. Department of the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Department of the Interior. 

DESCRIPTION: USFWS will map wetlands boundaries for Army 
installations as funded and prioritized by the Army. WSMR is 
AMC's #1 priority for FY94 funding/execution [Memorandum, AMXEN- 
M, 31 Jan 94, subject: Updated Prioritization on DA/U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
Conducting Wetlands Delineation and Mapping in the U.S. Army 
Materiel Command] 

2. EXP: 31 Aug 95. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding between White Sands 

Missile Range, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and Wildlife Research Institute for 
Mountain Lion and Mule Deer Research on White Sands Missile 
Range, New Mexico. 

DESCRIPTION: Permits the performance of a cooperative 
wildlife research project involving lions and deer on WSMR. 

3. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: White Sands Pupfish Conservation Plan (2 Mar 94 

revsion) . 
DESCRIPTION: Defines measures necessary to protect this 

fish species and precludes actions which would cause the USFWS to 
list it as threatened or endangered; commits WSMR to participate 
in the development of a memorandum of agreement between WSMR, the 
State of New Mexico, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service which 
details specific actions and agency responsibilities for 
protection of the White Sands pupfish. [Note: MOA is currently 
under interagency review prior to approval] 

4. EXP: Mar 95. 
TITLE: Big Game Hunting Dates and Areas for the 1994-1995 

License Year on WSMR (Proclamation of 1994-95 Seasons, New Mexico 
Department of Game and Fish, NMSA Chapter 17) 

DESCRIPTION: Establishes public big game hunting dates and 
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areas for the current license year IAW approvals provided by WSMR 
during interagency coordination. 

5. EXP: 30 Jun 89 (new agreement currently under negotiation). 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of the Army Represented by the Corps of Engineers and 
the Department of the Interior Represented by the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife (DACA 47-9-69-293). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the San 
Andres National Wildlife Refuge by WSMR. 

6. EXP: Jun90. 
TITLE: Cooperative Agreement for Conservation and 

development of Fish and Wildlife Resources on the White Sands 
Missile Range (signatory agencies: WSMR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms of interagency and joint 
management of fish and wildlife resources on WSMR IAW the Sike's 
Act (PL 86-797, as amended). 

7. EXP: 30Jun90. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of Agriculture, Represented by the Science and 
Education Administration Agricultural Research, and the 
Department of the Army, Represented by the Corps of Engineers 
(DACA 47-3-81-48). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the Jornada 
Experimental Range by WSMR. 

8. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: Options for Desert Bighorn Sheep Management, San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). 
DESCRIPTION: Signed agreement between the Regional 

Director, USFWS Region 2, and the Director, New Mexico Department 
of Game and Fish regarding the long-term managment of the 
endangered (state listed) desert bighorn sheep popultaion on 
WSMR. 

9. EXP: Oct 95 (tentative). 
TITLE: Settlement of the lawsuit in the case of Wolf Action 

Grouv et al, v. United state et al., to which the Secretary of 
Defense was party. 

DESCRIPTION: This agreement and other correspondence, 
commits DoD, the Department of the Army, and WSMR to allow the 
USFWS to consider WSMR as a potential reintroduction site for 
recovery of the federally listed (endangered) Mexican wolf, and 
commits WSMR as a formal cooperating agency in the preparation of 
the EIS for wolf reintroduction, 



3.1 .C .4  What is the total population within a 50 mile radius? 
100 mile radius? 150 mile radius? 200 mile radius? . 

Population figures were developed using the main cantonment area' 
of WSMR as the base point. Due to the isolated geography of the 
range and the sparse population of surrounding areas, these 
numbers will not change significantly if the base point is 
changed or expanded to include all range boundaries. 

population within 50 miles U.S. 766,525 
Mexico 544,496 

Total 1,311,021 

population within 100 miles 

population within 150 miles 

population within 200 miles 

U.S. 836,142 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,406,033 

U.S. 989,896 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,559,787 

U.S. 1,708,285 
Mexico 635,319 

Total 2,341,604 

Note that at the population of the area of Mexico included in the 
population circle between 100 and 150 miles does not change. 
There is no available open source data on this rural area of 
Mexico. 

3.1.C.5 Identify the commercial air/land/sea traffic routes, 
public use of air/land/sea space, and the frequency of use for 
each that affect or could affect mission accomplishment in your 
air, land, or sea space. 

N/A. There are none of the above that affect our mission 
accomplishment. A major US highway (U.S. Route 70) crosses the 
range just above the major launch complex area. However this 
does not affect our testing mission as the U.S. Army has 
permission to close the highway as needed in one hour increments 
with 15 minutes for traffic passage between each closure. 
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3.1.C.5.A HOW many test missions per year are canceled due to 
commercial or public use? 

None. WSMR is government owned property, and priority is given to 
test mission conducted under the control of WSMR. 

3.1.C.6 What is the number of test missions that have been 
canceled due to encroachment in each of the last two years? 

None. For FY92 and FY93, the national range has documented those 
test missions that have cancelled or aborted, and no test 
missions have aborted or cancelled due to encroachment (FY 92 AND 
93 Range Operations Summary). 

3.1.D Specialized Test Support Facilities and Targets 

3.1.D.1 Do you have specialized facilities which are required to 
support you in conducting your test operations at your facility? 
If yes, describe. 

Yes. WSMR provides specialized facilities that are used by the 
Army, Navy, Air Force, Department of Energy, NASA, and other 
activities. Facilities to store ordnance and propellants, 
assemble missile systems, provide target support and launch 
missiles/drones, provide Range Control Center processes and 
displays data in real-time for project mission support, ground 
and flight safety , and range control. Although primarily 
thought of as a missile range, WSMR has other specialized test 
facilities that are modern and varied. They include nuclear 
environments, weapon system simulation, guidance and control, 
propulsion, climatic and dynamic environments, microbiological, 
metallographic, atmospheric research, commercial space launches, 
electromagnetic and laser. Other facilities that support the 
WSMR mission are the Aerial Cable Range (3 mile span between 
mountain peaks), High Speed Test Track, White Sands Space Harbor 
(run way 35,000 ft. x 900 ft.), Columbia Site (unmanned vehicle 
vertical launch and recovery site), Radar Target Scatter Site 
(RATSCAT) (signature data of actual, and model aircraft) and 
RATSCAT Advanced Measurements System, High Energy Laser Test 
Facility (DoD Tri-Service RDTE facility), NASA WSTF, Ground-based 
Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance, Large Blast/Thermal 
Simulator, Pulse High Energy Test Site, Hazardous Test Area, 
Optical Fabrication Test Facility, and off range launch sites 
(300, 450, and 850 miles extensions beyond WSMR boundaries). 

3.1.D.2 Are specialized targets required to support this 
facility, If yes, explain. 

Yes. Fixed-wing aerial targets such as the sub scale MQM-34D AND 
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MQM-107 and the full scale XQF-86E, are remotely-controlled- 
'cr, drones maneuvered through their flight pattern and fired upon by 

the weapon system being tested. Rotary-wing targets, such as 
droned UH-1 helicopters, provide live fire targets during many 
critical tests. Auxiliary equipment , such as flares or 
electronic jamming devices, can be mounted on the targets to 
simulate virtually any type of air defense threat. Ground 
targets include tanks, armored personnel carriers, Howitzer 
trucks, as well as plywood targets, bunkers non.certified IR and 
MMW targets, boats, radars, missile launchers, and armor plate. 
Theatre Missile Defense (TMD) Targets such as the Storm and Hera 
that emulate the TMD targets. The targets can be enhanced with 
or without counter measures. These targets support air-to-air, 
surface-to-air, and air-to-surface programs. 

3 . 1 . D . 2 . A  Have the specialized targets been validated? If yes, 
by whom? 

Yes. The validation methodology of targets mentioned above is 
directed to the validation of the targets at the time the test is 
performed. E.G. the Storm and Hera emulate TMD targets 
representative of threats to the TMD system. The Defense 
Intelligence Agency (DIA) provides guidance on validation and 
verification of targets and the program offices are responsible 
for assuring that the System Threat Assessment Report (STAR) 
threat requirements are met, and WSMR conducts the tests. 

3 . 1 . E  Expandability 

3 . 1 . E . 1  Other than the expandability inherent in the 
unconstrained capacity (FORM 6) discussed earlier, are there any 
special aspects of this facility that enhance its ability to 
expand output within each T&E functional area? If yes, explain. 

YES. The infrastructure already in place at WSMR operates as a 
Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) component to support 
research, development, test and evaluation for the Army, Navy, 
Air Force, NASA, and other approved US Government and commercial 
agencies, and foreign governments. WSMR also plans and conducts 
development testing and evaluation of Army missiles, rockets and 
materiel systems, conducts nuclear effects testing, and develops 
and acquires range instrumentation systems , equipment, and 
facilities for members of the MRTFB. As an installation WSMR 
presently supports more than 73 different programs (see table I) 
documented under the Universal Documentation System (UDS), and is 
under the US Army and Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM). WSMR 
consists of a variety of test and support directorates and tenant 
orgq,?izations. It is this infrastructure that allows WSMR to 
enhance its ability to expand. 
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3.1.E.1.~ Can you accept new T&E workload different from what 
you are currently performing? If yes, identify by TtE functional 
area and test type. 

YES. Electronic Combat - threat environment and test article 
support. 

3.1.E.2 Are the airspace, land, and water areas adjacent to 
areas under DoD control available and/or suitable for physical 
expansion to support new missions or increased footprints. If 
yes, explain. 

YES. On the west side of the main WSMR proper, are the AEROBEE 
and ABREAS Extension (leased call up safety areas), the BLM 
JORNADA Experimental areas, to the north is the North Range 
Extension Area, and to the south is McGregor Range (Ft. Bliss and 
BLM withdrawal land). These areas can be called up through 
WSMRrs range scheduling. 

In addition, the WSMR and adjacent areas are increased with off- 
range launch areas currently at Green River, UT and Maintain 
Home, ID. The Green River Site provides a flight corridor of 450 
miles and was successfully used by the Athena Pershing and other 
projects. Fort Wingate Army Depot is another off-range launch 
area under evaluation. Located in the northwest corner of NM. it 
will provide 285 miles of flight corridor for theatre-range 
missiles. 

3.1.E.3 Is the facility equipped to support secure operations. 
If yes, to what level of Classification (Confidential -> 
Special Access)? 

YES. To the Secret level on a routine basis, and to Special 
Access depending upon physical security and data security 
requirements. All Special Access Programs are reviewed by the 
Technical Director and approved for support by the Commanding 
General prior to a committing Range resources. 

3.1.E.4 Are there any capital improvements underway or 
programmed in the FY95 FYDP that would change your 
capacity/capability. If yes, explain. 

NO. 

3.1.F Uniqueness 

3.1.F.1 Is this a one-of-a-kind facility within the DOD? If 
yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is the largest over land based and most highly 
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r 
Errata Sheet # 2 rP 

I .  This Emata Sheet applies to the following WSMR R&D FacilitylCapability Data 
Submission: 

National Range Operations 

2. Changes to origina! submission are shown in italics. 

3.1.F.2 Are you currently providing support to DoD users outside your Militaq Department? 
If yes, indicate the percentage of total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military Department. 

YES. See below 

Military Workload percent Tests) 
Department Historical Data 

FY92 FY93 

S NAVY 04 
Air Force 35 
NASA 04 03 
Other 25 25 
--------- ----- ----- 
Total 100% 100% 

Refer to table 1. for additional information on programs being supported by the range. 
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instrumented test range in the free world. WSMR is one-of-a-kind 
as a national strategic resource due to its land mass of 
2,164,244 acres (100 x 40 miles). The air space is restricted 
over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and extends from the 
surface to an unlimited altitude. Although primarily thought of 
as a missile range, WSMR has extensive laboratory test facilities 
that are modern and varied. With its unique geographical 
location, climatic conditions, infrastructure (3,000 
instrumentation sites, 50 launch complexes, 1,900 buildings, 1829 
miles of roads), and highly skilled technical workforce, WSMR 
supports a variety of customers including NAVY, Air Force, 
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, and the adjacent Holloman 
AFB, and Ft. Bliss Army installations. In addition, WSMR has 
adjacent call up areas to the west and north, and off-range 
launch areas currently under evaluation at Green River, UT (450 
mi extension), Mountain Home, ID (800 mi extension), and Fort 
Wingate Army Depot (285 mi extension). 

3.1.F.l.A Within the U.S. Government? If yes, explain 

YES. WSMR's mission is to operate a U.S. Government owned Major 
Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) component to support 
research, development, test and evaluation for the Army, Navy, 
Air Force, NASA, and other approved US Government and commercial 
agencies, and foreign governments. 

3.1.F.l.B Within the U.S? If yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is located within the continental U.S. in south- 
central NM near the cities of Las Cruces, Socorro, Alamogordo, 
NM, and El Paso, TX. WSMR is 30-40 miles east to west and 100 
miles south to north (land mass of 2,164,244 acres) with 
additional north and west extensions. The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 
extends f om the surface to an unlimited altitude. \ 
3.1.F.2 providing support to DoD users outside 

If yes, indicate the percentage of 
FY93 by Military Department. 

YES. \ 
Military Workload ercent Tests) 
Department 

FY92 Hi\f ta 

Army 
NAVY 
Air Force 
NASA 
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Other ---------- 
Total 

Refer to table I for additional information on programs being 
supported by the range. 

3 .1 .G Available Air, Land, and Sea Space 

3 . 1 . 6 . 1  How many square miles of air, land, and sea space are 
available to support test operations? 

About 5,000 square miles of air space with 2,164,244 acres of 
land mass (excluding White Sands National Monument) is available. 
In addition, there are 11,306 square miles of air space available 
within the associated extension areas surrounding the range (see 
enclosed map - prepared by KING JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 1989). 

3.1 .G.2  Who owns or controls the land under the Restricted 
Airspace use? 

The range. Additionally, WSMR owns and /or controls some of the 
land under the restricted areas. 

3 . 1 . 6 . 3  How much of this (total air space available to support 
operations) is Restricted Airspace, and what altitude limits are 
associated with the restricted areas? 

All of the area is restricted airspace and the altitude limits 
are surface to unlimited or structured with various altitude 
limits. 

3 .1 .G.4  Do you have special use airspace other than supersonic 
airspace? If yes, for what types of tests? What are its 
dimensions? Will it support simultaneous users? 

YES. Various tests. The tests take place within the established 
restricted airspace boundaries. 

3.1 .G.5  Is the airspace over land or water. List the number of 
square miles over each. 

The airspace is over land. 

DESIGNATION 
R-5107B 
R-5107C 
R-5107D 
R-5107E 
R-5107F 

SQUARE MILES 
3,504 
1,172 
734 
169 

1,588 
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1,271 
1,081 

89 
580 
580 
460 

2,242 
1,336 
1,500 (AT GREEN RIVER, UT) 

3.1.0.6 Identify known or projected airspace problems that may 
prevent accomplishing your mission. 

In Aug 93, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) completed a 
survey of its National Wildlife Refuge System to identify issues 
regarding military aircraft overflights as a possible 
incompatible refuge use. Among the 41 refuges where military 
overflights were determined to be an issue, the San Andres 
~ational Wildlife Refuge on WSMR was identified as the sixth 
highest priority for problem resolution. In a memorandum from 
the Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate General, 
2 May 93, recommended ODEP take immediate action to resolve the 
conflicts for the Army as a class. WSMR is has not been made 
aware of any resolution at this time, however, the installation 
anticipates institution of a minimum altitude of 2000' AGL for 
all aircraft overflights of the Refuge based on recent FORSCOM 
action and requests from the USFWS during negotiations for a new 
cooperative agreement for co-use of Refuge lands. In adiditon, 
there is some indication that minimum altitudes may be an issue 
in the future where occupied endangered species' habitats are 
imvolved (e.g., desert bighorn sheep outside of Refuge 
boundaries). 

3.1.0.7 What is the maximum straight line segment in your 
airspace in nautical miles? 

120 Nautical miles. 

3.1.0.8 What public airspace have you used for overflight of 
weapons systems in the past? What was the nature of those tests? 
Do you anticipate being able to use that same public airspace for 
similar tests in the future? Yes or no to each. 

YES. Flight of a target drone (AQM-37). Yes. Waiver on file 
with the Federal Aviation Administration, Albuquerque Air Route 
Traffic Control Center from Jan 94 thru 31 Dec 94 for flight in 
public airspace. 
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3 . 1 . H  Geographical/~limatological Features 

3 . 1 . H . 1  Describe the topography and ground cover/vegetation 
within your test airspace (include nap of the earth). Identify 
all of the following that apply: mountains, forest, jungle, 
cultivated lowland, swamp, riverine, desert, and sea. State the 
area of each in square miles. 

(The following descriptions are transcribed or adapted from 
Muldavin, E. and P. Mehlhop. 1992. A preliminary vegetation 
classification and test vegetation map for White Sands Missile 
Range and Sand Andres National Wildlife Refuge, New Mexico. New 
Mexico Natural Heritage Program, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque.) The estimated coverage in square miles for each 
type of topography identified below is based on an expert opinion 
analysis of satellite imagery. 

t 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

White Sands Missile Range lies within the Bolson sub-section 
Mexican Highlands section of the Basin and Range physiographic 
province (Gile, Hawley and Grossman, 1981). It is characterize 
by broad desert basins and discontinuous mountain ranges (Gile, 
Hawley and Grossman 1981). The major mountain ranges are the San 
Andres and Oscura Mountains which lie centrally, and divide the 
range into two major basins to the east and west. The San Andres 
Mountains are structurally a large west tilted fault block which 
rise to a height of 2,733.4 m (8,968 ft) at Salinas Peak. The 
mountain range is cuesta-like with precipitous escarpments facing 
east and long, gently dipping slopes to the west. To the east of 
the San Andres is the Tularosa Basin, a corresponding down- 
faulted inter-mountain basin with a minimum elevation of 1,175 m 
(3,855 ft)l. A long piedmont slope leads from the base of the 
escarpment of San Andres to the Tularosa Basin floor, which is 
notable for its extensive alkali flats, coppice dune fields, 
gypsum lake deposits, and shifting dunes. The north end of the 
basin is partly covered by an Holocene basalt flow called the 
Carrizozo Malpais. To the west of the San Andres is the Jornada 
del Muerto basin which is divided into two internally drained 
northern and southern basins with minimum elevations approaching 
1,495 m (4,900 ft). At the north end of WSMR are the smaller 
Oscura Mountains which are also a cuesta-like east tilted fault 
block like the San Andres, but in opposite directions. The 
escarpment faces west with the corresponding long piedmont slope 
leading to the bottom of northern Jornada del Muerto basin. To 
the east, slopes gently dip into the basin fill of Tularosa 
Basin. Both ranges lie on Precambrian age granites, and are 
stratigraphically complex with intermixed limestone and sandstone 
strata ranging in age from Cambrian to Quaternary (Bachman 1968; 
Bachman and Harbour 1970). 
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At the very southern boundary of the Missile Range is the 
northern end of the Organ Mountains which are primarily Tertiary 
Quartz monzonite derived from the Organ Batholith, and 
Precambrian granites (Seager 1981). For the most part, they lack 
the fault block structure and complex stratigraphy of the San 
Andres and Oscura ranges, but are more topographically diverse 
and rugged. 

SOILS 

The soils of the study area have been mapped at the 1:100,000 
scale by Neher and Bailey (1976). They identified 35 soil series 
mapped into 29 mapping units for the range. These delineations 
tend to be generalized and heterogeneous, with most soils falling 
into the Aridisol order from the Camborthid, Haplargid, 
Calciorthid, Paleorthid, and Gypsiorthid Great Groups. There 
were five Entisols and one Mollisol identified. The most common 
series were summarized by Anderson and Taylor (1983) as follows: 
Yesum and Holloman gypsum flats (320,202 acres), Nikel and Tencee 
soils support about 269,500 acres of desert shrublands on 
alluvial fans, Rockland (cool, warm and outcrop) covers 613,035 
acres, gypsum duneland covers about 95,800 acres and the lava 
flow covers 40,700 acres. 

VEGETATION 

CONIFEROUS FOREST 

Lower Montane Coniferous Forest - The mountain ranges on WSMR do 
not reach the elevation required to support extensive tall 
coniferous forests. The ponderosa pine-Arizona fescue type which 
occurs at the highest elevations on Salinas Peak in the San 
Andres Mountains is the only representative found on WSMR of 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forest. This vegetation type is common 
elsewhere in the Southwest, and is found in a zone above pinyon- 
juniper woodlands and below mixed coniferous forests dominated by 
firs. 7 square miles. 

WOODLANDS AND SAVANNAS 

Coniferous Woodlands - This vegetation type is found below the 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forests and is dominated by the low 
stature conifers, pinyon pine and oneseed juniper. The woodlands 
are characterized by tree canopies that are moderately open to 
nearly closed (> 25% cover), although some stands can be quite 
open (5-25% cover, particularly after fire. Undergrowth is 
commonly dominated by sclerophyllous shrubs, and on occasion by 
grasses. Savannas on the other hand have open to very open 
canopies with predominately grassy cover dominated by warm season 
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grasses which occurs between trees. The most common habitat 
types in coniferous woodlands are pinyon pine-gambel oak, pinyon 
pine- Scribner's needle and thread, pinyon pine/ wavy-leaf oak, 
pinyon pine- mountain mahogany, pinyon pine/ blue grama, pinyon 
pine/beargrass, pinyon pine/ sideoats grama and pinyon pine/ 
muhly. 237 square miles. 

Savannas - At lower elevations around 2,100 m (7000 ft), the 
pinyon pine give way to the savannas of the oneseed juniper 
series. Here, oneseed juniper is the dominant tree, varying from 
moderately closed to very open canopies (5-50% cover). Pinyon 
pine is poorly represented or absent. On gentle landforms of low 
relief, trees tend to be scattered across the landscape with wide 
spaces of intervening grass cover, hence the savanna-like 
physiognomy. In steeper and more dissected hill terrain, the 
types take on more of a woodland aspect, with the shrub element 
becoming more important. The lower elevation limit of this 
series is around 1,750 m (5,800 ft) in the north, and 1,900 m 
(6,200 ft) at the south end of WSMR. The most common variant of 
the Savannas type is oneseed juniper/sideoats grama which occurs 
on moderately steep to very steep and dissected hill slopes or 
scarp slopes of cuestas. Overall undergrowth production is low, 
with grass cover the most conspicuous element, but sclerophyllous 
shrubs can be important (oaks and mountain mahogany). At 
somewhat lower elevations, but in a similar landscape, the 
oneseed juniper/New Mexican feather grass type becomes dominant. 
On more gentle landforms such as adjacent lower toe slopes or 
cuesta dip slopes, the above type will give way to either the 
oneseed juniper/blue grama or oneseed juniper/hairy grama series. 
These types have the more savanna-like physiognomy with the 
oneseed juniper/hairy grama occurring on somewhat rockier sites 
with coarser textured soils than where the oneseed 
juniper/bluegrama habitat type occurs. Plains-Mesa Grasslands 
are commonly found adjacent to these savannas where trees become 
poorly represented or absent. At the lower elevational limits of 
this series, the oneseed juniper/black grama becomes predominant 
with Plains-Mesa Grasslands and Desert Grasslands across a broad 
ecotone. 321 square miles 

SCRUBLAND 

Montane Scrub - Montane scrub usually occurs in the same 
elevation zone as woodlands and savannas, but in either more 
extreme environments, or on sites that have been subjected to 
high frequency disturbance such as repeated fire. The vegetation 
is normally dominated by low stature sclerophyllous shrubs such 
as mountain mahogany and oaks and hardy grasses such as New 
Mexico muhly. Some habitat types defined within this series are 
mountain mahogany/yellowleaf silktassel, gambel oak/snowberry, 
wavyleaf oak/mountain mahogany, grayoak/mountain mahogany and 
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scrub liveoak/mountain mahogany. 220 square miles. 

Plains-Mesa Scrub - This type of scrub is typified on WSMR by the 
sand sage Series. This Series occurs along the perimeter of the 
upper Jornada basin, usually on wind deposited sandy substrates. 
The landscape is that of gentle rolling hills and small dunes and 
hummocks. The vegetation is transitional to desert grassland and 
is characterized by shrub dominance of sand sage and soaptree 
yucca with desert grassland associated grass species such as mesa 
dropseed, giant dropseed and black grama well represented. Three 
habitat types have been identified for the Series, The most 
common is the sandsage/mesa dropseed type of hill slopes, low 
dunes, and inter-dune areas. The sandsage/giant dropseed type is 
found with less frequency on the summits of the larger dunes. 
The sandsage/black grama type is found on upper slopes grading 
into Desert Grasslands. 304 square miles. 

Great Basin Desert Scrub - Great Basin influences are limited on 
WSMR with the exception of the presence of some types of fourwing 
saltbush Series. The three most extensive habitat types are 
fourwing saltbush/giant sacaton, fourwing saltbush/mariola and 
fourwing saltbush/alkali sacaton. These types are restricted to 
low gradient arroyos or in arroyos themselves. 710 square miles. 

Chihuahuan Desert Scrub - This is an extensive sub-formation on 
WSMR occupying large areas of lower mountain slopes, bajadas and 
basin bottoms. All habitat types are dominated by drought 
resistant shrubs with undergrowths varying from grassy to nearly 
absent. The creosote bush Series occurs from mountain foot 
slopes, down bajadas to basin floors. Elevations range from 
1,250 to 1,750 m (4,100 to 5,750 ft). The major habitat types 
within the series are: creosotebush/mariola, which occurs on the 
foot slopes of mountains and hills, intergrading with desert 
grasslands and other mountain desert scrub types. Down slope on 
toe slopes and upper bajadas, the above type grades into the 
creosotebush/black grama type and the crosotebush/fluffgrass 
type. Further down the bajadas, the upper types give way to the 
sparse creosotebush and the creosotebush/bush muhly types. 
Finally, on the gentle toe-slopes, creosotebush grades into 
alkali sacaton grasslands. Two minor types are 
creosotebush/hairy coldenia on gypsum outcrops and 
creosotebush/blue grama on upper elevation transitions. 

Other common types included within the Chihuahuan Desert Scrub 
are the tarbush series which may be tarbush/Southwestern 
needlegrass on scarpments or tarbush/alkali sacaton on alluvial 
flats. The mesquite series occurs extensively across the 
Tularosa Basin and includes mesquite/mesa dropseed, 
mesquite/four-wing saltbush and mesquite/alkali sacaton. 
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Restricted types are those of the ocotillo series. These include 
the ocotillo/mariola habitat type and the ocotillo/tufted rockmat 
type. Another type typical on limestone outcrops is . 
ocotillo/side-oats grama. 822 square miles. 

GRASSLAND VEGETATION 

Plains-Mesa Grassland - This sub-formation lies between the 
higher elevation woodlands, savannas or montane scrub and the 
lower elevation desert grasslands or desert scrubs. The most 
extensive Series is blue grama grasslands. The habitat types are 
blue grama/western wheatgrass, blue grama/sideoats grama, blue 
grama/New Mexico needlegrass, blue grama/sand dropseed, blue 
grama/ Bigelow sagebrush, hairy grama/New Mexico needlegrass, 
hairy grama/blue grama, New Mexico needlegrass/sideoats grama, 
oneseed juniper/New Mexico needlegrass, New Mexico 
needlegrass/sotol and little bluestem/sandhill muhly. 372 square 
miles. 

Desert Grassland - Desert grassland areas are characterized by 
the dominance of grass species associated with semi-arid to arid 
transition climates: the gramas, dropseeds and muhlys. These 
grasslands grow on a wide variety of land forms such as upper 
bajadas, dip slopes of cuesta and cuesta-like mountains, mountain 
and hill foot and toe slopes, alluvial fans, bajadas, 
convex shoulders or summits of alluvial fans on gravely, well 
drained soils, rolling hills, lower mountain escarpment slopes, 
rolling limestone hills, wide valley bottoms and basin floors, 
alkaline, alluvial flats, gypsum mounds and gypsum outcrops, etc. 

Some of the most common habitat types are black grama/blue grama, 
found on upper bajadas in transition with Plains-Mesa Grassland, 
black grama/mariola on mountains and hill foot and toe slopes, 
black grama/Torrey Mormon tea. and black grama/desert Mormon tea 
on alluvial fans and bajadas, black grama/soaptree yucca on 
rolling hills along the western border of the Jornada Basin, 
black grama/hairy grama on alluvial fans and bajadas, black 
grama/sotol on lower mountain escarpment slopes, black 
grama/~igelow sagebrush on rolling limestone hills and escarpment 
slopes in the Tularosa Basin, black grama/New Mexico needlegrass 
in association with black grama/blue grama and Plains-Mesa 
Grassland, alkali sacaton/burrograss covering extensive alluvial 
flats, alkali sacaton/saltgrass occurring on alkaline alluvial 
flats, giant sacaton/Hall's panic grass growing on alluvial 
flats, and terraces, mesa dropseed/broom dalea occurring on tall, 
non-gypsiferous dunes of the central Tularosa Basin, curlyleaf 
muhly/sotol on limestone escarpment slopes of the Central San 
Andres Mountains, curlyleaf muhly/ocotillo and curlyleaf muhly/ 
Bigelow sagebrush on limestone outcrops and cuestas in the 
eastern Oscura Mountains, gypgrass/Hartwegs evening primrose and 
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Errata Sheet # 2 of / O  

I .  This Errata Shett applies to the following WSMR R&D Facility/Capabiiity Data 
Submissions: 

National Range Operations 
Nuclear Effects Capabilities 
Directed Energy Test Facility 
Applied Environments Capabilities 
Data Reduction 
Warheads Testing 
Materials Testing 

2. Changes to original submission are shown in italics 

3.1.H.3 Do you have to go to other geographical locations to satisfjr test requirements? If 
yes, explain. If yes, provide as a percent of overall workload per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. WSMR has a long rangz launch corridor extending to a facilip at Green River, Utah 
which was wed for Atkena and Pershing developmental testing through the early 1980 's. It 
is also developing a launch site at and a corridor fiom Ft. Wingate, Nb6 and a launch site at 
and a corridor from the northern extension area (about 30 miles north of the RISMR 
boundary) for use in the 199996 timefiames. 

WSMR has supported tests and programs on a reimbursable basis at other COhZrS and 
OCONUS sites on a routine basis since rhe 19601s, and has an extensive safari capability. 
However, there has not been a significant requirement for WSMR to neer test requirements by 
execuring test projects ar other geographical Iocations during the past 8 years. 
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gypgrass/hairy coldenia growing on gypsum domes and 
gypgrass/ocotillo growing along the upper edges of gypsum 
outcrops. 389 square miles 

3.1.H.2 Are there features of the local geology or soil 
conditions that enhance or inhibit any types of tests? 

The playa that includes Lake Lucero is the secopdary source of 
gypsum sands that forms White Sands National Monument. This 
reality inhibits or re-directs certain test corridors. However, 
provisions for testing are possible so that conflicts with the 
National Monument and the geological processes related to the 
formation of gypsum sands are largely avoided. 

The basalt flow or Malpais cover a stream channel that provides 
groundwater flow at Malpais Spring. This spring and its 
associated marsh and playas provide White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Mound Springs is an area providing White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Salt Creek drainage system and associated groundwater flow are 
also associated with pupfish habitat. Some types of tests may be 
re-directed when impacts are anticipated on this habitat. 

The unique geologic setting featuring sparse human population and 
a large, land-locked basin covered with desertic vegetation and 
protected on three sides by mountains enhances all types of 
testing. The high percentage of severely erodible soils does not 
inhibit testing from taking place, but does place some 
restrictions, modifications and sometimes, mitigation 
requirements on projects. 

3.1.H.3 to other geographical locations to 
If yes, explain. If yes, provide as 
per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. 

3.1.H.4 Number of days per year with average temperature below 
32 degrees F? Between 32 and 95 degrees F? Above 95 degrees F? 

Below 32 degrees 5 
Between 32 and 95 degrees 360 
Above 95 degrees 0 

3 1 . 5  Number of days per year with average relative humidity 
below 30%? Between 30 and 80%? Above 80% 
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The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

33% of the time 
56.4% of the time 
10.6% of the time 

120 days per year 
206 days per year 
39 days per year 

3 . 1 . H . 6  Number of test missions per year (85 - 93) canceled due 
to weather? 

YEAR MISSIONS 
CANCELLED 

3 . 1 . H . 7  Number of test days per year (85 - 93) canceled due to 
weather? 

YEAR # TEST DAYS 

3 . 1 . H . 8  Number of days per year the visibility is less than 1 
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mile? Between 1 and 3 miles? Greater than 3 miles? 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

0 . 4 %  of the time 
0.2% of the time 

9 9 . 4 %  of the time 

1 day per year 
1 day per year 

363 days per year 

3.1.H.9 What is the average number of flying days available per 
year for flight tests? Provide historical average from the past 
eight years. 

YEAR FLIGHTS 

AVERAGE = 345.3 DAYS 

3.1.H.10 What percentage of the time are your test operations 
restricted due to weather? 

.05% OF THE TIME. 

3.2 AIR VEHICLES 

3.2.A Supersonic Airspace 

3.2.A.1 Do Supersonic Corridors or areas exist? 

YES. 

3.2.A.2 Where are they located relative to the airfield? 

Located within R-5107B, R-5107C, and R-5111A. 
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3 .2 .A .3  At what altitude (upper and lower altitude)? 
/- 

Supersonic corridor is 300 feet above ground 
MSL and the supersonic gfda is 10,000 feet MSL to 
MSL. FINAL EIS, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, DATED 

3.2 .A.4  Are they over land or water? What size and shape 
(length and width)? 

Over land. supersonic corridor is 65nm x lOnm and the 
supersoniclis 85nm x 40nm. 

bteP 
3.2.A.5 Are there restrictions you must observe to use this 
space? If yes, explain, 

NO. 

3.2.A.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

UNKNOWN. Due to the size of the corridor the number of 
simultaneous uses could be considered as basically unlimited. 
The bi-annual DoD "Roving Sandsw Air Defense Training Exercise 
routinely deploys over 100 aircraft simultaneously in this 
corridor. 

3.2.B Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3.2.B.1 Provide a brief description of your airfield and support 
facilities. 

WSMR has two light to medium duty airfields; Condron Army 
Airfield and Stallion Army Airfield. Also located within the 
Restricted Airspace Area and extensively used in testing is 
Holloman Air Force Base. Army Air Operations Directorate (AAOD), 
based at Holloman AFB, provides general test support with both 
rotary and fixed wing aircraft. AAOD currently has 10 JUH-1H 
helicopters and one JC-12, with FY94-95 plans for a composite of 
4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, and JC-12 to support test and recovery 
operations. AAOD has extensive maintenance capability. In 
addition to routine operational maintenance, AAOD personnel have 
been trained to perform repair and rebuild operations that are 
normally accomplished at depot locations. The local rebuild and 
repair of major subsystems saves both time and money, enhancing 
overall aircraft availability. In many instances test customers 
must mount very technical, sensitive equipment on a helicopter. 
AAOD can build, test, and install just about any sort of test 
mount or rack, accomodating both airframe requirements and 
desired test data gathering capability. When any test equipment 
is mounted on the aircraft, an airworthiness release must be 
obtained from Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) engineering. 
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Our experience, data base, and abil.ity to address every 
requirement to receive this release ensures that there will be no 
damage to the aircraft, that the test equipment will operate as 
needed, and the release will-be received in the most timely 
manner. In many instances, the test equipment has been 
previously used or is very similar to equipment used on a past 
test enabling the use of an airworthiness release from our 
extensive files. 

3.2.8.2 How close and how many emergency runways or airfields 
are in your area of operation? 

Condron AAF, 32'201N, 106'24'W; runway 9-27, paved, 6125 ft 
length, 75ft width; runway 10-19, dirt, 4350 ft length, 150 ft 
width, lighted, crash rescue availalble, jet fuel. Attended 
during normal duty hours, can operate 24 hrs if mission dictates. 
Located at southwest corner of WSMR,, 3 miles from main post. 

Stallion AAF, 3304g1N, 106"39'W, runway 15-33, paved, 4000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, unlighted, crash rescue available, jet 
fuel, unattended, located at the northwest corner of WSMR, 
approximately 100 miles from main post. 

White S 
gypsum, 
gypsum, 
gypsum, 

;ands Space Harbor, 32"56'N, 106O25'W; runway 05-23, packed 
15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 17-35, packed 
15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 02-20, packed 
12000 ft length, 300 ft widt.h, lighted, attended 0800- 

2200 daily, crash rescue available when NASA training on range, 
located north of main post, WSMR, approximately 40 miles. 
Aircraft size is unlimited, numerous UAV/drone operations 
conducted. 

Biggs AAF, Ft Bliss, TX, 31'51' N, 106'23'W, runway 3-21, 
concrete, 13,572 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, crash rescue 
available, jet fuel, attended 0600-2200 hrs, located 
approximately 40 miles south of WSMR. 

Holloman AFB, NM, 32'51'N, 106'1'W, runway 04-22, paved, 10,575 
ft length, 300 ft width, runway 07-25, paved/concrete, 12,131 ft 
length, 150 ft width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, 
attended 24 hrs, located approximate.ly 55 miles northeast of WSMR 
on east range boundary. 

Kirtland AFB, NM, 35'2'N, 106'37'W, runway 03-21, paved, 9000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, runway 12-30, paved, 5130 ft length, 150 ft 
width, runway 17-35, paved, 10,010 ft length, 150 ft width, 
lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, AVGAS, attended 24 
hrs, co-located at Albuquerque Internat,~nal Airport 
approximately 100 miles north of the WSMR north boundary, and 
approximately 50 miles north of the northern restricted airspace 
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extension. 

Other smaller airfields within the local area include Las Cruces, 
NM International, 40 miles west, Roswell, NM Industrial, 60 miles 
east (both have local fire department on field) and numerous 
small strips with runways in excess of 5000 feet. 

3.2.B.3 Where is your airfield situated relative to working 
areas (airspace) for supporting test operations? 

Condron AAF is situated on the southwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130 and has 
jet fuel available. Operations supporting the entire southern 
half of the range can be staged fro~m Condron. 

Stallion AAF is situated on the northwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130, however, 
runway length dictates weight limitistions for takeoff of heavier 
fixed wing aircraft. Operations supporting the entire north half 
of the range can be staged from Stallion. Jet fuel is available. 

Holloman AFB is situated on the east central range boundary of 
WSMR. The Army aviation element of WSMR (AAOD) is located at 
Holloman and can provide extensive maintenance capability to test 
aircraft. AAOD has its own organic refuel service available 
during normal duty hours. Air Force refuel is available at all 
other times. Operations supporting the entire range can be 
staged from Holloman AFB. 

There are numerous improved helipads at almost every instrumented 
range site and on main post to facilitate prepositioning of 
helicopters for tests or recovery operations. 

Fuel trucks are routinely dispatched both on and off range to 
support aviation operations, enabling maximum on station time if 
necessary to support time critical tests and recover senstive 
items. 

3.2.B.4 What makes your airfield unique or at least suited for 
supporting test operations? 

Each military service or contractor has unique test requirements, 
and therefore unique test equipment and capability. There is 
absolutely no shortage of expertise in any test area at WSMR. 
AAOD routinely provides support and advice to all the tenant test 
activities and knows where to go to get advice and support when 
preparing an aircraft or test mount. The cooperation between all 
services saves countless man hours in test conduct and 
preparation. The work force at AAOD is highly motivated, well 
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trained and, agewise, well distributed. The turnover rate of 
personnel is very low and instituti.ona1 knowledge is very high. 
We treat the people we support as customers and make every effort 
to ensure that they are satisfied. M O D  has extensive shop 
capability and enough hangar and ramp space to prepare any size 
aircraft for testing to include the manufacture and installation 
of test mounts and power sources. Most of the pilots at AAOD 
have well over 20 years flight experience, are intimately 
familiar with the range and range operations, thus saving 
customers many hours and providing the safest, most efficient 
flight support anywhere. We also have an aircraft availability 
and reliability rate equalled by few, .that enables AAOD to 
provide backup support to every rotary wing test requirement. As 
previously mentioned, our shops and high level maintenance and 
rebuild capability ensures minimum down time to the testing 
agency, enabling much more consistent test results. AAOD is co- 
located with the 46th Test Group (Air Force). On many tests, the 
co-operation level is so high that it becomes impossible to find 
a specific dividing line between results obtained by either 
organization. The long standing rel-ationship between M O D  and 
the 46th Test Group enables us to trade expertise, equipment and 
experience to accomplish any test mi-ssion. 

3.2.B.5 Is there a size, weight, ma~intenance, or mission 
limitation that would affect test operations? If yes, describe. 

Both Stallion Army Airfield and Condron Army Airfields are size 
and weight limited to aircraft no larger than C-130, however, 
since Army Air Operations Directorate is located at Holloman Air 
Force Base there is no size or weight limit that would affect 
test operations. White Sands Space Harber can accomodate any 
size fixed or rotary wing aircraft. 

3.2.B.6 Including hangers and ramp space, how many fighter size 
aircraft could you support? Large multi-engine aircraft? Rotary 
wing? UAV? Cruise Missiles? 

Condron Army Airfield could support simultaneous operations for 
approximately 3 C-130 sized aircraft and 5 fighter sized 
aircraft. Stallion AAF could support 2 C-130 sized aircraft and 
2 fighter sized aircraft, due to limited ramp space. As a tenant 
at Holloman AFB, Army Air Operations could support an almost 
unlimited amount of aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. 
Stallion AAF and Condron AAF could support up to 20 helicopters 
in support of test operations. Although hangar space of both 
airfields is very limited (approx 6500 square feet each), 
Condron AAF and Stallion AAF have both supported UAV operations 
and testing in the past with no 1imit.ations. 

3.2.C.  Test Operations 
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3 . 2 . C . 1  What types of air vehicle testing can be supported? 
Describe? 

N/A. WSMR Condron AAF and Stallion AAF currently have no air 
vehicle testing mission. Support capability would be contingent 
upon the type of air vehicle testing assigned to WSMR. Please 
refer to the above description of airfield capability. 

3.2.C.2 Do ground support facilities exist for pre-flight 
checkout or rehearsal of test missions? 

3 . 2 . C . 3  What kinds, numbers of aircraft and mix of same can be 
supported (manned and unmanned)? 

3 . 2 . C . 4  Does UAV and or rotary wingr operations pose any 
limitations on other types of missions? If yes, explain. 

3 . 2 . C . 5  What sorts of missions can be flown within local 
airspace? 

3.2.C.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous missions you 
can support that require telemetry? 

3 . 2 . C . 7  What is the largest number of simultaneous test missions 
you have supported in your airspace? 

UNKNOWN. This data, if available, will be reported by the USAF. 

3.2.C.8 Identify the number, types, and owners of aircraft at 
your installation. 

3 . 3  ELECTRONIC COMBAT 

This section does not apply to the WSMR National Range testing 
capability being reported in this document. The recently 
acquired "Big Croww airborne EW testbed and the electronic 
proving ground facilities at Ft. huachuca are reported as 
separate WSMR capabilities elsewhere in this data submission. 

Also, individual facility RDTE Test capabilities for tenant 
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activities located at WSMR will be reported by the Air Force and 
the Army Research laboratory (a major tenant at WSMR) in their 
BRAC 95 Data Call # 7  Input Packagev as will the workload of 
several other activities. Although these activities execute a 
large test workload at WSMR because of its unique geographic and 
open-air capabilities their workload is reported under the 
umbrella of their major command regardless of the testbed, 
permanent facility or testing 1ocat:ion. 

There are four major tenants operating in this functional area at 
WSMR: DoD Office of the Test Director (Electronic 
Countermeasures - Counter/Countermeasures), The Survivability and 
Lethality Directorate of the Army Research Laboratory, the 
Battlefield Environments Directorate of the Army Research 
Laboratory, and the Air Force (operating a variety of EW type 
facilities including the RAMS and RATSCAT Radar measurement and 
characterization facilities). 

3 .3 .A  Threat Environment 

N/A. 
3 . 3 . A . 1  What is the number of threats simulated? 

3 . 3 . A . 2  How many simultaneous threats can be simulated? What 
type? What is the maximum signal density? Average density? 
Power level? What band? Radiated or injected? 

3 . 3 . A . 3  Are the threat software models and simulators validated? 
If yes, by whom? 

3 . 3 . A . 4  Do you conduct open loop testing? Reactive? Closed 
loop? 

3 .3 .A .5  What is the threat representation (fidelity) and 
density? 

3 . 3 . A . 6  Are you capable of simulating land threats? Sea threats? 
Combined land/sea threats? If yes, describe. 

SENSITIVE/CLOSE HOLD 



3.3.A.7 What geographic dispersion can be simulated? 

N/A 

3.3.A.7.A Threat lay down? 

3.3.A.7.B Representative distance? 

3.3.A.8 Are the threats moveable within a test scenario? 
Relocatable to a new scenario? 

N/A 

3.3.A.9 Is the facility interlinked with off-site threats? If 
yes, how are you linked? 

3.3.A.10 Is there a limit on simultaneous users? If no, 
explain. 

3.3.B Test Article Support 

3.3.B.l Is there a size, weight, or other limitation on test 
operations the facility can support? If yes, explain and 
describe measures needed to remove them. 

3.3.B.2 What is the number of simultaneous countermeasures that 
can be evaluated? 

N/A 

3.3.8.3 What range of spectra can be tested and evaluated? 

N/A 

3.3.B.4 What are the available spectra? 

3.3.B.5 DO you have a scene generation capability? If yes, 
describe. 

SENSITIVE/CLOSE HOLD 
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3.4 ARMAMENTS / WEAPONS 

3.4.A Directed Energy 

This has been separately reported under other sections of the 
WSMR Data Call. 

3.4.A.1 Do you currently test directed energy weapons? If yes, 
describe. Describe power sources available. What is maximum 
downrange distance? 

YES. See the Directed Energy Section of the Data Call. 

3.4.B Rocket / Missile / Bomb Systems 

3.4.8.1 Ground Space 

3.4.B.l.A What is the area in square miles of the land and water 
space for conduct of live rocket, missile, or bomb systems? 

Depending upon the requirement between 3,200 and 4,000+ square 
miles are available in and around the range, without considering 
the off-range launch corridors at Ft. Wingate and Green River, 
Utah. The lesser number identifies air and land space within the 
actual range boundaries while the larger number includes the 
adjoining calll-up areas. 

3.4.8.1.8 How many separate and distinct land and water test 
areas are available. List them and the size of each in acres. 

See table 11. The total number of test and evaluation ranges on 
the installation and the total impact acres available on WSMR are 
14 ranges, 2,353,208 acres. 

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION 

A significant feature of WSMR operations is the ability to 
conduct tests simultaneously. 

The maximum use of Range resources is obtained by careful 
scheduling of critical resources. The operations are planned 
taking advantage of similar support requirements (e.g., special 
atmospheric conditions) or small space requirements (e.g., cannon 
test at the Small Missile Range, aircraft in center of Range or 
short range missile at Stallion Range Center). Although high 
priority programs tend to get first choice of test times and test 
areas, lower priority programs are often accommodated in the same 
area just before or after if they have similar support 
requirements. As many as eight (8) missions can be taking place 
autonomously at the same time. 
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3.4.B.l.C What are the maximum ranges (nautical miles) you can 
test - by type of weapon? 
Within the WSMR range boundaries: 90 nm, e.g. launches from the 
south launch complexes into the 90 mile area (STORM). In 
addition, at the present, the range is evaluating launches from 
Ft. Wingate, NM into WSMR, which add the capability of 250 nm 
(ATACMS) . 
3.4.B.2 Test Operations 

3.4.B.2.A For each of the land and water ranges described above 
(3.4.B.l.B), how many test missions were scheduled in FY92 and 
FY93 that were required to use safety footprints comparable to 
those required for the listed weapons: 

Unguided 2000 lb class weapons 
live 
inert 

Guided weapons (GBU-24 class) 
live 
inert 

Stand-off weapons (AGM-130 class) 
live 
inert 

Short Range missile (AIM-9 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

Long Range missile ((AIM-120 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

See Table 4. The open-air testing WSMR performs for its RDTE 
customers do not exactly compare to the above listing. The 
closest reasonable comparison has been made. However, it is 
important to note that the AIM-120 missile identified above is a 
short range missile for the purposes of WSMR's RDTE Operations. 

3.4.B.2.B Were flight termination systems required? 

YES. The majority of the systems do require FTS. FTSs are 
required if the system has the capacity to exceed the WSMR 
boundary or endanger range sensitive areas. 

3.4.~.2.C If no missions were scheduled in a category, give the 
reason. 



3.4.B.2.D Were any scheduled missions canceled before the 
mission or terminated/aborted during the mission because of 
encroachments in to the safety footprint? If yes, how many per 
year (85 - 93) 
NONE. 

end of narrative submission 
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TABLE 1 

REAL TIME, NEAR REAL TIME PROGRAMS 
(FY93 Reference) 

FUNCTIONAL 
AREA TRMS # UDS # SHORT TITLE 

Elect Combat 9-CO-245-EWV-0001 704 Elec W W S  
9-ES-945-EWS-001 717 EW Sys Studies 

LOSAT 
ERINT 
BAT 
Army TACMS 
Chaparral/ED/ET 
Patriot 
Lance/ED/ST 
Stinger-RMP 
Stinger 
Lance ASP 
MLRS 
MLRS-TGW 
Hawk HIP 
NLOS 
MLRS Sadarm 
HaveNap 
1020 ADP 
Bright Eyes 
AMRAAM FOT &E 
Have Dash I1 
AMRAAM Flight Test 
Illuninator I1 
RAM 
Seasparrow VLS 
VLA Program 
Standard Missile 
SLAM 
LEAP 
ISC PGM FLT TEST 
THAAD 
TMD-GBR (FY94) 
FAADS C21 
FAADS C21 GBS 
Navy Rent (FY94) 
JSE-Opt Guided WP 
Army Special Tasks 
AF Special Tasks 
Navy Special Tasks 
Com Eff Mun (CEM) 



OTHER TCE QS-55 
New TTCS 
HERA TMD Target 
TMD Experiments 
STORM 
NCTR 
MQM-34d 
XQF-86E 
MQM-107 
ACD 
ARGUS 
AAED 
ATM-MEAS-BLN 
SI&T 
AFDTC Track 
Balloon R&D 
RATSCAT Tests 
HELSTF Spec Tasks 
Skylight 
Space Shuttle 
Misty Castle Serie 
DNA HE PHEN 
RTDS 
Helets Char 
HABE 
SSRT 
Range Tests 
XQUH-1B 

TAC Trng Program 
Miltex 
Full Scale Target 
In Nav Sys Fighter 
Research Rockets 
ASL 

OTHER 4-AI-020-130-002 358 C-130 Training 
9-MI-294-SPS-001 92 1 Shuttle Pilot 

(Training) 9-ES-945-SOR-002 956 Space Shuttle 

NOTE : 
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1. *Require external data interconnectivity. (interconnectivity 
outside the range boundaries) 
2. The range is highly instrumented and covers a geographical area of 
30-40 miles wide by 100 miles long is well interconnected with 
communication links to support multi-use of this T&E facility. 
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TABLE 2 

OPEN AIR RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

RANGE ACRES 

SMALL MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6,400 
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA----------------- 10,240 
NASA WEST---------------------------31,360 
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 
TEST FACILITY (HELSTF)------------- 12,800 

AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 10,240 
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 92,160 
RADAR TARGET SCATTER 
(RATSCAT) & RAM-------------------- 3,200 

BAT/SUMWALT TEST TRACK--------------28,800 
LAUNCH & IMPACT TEST AREAS 
(e.g. NIKE Ave launch complexes 

& WIT impact areas).----------- 2,164,244 
STALLION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3,840 
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6,400 
OSCURA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2,560 
FORT WINGATE, NM-------------------- 2,560 
GREEN RIVER, UT.-------------------- 3,628 
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TABLE 4 

TEST MISSIONS 
( S a f e t y  F t .  P r i n t  Required)  

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT REQUIRED 

WEAPON 
TYPE SHORT 

TRMS # 
FY92 FY93 

uDs# TITLE LIVE/f ~ R T  SAFETY L I V E / I ~ R T  FTPRIlPT 
Unguihd 20001b 9c02150~~004 
Class Weapons 40 489 * TRNG 

Prog '3 
Yes 

, . 
808 

0 10 
128 

7 144 
19 6 
334 
359 
364 
842 
8 7 1 
878 
012 
148 
301 
370 

8 13 
683 
077 
084 
089 \Ic 
193 
194 
340 
353 
3 6 2 

HOLD 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAP 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT - -- 
MLRs- - - 
MLRS-TGW 
MLRS-SADARM 
HAVE NAP 
AMRAAM 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
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FOT&E 
9-ES-005-000-001 425 I l l u m i n a t o r  I1 0/1 4/8 Y e s  
4-~1-00A-ADP-O01 356 1020 ADP 6/81 0/52 Y e s  

T a r g e t s  NONE 011 STORM 0/3 Y e s  
151 MQM-34D Y e s  
873 F o r e i g n  T a r g e t s  xx/xx xx/xx Y e s  
177 XQF-86E 0/14 

G 
Y e s  

180 MQM-107 6/15 
,/*% 

Y e s  
198 XQUH-1B 0/73 g$C Y e s  002 QS-55 0/27 Y e s  
128 L a n c e  xx/xx XX/XX Y e s  
089 P a t r i o t  xx/xx xx/xx Y e s  
007 HERA xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
011 STORM 0/0 0/3 Y e s  

QH-50 xx/xx xx/xx Y e s  
813 AQM-37 XX/XX xx/xx Y e s  
865 V a n d a l  xx/xx XX/XX Y e s  

S u b m u n i t i o n s  2MU031BAT002 015 BAT 0/1 5/35 Y e s  

R e s e a r c h  R o c k e t s  804 R e s e a r c h  R o c k e t s  18/58 17/47 Y e s  
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TABLE 1 

REAL TIME, NEAR REAL TIME PROGRAMS 
(FY93 Reference) 

FUNCTIONAL 
AREA TRMS # UDS # SHORT TITLE 

Elect Combat 9-CO-245-EWV-0001 704 Elec W W S  
9-ES-945-EWS-001 717 EW Sys Studies 

- -- 

ARMMT /WEAPONS 2-MI-000-KEM-001 010 
3-MI-000-ERT-001 012 
2-MU-031-BAT-002 O 15 
2-MI-000-JTM-001 077 
3-MI-000-CHA-122 084 
3-MI-000-PAT-025 089 
2-MI-000-LAN-073 12 8 
N/A 196 
3-MI-000MAN050067 144 
2-MI-000-LAN-073 148 
2-MI-000-MLR-007 193 
2-MI-000-LMR-012 194 
2-MI-000-HWK-037 301 
3-MI-000-NLO-001 334 

2-MI-000-MLR-018 340 
4-WE-800-NAP-001 353 
4-AI-OOA-ADP-001 356 
4-MI-000-000-004 359 
4-MI-000-000-003 3 62 
4-MI-000-000-005 364 
9-MI-000-AMR-004 370 
9-ES-005-000-001 425 
9-MI-000-ASM-001 842 
9-MI-090-VLS-002 871 
9-CO-210-000-063 878 
9-MI-020-SMT-001 813 
4-CO-210-000-045 881 
3-MI-000-BMD-007 883 
4-CO-160-000-103 965 
3MIOOOERT001 020 
3MIOOOGBR001 02 1 
N/A 336 
3-WE-100-FAD-013 333 
N/A 884 
9-ES-055-LCM-002 950 
9-CO-210-000-036 970 
9-CO-210-000-034 973 
9-CO-210-000-035 975 
8-MU-010-CEM-001 961 

LOSAT 
ERINT 
BAT 
Army TACMS 
Chaparral/ED/ET 
Patriot 
Lance/ED/ST 
Stinger-RMP 
Stinger 
Lance ASP 
MLRS 
MLRS-TGW 
Hawk HIP 
NLOS 
MLRS Sadarm 
HaveNap 
1020 ADP 
Bright Eyes 
AMRAAM FOT &E 
Have Dash I1 
AMRAAM Flight Test 
Illuninator I1 
RAM 
Seasparrow VLS 
VLA Program 
Standard Missile 
SLAM 
LEAP 
ISC PGM FLT TEST 
THAAD 
TMD-GBR (FY94) 
FAADS C21 
FAADS C21 GBS 
Navy Rent (FY94) 
JSE-Opt Guided WP 
Army Special Tasks 
AF Special Tasks 
Navy Special Tasks 
COm Eff Mun (CEM) 



* OTHER T&E 

OTHER 4-AI-020-130-002 358 
9-MI-294-SPS-001 921 

(Training) 9-ES-945-SOR-002 956 

QS-55 
New TTCS 
HERA TMD Target 
TMD Experiments 
STORM 
NCTR 
MQM-34d 
XQF-86E 
MQM-107 
ACD 
ARGUS 
AAED 
ATM-MEAS-BLN 
SI&T 
AFDTC Track 
Balloon R&D 
RATSCAT Tests 
HELSTF Spec Tasks 
Skylight 
Space Shuttle 
Misty Castle Serie 
DNA HE PHEN 
RTDS 
Helets Char 
HABE 
SSRT 
Range Tests 
XQUH-1B 

TAC Trng Program 
Miltex 
Full Scale Target 
In Nav Sys Fighter 
Research Rockets 
ASL 

C-130 Training 
Shuttle Pilot 
Space Shuttle 
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4~ NOTE : 
1. 'Require external data interconnectivity. (interconnectivity 
outside the range boundaries) 
2. The range is highly instrumented and covers a geographical area 
of 30-40 miles wide by 100 miles long is well interconnected with 
communication links to support multi-use of this T&E facility. 
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TABLE 2 

OPEN AIR RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RMVGE 

RANGE ACRES 

SMALL MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6,400 
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA----------------- 10,240 
NASA WEST-----------------.---------- 31,360 
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 
TEST FACILITY (HELSTF)------------- 12,800 

AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 10,240 
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 92,160 
RADAR TARGET SCATTER 
(RATSCAT) & RAM-------------------- 3,200 

BAT/SUMWALT TEST TRACK-------------- 28,800 
LAUNCH & IMPACT TEST AREAS 
(e.g. NIKE Ave launch complexes 

& WIT impact areas).----------- 2,164,244 
STALLION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3,840 
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6,400 
OSCURA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2,560 
FORT WINGATE, NM-----------.--------- 2,560 
GREEN RIVER, UT.------------.=------- 3,628 
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fWXRAM 
AM VEHtCLES 

T-800 Enghn Eng Dev (J-9 
TRACTOR CHECK 
LONGBOW PPICHE Oper Test 
LONGBOWEq Deu 
AH-64 PIP 
ARMED, DEPOY OH-= 
NC s-liv Eqblp Dev 
Aircraft Avkda 
COMAlrlCrn 
LONGBOW-AFACHS 
LONG80W-COMAhCHE 
CH-470 Prodm I m p  
uc c w  knpv Qlog 
Airborne Reear, Inn 
Aircraft Avicnicz Tecmobgy 
Aeron & Act 'Mapons T~ 
Aircraft Avicrr'a Eqdp 
Rotary Wlng Cmtml J l  btm 
Aircraft Dew fq#ms 
Ahcraft Wenporn 
Research Arcraft System 

PRESIDNT'S BUDSET, JAY W 
DOLLA3S ($000) 



PROGRAM 
AIR VEHICLES 

UH-6OA BLACK HAW 
Ned frainlngtielicopler 
AH-64 Attact Hetl (AIACW) 
RAH-66 CO#ANCHE (Adr ROC) 
C2lAAkaafl 
LaufIch€u, 275 Rocket 
A i  Data Raxda 
AH1 F Mods 
CH-47 Cargo I-Wqder Mods 
G I 2  Cargo lArptenae Mods 
OHaMods 
UH-GOA (BUCK HAWK) M o d s  
C-20 Ulaaftw 

' Abbome A v i a b  
A k b o m e ~ o n s  
ASE Mods 
lnit Spaaes URACHE 
Init spare UBACK HAWK 
lnit SpsrfM m-47 
lnit SparesfmOWAWanla 
krit Spars UA- 
Wt Spares, ASE 
!nit Spares M9NGBOW APACHE 
AH-64 APACHE Mod 
APACHE LONG8OW 
APACHE LOHEBOW =I=R 
C-23 Mods 
UH-I Mods 
UH-1 HUEYSCEP 

PUSN Off 
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PROGRAM PEISSN DIP WS2 FY93 FY94 
AlWAMEN?SMIECPONS ,Plrected Energy & RocketlMissielsomb Systems - 

Air k 4ir, Air to Surfam, Surface :o Air} 
STMGER RMPPlP 23801 303 D 4020 10390 1951 9 
TRACTOR PULL 63813 837 D 8612 
AVENSER PtP 23801038 D 2461 11195 8385 
PATROT' Prod lmpn 23801 036 D $1338 36249 37326 
LOSbDSYS Fm HW 63757 463 D 51796 
AS AT 63392 El6 D 34103 18862 
TWCXW? RUT 23806 C19 D 1658 1663 8S1d 
TRACTOR RIG 23806Bf35 D 10329 
H A W  FIP 23801 690 D 14360 7540 
HELLFIRE See<er 64816C13 D 1071 39 
Ah Sdf Oetense 64202 132 D 4334 
H'ELLFIFIE Prod lmpv 23802 045 D 21281 4519 5138 
TOH' W" 23802 336 D 26195 f 950 37H1 
Mt TJW 2 Warhead* 23802 051 D 4875 

S~EQpacatbnT- 63006592 D 
M m E f e d T e d n o k g y  62784 T40 D 13191 10'718 11152 
!3tn~ar& h M W E  Lasen 61 102 ti49 D 4716 5003 4568 

' DiraEnergrTeohrW 62307 139 D 476 53 4509 
U J S S b T ~ b g y  62303 214 D 31315 35873 23255 
HCPllwer WWBV~ lechnokgSl 62120 140 D 7778 6980 6153 
€ ~ ~ C Q I C ~ W  Sp Demo 63004 L94 D 47052 39884 10865 
M i s k  System Demo 63238 160 D 19861 
WSda S-tbn 63313206 D 3154 3274 3824 
Spc#raTeqF%sOffii 63006 492 D 5515 2931 

1 



PqOGRAM PUSSY DIP FY92 FY93 FY91 
MtUPNENTWEAPONS [Directed Energy & RocketNiSsiWE3omb Systems - 

qt. to Air, Ai- to brfaoe, Surface to Air) 
3AlRIOT lnt Spues CA0252 P 4162 14818 
WRIOT Mxfs C50T06 P 35150 9987 18526 
TRACTOR RIG CEB000 P 8184 
!VENGEFl C16000 P 174782 144932 133270 
!VEUGER hlt Spares CA0260 P 11924 14625 
!VENGER CE8710 P 6 4117 9318 
.WUGER lODS In& Spares CA0286 P 
SlffiER C3 0601) P 11276 31109 32643 
IlffiER W C20000 P 
:ATRIOT lilbds hlt 3p.m~ CA026: P 7'97 6832 
1 % ~  MissH~ Sugpor. CA0275 P 590 1353 
'A'IRIOT Mssb C49m P 129206 12213 16069 
LAW Modr C3520C1 P 8843 1498 
r2AI\IK Modt Intrial Spares CA0255 P 331 1 
CHA'ARRA C- P 6751 6339 
lOHGBOW +€lLFlRE C7030tl P 
h t Spares MF Launchers Mi0966 P 299 193 
h tid Spt.itn ATAS A A W  P 995 579 
lrser HELlFIRE Misite C701 M P 11497 85350 34835 
Fadlet HWA'IO HWW €37335 P 1159 
F W  HKRA 'ID Sig Prac E37337 P 19228 9000 dl7?2 
Rare Trackhg I3 MKS €02800 P 385 
F W  Motu HvDRA tO MK66 E37333 P 484 
F W  H W  70 MPSM PRAC €37334 P 21190 10030 12867 
TOW Mod ldt Spares' CA0253 P 
TOW 2 Missle* C5940L P 199502 133619 21608 
TOW Mods' C6170C P 8234 14849 7250 
TOW Misileonly to extent far AK ta Ground rob 



PRCGRAM 
ELECTRONC COMBAT (VVmnhg devioes, 

NCTR-BM 
NClR-MS 
NCTR-HAIDf 
FAU>GKnwrdBtssdSeu#w 
KT 2ndGmFU3ED 
N&#t Viakrt Sp NOW 
NiM W&m DevECt 
Ground CID 
Cacnnr S* Equip Tech 
Army Key Mgmt Syr 
A m y  JSTAFS 
Slgrab Warfare Dev 
Tac Ele Sur Sys AD (TIUU) 
Tact Sun Sys AC (TIAFU) 
Expendtule Jammers ED 
Tat Ele Sur Sys ED (TIARA) 
Tact Son Sys Et  (TIAM) 
AM-TSS 
TROJAN Oevelopment 
Night V i n  & EO Twhrology 
Grcund Cbt 10 Teh~olagl 
Sigrlals Wafrue tab 
Sensrrr *tern Research 
Electronic Dev Rescard 
NIm Vision & €0  sear& 
TO?, hmge Intel &Space 
Mwng & Remde Sensing 
EIec & EkctronicOevices 
Sersors & Signab Rocxwhg 
Grwnd Cbt 10 Dcmjs 



blight  isi ion, cu veh 
NigClt viw Abn Sys 
Night Vision Mv T m o g i e s  
Seekor AduDev 
MultRle Svv Radar 
Duel Uode Seeker 
Adv Bectraric Devlaes 
SllNGRAY 



PAOGRAM P U W  DIP FY92 Pi93 FY94 
RECTAONlC COMBAT (Warning devkes, jammers, .=ounte~ne8suces, etc.) 

GUARDRAIL COUM SENSOR V R A )  A02005 P 185635 111386 11219 
AFU (llAUA) A1 1500 P 42aE8 
TRCTOR HALL AA0475 P 433 196 
lnitgares UQUCKFlX AA0953 P 473 86 
lnilirl speres UGUARDRAlC AA0957 P 11272 9557 
Init *ares fIANVIWUD AA09fX P 3185 1253 
lniatl spares TRACTOR FIX AAO96r P IbO 
TRCTOR DEW AB0001 P 1 1% 10 
EM60 aUICUFtXWxb AB300) P 5535 391 430 
Lt Spec Div Interim Sensar AD4503 P m80 1914 
GURDRAlL MOCS (TIARA) A22000 P 35806 92342 11 1330 
AS3 Wamlng Receivers A23506 iJ 43764 217Ll 22876 
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SENSIl!IVE/CLOSE HOLD 

TABLE 4 

TEST MISSIONS 
(Safety F t .  Print R e q u i r e d )  

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT REQUIRED 

WEAPON SHORT 
TYPE TRMS # !!!w 
Unguided 20001b 
Class Weapons 

Long Range 
Missile 

2MIOOOKEM001 
2MIOOOLAN073 
3MIOOOMAN050067 
NONE 
3MIOOONL0001 
3MI000000004 
4MI000000005 

9MI020SMT0001 
3MIOOOBMD007 
2MIOOOJTM001 
3MIOOOCHA122 
3MI OOOPATXXX 
2MIOOOMLR007 
2MIOOOLMR012 
2MIOOOMLR018 
4WE800NAP001 
4MI000000003 

SENSITIVE/CLOSE HOLD 

FY92 
TITLE 

TAC TRNG 
Prog 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAP 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT 
MLRS 
MLRS-TGW 
MLRS-SADARM 
HAVE NAP 
AMRAAM 

FY93 SAFETY 
LIVE/IBERT LIVE/INERT 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 



FOT&E 
9-ES-005-000-001 425 Illuminator 11 0/1 4/8 Yes 
4-AI-00A-ADP-001 356 1020 ADP 6/81 0/52 Yes 

Targets NONE 011 STORM 0/3 Yes 
151 MOM-34D Yes 
873 Foreign Targets xx/xx xxlxx Yes 
177 XQF-86E 0/14 Yes 
180 MQM-107 6/15 3/2 Yes 
198 XQUH-1B 0/73 0/92 Yes 
002 QS-55 0/27 0/10 Yes 
128 Lance xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
089 Patriot xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
007 HERA xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
011 STORM o/o 0/3 Yes 

QH-50 xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
813 AQM-37 XX/XX XX/XX Yes 
865 Vandal xx/xx xx/xx Yes 

Submunitions 2MU031BAT002 015 BAT O/ 1 5/35 Yes 

Research Rockets 804 Research Rockets 18/58 17/47 Yes 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: National Range 

ORIGIN DATE: 25 May 94 

Service: U.S. Army Organization / Activity: White Sands Missile Range 
Location: WSMR, New Mexico 

T&E Functional Area: Armament/Weapons UIC: W04WAA 

T&E Test Facility Category: ,Open Air Ranges (OAR) 

T&E S&T DE NE T&D OTHER 

Percentage Uee: 

Breakout by T&E Functional Area (%) 

Air Vehicles 

Armament / Weapons 35 

Electronic Combat 0 

Other 31 27 

Note: Total in Breakout must equal "Percentage Use" line entry. 

" FORM1 TAB : page: 1 of 1 



TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: NATIONAL RANGE 
Facility Description; including mission statement: The NR is located in south-central NM 
near the cities of Las Cruces, Socorro, Alamogordo, NM and El Paso, TX, with geographical 
dimensions: 30-40-miles east to west and 100 miles south to north (land mass of 2,164,244 
acres) with additional north and west extensions. The range's mission is to operate as a 
Major Range and Test Facility Bast (MRTFB) component to support research ,development, 
test and evaluation for the Army, Navy, Air Force, NASA, and other approved U.S. 
Government and commercial agencies, and foreign governments. The range plans and conducts 
development testing and evaluation of Army missiles, rockets and materiel systems, 
conducts nuclear effects testing, and develops and acquires range instrumentation systems, 
equipment and facilities for members of MRTFB. As a facility, the range presently 
supports more than 80 different programs documented under the Universal Documentation 
System (UDS) and is under the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM). The range 
supports a variety of test and support directorates and tenants organizations. Some of 
these major directorates are: Materiel Test, Nuclear Effects, National Range Operations, 
Instrumentation and Information Management. 
Interconnectivity / Multi-Use of T&E Facility: The Directorate of Information Management 
provides the range trunks and circuits for the transmission and distribution of voice, 
data, remote control, alarm, command control, command destruct information; serves as the 
Range's single point of contact for operational (mission) support; and provides direction 
and control of communications, frequency surveillance, and visual information services 
used in range operations. Interconnectivity is provided to all facilities involved in or 
in or supporting tests for both on and off-range operations. 
Type of Tests Supported: Air Defense, Air Delivery, ~ircraft/~viation Systems/UAVs/ 
C3/IEW, ~hemical/~iological, Clothing/Personnel Equipment, Direct Fire, Directed Energy, 
Electric Gun, Electromagnetic Environments, General Support Equipment, Indirect Fire, 
~ethality/Vulnerability, Mines, Missiles (A-S/S-S/S-A/A-A), Natural ~nvironment, Nuclear 
Effects, Robotics, Sea Vehicles, Smart Weapons, Space Weapons, Tracked Vehicles, 
Transportability, Wheeled Vehicles. 
Summary of Technical Capabilities: See attached sheet. 
Keywords: command destruct, telemetry, radar, optics, targets, National Range, ~a jor 
Range Test Facility, test and evaluate, conduct, Universal Documentation System, 
information management, command control, missiles, track, timing, airspace, explosive 
ordance, communications 

"Form2 " Tab: page: 1 of 3 



Summary of Technical Capability 

The National Range is a very well instrumented test range. A 
summary of Range Control Center processes and displays data in 
real-time for project mission support, flight safety, and range 
control. The range instrumentation acquires and tracks objects in 
flight to provide data for computing position, velocity, 
acceleration, attitude events, trajectory, intercept, miss 
distance, pitch, yaw, roll, and internal objects measurements. 
Data is correlated by the timing that is generated and distributed 
throughout the range. The following three major directorates 
provide the range technical capabilities necessary to support the 
WSMR RDT&E mission: 

a. The National Range Operations Directorate (NRO) operates 
and manages the range. NRO personnel schedule tests, control range 
operations, operate range instrumentation, and process the 
collected data in real-time. NRO provides ground aerial target 
control support and is also responsible for test flight safety. 
NRO also provides weather data, range timing recovery and Explosive 
Ordnance Disposal support. 

b. The Materiel Test Directorate (MTD) plans, conducts, and 
reports on tests of missile weapon systems, command and control 
systems, target systems, software systems, and other materiel. MTD 
provides ordnance storage, ground and aerial targets; operates 
missile launch facilities, conducts missile firings; performs post 
flight data processing; and laboratory tests and simulation 
studies. 

c. The Directorate of Information Management (DOIM) operates 
and manages the Range Communications System and the Command 
~ontrol/~light Termination System. DOIM also provides frequency 
surveillance. 

The range has organizations with facilities that provide the 
following unique technical capabilities: nuclear effects testing, 
high speed sled track, directed energy weapons testing, climatic 
and dynamic environments testing, atmospheric research, and 
Electronic Countermeasures/Electronic Counter-Countermeasures 
systems development and testing. 

The ranse operates and maintains the ranse instrumentation. The 
optics, radar, Global Positionins Svstem, interferometers. and 
telemetrv systems provide the ransets data collection capabilitv. 
Specialized instrumentation support is also available. The ranqe 
oversees the followins technical capabilities: 

A. Range Control Center 
B. Post Flight Data Processing 
C. Range Instrumentation 

Page 2 of 3 
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1. Radars 
2. Optics 

3. Air Surveillance System 
4. Miss Distance Indicating (MIDI) Radar 
5 .  Global Positioning System 
6. Interferometer Systems 
7. Weibel Radar . 
8. Telemetry 

D. The Two Drone Target Control System (DTCS) 
E. The Drone Formation Control System (DFCS) 
F. Communications System 
G. Timing 
H. Range Support Services 

1. Surveying, Geodetics, and Coordinates 
2. Meteorological 
3. Recovery 
4. Explosive Ordnance Disposal 

The range also owns or operates a wide variety of off-range sites 
designed to enhance or extend RDTE capabilities. These include EMP 
testing facilities and the only fully instrumented EW testing 
aircraft (Big Crow) in the US at Kirtland Air Force Base, 
communications and instrumentation sites in New Mexico and Texas 
and a launch complex at McGregor Range on Ft. Bliss. A mothballed 
site is available at Green River, Utah and, as previously 
mentioned, development of a site at Ft. Wingate, New Mexico is 
under considered. 

SUMMARY 

This overview provides a description of the rangesr overall makeup 
and its varied missions and support capabilities. As the Army 
Basing Study collects and collates data on WSMR for the BRAC95 
program it is essential that cross-service analysis of WSMR's range 
operations, capabilities, and resources take place. Additionally, 
the DOD, Non-DOD, and commercial operations, capabilities, and 
resources of the range must be considered in order to develop a 
true picture of WSMR1s value as a national asset of the United 
States. 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: National Range 

PERSONNEL 

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 
Officer 6 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Enlisted 76 70 61 61 61 61 61 
Civilian 841 71 9 706 706 706 706 706 
Contractor 394 367 367 367 367 367 367 
Total 1317 1159 1137 1137 1137 1137 1137 

- - -  --- 

Total Square Footage: 686,241 sq. ft. 

Test Area Square Footage: U n k n o w n  Ofice Space Square Footage: 170,184 sq. ft. 

Tonnage of Equipment: U n k n o w n  Volume of Equipment (cu.ft.): U n k n o w n  

Annual Maintenance Cost: $2,434,292.00 Estimated Moving Cost: U n k n o w n  

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 

69747 23249 51380 31564 24277 20208 27242 

"FORM3 " TAB : page: 1 of 1 



FACILITY CONDITION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: National Range 

AGE: 35.7 REPLACEMENT VALUE: $96,786,000.00 (just facility) 

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BACKLOG: $9,344,655.00 

DATE OFLASTUPGRADE: 1) 1989 2) 1993 

NATURE OF LAST UPGRADE: 
1) security upgrade 
2) 4 new buildings 

MAJOR UPGRADES PROGRAMMED 

1. UPGRADE TITLE: New National Range Control building 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: $30,000,000.00 - $40,000,000.00 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

The new building to consolidate National Range Range Control, National Range Headquarters, 
and other range functions. 

2. UPGRADE TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

n FORM4 " TAB : page: 1 of 1 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: National Range 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

RFC 
7 A/!.) 

/I' 0 4  7 

FISCAL 

8 

4 

,300 

1964 

,200 

1110 

,700 

1406 

"FORMS-0" TAB : page: 1 of 2 

YEAR 

89 

12 

406,500 

2290 

360,000 

1470 

394,900 

1532 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: National Range 

FISCAL YEAR 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

OTHER 
DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 
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DETERWXmTIOR OF mOCOBSTRAIWED CAPACITY 

FACILI!4!X / CAPAIJILITT TITLlt: Rational  Range 

AWRAOg DQn#TIMB PER DAY (line 1 / 365) 6 .2  

AfmRACZB BOURS AVAILABLE PBR DAY (24 / l i n e  2)  17.8 

TL58T TESTS AT W C ) m  
TYPES ONE TlWG PER TEST 

FACILITY 
HOUR 

4 5 6 

WORKLOAD 
PER FACILITX 
HOVR 

153.84 011-IlRID 
WIbCITX PKR DAY 

483.73 (line 3 * Total  Sum) 

ARmUt 
UlQCOllS'PIUtaUD 
CAPACITY 

Total Sum 637.57 9 4,142,292.20 
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DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY 

Workload per Test Facility Hour 

- Calculation (Hot) 

((1,201,400 DLH) x (320 Hot Ops14269 Total Ops)/100)/(1766 Rng Hrs Hot Ops) 
= 51.28 

- Calculation (Test) 

((1,270,400 DLH) x (3949 Hot Ops/4269 Total Ops)/100)/(30019 Rng Hrs Test Ops) 
= 37.26 

Annual Unconstrained Capacity (AUC) 

- Form 6, Final Auc = 4,142,292 

• Data Source 

- National Range Information Management System (NRIMS) 
- Test Resource Management Sysqem QXMS) 
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I TIME OF DAY DISTRIBUTION - 

AVERAGE RANGE OPERATION 

OPERATIONS 

HOURS 

THE PEAK LOAD 7.8/7.9/9.5 OPERATIONS 
OCCURRED AT 10:00/10:30/10:00 PER MONTH. 

w 



\ DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

FACILITY / CAPAB ITY TITLE: National Range 'k 
\ 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTI 5411 

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY 14.8 

AVERAGE HOURS AVAILABLE PER / line 2) 9.2 

TEST TESTS AT WORKLOAD 
TYPES ONE TIME PER FACILITY 

HOUR 
HOUR 

4 5 7 

Hot Opns 3 

Test Opns 13 

51.28 \ 153.84 UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY PER DAY 

37.26 483.73 (line 3 * Total Sum) 

UNCONSTRAINED 

637.57 ,140,960.06 
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White Sands Missile Range 
BRAC 95 R&D Data Call #7 

PART V: Data Submission 

R&D FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: 

NUCLEAR EFFECTS TESTING 



SECTION 2: CAPACITY & TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.1 WORKLOAD 

2.1.A Historical Workload 

2.1.A.1 See the Historical Workload Form (FORMS-0 and FORM5-1) 

Direct Labor Hour data is available for FY86-FY93. Number of 
Missions is available for FY92 and FY93 only. 

2.1.B Forecasted Workload 

2.1.B.1 Identify all appropriations (by program element) that 
generated testing or test support requirement, or are expected 
to generate such a requirement for FY92, FY93, and each year of 
the FY95 FYDP. 

See table 1. 

2.1.B.2 Provide the amount of test work performed at your 
facility in FY92 and FY93. Break this out by workyears across 
the functional descriptors. (note, this is a duplicate of item 
2.1.A.1 above) 

FY92 utilized 100 workyears of effort. FY93 utilized 106 
workyears. 

2.2 UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

2.2.A See the Unconstrained Capacity form (FORM6) 

2.2.B Is this capacity limited by the physical characteristics 
of the facility itself, safety or health considerations, 
commercial utility availability, etc? 

2.3 TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.3.A Does the facility have a specified war-time or 
contingency role established in approved war plans? 

2.3.B Does the facility provide a TCE product or service, 
without which irreparable harm would be imposed on the test 
mission of the host installation? 

2.3.B.1 On the test mission of any other activity? 



2.3.B.2 On any other mission deemed critical to the operational 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States? 

NO 

SECTION 3: MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1 OVER-ARCHING MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1.A Interconnectivity 

3.1.A.1 What percentage of the total test workload of this 
facility in FY93 involved the real-time or near real-time 
exchange of data or control with another facility? List the 
facilities you interconnect to for tests and identify how many 
are simultaneous activities. Identify these as to whether they 
are internal or external to the site. 

NONE 

3.1.A.2 If your facility were to be closed, would there be an 
impact on other facilities to which you are connected. If yes, 
explain. 

NONE 

3.1.B Facility Condition 

3.1.B.1 See the Facility Condition form (FORM4) 

3.1.C Environmental and Encroachment Carrying Capacity 

3.1.C.1 Do you have limiting (current or future) environmental 
and/or encroachment characteristics associated with the 
installation/facility? If yes, explain. 

Please see the response to 95 BRAC # 3  (attachment 1) for 
details. Many of the environmental charateristics mapped for 
the response to 95 BRAC # 3  address evolving environmental 
issues, the outcome of which could impose limitations on 
carrying capacity in the foreseeable future. 

For exmple, wetlands have never been delineated on WSMR, yet a 
large portion of the Range is expected to qualify under the 
current and developing definition of jurisdictional wetlands 
subject to protections under Section 404 of the Clean Water ~ c t .  
Until delineation is funded or required due to proposed 
development, confirmation of the extent of the wetlands and 
level of regulatory protection is unknown. 

Similiarly, a Rangewide endangered species survey has never been 
undertaken for WSMR. There are several federally listed species 
expected to occur on the Range which have not, yet, been proven 



to occur. In addition, several species which are currently 
listed as endangered by the state of New Mexico, or candidate 
species for federal listing are known to occur on the Range. 
Future surveys, or changes in listing status are likely to cause 
some of these species to be documented or listed. In this 
event, limitations on carrying capacity should be expected. 

Finally, current compliance with the mandates of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires approval of 
project/program specific NEPA documentation. New test 
projects/programs, and expanded versions of ongoing test 
projects/program, can not take place at WSMR without the 
preparation and approval of new or supplemental NEPA 
documentation. While compliance with NEPA does not preclude any 
specific activity, the NEPA process itself is time consuming and 
resource intensive (especially with the lack of baseline 
environmental data at WSMR). When not anticipated in project 
planning/scheduling, the NEPA documentation requirements can 
lead to unacceptable costs and delays in test execution, thereby 
limiting mission capacity and expandability. In addition, the 
rapid evolution of environmental laws can be expected to result 
in additonal requirements under NEPA and limitations on carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

Encroachment issues due to surrounding communities at WSMR are 
few (e.g., occasional attempts by state and federal governmental 
agencies to establish wildlerness lands adjacent to the 
installation boundaries or within the extension area, etc.). 
However, the installation co-uses lands administered by several 
non-DoD federal agencies, including the Department of the 
Interior (e.g., White Sands National Monument and San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge) and the Department of Agriculture 
(Jornada Experimental Range). Some of the agreements which 
govern joint use of these lands are expired and under revision 
at this time. Current issues involving DoD co-use of these 
lands and compatibility with the non-DoD agency missions are 
under scrutiny (e.g., military overflight of wildlife refuges, 
and the assessment of cumulative impact due to the overall WSMR 
mission). The resoultion of thses issues has potential to limit 
carrying capacity in the foreseeable future. 

3 . 1 . C . 2  How much could workload be increased before this limit 
would be reached? Express you answer as a percentage of your 
current workload. 

An answer in the form of a percentage is not possible. Due to 
the factors discussed in item 3.l.C.1, above, the possibility of 
increasing the test load (workload) for any specific 
project/program, or adding new test missions, would depend on on 
a variety of things, such as: the scope of the project as 
defined in the original NEPA approval, the resources that may be 
impacted as a result of any increased workload, the location of 
the testing, and any changes in environmental regulations which 



may have occurred prior to the increased workload. In addition, 
there is significant non-DoD agency concern regarding the lack 
of cumulative effects assessment for the WSMR mission. It is 
not clear if, and at what point, testing may be constrained due 
to this deficiency. 

3.1.C.3 Do you currently operate under temporary permits of an 
environmental nature, or voluntary agreements (including 
treaties) of any sort that deal with the environment? If so, 
when do they expire, and describe them. 

1. EXP: 19 Jan 98. 
TITLE: Interagency Agreement for professional and Technical 

Assistance in Inventorying and Mapping Wetlands between the 
U.S. Department of the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Department of the Interior. 

DESCRIPTION: USFWS will map wetlands boundaries for Army 
installations as funded and prioritized by the Army. WSMR is 
AMC's #1 priority for FY94 funding/execution [Memorandum, AMXEN- 
M, 31 Jan 94, subject: Updated Prioritization on DA/U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
Conducting Wetlands Delineation and Mapping in the U.S. Army 
Materiel Command] 

2. EXP: 31 Aug 95. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding between White Sands 

Missile Range, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and Wildlife Research Institute for 
Mountain Lion and Mule Deer Research on White Sands Missile 
Range, New Mexico. 

DESCRIPTION: Permits the performance of a cooperative 
wildlife research project involving lions and deer on WSMR. 

3. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: White Sands Pupfish Conservation Plan (2 Mar 94 

revsion ) . 
DESCRIPTION: Defines measures necessary to protect this 

fish species and precludes actions which would cause the USFWS 
to list it as threatened or endangered; commits WSMR to 
participate in the development of a memorandum of agreement 
between WSMR, the State of New Mexico, and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service which details specific actions and agency 
responsibilities for protection of the White Sands pupfish. 
[Note: MOA is currently under interagency review prior to 
approval ] 

4 .  EXP: Mar95. 
TITLE: Big Game Hunting Dates and Areas for the 1994-1995 

License Year on WSMR (Proclamation of 1994-95 Seasons, New 
Mexico Department of Game and Fish, NMSA Chapter 17) 

DESCRIPTION: Establishes public big game hunting dates and 
areas for the current license year IAW approvals provided by 
WSMR during interagency coordination. 



5. EXP: 30 Jun 89 (new agreement currently under 
negotiation). 

TITLE: Memorandum of understanding by and between the 
Department of the Army Represented by the Corps of Engineers and 
the Department of the Interior Represented by the Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife (DACA 47-9-69-293). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the San 
Andres National Wildlife Refuge by WSMR. 

6. EXP: Jun90. 
TITLE: Cooperative Agreement for Conservation and 

development of Fish and Wildlife Resources on the white Sands 
Missile Range (signatory agencies: WSMR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms of interagency and joint 
management of fish and wildlife resources on WSMR IAW the Sike's 
Act (PL 86-797, as amended). 

7. EXP: 30 Jun 90. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of Agriculture, Represented by the Science and 
Education Administration Agricultural Research, and the 
Department of the Army, Represented by the Corps of Engineers 
(DACA 47-9-81-48). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the 
Jornada Experimental Range by WSMR. 

8. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: Options for Desert Bighorn Sheep Management, San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). 
DESCRIPTION: Signed agreement between the Regional 

Director, USFWS Region 2, and the Director, New Mexico 
Department of Game and Fish regarding the long-term managment of 
the endangered (state listed) desert bighorn sheep popultaion on 
WSMR. 

9. EXP: Oct 95 (tentative). 
TITLE: Settlement of the lawsuit in the case of Wolf 

Action Grou~ et al. v. United state et al., to which the 
Secretary of Defense was party. 

DESCRIPTION: This agreement and other correspondence, 
commits DoD, the Department of the Army, and WSMR to allow the 
USFWS to consider WSMR as a potential reintroduction site for 
recovery of the federally listed (endangered) Mexican wolf, and 
commits WSMR as a formal cooperating agency in the preparation 
of the EIS for wolf reintroduction. 

3.1.C.4 What is the total population within a 50 mile radius? 
100 mile radius? 150 mile radius? 200 mile radius? 



Population figures were developed using the main cantonment area 
of WSMR as the base point. Due to the isolated geography of the 
range and the sparse population of surrounding areas, these 
numbers will not change significantly if the base point is 
changed or expanded to include all range boundaries. 

population within 50 miles U.S. 766,525 
Mexico 544,496 

Total 1,311,021 

population within 100 miles 

population within 150 miles 

population within 200 miles 

U.S. 836,142 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,406,033 

U.S. 989,896 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,559,787 

U.S. 1,708,285 
Mexico 635,319 

Total 2,341,604 

Note that at the population of the area of Mexico included in 
the population circle between 100 and 150 miles does not change. 
There is no available open source data on this rural area of 
Mexico. 

3 . 1 . C . 5  Identify the commercial air/land/sea traffic routes, 
public use of air/land/sea space, and the frequency of use for 
each that affect or could affect mission accomplishment in your 
air, land, or sea space. 

N/A. There are none of the above that affect our mission 
accomplishment. A major US highway (U.S. Route 70) crosses the 
range just above the major launch complex area. However this 
does not affect our testing mission as the U.S. Army has 
permission to close the highway as needed in one hour increments 
with 15 minutes for traffic passage between each closure. 

3 . 1 . C . 5 . A  How many test missions per year are canceled due to 
commercial or public use? 

None. 

3 . 1 . C . 6  What is the number of test missions that have been 



canceled due to encroachment in each of the last two years? 

NONE 

3.1.D Specialized Test Support Facilities and Targets 

3.1.D.1 Do you have specialized facilities which are required 
to support you in conducting your test operations at your 
facility? If yes, describe. 

3.1.D.2 Are specialized targets required to support this 
facility, If yes, explain. 

3.1.D.2.A Have the specialized targets been validated? If yes, 
by whom? 

3.1.E Expandability 

3.1.E.1 Other than the expandability inherent in the 
unconstrained capacity (FORM 6) discussed earlier, are there any 
special aspects of this facility that enhance its ability to 
expand output within each T&E functional area? If yes, explain. 

3.1.E.l.A Can you accept new T&E workload different from what 
you are currently performing? If yes, identify by T&E 
functional area and test type. 

3.1.E.2 Are the airspace, land, and water areas adjacent to 
areas under DoD control available and/or suitable for physical 
expansion to support new missions or increased footprints. If 
yes, explain. 

YES. Over 1,000 square miles of public and private land is 
currently available for use as safety footprint, instrumentation 
sites, or exclusion areas to RDTE projects. Agreements for use 
of this land on an "on call" basis are in place now. 

3.1.E.3 Is the facility equipped to support secure operations. 
If yes, to what level of Classification (Cofidential -> 
Special Access)? 

YES. Secret. 



3 . 1 . E . 4  Are there any capital improvements underway or 
programmed in the FY95 FYDP that would change your 
capacity/capability. If yes, explain. 

Yes - During FY93 through FY99 we are obtaining testing monitors 
that will enable more definitive measurements that relate to 
safety and the environment at the Fast Burst Reactor as well as 
upgrading the LINAC to test at more precise levels. 

3 . 1 . F  Uniqueness 

3.1.F.1 Is this a one-of-a-kind facility within the DoD? If 
yes, explain. 

Yes - This is the only Nuclear Effects facility that can provide 
all nuclear environments at one location. 

Additionally, WSMR is the largest over land based and most 
highly instrumented test range in the free world. WSMR is one- 
of-a-kind as a national strategic resource due to its land mass 
of 2,164,244 acres (100 x 40 miles). The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 
extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. Although 
primarily thought of as a missile range, WSMR has extensive 
laboratory test facilities that are modern and varied. With its 
unique geographical location, climatic conditions, 
infrastructure (3,000 instrumentation sites, 50 launch 
complexes, 1,900 buildings, 1829 miles of roads), and highly 
skilled technical workforce, WSMR supports a variety of 
customers including NAVY, Air Force, Ballistic Missile Defense 
Organization, and the adjacent Holloman AFB, and Ft. Bliss Army 
installations. In addition, WSMR has adjacent call up areas to 
the west and north, and off-range launch areas currently under 
evaluation at Green River, UT (450 mi extension), Mountain Home, 
ID (800 mi extension), and Fort Wingate Army Depot (285 mi 
extension). 

3 . 1 . F . l . A  Within t h e  U . S .  Government? If yes, explain 

YES. WSMR's mission is to operate a U.S. Government owned Major 
Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) component to support 
research, development, test and evaluation for the m y ,  Navy, 
Air Force, NASA, and other approved US Government and commercial 
agencies, and foreign governments. 

3 . 1 . F . l . B  Within the U.S? If yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is located within the continental U.S. in south- 
central NM near the cities of Las Cruces, Socorro, Alamogordo, 
NM, and El Paso, TX. WSMR is 30-40 miles east to west and 100 
miles south to north (land mass of 2,164,244 acres) with 
additional north and west extensions. The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 



extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. 

3.1.F.2 Are you currently providing support to DoD users 
outside your Military Department? If yes, indicate the 
percentage of total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military 
Department. 

YES. 

Military Workload (Percent Tests) 
Department Historical Data 

FY92 

Army 
Navy 
Air Force ---------- 
Total 

Refer to table I for additional information on programs being 
supported by the range. 

3.1.0 Available Air, Land, and Sea Space 

3.1.0.1 How many square miles of air, land, and sea space are 
available to support test operations? 

About 5,000 square miles of air space with 2,164,244 acres of 
land mass (excluding White Sands National Monument) is 
available. In addition, there are 11,306 square miles of air 
space available within the associated extension areas 
surrounding the range (see enclosed map - prepared by KING 
JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 1989). 

3.1.0.2 Who owns or controls the land under the Restricted 
Airspace use? 

The range. Additionally, WSMR owns and /or controls some of the 
land under the restricted areas. 

3.1.0.3 How much of this (total air space available to support 
operations) is Restricted Airspace, and what altitude limits are 
associated with the restricted areas? 

All of the area is restricted airspace and the altitude limits 
are surface to unlimited or structured with various altitude 
limits. 

3.1.6.4 Do you have special use airspace other than supersonic 
airspace? If yes, for what types of tests? What are its 
dimensions? Will it support simultaneous users? 

YES. Various tests. The tests take place within the 



established restricted airspace boundaries. 

3.1.6.5 Is the airspace over land or water. List the number of 
square miles over each. 

The airspace is over land. 

DESIGNATION 
R-5107B 
R-5107C 
R-5107D 
R-5107E 
R-5107F 
R-5107G 
R-5107H 
R-5107J 
R-5111A 
R-5111B 
R-5111C 
R-5109A 
R-5109B 
R-6413 

TOTAL 

SQUARE MILES 
3,504 
1,172 
734 
169 

1,588 
1,271 
1,081 

89 
580 
580 
460 

2,242 
1,336 
1,500 (AT GREEN RIVER, UT) 

3.1.0.6 Identify known or projected airspace problems that may 
prevent accomplishing your mission. 

In Aug 93, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) completed 
a survey of its National Wildlife Refuge System to identify 
issues regarding military aircraft overflights as a possible 
incompatible refuge use. Among the 41 refuges where military 
overflights were determined to be an issue, the San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge on WSMR was identified as the sixth 
highest priority for problem resolution. In a memorandum from 
the Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate 
General, 2 May 93, recommended ODEP take immediate action to 
resolve the conflicts for the Army as a class. WSMR is has not 
been made aware of any resolution at this time, however, the 
installation anticipates institution of a minimum altitude of 
2000' AGL for all aircraft overflights of the Refuge based on 
recent FORSCOM action and requests from the USFWS during 
negotiations for a new cooperative agreement for co-use of 
Refuge lands. In adiditon, there is some indication that 
minimum altitudes may be an issue in the future where occupied 
endangered species' habitats are imvolved (e.g., desert bighorn 
sheep outside of Refuge boundaries). 

3.1.6.7 What is the maximum straight line segment in your 
airspace in nautical miles? 

120 Nautical miles. 



3.1.0.8 What public airspace have you used for overflight of 
weapons systems in the past? What was the nature of those 
tests? Do you anticipate being able to use that same public 
airspace for similar tests in the future? Yes or no to each. 

YES. Flight of a target drone (AQM-37). Yes. Waiver on file 
with the Federal Aviation Administration, Albuquerque Air Route 
Traffic Control Center from Jan 94 thru 31 Dec 94 for flight in 
public airspace. 

3.1.H Geographical/Climatological Features 

3.1.H.1 Describe the topography and ground cover/vegetation 
within your test airspace (include nap of the earth). Identify 
all of the following that apply: mountains, forest, jungle, 
cultivated lowland, swamp, riverine, desert, and sea. State the 
area of each in square miles. 

The following descriptions are transcribed or adapted from 
Muldavin, E. and P. Mehlhop. 1992. A preliminary vegetation 
classification and test vegetation map for White Sands Missile 
Range and Sand Andres National Wildlife Refuge, New Mexico. New 
Mexico Natural Heritage Program, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque. The estimated coverage in square miles of the 
identified topography is based upon expert opinion analysis of 
satellite imagery, as less than 4% of the range has been land 
surveyed and placed in the LCTA or GIs (GRASS) databases. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

White Sands Missile Range lies within the Bolson sub-section 
Mexican Highlands section of the Basin and Range physiographic 
province (Gile, Hawley and Grossman, 1981). It is characterize 
by broad desert basins and discontinuous mountain ranges (Gile, 
Hawley and Grossman 1981). The major mountain ranges are the 
San Andres and Oscura Mountains which lie centrally, and divide 
the range into two major basins to the east and west. The San 
Andres Mountains are structurally a large west tilted fault 
block which rise to a height of 2,733.4 m (8,968 ft) at Salinas 
Peak. The mountain range is cuesta-like with precipitous 
escarpments facing east and long, gently dipping slopes to the 
west. To the east of the San Andres is the Tularosa Basin, a 
corresponding down-faulted inter-mountain basin with a minimum 
elevation of 1,175 m (3,855 ft)l. A long piedmont slope leads 
from the base of the escarpment of San Andres to the Tularosa 
Basin floor, which is notable for its extensive alkali flats, 
coppice dune fields, gypsum lake deposits, and shifting dunes. 
The north end of the basin is partly covered by an Holocene 
basalt flow called the Carrizozo Malpais. To the west of the 
San Andres is the Jornada del Muerto basin which is divided 
into two internally drained northern and southern basins with 
minimum elevations approaching 1,495 m (4,900 ft). At the north 
end of WSMR are the smaller Oscura Mountains which are also a 



cuesta-like east tilted fault block like the San Andres, but in 
opposite directions. The escarpment faces west with the 
corresponding long piedmont slope leading to the bottom of 
northern Jornada del Muerto basin. To the east, slopes gently 
dip into the basin fill of Tularosa Basin. Both ranges lie on 
Precambrian age granites, and are stratigraphically complex with 
intermixed limestone and sandstone strata ranging in age from 
Cambrian to Quaternary (Bachman 1968; Bachman and Harbour 1970). 

At the very southern boundary of the Missile Range is the 
northern end of the Organ Mountains which are primarily Tertiary 
Quartz monzonite derived from the Organ Batholith, and 
Precambrian granites (Seager 1981). For the most part, they 
lack the fault block structure and complex stratigraphy of the 
San Andres and Oscura ranges, but are more topographically 
diverse and rugged. 

SOILS 

The soils of the study area have been mapped at the 1:100,000 
scale by Neher and Bailey (1976). They identified 35 soil 
series mapped into 29 mapping units for the range. These 
delineations tend to be generalized and heterogeneous, with most 
soils falling into the Aridisol order from the Camborthid, 
Haplargid, Calciorthid, Paleorthid, and Gypsiorthid Great 
Groups. There were five Entisols and one Mollisol identified. 
The most common series were summarized by Anderson and Taylor 
(1983) as follows: Yesum and Holloman gypsum flats (320,202 
acres), Nikel and Tencee soils support about 269,500 acres of 
desert shrublands on alluvial fans, Rockland (cool, warm and 
outcrop) covers 613,035 acres, gypsum duneland covers about 
95,800 acres and the lava flow covers 40,700 acres. 

VEGETATION 

CONIFEROUS FOREST 

Lower Montane Coniferous Forest - The mountain ranges on WSMR 
do not reach the elevation required to support extensive tall 
coniferous forests. The ponderosa pine-Arizona fescue type 
which occurs at the highest elevations on Salinas Peak in the 
San Andres Mountains is the only representative found on WSMR of 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forest. This vegetation type is common 
elsewhere in the Southwest, and is found in a zone above pinyon- 
juniper woodlands and below mixed coniferous forests dominated 
by firs, 7 square miles. 

WOODLANDS AND SAVANNAS 

Coniferous Woodlands - This vegetation type is found below the 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forests and is dominated by the low 
stature conifers, pinyon pine and oneseed juniper, The 



woodlands are characterized by tree canopies that are moderately 
open to nearly closed (>  25% cover), although some stands can be 
quite open (5-25% cover, particularly after fire. Undergrowth 
is commonly dominated by sclerophyllous shrubs, and on occasion 
by grasses. Savannas on the other hand have open to very open 
canopies with predominately grassy cover dominated by warm 
season grasses which occurs between trees. The most common 
habitat types in coniferous woodlands are pinyon pine-gambel 
oak, pinyon pine- Scribnerts needle and thread, pinyon pine/ 
wavy-leaf oak, pinyon pine- mountain mahogany, pinyon pine/ blue 
grama, pinyon pine/beargrass, pinyon pine/ sideoats grama and 
pinyon pine/ muhly. 237 square miles. 

Savannas - At lower elevations around 2,100 m (7000 ft), the 
pinyon pine give way to the savannas of the oneseed juniper 
series. Here, oneseed juniper is the dominant tree, varying 
from moderately closed to very open canopies (5-50% cover). 
Pinyon pine is poorly represented or absent. On gentle 
landforms of low relief, trees tend to be scattered across the 
landscape with wide spaces of intervening grass cover, hence the 
savanna-like physiognomy. In steeper and more dissected hill 
terrain, the types take on more of a woodland aspect, with the 
shrub element becoming more important. The lower elevation 
limit of this series is around 1,750 m (5,800 ft) in the north, 
and 1,900 m (6,200 ft) at the south end of WSMR. The most 
common variant of the Savannas type is oneseed juniper/sideoats 
grama which occurs on moderately steep to very steep and 
dissected hill slopes or scarp slopes of cuestas. Overall 
undergrowth production is low, with grass cover the most 
conspicuous element, but sclerophyllous shrubs can be important 
(oaks and mountain mahogany). At somewhat lower elevations, but 
in a similar landscape, the oneseed juniper/New Mexican feather 
grass type becomes dominant. On more gentle landforms such as 
adjacent lower toe slopes or cuesta dip slopes, the above type 
will give way to either the oneseed juniper/blue grama or 
oneseed juniper/hairy grama series. These types have the more 
savanna-like physiognomy with the oneseed juniper/hairy grama 
occurring on somewhat rockier sites with coarser textured soils 
than where the oneseed juniper/bluegrama habitat type occurs. 
Plains-Mesa Grasslands are commonly found adjacent to these 
savannas where trees become poorly represented or absent. At 
the lower elevational limits of this series, the oneseed 
juniper/black grama becomes predominant with Plains-Mesa 
Grasslands and Desert Grasslands across a broad ecotone. 321 
square miles. 

SCRUBLAND 

Montane Scrub - Montane scrub usually occurs in the same 
elevation zone as woodlands and savannas, but in either more 
extreme environments, or on sites that have been subjected to 
high frequency disturbance such as repeated fire. The 
vegetation is normally dominated by low stature sclerophyllous 



shrubs such as mountain mahogany and oaks and hardy grasses such 
as New Mexico muhly. Some habitat types defined within this 
series are mountain mahogany/yellowleaf silktassel, gambel 
oak/snowberry, wavyleaf oak/mountain mahogany, grayoak/mountain 
mahogany and scrub liveoak/mountain mahogany. 220 square miles 

Plains-Mesa Scrub - This type of scrub is typified on WSMR by 
the sand sage Series. This Series occurs along the perimeter of 
the upper Jornada basin, usually on wind deposited sandy 
substrates. The landscape is that of gentle rolling hills and 
small dunes and hummocks. The vegetation is transitional to 
desert grassland and is characterized by shrub dominance of sand 
sage and soaptree yucca with desert grassland associated grass 
species such as mesa dropseed, giant dropseed and black grama 
well represented. Three habitat types have been identified for 
the Series. The most common is the sandsage/mesa dropseed type 
of hill slopes, low dunes, and inter-dune areas. The 
sandsage/giant dropseed type is found with less frequency on the 
summits of the larger dunes. The sandsage/black grama type is 
found on upper slopes grading into Desert Grasslands. 304 
square miles. 

Great Basin Desert Scrub - Great Basin influences are limited on 
WSMR with the exception of the presence of some types of 
fourwing saltbush Series. The three most extensive habitat 
types are fourwing saltbush/giant sacaton, fourwing 
saltbush/mariola and fourwing saltbush/alkali sacaton. These 
types are restricted to low gradient arroyos or in arroyos 
themselves. 710 square miles. 

Chihuahuan Desert Scrub - This is an extensive sub-formation on 
WSMR occupying large areas of lower mountain slopes, bajadas and 
basin bottoms. All habitat types are dominated by drought 
resistant shrubs with undergrowths varying from grassy to nearly 
absent. The creosote bush Series occurs from mountain foot 
slopes, down bajadas to basin floors. Elevations range from 
1,250 to 1,750 m (4,100 to 5,750 ft). The major habitat types 
within the series are: creosotebush/mariola, which occurs on 
the foot slopes of mountains and hills, intergrading with desert 
grasslands and other mountain desert scrub types. Down slope on 
toe slopes and upper bajadas, the above type grades into the 
creosotebush/black grama type and the crosotebush/fluffgrass 
type. Further down the bajadas, the upper types give way to the 
sparse creosotebush and the creosotebush/bush muhly types. 
Finally, on the gentle toe-slopes, creosotebush grades into 
alkali sacaton grasslands. Two minor types are 
creosotebush/hairy coldenia on gypsum outcrops and 
creosotebush/blue grama on upper elevation transitions. 

Other common types included within the Chihuahuan Desert Scrub 
are the tarbush series which may be tarbush/Southwestern 
needlegrass on scarpments or tarbush/alkali sacaton on alluvial 
flats. The mesquite series occurs extensively across the 



Tularosa Basin and includes mesquite/mesa dropseed, 
mesquite/four-wing saltbush and mesquite/alkali sacaton. 

Restricted types are those of the ocotillo series. These 
include the ocotillo/mariola habitat type and the 
ocotillo/tufted rockmat type. Another type typical on limestone 
outcrops is ocotillo/side-oats grama. 822 square miles. 

GRASSLAND VEGETATION 

Plains-Mesa Grassland - This sub-formation lies 'between the 
higher elevation woodlands, savannas or montane scrub and the 
lower elevation desert grasslands or desert scrubs. The most 
extensive Series is blue grama grasslands. The habitat types 
are blue grama/western wheatgrass, blue grama/sideoats grama, 
blue grama/New Mexico needlegrass, blue grama/sand dropseed, 
blue grama/ Bigelow sagebrush, hairy grama/New Mexico 
needlegrass, hairy grama/blue grama, New Mexico 
needlegrass/sideoats grama, oneseed juniper/New Mexico 
needlegrass, New Mexico needlegrass/sotol and little 
bluestem/sandhill muhly. 372 square miles. 

Desert Grassland - Desert grassland areas are characterized by 
the dominance of grass species associated with semi-arid to arid 
transition climates: the gramas, dropseeds and muhlys. These 
grasslands grow on a wide variety of land forms such as upper 
bajadas, dip slopes of cuesta and cuesta-like mountains, 
mountain and hill foot and toe slopes, alluvial fans, bajadas, 
convex shoulders or summits of alluvial fans on gravely, well 
drained soils, rolling hills, lower mountain escarpment slopes, 
rolling limestone hills, wide valley bottoms and basin floors, 
alkaline, alluvial flats, gypsum mounds and gypsum outcrops, 
etc. 

Some of the most common habitat types are black grama/blue 
grama, found on upper bajadas in transition with Plains-Mesa 
Grassland, black grama/mariola on mountains and hill foot and 
toe slopes, black grama/Torrey Mormon tea and black grama/desert 
Mormon tea on alluvial fans and bajadas, black grama/soaptree 
yucca on rolling hills along the western border of the Jornada 
Basin, black grama/hairy grama on alluvial fans and bajadas, 
black grama/sotol on lower mountain escarpment slopes, black 
grama/Bigelow sagebrush on rolling limestone hills and 
escarpment slopes in the Tularosa Basin, black grama/New Mexico 
needlegrass in association with black grama/blue grama and 
Plains-Mesa Grassland, alkali sacaton/burrograss covering 
extensive alluvial flats, alkali sacaton/saltgrass occurring on 
alkaline alluvial flats, giant sacaton/Hall's panic grass 
growing .9n alluvial flats, and terraces, mesa dropseed/broom 
dalea occurring on tall, non-gypsiferous dunes of the central 
Tularosa Basin, curlyleaf muhly/sotol on limestone escarpment 
slopes of the Central San Andres Mountains, curlyleaf 
muhly/ocotillo and curlyleaf muhly/ Bigelow sagebrush on 



SENSITIVE / CLOSE HOLD 

1. This Errata Sheet applies to the following WSMR R&D Facility/Capability Data 
Submissions: 

National Range Opeations 
Nuclear Effects Capabilities 
Directed Energy Test Facility 
Applied Environments Capabilities 
Data Reduction 
Warheads Testing 
Materials Testing 

2. Changes to original submission are shown in italics 

3.1.H.3 Do you have to go to other geographical locations to satisfy test requirements? If 
yes, explain. If yes, provide as a percent of overall workload per year for the Last 8 years. 

NO. WSMR has a long range launch corridor extending to a facili4 at Green River, Utah 3 which was used for Athem and Pershing developrnenral testing through the early 1980 's. 
is also developing a launch site at and a corri&rfi.om Ft. Wingate, Nhf, and a launch site at 
and a corridorji.om the northern extension area (about 30 miles north of the WSMR 
boundary) for use in the 199996 1imefi.ames. 

WSMR har supported tests and programs on a reimbursable basis at other COAUS and 
OCONUS sites on a routine baris since the 1960's, and has m extensive safari capabijity. 
However, there her not been a significant requirementfor WSMR to meet test requirements by 
executing rest projects at other geographical locations during the pmr 8 years. 



limestone outcrops and cuestas in the eastern Oscura Mountains, 
gypgrass/Hartwegs evening primrose and gypgrass/hairy coldenia 
growing on gypsum domes and gypgrass/ocotillo growing along the 
upper edges of gypsum outcrops. 389 square miles. 

3.1.H.2 Are there features of the local geology or soil 
conditions that enhance or inhibit any types of tests? 

The playa that includes Lake Lucero is the secondary source of 
gypsum sands that forms White Sands National Monument. This 
reality inhibits or re-directs certain test corridors. However, 
provisions for testing are possible so that conflicts with the 
National Monument and the geological processes related to the 
formation of gypsum sands are largely avoided. 

The basalt flow or Malpais cover a stream channel that provides 
groundwater flow at Malpais Spring. This spring and its 
associated marsh and playas provide White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Mound Springs is an area providing White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Salt Creek drainage system and associated groundwater flow are 
also associated with pupfish habitat. Some types of tests may 
be re-directed when impacts are anticipated on this habitat. 

The unique geologic setting featuring sparse human population 
and a large, land-locked basin covered with desertic vegetation 
and protected on three sides by mountains enhances all types of 
testing. The high percentage of severely erodible soils does 
not inhibit testing from taking place, but does place some 
restrictions, modifications and sometimes, mitigation 
requirements on projects. 

3.1.H.3 Do geographical locations to 
satisfy test explain. If yes, provide as 
a percent of for the last 8 years. . 
NO. 

3.1.H.4 Number of days per year with average temperature below 
32 degrees F? Between 32 and 95 degrees F? Above 95  degrees F? 

Below 32 degrees 5  
Between 32 and 95  degrees 360 
Above 95 degrees 0 

3.1.H.5. Number of days p:r year with average relative humidity 
below 30%? Between 30 and 80%? Above 80% 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 



the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

33% of the time , 

56.4% of the time 
10.6% of the time 

120 days per year 
206 days per year 
39 days per year 

3.1.H.6 Number of test missions per year (85 - 93) canceled due 
to weather? 

NONE 

3.1.H.7 Number of test days per year (85 - 93) canceled due to 
weather? 

NONE 

3.1.H.8 Number of days per year the visibility is less than 1 
mile? Between 1 and 3 miles? Greater than 3 miles? 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

0.4% of the time 
0.2% of the time 

99.4% of the time 

1 day per year 
1 day per year 

363 days per year 

3.1.H.9 What is the average number of flying days available per 
year for flight tests? Provide historical average from the past 
eight years. 

YEAR FLIGHTS 



AVERAGE = 345.3 DAYS 

3.1.H.10 What percentage of the time are your test operations 
restricted due to weather? 

.05% OF THE TIME. 

3.2 AIR VEHICLES 

3.2.A Supersonic Airspace 

3.2.A.1 Do Supersonic Corridors or areas exist? 

YES. 

3.2.A.2 Where are they located relative to the airfield? 

Located within R-5107B, R-5107C, and R-5111A. 

3.2.A.3 At what altitude (upper and lower altitude)? 

Supersonic corridor is 300 feet above ground level to 30,000 
feet MSL and the supersonic area is 10,000 feet MSL to 50,000 
feet MSL. FINAL EIS, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, DATED JANUARY 1990. 

3.2.A.4 Are they over land or water? What size and shape 
(length and width)? 

Over land. Supersonic corridor is 65nm x lOnm and the 
supersonic is 85nm x 40nm. 

3.2.A.5 Are there restrictions you must observe to use this 
space? If yes, explain. 

NO. 

3.2.A.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

UNKNOWN. Due to the size of the corridor the number of 
simultaneous uses could be considered as basically unlimited. 
The bi-annual DoD "Roving Sands" Air Defense Training Exercise 
routinely deploys over 100 aircraft simultaneously in this 
corridor. 

3.2.B Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3.2.B.1 Provide a brief description of your airfield and 
support facilities. 

WSMR has two light to medium duty airfields; Condron Army 
Airfield and Stallion Army Airfield. Also located within the 
Restricted Airspace Area and extensively used in testing is 
Holloman Air Force Base. Army Air Operations Directorate 



(AAOD), based at Holloman AFB, provides general test support 
with both rotary and fixed wing aircraft. AAOD currently has 10 
JUH-1H helicopters and one JC-12, with FY94-95 plans for a 
composite of 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, and JC-12 to support test and 
recovery operations. AAOD has extensive maintenance capability. 
In addition to routine operational maintenance, M O D  personnel 
have been trained to perform repair and rebuild operations that 
are normally accomplished at depot locations. The local rebuild 
and repair of major subsystems saves both time and money, 
enhancing overall aircraft availability. In many instances test 
customers must mount very technical, sensitive equipment on a 
helicopter. AAOD can build, test, and install just about any 
sort of test mount or rack, accomodating both airframe 
requirements and desired test data gathering capability. When 
any test equipment is mounted on the aircraft, an airworthiness 
release must be obtained from Test and Evaluation Command 
(TECOM) engineering. Our experience, data base, and ability to 
address every requirement to receive this release ensures that 
there will be no damage to the aircraft, that the test equipment 
will operate as needed, and the release will be received in the 
most timely manner. In many instances, the test equipment has 
been previously used or is very similar to equipment used on a 
past test enabling the use of an airworthiness release from our 
extensive files. 

3.2.B.2 How close and how many emergency runways or airfields 
are in your area of operation? 

Condron AAF, 32020tN, 106O24'W; runway 9-27, paved, 6125 ft 
length, 75ft width; runway 10-19, dirt, 4350 ft length, 150 ft 
width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel. Attended 
during normal duty hours, can operate 24 hrs if mission 
dictates. Located at southwest corner of WSMR, 3 miles from 
main post. 

Stallion AAF, 33049'Nt 106"39'W, runway 15-33, paved, 4000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, unlighted, crash rescue available, jet 
fuel, unattended, located at the northwest corner of WSMR, 
approximately 100 miles from main post. 

White Sands Space Harbor, 32'56'N, 106O25'W; runway 05-23, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 17-35, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 02-20, packed 
gypsum, 12000 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, attended 0800- 
2200 daily, crash rescue available when NASA training on range, 
located north of main post, WSMR, approximately 40 miles. 
Aircraft size is unlimited, numerous UAV/drone operations 
conducted. 

Biggs AAF, Ft Bliss, TX, 31°51' N, 106"23'W, runway 3-21, 
concrete, 13,572 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, crash rescue 
available, jet fuel, attended 0600-2200 hrs, located 
approximately 40 miles south of WSMR. 



Holloman AFB, NM, 32O51'N, 106°1'W, runway 04-22, paved, 10,575 
ft length, 300 ft width, runway 07-25, paved/concrete, 12,131 ft 
length, 150 ft width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, 
attended 24 hrs, located approximately 55 miles northeast of 
WSMR on east range boundary. 

Kirtland AFB, NM, 3S02'N, 106°37'W, runway 03-21, paved, 9000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, runway 12-30, paved, 5130 ft length, 150 
ft width, runway 17-35, paved, 10,010 ft length, 150 ft width, 
lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, AVGAS, attended 24 
hrs, co-located at Albuquerque International Airport 
approximately 100 miles north of the WSMR north boundary, and 
approximately 50 miles north of the northern restricted airspace 
extension. 

Other smaller airfields within the local area include Las 
Cruces, NM International, 40 miles west, Roswell, NM Industrial, 
60 miles east (both have local fire department on field) and 
numerous small strips with runways in excess of 5000 feet. 

3.2.B.3 Where is your airfield situated relative to working 
areas (airspace) for supporting test operations? 

Condron AAF is situated on the southwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130 and has 
jet fuel available. Operations supporting the entire southern 
half of the range can be staged from Condron. 

Stallion AAF is situated on the northwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130, however, 
runway length dictates weight limitations for takeoff of heavier 
fixed wing aircraft. Operations supporting the entire north 
half of the range can be staged from Stallion. Jet fuel is 
available. 

Holloman AFB is situated on the east central range boundary of 
WSMR. The Army aviation element o f  WSMR (AAOD) i s  l oca ted  a t  
Holloman and can provide extensive maintenance capability to 
test aircraft. AAOD has its own organic refuel service 
available during normal duty hours. Air Force refuel is 
available at all other times. Operations supporting the entire 
range can be staged from Holloman AFB. 

There are numerous improved helipads at almost every 
instrumented range site and on main post to facilitate 
prepositioning of helicopters for tests or recovery operations. 

Fuel trucks are routinely dispatched both on and off range to 
support aviation operations, enabling maximum on station time if 
necessary to support time critical tests and recover senstive 
items. 



3 . 2 . 8 . 4  What makes your airfield unique or at least suited for 
supporting test operations? 

Each military service or contractor has unique test 
requirements, and therefore unique test equipment and 
capability. There is absolutely no shortage of expertise in any 
test area at WSMR. AAOD routinely provides support and advice 
to all the tenant test activities and knows where to go to get 
advice and support when preparing an aircraft or test mount. 
The cooperation between all services saves countless man hours 
in test conduct and preparation. The work force at AAOD is 
highly motivated, well trained and, agewise, well distributed. 
The turnover rate of personnel is very low and institutional 
knowledge is very high. We treat the people we support as 
customers and make every effort to ensure that they are 
satisfied. AAOD has extensive shop capability and enough hangar 
and ramp space to prepare any size aircraft for testing to 
include the man.ufacture and installation of test mounts and 
power sources. Most of the pilots at AAOD have well over 20 
years flight experience, are intimately familiar with the range 
and range operations, thus saving customers many hours and 
providing the safest, most efficient flight support anywhere. 
We also have an aircraft availability and reliability rate 
equalled by few, that enables AAOD to provide backup support to 
every rotary wing test requirement. As previously mentioned, 
our shops and high level maintenance and rebuild capability 
ensures minimum down time to the testing agency, enabling much 
more consistent test results. AAOD is co-located with the 46th 
Test Group (Air Force). On many tests, the co-operation level 
is so high that it becomes impossible to find a specific 
dividing line between results obtained by either organization. 
The long standing relationship between AAOD and the 46th Test 
Group enables us to trade expertise, equipment and experience to 
accomplish any test mission. 

3 .2 .8 .5  Is there a size, weight, maintenance, or mission 
limitation that would affect test operations? If yes, describe. 

Both Stallion Army Airfield and Condron Army Airfields are size 
and weight limited to aircraft no larger than C-130, however, 
since Army Air Operations Directorate is located at Holloman Air 
Force Base there is no size or weight limit that would affect 
test operations. White Sands Space Harber can accomodate any 
size fixed or rotary wing aircraft. 

3.2 .8 .6  Including hangers and ramp space, how many fighter size 
aircraft could you support? Large multi-engine aircraft? 
Rotary wing? UIiV? Cruise Missiles? 

Condron Army Airfield could support simultaneous operations for 
approximately 3 C-130 sized aircraft and 5 fighter sized 
aircraft. Stallion AAF could support 2 C-130 sized aircraft and 
2 fighter sized aircraft, due to limited ramp space. As a 



tenant at Holloman AFB, Army Air Operations could support an 
almost unlimited amount of aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. 
Stallion AAF and Condron AAF could support up to 20 helicopters 
in support of test operations. Although hangar space of both 
airfields is very limited (approx 6500 square feet each), 
Condron AAF and Stallion AAF have both supported UAV operations 
and testing in the past with no limitations. 

3.2.C. Test Operations 

3.2.C.1 What t.ypes of air vehicle testing can be supported? 
Describe? 

N/A WSMR Condron AAF and Stallion AAF currently have no air 
vehicle testing mission. Support capability would be contingent 
upon the type of air vehicle testing assigned to WSMR. Please 
refer to the above description of airfield capability. 

3.2.C.2 Do ground support facilities exist for pre-flight 
checkout or reh.earsa1 of test missions? 

3.2.C.3 What kinds, numbers of aircraft and mix of same can be 
supported (manned and unmanned)? 

3.2.C.4 Does UAV and or rotary wing operations pose any 
limitations on other types of missions? If yes, explain. 

3.2.C.5 What sorts of missions can be flown within local 
airspace? 

3.2.C.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous missions you 
can support that require telemetry? 

3.2.C.7 What is the largest number of simultaneous test 
missions you have supported in your airspace? 

UNKNOWN. This data, if available, will be reported by the USAF. 

3.2.C.8 Identify the number, types, and owners of aircraft at 
your installation. 

Army Air Operations Directorate has 10-JUH-1H and 1-JC-12 
assigned, by end of FY94, AAOD will have 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, 1- 



3 . 3  ELECTRONIC COMBAT 

This section does not apply to the WSMR National Range testing 
capability being reported in this document. The recently 
acquired "Big C!roww airborne EW testbed and the electronic 
proving ground facilities at Ft. Huachuca are reported as 
separate WSMR capabilities elsewhere in this data submission. 

Also, individual facility RDTE Test capabilities for tenant 
activities located at WSMR will be reported by the Air Force and 
the Army Research laboratory (a major tenant at WSMR) in their 
BRAC 95 Data Call # 7  Input Package, as will the workload of 
several other activities. Although these activities execute a 
large test workload at WSMR because of its unique geographic and 
open-air capabilities their workload is reported under the 
umbrella of their major command regardless of the testbed, 
permanent facil.ity or testing location. 

There are four major tenants operating in this functional area 
at WSMR: DoD Office of the Test Director (Electronic 
Countermeasures - Counter/Countermeasures), The Survivability 
and Lethality Directorate of the Army Research Laboratory, the 
Battlefield Environments Directorate of the Army Research 
Laboratory, and the Air Force (operating a variety of EW type 
facilities including the RAMS and RATSCAT Radar measurement and 
characterization facilities). 

3 . 3 . A  Threat Environment 

3 . 3 . A . 1  What is the number of threats simulated? 

None. 

3 .3 .A .2  How many simultaneous threats can be simulated? What 
type? What is the maximum signal density? Average density? 
Power level? What band? Radiated or injected? 

None. 

3 .3 .A .3  Are the threat software models and simulators 
validated? If yes, by whom? 

No. 

3 . 3 . A . 4  Do you conduct open loop testing? Reactive? Closed 
loop? 

No. 

3 .3 .A .5  What is the threat representation (fidelity) and 
density? 



3.3.A.6 Are you capable of simulating land threats? Sea 
threats? Combined land/sea threats? If yes, describe. 

No. 

3.3.A.7 What geographic dispersion can be simulated? 

None. 

3.3.A.7.A Threat lay down? 

None. 

3.3.A.7.B Representative distance? 

None. 

3.3.A.8 Are the threats moveable within a test scenario? 
Relocatable to a new scenario? 

No. 

3.3.A.9 Is the facility interlinked with off-site threats? If 
yes, how are you linked? 

No. 

3.3.A.10 Is there a limit on simultaneous users? If no, 
explain. 

3.3.B Test Article Support 

3.3.B.1 Is there a size, weight, or other limitation on test 
operations the facility can support? If yes, explain and 
describe measures needed to remove them. 

None. 

3.3.B.2 What is the number of simultaneous countermeasures that 
can be evaluated? 

No. 

3.3.B.3 What range of spectra can be tested and evaluated? 

None. 

3.3.B.4 What are the available spectra? 



None. 

3.3.B.5 Do you have a scene generation capability? If yes, 
describe. 

NO. 

3 -4 ARMAMENTS / WEAPONS 

3 .4 .A  Directed Energy 

This has been separately reported under other sections of the 
WSMR Data Call. 

3 .4 .A .1  Do you currently test directed energy weapons? If yes, 
describe. Describe power sources available. What is maximum 
downrange distance? 

YES. See the Directed Energy Section of the Data Call. 

3.4.8 Rocket / Missile / Bomb Systems 

3.4.B.1 Ground Space 

3.4.B.l.A What is the area in square miles of the land and 
water space for conduct of live rocket, missile, or bomb 
systems? 

Depending upon the requirement between 3,200 and 4,000+ square 
miles are available in and around the range, without considering 
the off-range launch corridors at Ft. Wingate and Green River, 
Utah. The lesser number identifies air and land space within 
the actual range boundaries while the larger number includes the 
adjoining calll-up areas. 

3.4.B.l.B How many separate and distinct land and water test 
areas are available. List them and the size of each in acres. 

See table 11. The total number of test and evaluation ranges on 
the installation and the total impact acres available on WSMR 
are 14 ranges, 2,353,208 acres. 

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION 

A significant feature of WSMR operations is the ability to 
conduct tests simultaneously. 

The maximum use of Range resources is obtained by careful 
scheduling of critical resources. The operations are planned 
taking advantage of similar support requirements (e.g., special 
atmospheric conditions) or small space requirements (e.g., 
cannon test at the Small Missile Range, aircraft in center of 
Range or short range missile at Stallion Range Center). 



Although high priority programs tend to get first choice of test 
times and test areas, lower priority programs are often 
accommodated in the same area just before or after if they have 
similar support requirements. As many as eight (8) missions can 
be taking place autonomously at the same time. 

3.4.B.l.C What are the maximum ranges (nautical miles) you can 
test - by type of weapon? 
Within the WSMR range boundaries: 90 nm, e.g. launches from 
the south launch complexes into the 90 mile area (STORM). In 
addition, at the present, the-range is evaluating launches from 
Ft. Wingate, NM into WSMR, which add the capability of 250 nm 
( ATACMS ) . 
3.4.B.2 Test Operations 

3.4.B.2.A For each of the land and water ranges described above 
(3.4.B.l.B), how many test missions were scheduled in FY92 and 
FY93 that were required to use safety footprints comparable to 
those required for the listed weapons: 

Unguided 2000 lb class weapons 
live 
.inert 

Guided weapons (GBU-24 class) 
live 
.inert 

Stand-off weapons (AGM-130 class) 
1 ive 
inert 

Short Range missile (AIM-9 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

Long Range missile ((AIM-120 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

See Table 4. The open-air testing WSMR performs for its RDTE 
customers do not exactly compare to the above listing. The 
closest reasonable comparison has been made. However, it is 
important to note that the AIM-120 missile identified above is a 
short range missile for the purposes of WSMR's RDTE Operations. 

3.4.B.2.B Were flight termination systems required? 

YES. The majority of the systems do require FTS. FTSs are 
required if the system has the capacity to exceed the WSMR 
boundary or endanger range sensitive areas. 

3.4.B.2.C If no missions were scheduled in a category, give the 



reason. 

3 . 4 . B . 2 . D  Were any scheduled missions canceled before the 
mission or terminated/aborted during the mission because of 
encroachments :in to the safety footprint? If yes, how many per 
year (85 - 93) 
NONE. 

end of narrative submission 
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F - 16 Squadrons 
Nationa Launch System 
f - 1 SESquadrons 
KC - 1358 
Adv Avionics for Serospace Veh 
B - 2 Adv Tech Bmb?f 
F- 1174 S q U a m  
Natl A m  Space P h  Tech 
Upper Stage Space V* 
Aircraft Equip Dew4 
Aeroqma Prop SLbys lnteg 

BRILLIANT EYES 
IRIEOIDW Process& mid: 
Jt SuweWgt Atk Fbhr JSTPR 
AF TENCAP 
EW Techndogy 
Electrank Combat 
Ew Demlopment 
Jt SunslRance System 
Adv Space Based WM (Dm Val) 
AWACS 
hpn Spece BaseQ WfAA 
Combat ID Techrolcgy 

DWENSE 'ME W 
B a C i  Mlssb D e b e  Technology 
Theate- Missile Defenses 
Theate. Missile Wenses 
Space Based Intemptom 
Theater Missile Ddclses 
AIM-9 Consoldatd Program 
Jt DoD-OoE Munrcns Techdgy 
Theater Md Def (EerJVal) 



L W  Defense System 
Air klense lnMathre 
Babh'c Missile Defense Technology 
BalisNc MJ Def Techmlogy 

Delmw, Airborne Recon 
Jl RfJwuH* Piloted vehicles 
cmens0Alrborne Reoon 



TABLE 2 

OPEN AIR RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

RANGE ACRES 

SMALL MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA----------------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
NASA WEST--------------------------- 3 1 , 3 6 0  
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 

TEST FACILITY (HELSTF)------------- 1 2 , 8 0 0  
AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 9 2 , 1 6 0  
RADAR TARGET SCATTER 

(RATSCAT) & RAM-------------------- 3 , 2 0 0  
BAT/SUMWALT TEST TRACK-------------- 2 8 , 8 0 0  
LAUNCH & IMPACT TEST AREAS 

( e . g .  NIKE Ave l a u n c h  c o m p l e x e s  
& WIT i m p a c t  areas).----------- 2 , 1 6 4 , 2 4 4  

STALLION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3 , 8 4 0  
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
OSCURA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
FORT WINGATE, NM-------------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
GREEN RIVER, UT.-------------------- 3 , 6 2 8  



TABLE 4 

TEST MISSIONS 
(Safety Ft. Print Required) 

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT REQUIRED 

WEAPON SHORT 
TYPE TRMS # uDs# 
FTPRIrn 

Unguided 20001b 
Class Weapons 

Long Range 
Missile 

808 
2MIOOOKEM001 0 10 
2MIOOOLAN073 128 
3MIOOOMAN050067 144 
NONE 196 
3MIOOONL0001 334 
3MI000000004 359 
4MI000000005 364 

842 
871 
878 

3MIOOOERT001 012 
2MIOOOLAN073 148 
3MIOOOHWKXXX 3 0 1 
9MIOOOAMR004 370 

9MI020SMT0001 813 
3MIOOOBMD007 883 
2MIOOOJTM001 077 
3MIOOOCHA122 084 
3MI 0 0 OPATXXX 089 
2MIOOOMLR007 193 
2MIOOOLMR012 194 
2MIOOOMLR018 340 
4WE8OONAP001 353 
4MI000000003 362 

FOT&E 

FY92 
TITLE 

TAC TRNG 
Prog 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAP 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT 
MLRS 
MLRS-TGW 
MLRS-SADARM 
HAVE NAP 
AMRAAM 

FI93 SAFETY 
LIVE/IHERT LIVE/INERT 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
yes 
Yes 



9-ES-005-000-001 425 Illuminator I1 O/ 1 4/8 Yes 
4-AI-00A-ADP-001 356 1020 ADP 6/81 0/52 Yes 

Targets NONE 011 STORM 0/3 Yes 
151 MQM-34D Yes 
873 Foreign Targets xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
177 XQF-86E 0/14 Yes 
180 MQM-107 6/15 3/2 Yes 
198 XQUH-1B 0/73 0/92 Yes 
002 QS-55 0/27 0/10 Yes 
128 Lance xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
089 Patriot xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
007 HERA XX/XX XX/XX Yes 
011 STORM o/o 0/3 Yes 

QH-50 xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
813 AQM-37 XX/XX XX/XX yes 
865 Vandal xx/xx xx/xx Yes 

Submunitions 2~U031BAT002 015 BAT 0/ 1 5/35 Yes 

Research Rockets 804 Research Rockets 18/58 17/47 Yes 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: NUCLEAR EFFECTS TESTING 

ORIGIN DATE: 05-23-94 

Service: U . S .  Army Organization / ~ctivity: White Sands M i s s i l e  Range 
Location: WSMR, New Mexico 

T&E Functional Area: Armament/Weapons U I C :  WO4WA.A 

T&E Test Facility Category: Measurement Facilities 

T&E S &T DE I E  T&D OTHER 

Percentage Use: - 100 - - 
Breakout by T&E Functional Area (%) 

Air Vehicles 

Armament / Weapons -100 - - 

Electronic Combat 

Other 

Note: Total in Breakout must euual "Percentase Usen line entrv. 

It FORM1 rn TAB : page : 



TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: NUCLEAR EFFECTS TESTING 

FACILITY DESCRIPTION; INCLUDING MISSION STATEMENT : TO perform complete nuclear weapon effects 
test, evaluation, and assessment programs on military systems, providing the necessary 
nuclear environments support instrumentation and technical expertise. The Directorate 
maintains the expertise and the advanced test facilities to provide radiation environments 
and perfom test, evluatien and analysis for all nuclear weapon effects phenomena. NED 
supports all components of Department of Defense (DoD), the Department of Energy (DOE), as 
well as private industry and research universities. 

TYPE OF TESTS SUPPORTED : 
Developmental Testing/Operational Testing (DT/OT) 
Survivability/Vulnerability 
Life Cycle 

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES : The NED has the following testing tacilities supporting 
its overall capability: 
Fast Burst Reactor - -  simulates neutron radiation environement produced by fission weapon 

- -  test within cell or out of doors in open-air environment 
- -  real time digital acquisition and processing system 

Linear Electron Accelerator 
- -  simulate gamma spike associated with nuclear weapon detonation 
- -  100-dB screen room 
- -  real-time digital data acquisition and processing system 
- -  extensive dosimetry 

Relativistic Electron Beam Accelerator 
- -  high-energy, pulsed, field-emision electron-beam x-ray source 
- -  determines material responses to rapid surface and in-depth energy 

deposit ion 
- -  converts electron-beam energy into bremsstrahlung radiation 



Gamma Radiation Facility - -  total gamma dose environment 
- -  testing within cell or airborne experiments 

Solar Thermal Test Facility 
- -  produces intense thermal pulses to simulate thermal radiation 
- -  instrumentation includes calorimeters, thermocouples, analog and 

digital recording instruments 
- -  20 channel instrumentation van supplements the test chamber 

Electromagnetic Pulse Facilities 
- -  exoatmospheric nuclear weapon detonation 
- -  established baseline for system survivability 
- -  real-time data acquisition 

Semiconductor Test Laboratory 
- -  complex software survivability models 
- -  semiconductor componenets and piece-part testing 
- -  database of nuclear survivability devices of military systems 

Direct Drive Current Injection Labortory 
- -  simulates currents induced by EMP, lightning and other pulsed 

environments 
- -  simulates currents induced by steady-state electromagnetic 

environments 
- - obtain systems cable response characteristics 

Personnel - -  have the knowledge, skills and abilities to aid customer in planning 
and executing comprehensive, multi-disciplined tests 

Radiation - Nuclear - Neutron - Gamma - Dose 
I' FORM2 n TAB : PAGE : 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: NUCLEAR EFFECTS TESTING 

PERSONNEL 

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 
Officer 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Enlisted 9 4 5 5 5 5 5 
Civilian 61 60 6 4 67 70 75 77 
Contractor 43 48 5 3 59 64 70 72 
Total 114 11 3 122 131 139 150 154 

Total Square Footage: 253,242 

Test Area Square Footage: Office Space Square Footage: 64,180 

Tonnage of Equipment: Unknown Volume of Equipment (cu . f t . ) : 
Annual Maintenance Cost: $249,472 Estimated Moving Cost: Unknown 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 

TAB : page : 



FACILITY CONDITION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: NUCLEAR EFFECTS TESTING 

AGE: 7.7 REPLACEMENT VALUE : $6 ,9  9 1 , 6  0 0 

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BACKLOG : $5 3 2 , 8  9 6 

DATE OF LAST UPGRADE : 1989 

NATURE OF LAST UPGRADE: NEW FACILITIES 

MAJOR UPGRADES PROGRAMMED 

1 . UPGRADE TITLE : RADIO FREQUENCY TEST MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: $200,000 FY96 AND $200,000 FY97 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: Upgrade of Facility 

2 .  UPGRADE TITLE: G m  RANOE FACILITY SOURCE REPLACEMENT 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: $500,000 FY96 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: REPLACE SOURCES 

FORM4 TAB : PAGE : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: NUCLEAR EFFECTS TESTING 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

129,780 

UNAVAI L 

87 

147,336 

UNAVAI L 

154,728 

UNAVAIL 

FISCAL 

88 

144,984 

UNAVAIL 

182,448 

UNAVAI L 

YEAR 

89 

139,188 

UNAVAIL 

"FORM5 - O n  TAB : page : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: NUCLEAR EFFECTS TESTING 

TtE FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

OTHER T&E 

OTHER 

FISCAL YEAR 

IvFORM5 - 1" TAB : page : 



DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: NUCLEAR EFFECTS TESTING 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTIME 1 1 6 0  

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY (line 1 / 365) 2 0.44 

AVERAGE HOURS AVAILABLE PER DAY (24 / line 2) 3 23.56 

TEST TESTS AT WORKLOAD WORKLOAD 
TYPES ONE TIME PER TEST PER FACILITY 

FACILITY HOUR 
HOUR 

4 5 6 7 

NE - 6 -- 36 216 UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY PER DAY 
(line 3 * Total Sum) 

TYPICAL 5 30 
ANNUAL 

150 UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY 

Total Sum 366 9 3,147,395 

" FORM6 " TAB : page : 





White Sands Missile Range 
BRAC 95 R&D Data Call #7 

PART V: Data Submission 

R&D FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: 

DIRECTED ENERGY 



SECTION 2: CAPACITY & TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.1 WORKLOAD 

2.1.A Historical Workload 

2.1.A.1 Historical Workload is unavailable as this facility 
became operatia~nal in Mar 93 and the capability was transferred 
to the Nuclear Effects Directorate effective 30 May 93. (See 
FORM 5-0 and FORM5-1) 

No Historical Workload available as this is a newly constructed/ 
operational capability. 

2.1. B Forecasted Workload 

2.1.B.1 1denti.f~ all appropriations (by program element) that 
generated testi.ng or test support requirement, or are expected 
to generate such a requirement for FY92, FY93, and each year of 
the FY95 FYDP. 

See Table 1. 

2.1.B.2 Provide the amount of test work performed at your 
facility in FY92 and FY93. Break this out by workyears across 
the functional descriptors. (note, this is a duplicate of item 
2.1.A.1. above) 

Facility work performed in FY92 and FY93 unavailable. 

2.2 UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

2.2.A See the Unconstrained Capacity form (FORM6) 

2 . 2 . B  Is this capacity limited by the physical characteristics 
of the facility itself, safety or health considerations, 
commercial util.ity availability, etc? 

The capacity is constrained by physical characteristics of the 
facility and safety inspections that are required. 

2.3 TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.3.A Does the facility have a specified war-time or 
contingency role established in approved war plans? 

2.3.B Does the facility provide a T&E product or service, 
without which irreparable harm would be imposed on the test 
mission of the host installation? 



2.3.B.1 On the test mission of any other activity? 

2.3.B.2 On any other mission deemed critical to the operational 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States? 

YES 

SECTION 3: MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1 OVER-ARCHING MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1.A Interconnectivity 

3.1.A.1 What percentage of the total test workload of this 
facility in F Y 9 3  involved the real-time or near real-time 
exchange of data or control with another facility? List the 
facilities you interconnect to for tests and identify how many 
are simultaneous activities. Identify these as to whether they 
are internal or external to the site. 

NONE 

3.1.A.2 If your facility were to be closed, would there be an 
impact on other facilities to which you are connected. If yes, 
explain. 

3.1.B Facility Condition 

3.1.B.1 Seethe Facility Condition form (FORM4) 

3.1.C Environmental and Encroachment Carrying Capacity 

3.1.C.1 Do you have limiting (current or future) environmental 
and/or encroachment characteristics associated with the 
installation/facility? If yes, explain. 

Please see the response to 95 BRAC # 3  for details. Many of the 
environmental charateristics mapped for the response to 95 BRAC 
# 3  address evolving environmental issues, the outcome of which 
could impose limitations on carrying capacity in the foreseeable 
future. 

For exmple, wetlands have never been delineated on WSMR, yet a 
large portion of the Range is expected to qualify under the 
current and developing definition of jurisdictional wetlands 
subject to protections under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Until delineation is funded or required due to proposed 



development, confirmation of the extent of the wetlands and 
level of regulatory protection is unknown. 

Similiarly, a Rangewide endangered species survey has never been 
undertaken for WSMR. There are several federally listed species 
expected to occur on the Range which have not, yet, been proven 
to occur. In addition, several species which are currently 
listed as endangered by the state of New Mexico, or candidate 
species for federal listing are known to occur on the Range. 
Future surveys, or changes in listing status are likely to cause 
some of these species to be documented or listed. In this 
event, limitations on carrying capacity should be expected. 

Finally, current compliance with the mandates of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires approval of 
project/program specific NEPA documentation. New test 
projects/programs, and expanded versions of ongoing test 
projects/program, can not take place at WSMR without the 
preparation and approval of new or supplemental NEPA 
documentation. While compliance with NEPA does not preclude any 
specific activity, the NEPA process itself is time consuming and 
resource intensive (especially with the lack of baseline 
environmental data at WSMR). When not anticipated in project 
planning/scheduling, the NEPA documentation requirements can 
lead to unacceptable costs and delays in test execution, thereby 
limiting mission capacity and expandability. In addition, the 
rapid evolution of environmental laws can be expected to result 
in additonal requirements under NEPA and limitations on carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

Encroachment issues due to surrounding communities at WSMR are 
few (e.g., occasional attempts by state and federal governmental 
agencies to establish wildlerness lands adjacent to the 
installation boundaries or within the extension area, etc.). 
However, the installation co-uses lands administered by several 
non-DoD federal agencies, including the Department of the 
Interior (e.g., White Sands National Monument and San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge) and the Department of Agriculture 
(Jornada Experimental Range). Some of the agreements which 
govern joint use of these lands are expired and under revision 
at this time. Current issues involving DoD co-use of these 
lands and compatibility with the non-DoD agency missions are 
under scrutiny (e.g., military overflight of wildlife refuges, 
and the assessment of cumulative impact due to the overall WSMR 
mission). The resoultion of thses issues has potential to limit 
carrying capacity in the foreseeable future. 

3 .1 .C .2  How much could workload be increased before this limit 
would be reached? Express you answer as a percentage of your 
current workload. 

An answer in the form of a percentage is not possible. Due to 
the factors discussed in item 3.1.C.1, above, the possibility of 



increasing the test load (workload) for any specific 
project/program, or adding new test missions, would depend on on 
a variety of things, such as: the scope of the project as 
defined in the original NEPA approval, the resources that may be 
impacted as a result of any increased workload, the location of 
the testing, and any changes in environmental regulations which 
may have occurred prior to the increased workload. In addition, 
there is significant non-DoD agency concern regarding the lack 
of cumulative effects assessment for the WSMR mission. It is 
not clear if, and at what point, testing may be constrained due 
to this deficiency. 

3.1.C.3 Do you currently operate under temporary permits of an 
environmental nature, or voluntary agreements (including 
treaties) of any sort that deal with the environment? If so, 
when do they expire, and describe them. 

1. EXP: 19 Jan 98. 
TITLE: Interagency Agreement for professional and Technical 

Assistance in Inventorying and Mapping Wetlands between the 
U.S. Department of the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Department of the Interior. 

DESCRIPTION: USFWS will map wetlands boundaries for Army 
installations as funded and prioritized by the Army. WSMR is 
AMC's #1 priority for FY94 funding/execution [Memorandum, AMXEN- 
M, 31 Jan 94, subject: Updated Prioritization on DA/U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
Conducting Wetlands Delineation and Mapping in the U.S. Army 
Materiel Command] 

2. EXP: 31Aug95. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding between White Sands 

Missile Range, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and Wildlife Research Institute for 
Mountain Lion and Mule Deer Research on White Sands Missile 
Range, New Mexico. 

DESCRIPTION: Permits the performance of a cooperative 
wildlife research project involving lions and deer on WSMR. 

3. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: White Sands Pupfish Conservation Plan (2 Mar 94 

revsion) . 
DESCRIPTION: Defines measures necessary to protect this 

fish species and precludes actions which would cause the USFWS 
to list it as threatened or endangered; commits WSMR to 
participate in the development of a memorandum of agreement 
between WSMR, the State of New Mexico, and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service which details specific actions and agency 
responsibilities for protection of the White Sands pupfish. 
[Note: MOA is currently under interagency review prior to 
approval ] 



4. EXP: Mar'95. 
TITLE: Bi~g Game Hunting Dates and Areas for the 1994-1995 

License Year on WSMR (Proclamation of 1994-95 Seasons, New 
Mexico Department of Game and Fish, NMSA Chapter 17) 

DESCRIPTION: Establishes public big game hunting dates and 
areas for the current license year IAW approvals provided by 
WSMR during interagency coordination. 

5. EXP: 30 Jun 89 (new agreement currently under 
negotiation). 

TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 
Department of the Army Represented by the Corps of Engineers and 
the Department of the Interior Represented by the Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife (DACA 47-9-69-293). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the San 
Andres National Wildlife Refuge by WSMR. 

6. EXP: Jun90. 
TITLE: Cooperative Agreement for Conservation and 

development of Fish and Wildlife Resources on the White Sands 
Missile Range (signatory agencies: WSMR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms of interagency and joint 
management of fish and wildlife resources on WSMR IAW the Sike's 
Act (PL 86-797, as amended). 

7. EXP: 30 Jun 90. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of Agriculture, Represented by the Science and 
Education Administration Agricultural Research, and the 
Department of the Army, Represented by the Corps of Engineers 
(DACA 47-9-81-48). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the 
Jornada Experimental Range by WSMR. 

8. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: Options for Desert Bighorn Sheep Management, San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). 
DESCRIPTION: Signed agreement between the Regional 

Director, USFWS Region 2, and the Director, New Mexico 
Department of Game and Fish regarding the long-term managment of 
the endangered (state listed) desert bighorn sheep popultaion on 
WSMR. 

9. EXP: Oct 95 (tentative). 
TITLE: Settlement of the lawsuit in the case of Wolf 

Action Group et al. v. United state et al., to which the 
Secretary of Defense was party. 

DESCRIPTION: This agreement and other correspondence, 
commits DoD, the Department of the Army, and WSMR to allow the 
USFWS to consider WSMR as a potential reintroduction site for 
recovery of the federally listed (endangered) Mexican wolf, and 
commits WSMR as a formal cooperating agency in the preparation 



of the EIS for wolf reintroduction. 

3 . 1 . C . 4  What is the total population within a 50 mile radius? 
100 mile radius? 150 mile radius? 200 mile radius? 

Population figures were developed using the main cantonment area 
of WSMR as the base point. Due to the isolated geography of the 
range and the sparse population of surrounding areas, these 
numbers will not change significantly if the base point is 
changed or expanded to include all range boundaries. 

population within 50 miles U.S. 766,525 
Mexico 544,496 

Total 1,311,021 

population within 100 miles 

population within 150 miles 

population within 200 miles 

U.S. 836,142 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,406,033 

U.S. 989,896 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,559,787 

U.S. 1,708,285 
Mexico 635,319 

Total 2,341,604 

Note that at the population of the area of Mexico included in 
the population circle between 100 and 150 miles does not change. 
There is no available open source data on this rural area of 
Mexico. 

3 . 1 . C . 5  Identify the commercial air/land/sea traffic routes, 
public use of air/land/sea space, and the frequency of use for 
each that affect or could affect mission accomplishment in your - - 
air, land, or s'ea space. 

N/A. There are none of the above that affect our mission 
accomplishment. A major US highway (U.S. Route 70) crosses the 
range just above the major launch complex area. However this 
does not affect our testing mission as the U.S. Army has 
per~uission to close the highway as needed in one hour increments 
with 15 minutes for traffic passage between each closure. 

3 . 1 . C . 5 . A  How many test missions per year are canceled due to 
commercial or plublic use? 



NONE 

3.1.C.6 What is the number of test missions that have been 
canceled due to encroachment in each of the last two years? 

NONE 

3.1.D Specialized Test Support Facilities and Targets 

3.1.D.1 Do you have specialized facilities which are required 
to support you in conducting your test operations at your 
facility? If yes, describe. 

3.1.D.2 Are specialized targets required to support this 
facility, If yes, explain. 

3.1.D.2.A Have the specialized targets been validated? If yes, 
by whom? 

3.1.E Expandability 

3.1.E.1 Other than the expandability inherent in the 
unconstrained capacity (FORM 6) discussed earlier, are there any 
special aspects of this facility that enhance its ability to 
expand output within each T&E functional area? If yes, explain. 

3.1.E.l.A Can you accept new T&E workload different from what 
you are currently performing? If yes, identify by T&E 
functional area and test type. 

YES Air Combat FLIR Testing. 

3.1.E.2 Are the airspace, land, and water areas adjacent to 
areas under DoD control available and/or suitable for physical 
expansion to support new missions or increased footprints. If 
yes, explain. 

YES. Over 1,000 square miles of public and private land 
adjoining the north and west boundaries of the range is 
currently available for use as safety footprint, instrumentation 
site, and exdlusion area in support of range testing. 
Agreements are already in place for use of this land on an "on 
callw basis. 

3.1.E.3 Is the facility equipped to support secure operations. 



If yes, to what level of Classification (Cofidential -> 
Special Access)? 

YES. Secret. 

3 . 1 . E . 4  Are there any capital improvements underway or 
programmed in the FY95 FYDP that would change your 
capacity/capability. If yes, explain. 

3 . 1 . F  Uniqueness 

3 . 1 . F . 1  Is this a one-of-a-kind facility within the DoD? If 
yes, explain. 

Yes. The high power pulse CO, laser is unique to DoD. 
Additionally, WSMR is the largest over land based and most 
highly instrumented test range in the free world. WSMR is one- 
of-a-kind as a national strategic resource due to its land mass 
of 2,164,244 acres (100 x 40 miles). The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 
extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. Although 
primarily thought of as a missile range, WSMR has extensive 
laboratory test facilities that are modern and varied. With its 
unique geographical location, climatic conditions, 
infrastructure (3,000 instrumentation sites, 50 launch 
complexes, 1,900 buildings, 1829 miles of roads), and highly 
skilled technical workforce, WSMR supports a variety of 
customers including NAVY, Air Force, Ballistic Missile Defense 
Organization, and the adjacent Holloman AFB, and Ft. Bliss Army 
installations. In addition, WSMR has adjacent call up areas to 
the west and north, and off-range launch areas currently under 
evaluation at Green River, UT (450 mi extension), Mountain Home, 
ID (800 mi extension), and Fort Wingate Army Depot (285 mi 
extension). 

3.1.F.l.A Within the U.S. Government? If yes, explain 

YES. WSMR's mission is to operate a U.S. Government owned Major 
Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) component to support 
research, development, test and evaluation for the Army, Navy, 
Air Force, NASA, and other approved US Government and commercial 
agencies, and foreign governments. 

3 . 1 . F . l . B  Within the U.S? If yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is located within the continental U.S. in south- 
central NM near the ciLies of Las Cruces, Socorro, Alamogordo, 
NM, and El Paso, TX. WSMR is 30-40 miles east to west and 100 
miles south to north (land mass of 2,164,244 acres) with 
additional north and west extensions. The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 



extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. 

3 . 1 . F . 2  Are you currently providing support to DoD users 
outside your Military Department? If yes, indicate the 
percentage of total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military 
Department. 

YES. 

Military Workload (Percent Tests) 
Department Historical Data 

FY93 

Army 
Navy 
Air Force ---------- 
Total 

Refer to table I for additional information on programs being 
supported by the range. 

3 . 1 . 6  Available A i r ,  Land, and Sea Space 

3 . 1 . 6 . 1  How many square miles of air, land, and sea space are 
available to support test operations? 

About 5,000 square miles of air space with 2,164,244 acres of 
land mass (excluding White Sands National Monument) is 
available. In addition, there are 11,306 square miles of air 
space available within the associated extension areas 
surrounding the range (see enclosed map - prepared by KING 
JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 1989). 

3 . 1 . 6 . 2  Who owns or controls the land under the Restricted 
Airspace use? 

The range. Additionally, WSMR owns and /or controls some of the 
land under the restricted areas. 

3 . 1 . 6 . 3  How much of this (total air space available to support 
operations) is Restricted Airspace, and what altitude limits are 
associated with the restricted areas? 

All of the area is restricted airspace and the altitude limits 
are surface to unlimited or structured with various altitude 
limits. 

3 . 1 . 6 . 4  Do you have special use airspace other than supersonic 
airspace? If yes, for what types of tests? What are its 
dimensions? Will it support simultaneous users? 

YES. Various tests. The tests take place within the 



established restricted airspace boundaries. 

3.1.6.5 Is the airspace over land or water. List the number of 
square miles over each. 

The airspace is over land. 

DESIGNATION 
R-5107B 
R-5107C 
R-5107D 
R-5107E 
R-5107F 
R-5107G 
R-5107H: 
R-5107J 
R-5111A 
R-5111BN 
R-5111C 
R-5109A. 
R-5109B' 
R-6413 

TOTAL 

SQUARE MILES 
3,504 
1,172 
734 
169 

1,588 
1,271 
1,081 

89 
580 
580 
460 

2,242 
1,336 
1,500 (AT GREEN RIVER, UT) 

3.1.G.6 Identify known or projected airspace problems that may 
prevent accomplishing your mission. 

In Aug 93, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) completed 
a survey of its National Wildlife Refuge System to identify 
issues regarding military aircraft overflights as a possible 
incompatible refuge use. Among the 41 refuges where military 
overflights were determined to be an issue, the San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge on WSMR was identified as the sixth 
highest priority for problem resolution. In a memorandum from 
the Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate 
General, 2 May 93, recommended ODEP take immediate action to 
resolve the 
conflicts for the Army as a class. WSMR is has not been made 
aware of any resolution at this time, however, the installation 
anticipates institution of a minimum altitude of 2000' AGL for 
all aircraft overflights of the Refuge based on recent FORSCOM 
action and requests from the USFWS during negotiations for a new 
cooperative agreement for co-use of Refuge lands. In adiditon, 
there is some indication that minimum altitudes may be an issue 
in the future where occupied endangered species' habitats are 
imvolved (e.g., desert bighorn sheep outside of Refuge 
boundaries). 

3.1.6.7 What is the maximum straight line segment in your 
airspace in nautical miles? 

120 Nautical miles. 



3.1.0.8 What public airspace have you used for overflight of 
weapons systems in the past? What was the nature of those 
tests? Do you anticipate being able to use that same public 
airspace for similar tests in the future? Yes or no to each. 

YES. Flight of a target drone (AQM-37). Yes. Waiver on file 
with the Federal Aviation Administration, Albuquerque Air Route 
Traffic Control Center from Jan 94 thru 31 Dec 94 for flight in 
public airspace. 

3.1.H Geographical/Climatological Features 

3.1.H.1 Describe the topography and ground cover/vegetation 
within your test airspace (include nap of the earth). Identify 
all of the following that apply: mountains, forest, jungle, 
cultivated lowland, swamp, riverine, desert, and sea. State the 
area of each in square miles. 

The following descriptions are transcribed or adapted from 
Muldavin, E. and P. Mehlhop. 1992. A preliminary vegetation 
classification and test vegetation map for White Sands Missile 
Range and Sand Andres National Wildlife Refuge, New Mexico. New 
Mexico Natural Heritage Program, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque. The estimated coverage in square miles of the 
identified topography is based upon expert opinion analysis of 
satellite imagery, as less than 4% of the range has been land 
surveyed and placed in the LCTA or GIs (GRASS) databases. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

White Sands Missile Range lies within the Bolson sub-section 
Mexican Highlands section of the Basin and Range physiographic 
province (Gile, Hawley and Grossman, 1981). It is characterize 
by broad desert basins and discontinuous mountain ranges (Gile, 
Hawley and Grossman 1981). The major mountain ranges are the 
San Andres and Oscura Mountains which lie centrally, and divide 
the range into two major basins to the east and west. The San 
Andres Mountains are structurally a large west tilted fault 
block which rise to a height of 2,733.4 m (8,968 ft) at Salinas 
Peak. The mountain range is cuesta-like with precipitous 
escarpments facing east and long, gently dipping slopes to the 
west. To the east of the San Andres is the Tularosa Basin, a 
corresponding dawn-faulted inter-mountain basin with a minimum 
elevation of 1,175 m (3,855 ft)l. A long piedmont slope leads 
from the base of the escarpment of San Andres to the Tularosa 
Basin floor, which is notable for its extensive alkali flats, 
coppice dune fields, gypsum lake deposits, and shifting dunes. 
The north end of the basin is partly covered by an Holocene 
basalt flow called the Carrizozo Malpais. To the west of the 
San Andres is th,e Jornada del Muerto basin which is divided 
into two interna.11~ drained northern and southern basins with 
minimum elevaticlns approaching 1,495 m (4,900 ft). At the north 
end of WSMR are the smaller Oscura Mountains which are also a 



cuesta-like east tilted fault block like the San Andres, but in 
opposite directions. The escarpment faces west with the 
corresponding long piedmont slope leading to the bottom of 
northern Jornada del Muerto basin. To the east, slopes gently 
dip into the basin fill of Tularosa Basin. Both ranges lie on 
Precambrian age granites, and are stratigraphically complex with 
intermixed limestone and sandstone strata ranging in age from 
Cambrian to Quaternary (Bachman 1968; Bachman and Harbour 1970). 

At the very southern boundary of the Missile Range is the 
northern end of the Organ Mountains which are primarily Tertiary 
Quartz monzonite derived from the Organ Batholith, and 
Precambrian gra:nites (Seager 1981). For the most part, they 
lack the fault :block structure and complex stratigraphy of the 
San Andres and [Dscura ranges, but are more topographically 
diverse and rug'ged. 

SOILS 

The soils of the study area have been mapped at the 1:100,000 
scale by Neher and Bailey (1976). They identified 35 soil 
series mapped into 29 mapping units for the range. These 
delineations tend to be generalized and heterogeneous, with most 
soils falling into the Aridisol order from the Camborthid, 
Haplargid, Calciorthid, Paleorthid, and Gypsiorthid Great 
Groups. There were five Entisols and one Mollisol identified. 
The most common series were summarized by Anderson and Taylor 
(1983) as follows: Yesum and Holloman gypsum flats (320,202 
acres), Nikel and Tencee soils support about 269,500 acres of 
desert shrublands on alluvial fans, Rockland (cool, warm and 
outcrop) covers 613,035 acres, gypsum duneland covers about 
95,800 acres and the lava flow covers 40,700 acres. 

VEGETATION 

CONIFEROUS FOREST 

Lower Montane Coniferous Forest - The mountain ranges on WSMR 
do not reach the elevation required to support extensive tall 
coniferous forests. The ponderosa pine-Arizona fescue type 
which occurs at the highest elevations on Salinas Peak in the 
San Andres Mountains is the only representative found on WSMR of 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forest. This vegetation type is common 
elsewhere in the Southwest, and is found in a zone above pinyon- 
juniper woodlancis and below mixed coniferous forests dominated 
by firs. 7 square miles. 

WOODLANDS AND SAVANNAS 

Coniferous Woodltands - This vegetation type is found below the 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forests and is dominated by the low 
stature conifers, pinyon pine and oneseed juniper. The 



woodlands are characterized by tree canopies that are moderately 
open to nearly closed (> 25% cover), although some stands can be 
quite open (5-2!5% cover, particularly after fire. Undergrowth 
is commonly dominated by sclerophyllous shrubs, and on occasion 
by grasses. Savannas on the other hand have open to very open 
canopies with predominately grassy cover dominated by warm 
season grasses which occurs between trees. The most common 
habitat types in coniferous woodlands are pinyon pine-gambel 
oak, pinyon pine- Scribnerrs needle and thread, pinyon pine/ 
wavy-leaf oak, pinyon pine- mountain mahogany, pinyon pine/ blue 
grama, pinyon pine/beargrass, pinyon pine/ sideoats grama and 
pinyon pine/ mu.hly. 237 square miles. 

Savannas - At lower elevations around 2,100 m (7000 ft), the 
pinyon pine give way to the savannas of the oneseed juniper 
series. Here, oneseed juniper is the dominant tree, varying 
from moderately closed to very open canopies (5-50% cover). 
Pinyon pine is poorly represented or absent. On gentle 
landforms of low relief, trees tend to be scattered across the 
landscape with wide spaces of intervening grass cover, hence the 
savanna-like physiognomy. In steeper and more dissected hill 
terrain, the types take on more of a woodland aspect, with the 
shrub element becoming more important. The lower elevation 
limit of this series is around 1,750 m (5,800 ft) in the north, 
and 1,900 m (6,200 ft) at the south end of WSMR. The most 
common variant of the Savannas type is oneseed juniper/sideoats 
grama which occurs on moderately steep to very steep and 
dissected hill slopes or scarp slopes of cuestas. Overall 
undergrowth production is low, with grass cover the most 
conspicuous element, but sclerophyllous shrubs can be important 
(oaks and mountain mahogany). At somewhat lower elevations, but 
in a similar landscape, the oneseed juniper/New Mexican feather 
grass type becomes dominant. On more gentle landforms such as 
adjacent lower toe slopes or cuesta dip slopes, the above type 
will give way to either the oneseed juniper/blue grama or 
oneseed juniper/hairy grama series. These types have the more 
savanna-like physiognomy with the oneseed juniper/hairy grama 
occurring on somewhat rockier sites with coarser textured soils 
than where the oneseed juniper/bluegrama habitat type occurs. 
Plains-Mesa Grasslands are commonly found adjacent to these 
savannas where trees become poorly represented or absent. At 
the lower elevat-ional limits of this series, the oneseed 
juniper/black grama becomes predominant with Plains-Mesa 
Grasslands and Desert Grasslands across a broad ecotone. 321 
square miles. 

SCRUBLAND 

Montane Scrub - Montane scrub usually occurs in the same 
elevation zone as woodlands and savannas, but in either more 
extreme environments, or on sites that have been subjected to 
high frequency disturbance such as repeated fire. The 
vegetation is nc~rmally dominated by low stature sclerophyllous 



shrubs such as mountain mahogany and oaks and hardy grasses such 
as New Mexico muhly. Some habitat types defined within this 
series are mountain mahogany/yellowleaf silktassel, gambel 
oak/snowberry, wavyleaf oak/mountain mahogany, grayoak/mountain 
mahogany and scrub liveoak/mountain mahogany. 220 square miles 

Plains-Mesa Scrub - This type of scrub is typified on WSMR by 
the sand sage Series. This Series occurs along the perimeter of 
the upper Jornada basin, usually on wind deposited sandy 
substrates. The landscape is that of gentle rolling hills and 
small dunes and hummocks. The vegetation is transitional to 
desert grassland and is characterized by shrub dominance of sand 
sage and soaptree yucca with desert grassland associated grass 
species such as mesa dropseed, giant dropseed and black grama 
well representeld. Three habitat types have been identified for 
the Series. The most common is the sandsage/mesa dropseed type 
of hill slopes, low dunes, and inter-dune areas. The 
sandsage/giant dropseed type is found with less frequency on the 
summits of the .larger dunes. The sandsage/black grama type is 
found on upper slopes grading into Desert Grasslands. 304 
square miles. 

Great Basin Desert Scrub - Great Basin influences are limited on 
WSMR with the exception of the presence of some types of 
fourwing saltbush Series. The three most extensive habitat 
types are fourw.ing saltbush/giant sacaton, fourwing 
saltbush/mariola and fourwing saltbush/alkali sacaton. These 
types are restricted to low gradient arroyos or in arroyos 
themselves. 710 square miles. 

Chihuahuan Desert Scrub - This is an extensive sub-formation on 
WSMR occupying large areas of lower mountain slopes, bajadas and 
basin bottoms. All habitat types are dominated by drought 
resistant shrubs with undergrowths varying from grassy to nearly 
absent. The creosote bush Series occurs from mountain foot 
slopes, down bajadas to basin floors. Elevations range from 
1,250 to 1,750 m (4,100 to 5,750 ft). The major habitat types 
within the series are: creosotebush/mariola, which occurs on 
the foot slopes of mountains and hills, intergrading with desert 
grasslands and other mountain desert scrub types. Down slope on 
toe slopes and upper bajadas, the above type grades into the 
creosotebush/black grama type and the crosotebush/fluffgrass 
type. Further down the bajadas, the upper types give way to the 
sparse creosotehush and the creosotebush/bush muhly types. 
Finally, on the gentle toe-slopes, creosotebush grades into 
alkali sacaton grasslands. Two minor types are 
creosotebush/hairy coldenia on gypsum outcrops and 
creosotebush/blue grama on upper elevation transitions. 

Other common types included within the Chihuahuan Desert Scrub 
are the tarbush series which may be tarbush/Southwestern 
needlegrass on scarpments or tarbush/alkali sacaton on alluvial 
flats. The mesquite series occurs extensively across the 



Tularosa Basin and includes mesquite/mesa dropseed, 
mesquite/four-wring saltbush and mesquite/alkali sacaton. 

Restricted types are those of the ocotillo series. These 
include the oco~tillo/mariola habitat type and the 
ocotillo/tufted rockmat type. Another type typical on limestone 
outcrops is ocotillo/side-oats grama. 822 square miles. 

GRASSLAND VEGETATION 

Plains-Mesa Grassland - This sub-formation lies between the 
higher elevation woodlands, savannas or montane scrub and the 
lower elevation desert grasslands or desert scrubs. The most 
extensive Series is blue grama grasslands. The habitat types 
are blue grama/western wheatgrass, blue grama/sideoats grama, 
blue grama/New Mexico needlegrass, blue grama/sand dropseed, 
blue grama/ Bigelow sagebrush, hairy grama/New Mexico 
needlegrass, hairy grama/blue grama, New Mexico 
needlegrass/sideoats grama, oneseed juniper/New Mexico 
needlegrass, New Mexico needlegrass/sotol and little 
bluestem/sandhill muhly. 372 square miles. 

Desert Grassland - Desert grassland areas are characterized by 
the dominance of grass species associated with semi-arid to arid 
transition climates: the gramas, dropseeds and muhlys. These 
grasslands grow on a wide variety of land forms such as upper 
bajadas, dip slopes of cuesta and cuesta-like mountains, 
mountain and hill foot and toe slopes, alluvial fans, bajadas, 
convex shoulders or summits of alluvial fans on gravely, well 
drained soils, rolling hills, lower mountain escarpment slopes, 
rolling limestone hills, wide valley bottoms and basin floors, 
alkaline, alluvial flats, gypsum mounds and gypsum outcrops, 
etc. 

Some of the most common habitat types are black grama/blue 
grama, found on upper bajadas in transition with Plains-Mesa 
Grassland, black grama/mariola on mountains and hill foot and 
toe slopes, black grama/Torrey Mormon tea and black grama/desert 
Mormon tea on alluvial fans and bajadas, black grama/soaptree 
yucca on rolling hills along the western border of the Jornada 
Basin, black grama/hairy grama on alluvial fans and bajadas, 
black grama/sotol on lower mountain escarpment slopes, black 
grama/Bigelow sagebrush on rolling limestone hills and 
escarpment slopes in the Tularosa Basin, black grama/New Mexico 
needlegrass in association with black grama/blue grama and 
Plains-Mesa Grassland, alkali sacaton/burrograss covering 
extensive alluvial flats, alkali sacaton/saltgrass occurring on 
alkaline alluvial flats, giant sacaton/Hallts panic grass 
growing on alluvial flats, and terraces, mesa dropseed/broom 
dalea occurring on tall, non-gypsiferous dunes of the central 
Tularosa Basin, curlyleaf muhly/sotol on limestone escarpment 
slopes of the Central San Andres Mountains, curlyleaf 
muhly/ocotillo alnd curlyleaf muhly/ Bigelow sagebrush on 



SENSITIVE / CLOSE HOLD 

Errata Sheet # 2 of 1 0  

1 .  This Errata Sheet applies to the following WSMR R&D Facility/Capability Data 
Submissions: 

National Range Operations 
Nuclear Effects Capabilities 
Directed Energy Test Facility 
Applied Environments Capabilities 
Data Reduction 
Warheads Tcsting 
Materials Testing 

2. Changes to original submission are shown in italics 

3.1.H.3 Do you have to go to other geographical locations to satisfy test requirements? If 
yes, explain. If yes, provide as a percent of overall workload per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. WSMR hs a long range launch corridor extending to a facility at Green River, Utah * which was urrdfor Athem and Pcrshing developmentaI testing through the early 1980's. It 
is also developing a launch site at and a corridor fiom Ft. Wingate, Nht and a (aunch site at 
and a cowidor~%om rhe northern extension area (about 30 miles north of the A'SMR 
boundary) for use in the 1995/96 timefi.ames. 

WSMR har supported tests and programs on a reimbursable basis af other COh'US and 
OCONUS sites on a routine baris since the 1960 2, and has an extensive safari capability. 
However, there has nor been a significant requirement for WSMR to meet test requirements by 
execuring test projects ar other geopphical locations during the past 8 years. 



limestone outcrops and cuestas in the eastern Oscura Mountains, 
gypgrass/~artwegs evening primrose and gypgrass/hairy coldenia 
growing on gyps,um domes and gypgrass/ocotillo growing along the 
upper edges of gypsum outcrops. 389 square miles. 

3.1.H.2 Are there features of the local geology or soil 
conditions that enhance or inhibit any types of tests? 

The playa that includes Lake Lucero is the secondary source of 
gypsum sands that forms White Sands National Monument. This 
reality inhibits or re-directs certain test corridors. However, 
provisions for testing are possible so that conflicts with the 
National Monument and the geological processes related to the 
formation of gypsum sands are largely avoided. 

The basalt flow or Malpais cover a stream channel that provides 
groundwater flow at Malpais Spring. This spring and its 
associated marsh and playas provide White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Mound Springs is an area providing White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Salt Creek drainage system and associated groundwater flow are 
also associated with pupfish habitat. Some types of tests may 
be re-directed when impacts are anticipated on this habitat. 

The unique geologic setting featuring sparse human population 
and a large, land-locked basin covered with desertic vegetation 
and protected on three sides by mountains enhances all types of 
testing. The high percentage of severely erodible soils does 
not inhibit testing from taking place, but does place some 
restrictions, modifications and sometimes, mitigation 
requirements on projects. 

3.1.H.3 Do other geographical locations to 
satisfy test yes, explain. If yes, provide as 
a percent of per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. 

3.1.H.4 Number of days per year with average temperature below 
32 degrees F? Between 32 and 95  degrees F? Above 9 5  degrees F? 

Below 32 degrees 5  
Between 32 and 95 degrees 360 
Above 9 5  degrees 0 

3.1.H.5. Number of days per year with average relative humidity 
below 30%? Between 30 and 80%? Above 80% 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 



the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

33% of the time 
56.4% of the time ' 

10.6% of the time 

120 days per year 
206 days per year 
39 days per year 

3.1.H.6 Number of test missions per year (85 - 93) canceled due 
to weather? 

NONE 

3.1.H.7 Number of test days per year (85 - 93) canceled due to 
weather? 

NONE 

3.1.H.8 Number of days per year the visibility is less than 1 
mile? Between 1 and 3 miles? Greater than 3 miles? 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

0.4% of the time 
0.2% of the time 

99.4% of the time 

1 day per year 
1 day per year 

363 days per year 

3.1.H.9 What is the average number of flying days available per 
year for flight tests? Provide historical average from the past 
eight years. 

YEAR FLIGHTS 



AVERAGE = 345.3 DAYS 

3.1.H.10 What percentage of the time are your test operations 
restricted due to weather? 

.05% OF THE TIME. 

3.2 AIR VEHICLES 

3.2.A Supersonic Airspace 

3.2.A.1 Do Supersonic Corridors or areas exist? 

YES. 

3.2.A.2 Where are they located relative to the airfield? 

Located within R-5107B, R-5107C, and R-5111A. 

3.2.A.3 At what altitude (upper and lower altitude)? 

Supersonic corridor is 300 feet above ground level to 30,000 
feet MSL and the supersonic area is 10,000 feet MSL to 50,000 
feet MSL. FINAL EIS, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, DATED JANUARY 1990. 

3.2.A.4 Are they over land or water? What size and shape 
(length and width)? 

Over land. Supersonic corridor is 65nm x lOnm and the 
supersonic is 85nm x 40nm. 

3.2.A.5 Are there restrictions you must observe to use this 
space? If yes, explain. 

NO. 

3 .2 .A .6  What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

UNKNOWN. Due to the size of the corridor the number of 
simultaneous uses could be considered as basically unlimited. 
The bi-annual DoD "Roving Sandsw Air Defense Training Exercise 
routinely deploys over 100 aircraft simultaneously in this 
corridor. 

3.2.B Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3.2.B.1 Provide a brief description of your airfield and 
support f acilit.ies . 
WSMR has two light to medium duty airfields; Condron Army 
Airfield and Stallion Army Airfield. Also located within the 
Restricted Airs'pace Area and extensively used in testing is 
Holloman Air Fclkce Base. Army Air Operations Directorate 



(AAOD), based at Holloman AFB, provides general test support 
with both rotary and fixed wing aircraft. AAOD currently has 10 
JUH-1H helicopters and one ~ ~ - i 2 ,  with FY94-95 plans for a 
composite of 4-SOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, and JC-12 to support test and 
recovery operations. AAOD has extensive maintenance capability. 
In addition to routine operational maintenance, AAOD personnel 
have been trained to perform repair and rebuild operations that 
are normally accomplished at depot locations. The local rebuild 
and repair of major subsystems saves both time and money, 
enhancing overall aircraft availability. In many instances test 
customers must mount very technical, sensitive equipment on a 
helicopter. AAOD can build, test, and install just about any 
sort of test mount or rack, accomodating both airframe 
requirements and desired test data gathering capability. When 
any test equipment is mounted on the aircraft, an airworthiness 
release must be obtained from Test and Evaluation Command 
(TECOM) engineering. Our experience, data base, and ability to 
address every requirement to receive this release ensures that 
there will be no damage to the aircraft, that the test equipment 
will operate as needed, and the release will be received in the 
most timely manner. In many instances, the test equipment has 
been previously used or is very similar to equipment used on a 
past test enabling the use of an airworthiness release from our 
extensive files. 

3.2.B.2 How close and how many emergency runways or airfields 
are in your area of operation? 

Condron AAF, 32"20tN, 106O24'W; runway 9-27, paved, 6125 ft 
length, 75ft width; runway 10-19, dirt, 4350 ft length, 150 ft 
width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel. Attended 
during normal duty hours, can operate 24 hrs if mission 
dictates. Located at southwest corner of WSMR, 3 miles from 
main post. 

Stallion AAF, 3304gtN, 106O39'W, runway 15-33, paved, 4000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, unlighted, crash rescue available, jet 
fuel, unattended, located at the northwest corner of WSMR, 
approximately 100 miles from main post. 

White Sands Space Harbor, 32"56'N, 106O25'W; runway 05-23, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 17-35, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 02-20, packed 
gypsum, 12000 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, attended 0800- 
2200 daily, crash rescue available when NASA training on range, 
located north of main post, WSMR, approximately 40 miles. 
Aircraft size is unlimited, numerous UAV/drone operations 
conducted. 

Biggs AAF, Ft Bliss, TX, 31°51' N, 106023'Wf runway 3-21, 
concrete, 13,572 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, crash rescue 
available, jet fuel, attended 0600-2200 hrs, located 
approximately 40 miles south of WSMR. 



Holloman AFB, NM, 32051tN, 106°11W, runway 04-22, paved, 10,575 
ft length, 300 ft width, runway 07-25, paved/concrete, 12,131 ft 
length, 150 ft width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, 
attended 24 hrs, located approximately 55 miles northeast of 
WSMR on east range boundary. 

Kirtland AFB, NM, 35O2'Nt 106°37tW, runway 03-21, paved, 9000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, runway 12-30, paved, 5130 ft length, 150 
ft width, runway 17-35, paved, 10,010 ft length, 150 ft width, 
lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, AVGAS, attended 24 
hrs, co-located at Albuquerque International Airport 
approximately 100 miles north of the WSMR north boundary, and 
approximately 50 miles north of the northern restricted airspace 
extension. 

Other smaller airfields within the local area include Las 
Cruces, NM International, 40 miles west, Roswell, NM Industrial, 
60 miles east (both have local fire department on field) and 
numerous small strips with runways in excess of 5000 feet. 

3.2.B.3 Where is your airfield situated relative to working 
areas (airspace) for supporting test operations? 

Condron AAF is situated on the southwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can ha.ndle aircraft up to the size of a C-130 and has 
jet fuel availa.ble. Operations supporting the entire southern 
half of the ran.ge can be staged from Condron. 

Stallion AAF is situated on the northwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130, however, 
runway length dictates weight limitations for takeoff of heavier 
fixed wing aircraft. Operations supporting the entire north 
half of the range can be staged from Stallion. Jet fuel is 
available. 

Holloman AFB is situated on the east central range boundary of 
WSMR. The Army aviation element of WSMR (AAOD) is located at 
Holloman and can provide extensive maintenance capability to 
test aircraft. AAOD has its own organic refuel service 
available during normal duty hours. Air Force refuel is 
available at al.1 other times. Operations supporting the entire 
range can be staged from Holloman AFB. 

There are numerous improved helipads at almost every 
instrumented range site and on main post to facilitate 
prepositioning of helicopters for tests or recovery operations. 

Fuel trucks are routinely dispatched both on and off range to 
support aviation operations, enabling maximum on station time if 
necessary to support time critical tests and recover senstive 
items. 



3.2.B.4 What makes your airfield unique or at least suited for 
supporting test operations? 

Each military service or contractor has unique test 
requirements, and therefore unique test equipment and 
capability. There is absolutely no shortage of expertise in any 
test area at WSm. AAOD routinely provides support and advice 
to all the tenant test activities and knows where to go to get 
advice and support when preparing an aircraft or test mount. 
The cooperation between all services saves countless man hours 
in test conduct and preparation. The work force at AAOD is 
highly motivated, well trained and, agewise, well distributed. 
The turnover rate of personnel is very low and institutional 
knowledge is very high. We treat the people we support as 
customers and make every effort to ensure that they are 
satisfied. AAOD has extensive shop capability and enough hangar 
and ramp space to prepare any size aircraft for testing to 
include the manufacture and installation of test mounts and 
power sources. Most of the pilots at AAOD have well over 20 
years flight experience, are intimately familiar with the range 
and range opera-tions, thus saving customers many hours and 
providing the safest, most efficient flight support anywhere. 
We also have an aircraft availability and reliability rate 
equalled by few, that enables AAOD to provide backup support to 
every rotary wing test requirement. As previously mentioned, 
our shops and high level maintenance and rebuild capability 
ensures minimum down time to the testing agency, enabling much 
more consistent test results. AAOD is co-located with the 46th 
Test Group (Air Force). On many tests, the co-operation level 
is so high that it becomes impossible to find a specific 
dividing line between results obtained by either organization. 
The long standing relationship between AAOD and the 46th Test 
Group enables us to trade expertise, equipment and experience to 
accomplish any test mission. 

3.2.B.5 Is there a size, weight, maintenance, or mission 
limitation that would affect test operations? If yes, describe. 

Both Stallion Army Airfield and Condron Army Airfields are size 
and weight limited to aircraft no larger than C-130, however, 
since Army Air Operations Directorate is located at Holloman Air 
Force Base there is no size or weight limit that would affect 
test operations. White Sands Space Harber can accomodate any 
size fixed or rotary wing aircraft. 

3.2.B.6 Including hangers and ramp space, how many fighter size 
aircraft could you support? Large multi-engine aircraft? 
Rotary wing? UAV? Cruise Missiles? 

Condron Army Airfield could support si~i~illtaneous operations for 
approximately 3 C-130 sized aircraft and 5 fighter sized 
aircraft. Stalltion AAF could support 2 C-130 sized aircraft and 
2 fighter sized aircraft, due to limited ramp space. As a 



tenant at Holloman AFB, ~ r m y  Air Operations could support an 
almost unlimited amount of aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. 
Stallion AAF and Condron AAF could support up to 20 helicopters 
in support of test operations. Although hangar space of both 
airfields is very limited (approx 6500 square feet each), 
Condron AAF and; Stallion AAF have both supported UAV operations 
and testing in the past with no limitations. 

3.2.C. Test Operations 

3.2.C.1 What t.ypes of air vehicle testing can be supported? 
Describe? 

N/A WSMR Condron AAF and Stallion AAF currently have no air 
vehicle testing mission. Support capability would be contingent 
upon the type of air vehicle testing assigned to WSMR. Please 
refer to the above description of airfield capability. 

3.2.C.2 Do ground support facilities exist for pre-flight 
checkout or rehearsal of test missions? 

3.2.C.3 What k.inds, numbers of aircraft and mix of same can be 
supported (manned and unmanned)? 

3.2.C.4 Does UAV and or rotary wing operations pose any 
limitations on other types of missions? If yes, explain. 

3.2.C.5 What sorts of missions can be flown within local 
airspace? 

3.2.C.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous missions you 
can support that require telemetry? 

3.2.C.7 What is the largest number of simultaneous test 
missions you have supported in your airspace? 

UNKNOWN. This data, if available, will be reported by the USAF. 

3.2.C.8 Identify the number, types, and owners of aircraft at 
your installation. 

Army Air Operations Directorate has 10-JUH-1H and 1-JC-12 
assigned, by end of FY94, AAOD will have 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, 1- 



3.3 ELECTRONIC COMBAT 

This section does not apply to the WSMR National Range testing 
capability being reported in this document. The recently 
acquired "Big C:roww airborne EW testbed and the electronic 
proving ground :facilities at Ft. Huachuca are reported as 
separate WSMR capabilities elsewhere in this data submission. 

Also, individual facility RDTE Test capabilities for tenant 
activities located at WSMR will be reported by the Air Force and 
the Army Research laboratory (a major tenant at WSMR) in their 
BRAC 95 Data Call # 7  Input Package, as will the workload of 
several other activities. Although these activities execute a 
large test workload at WSMR because of its unique geographic and 
open-air capabilities their workload is reported under the 
umbrella of their major command regardless of the testbed, 
permanent facility or testing location. 

There are four major tenants operating in this functional area 
at WSMR: DoD Office of the Test Director (Electronic 
Countermeasures - Counter/Countermeasures), The Survivability 
and Lethality Directorate of the Army Research Laboratory, the 
Battlefield Environments Directorate of the Army Research 
Laboratory, and the Air Force (operating a variety of EW type 
facilities including the RAMS and RATSCAT Radar measurement and 
characterization facilities). 

3.3.A Threat Environment 

NOTE: This type of testing is not done. 

3.3.A.1 What is the number of threats simulated? 

NONE 

3.3.A.2 How many simultaneous threats can be simulated? What 
type? What is the maximum signal density? Average density? 
Power level? What band? Radiated or injected? 

3.3.A.3 Are the threat software models and simulators 
validated? If yes, by whom? 

3.3.A.4 Do you conduct open loop testing? Reactive? Closed 
loop? 



3.3.A.5 What is the threat representation (fidelity) and 
density? 

3.3.A.6 Are you capable of simulating land threats? Sea 
threats? Combined land/sea threats? If yes, describe. 

3.3.A.7 What geographic dispersion can be simulated? 

3.3.A.7.A Threat lay down? 

3.3.A.7.B Representative distance? 

3.3.A.8 Are th.e threats moveable within a test scenario? 
Relocatable to a new scenario? 

3.3.A.9 Is the facility interlinked with off-site threats? If 
yes, how are you linked? 

No. 

3.3.A.10 Is there a limit on simultaneous users? If no, 
explain. 

3.3.B Test Article Support 

3.3.B.1 Is there a size, weight, or other limitation on test 
operations the facility can support? If yes, explain and 
describe measures needed to remove them. 

No. 

3.3.B.2 What is the number of simultaneous countermeasures that 
can be evaluated? 

None. 

3.3.B.3 What range of spectra can be tested and evaluated? 



None. 

3.3.B.4 What a,re the available spectra? 

3.3.B.5 Do you have a scene generation capability? If yes, 
describe. 

No. 

3.4 ARMAMENTS / WEAPONS 

3.4.A Directed, Energy 

This has been separately reported under other sections of the 
WSMR Data Call. 

3.4.A.1 Do you currently test directed energy weapons? If yes, 
describe. Describe power sources available. What is maximum 
downrange distance? 

YES. See the Directed Energy Section of the Data Call. 

3.4.B Rocket / Missile / Bomb Systems 

3.4.B.1 Ground Space 

3.4.B.l.A What is the area in square miles of the land and 
water space for conduct of live rocket, missile, or bomb 
systems? 

Depending upon the requirement between 3,200 and 4,000+ square 
miles are available in and around the range, without considering 
the off-range launch corridors at Ft. Wingate and Green River, 
Utah. The lesser number identifies air and land space within 
the actual range boundaries while the larger number includes the 
adjoining calll-up areas. 

3.4.B.l.B How many separate and distinct land and water test 
areas are available. List them and the size of each in acres. 

See table 11. The total number of test and evaluation ranges on 
the installation and the total impact acres available on WSMR 
are 14 ranges, 2,353,208 acres. 

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION 

A significant feature of WSMR operations is the ability to 
conduct tests simultaneously. 

The maximum use of Range resources is obtained by careful 
scheduling of critical resources. The operations are planned 



taking advantage of similar support requirements (e.g., special 
atmospheric conditions) or small space requirements (e.g., 
cannon test at the Small Missile Range, aircraft in center of 
Range or short range missile at Stallion Range Center). 
Although high priority programs tend to get first choice of test 
times and test areas, lower priority programs are often 
accommodated in the same area just before or after if they have 
similar support requirements. As many as eight (8) missions can 
be taking place autonomously at the same time. 

3 . 4 . B . l . C  What are the maximum ranges (nautical miles) you can 
test - by type of weapon? 
Within the WSMR range boundaries: 90 nm, e.g. launches from 
the south launch complexes into the 90 mile area (STORM). In 
addition, at the present, the range is evaluating launches from 
Ft. Wingate, NM into WSMR, which add the capability of 250 nm 
( ATACMS ) . 
3 . 4 . B . 2  Test Operations 

3 . 4 . 8 . 2 . A  For each of the land and water ranges described above 
(3.4.B.l.B), how many test missions were scheduled in FY92 and 
FY93 that were required to use safety footprints comparable to 
those required for the listed weapons: 

Unguided 2000 lb class weapons 
live 
inert 

Guided weapons (GBU-24 class) 
live 
inert 

Stand-off weapons (AGM-130 class) 
live 
inert 

Short Range missile (AIM-9 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0  ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

Long Range missile ((AIM-120 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

See Table 4 .  The open-air testing WSMR performs for its RDTE 
customers do not exactly compare to the above listing. The 
closest reasonable comparison has been made. However, it is 
important to note that the AIM-120 missile identified above is a 
short range missile for the purposes of WSMRrs RDTE Operations. 

3 . 4 . B . 2 . B  Were flight termination systems required? 

YES. The maj0r:i.t~ of the systems do require FTS. FTSs are 



required if the! system has the capacity to exceed the WSMR 
boundary or endanger range sensitive areas. 

3.4.B.2.C If n.o missions were scheduled in a category, give the 
reason. 

3.4.B.2.D Were any scheduled missions canceled before the 
mission or teminated/aborted during the mission because of 
encroachments in to the safety footprint? If yes, how many per 
year (85 - 93) 
NONE. 

end of narrative submission 
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PROGRAM PE/SSN DIP FY%! FY93 
ARMAMENlWECPONS piretted Qmgy & RocketlMissildBomb Systems - 

Alr h KR, Air to Surfac~, Surface n Air} 
STIhGW AMPflP 23801 303 D 4QZO 10390 
TRAXOR PULL 63813 B37 D -12 
AVENGER PlP 23801038 D 2461 11195 
PATlOr Prod Emprv 23801 036 D 37518 36249 
LOSAD SYS FND H W 63757 463 D 51736 
A S A ~  I 63392 El6 D 34103 18862 
TRAXOR RUT 23806C19 D 1658 1663 
TRACTOR RIG 23806B65 D 10329 
HAW F IP 23801 690 D 14360 7540 
HELLFIRE Sewer 64816C13 D 
Alr S t O e f e n s e  64202 132 D 4354 
HEUFRE Prod lmpv 23802 045 D 21281 4519 
TOW PiP* 23802 336 D 26195 1950 
Ah KNU 2 Warheada 23802 051 D 4875 

, S ~ ~ t b n T e c h  WOO6 592 D 
WOEmQNS Efect TehObgy 62784 T40 D 1379l 10718 
Fhmardr In MWHE lasers 61 102 ti49 D 4716 50C13 
DhecW E3cug.1 T e c ) K m  62307 139 D 476 53 
Missk Technobgy 62303 214 D 31315 35873 

, Huiwer Microwave- 62120 140 D 7778 6980 
Elecr[c.30nSys Demo 63004 L94 D L f 0 5 2  39884 
Missk System Dem 63238 160 D 19861 
Missk Shhtbn 63313208 D 3154 3274 
Sf3eC83Tf3dlmBOffii 63006 492 D 5575 2931 

I 



PqOGRAM PEISSY DIP M 9 2  FY93 FY94 
ARN.INENTSNrEAPONS ~Direded Enew & RocketlMissile/Bomb Systems - 

It. lo Air, Ai to brfaoe, Surfam to Air) 
'ATRIOT Int Spues CA0252 P 4162 14818 
ZA7RIOT Mxt5 C50700 P 35150 9987 18526 
TRACTOR RIG CE8OOO P 8184 
!.VENGER C16000 P 174782 144932 133270 
!.YEUGER 11It Spares CAOZ60 P 11924 14625 
!YENGER Rodr CE8710 P 6 4117 9318 
!YEUGER RODS InC Spares CA0286 P 
TINGER C18600 P 11276 31109 32643 
nNGm I M s  C20000 P 
:hIRIOT M)ds hit Spares CA026: P 797 6832 
9ftw Mlssilc Sagpor. CA0275 P 590 1353 
:ATRIOT Mssils C4gm P 129200 12213 16069 
iAhK Mod! C3520(1 P 8843 1498 
n A W  Mod! lnthl Speres CA0255 P 331 1 
L'HA'ARRA C22m4 P 6751 6339 
UmGBOW iEtLRFE C7030(1 P 
h t Spares fHF Launchers MW6S P 299 193 
l l  tial Spars ATAS AA0977 P 995 ~ 7 9  
lwer HELLnA Mi* C701 OC P 11497 85350 *a35 
F o W  H m A W  HWO €37335 P 1159 
F.- HYCRAM Slg Prac €37337 P 19228 9000 41772 
Rare Trackkg I3 MK33 E82800 P 385 
F.odst Mota H-3RA rO MK66 E37333 P 484 
FocLet HnTU 'IO MPsM PRAC €37334 P 2l190 10030 12867 
TOW Mod lrft Spire:' CAUZ53 P 
TOW 2 Missie' C5940I P 199502 133619 21608 
TOW Modsg C6170C P 8234 14849 7250 

TOW Mirsileonly to extent for Air to Ground role 



PRCGRAM POSSN DIP FW2 FY93 
ELECTRONC COMBAT (Warning ~ ~ O B S ,  pmers ,  =-re$ el&) 

NCXR-ESM 64817356 0 16;83 13507 
NCTR-hlS 64817495 D :61 1 
NCTR-hAIDE 64817494 D 11461 585 
FAAD Gwrund Btsed Sensor 64820Elb D 39W 17613 
HT 2nd -3en FU? ED 64710L69 D 
Ni@t Vim Sys rVOev 6377413' D 537 7421 
Nim Vi&m DevEF 64710L70 D 34339 20296 
Ground CID 64817482 D 9425 
Co~mn S=ty Equip Tsch 33140491 0 6t14 6103 
ArmV Kt? Mgmt SF 33140501 0 
Army JSTARS 64T70202 D 6x90 62471 
Sig~als Warfare Dm 64270L12 D 139i18 64713 
Tac Ele Sur Sys AD m a )  63766 907 D 18(00 13989 
Tact Sun Sp (TIAM) 63730560 @ 16532 12300 
Expen-e Jammers ED 64270 L ~ L  D 6213 
Tac He Sur Sys ED (TIARA) 64766 909 !I 2061 32194 
Tact Sun Sys EC (IARA) 64740662 D 21.38 18897 
AFUT-TSS 64270L15 I2 
TROJAN Oevelopment 64270 L16 D 
Nwt V i  & EO T3dWOkBgy 62709H95 C 29862 33444 
Grand Cbt 10 Techrology 62120H15 C 9431 
Signals Wafare lab 61102H40 C M4 842 
Sensor *tern Reoearch 61102 H44 C 2g3 2664 
Electronic Dm M a r &  61102 H4? C 4:- 4105 
N l m  Vision it €0 b t m h  61102 318 C 5 M  4755 
TOP, hrnge Intel &Spa#, 62784 3!X C 1124 9236 
Mapping & Re- Sensing 61 102 SX C 3105 2655 
Elec & EMrmicDevices 62705 -194 C 2089 21499 
Sefsors & Signal; Racesdng 63772 24: C 763 4937 
Grand Cbt ID Ocrni~s 63772 281 C 471 5 



Night Vision, Cbt Veh 
NightVislon, Abn Sys 
Night Vision Mv Tahmbg%s 
Seekor Mu Dev 
Muftinle Swv Radar 
Dual Mode Seeker 
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PROGRAM POSSN DIP FY92 Pi93 
ELECTRONIC COMBAT (Waming devices, jammers, ~=ountmeaswes, ttc.) 

GUARDRAIL C O W  SENSOF WAR&) A02005 P 185635 111386 
A R  VIARA) A1 1500 P 
TRCTOR HALL AA0475 P 433 196 
Init w r e s  flQUlCKFlX AA0953 P 473 
Intill spares fiGUARDRAIL AA0957 P 11 272 
Init spares f/ANW#HUD AA096( P 31 8!5 
lnibtl qmr es TRACTOR FIX AA096r P 100 
TR@L=TOR DEW ABOOOI P I 1% 
EH-60 QUICKFIX M e  AB3003 P 5535 331 
Lt Spec Div Interim Sensor AD4503 P 7880 
GURDRAL MOCS (TIARA) A22000 P 35806 9292 
AS: Warnlng Receivers A23506 P 43764 217Ll 
AS I Infrared Coumtermeasurw AZ3W P 
AS€ Radar Countermeasw89 AZ35CU P 
Ni@t Vis, AlVP\IS-6 MELIOE 853800 P 2 1 ~  215m 
Imrggc Proc Sys TIARA) EM0329 P 1446 144 
T W  AN SP Pwp Rcvng Sys WARA) BAO331 P 9941 9230 
TRlU AN SMRIT Nods (TIARAJ BA0332 P 
TRlUAN SPIRIT Terminals (lMRA) BA0333 P 
JOm STARS ARMY (TIARA:. BA1080 P 35220 
TSZC Army Key Mgrnt Sys BA1201 P 7111 7160 
MOB for EW Equip BA6100 P 8675 
093 - Jam Resistant Sec Ccmm 8A8306 P 5098 5893 
J SIARS Spaces BA9721 P 
PEC IEW 0 t h  lnlt wres BA9730 P 1445 
kens less than $2H (TIARA) BK5278 P 2883 1720 
TSEC - kerns -than $2M EL5264 P 4846 4622 
Itens less than S2W (intel Spd BC5271 P 741 
TSE - TEMPEST (COMSEQ BQ0203 P 1 951 
Tad Oec Suw Sp (TIARA) BZMlS P 5500 5:35 
M d  of in-svc eq (Tac Surv) 82732s P 30608 24978 



ION Gmd Base Comrn Serrsar (TIARA) 
TSEC - S ~ C  VO~W I ~ O V  P r ~ g  
Mods far IEW Hr Fa- Sys WRA) 
Moth for IRH Lt Foroe Sys (TIARA) 
Mock for IEW ConntectMty (TIARA) 
Fomard Entry Otnrice 
Night Vk, T h e d  Wpl  sight 
Hor I-, 2nd G m  FUR 
L W  Video Ream SyWm 
NigMVis, ANPAQ-4 Ahnhrg Ught 



Trainirg Systjm Aircraft 
Air Control 
V-ZA (OSplGy) 
ASW E 0th keb Devebp 
F-14 Upgrad 
AirWan Tactkal Appl 

EW D~veloplnert 
Space & Electronic Warfare 
AEGIS Cbt Errgineer 
Adv f3xmmc Warfare Tech 
E ! ~ C ! T ~ ~ C  w3&0 Tecnndoay 
Naval Space Surwiilance 
OectroMag Eff Prot Develap 
Alrbome MCM 

AIR FcRCE R b D 
Surface Defense Suppression 
Jt Adu StrikeTe=hnology Prgm 
3t Standoff Wpm Syatms 
Theater Misfte Merrses 
Jt Okect Attcck Munhlon 
Taclical AIM Misslies 
Submunitions 
ClmuEntionel Munltknls 
hanrentlWrxtnce Devel 
Tfl-Stc Stardof Atk Mst 
Hardered Target Munitions 
Target Systm Development 
Ni@Wrecison Attack 
Adv Wed Rg Ah  to Alr M s l  
Balli* Missile Tech 
Adv Waterials d Wpn Systems 
Adv Aerial Tat Dev 



PRCGRAH FJSSN WP fY92 IT93 M9! 
ELECTOkIC COMBAv (W~t~hgdevices~ jrrmmrs countmeaares, etc.) 

ANJISHUD KSm1 P 31301 33559 2926 
NI$t Vs, MJIPVS-7 AtD KM0 P 50715 48480 4314 
Nl@t Vs W r  Cclntemewaes K8400 P 
NV S>i)er night sight Kl1 500 P 20946 47t7 
TRG13F ACE MA8970 P 2800 1143 
JS-H.; Spares M.49724 P 
PEO I W laher M.4930 P 
FAA0 CBSSperet M.49732 P 
TS5XG-M L q  Ewpt  Ow Tf4030 P 1179 1207 
TSECfW-99 M h t m  no630 P 7015 16668 
TSE - JCSE Eqtip TAOaOO P 
TSE - Tntnk Enum Dev TA0900 P 12875 4805 
TSEC - IrJo Sys Seanlty TA0800 P S s O  . 
HFCNlllr Sy- (TIMA) V.8200 P 1Wl7 
SH",RSTOP Vn8COO P 
FAA1 CBS W<5053 P 3 0  



>?SSh CAT PROGRAM 
NAVY R & D 

i06603N AR Unguided Corm Air-bunched Wpn 
(03BOON AR Jt AdvStrike TechProg 
:01163N AR Adv Med Rg Ah-t&Ah Md 
W 5 8 N  AR Target SysDewlclp 
W 1 8 N  AR Jt Dircct A k  MLnilon 
W 1 2 N  AR Tii-%'vice Stadoff Alk MsI 
W55W AR Ship Sff Def- 
lCdlZ7?4 AR Jt Standoff W ~ p c i ~  Sys 
tC3610H AR Adv HrathWd Dev (MK-50) 
tC4366N AR Standard Us! hpamments 
tC3238N AR Precision Wke &Air Defense 
:C7161N AR Tactical AIM Miwles 
zC375511 AR Ship Self Oetense 
tC3609U AR Conmtional Mufitions 

Alr Crew SYS Develop 
A-6 wa*ons 
Ah Syr 6 W p m  Adv Technology 
Aviation llnprovwnents 
Aviation S~rvivabiity 
AV-88 )Id: - Eng Dev 
Shlpbard 4vIa:bn Sys 
A m  
Tactical S m  Operations 
Tomaiawk Tomtrhawk Mis Pln 
K i d  Technology 
E-2 Squa&ons 
MarSm Atk & OMAdt 
Tactical Ailborre 3econ 
AirlOcean Equi:, Develop 
FIA-18 w ~ a d r * ~ ~  
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60321 5C AR LMted Defense SySte~1 
6M7410 AR Air :dense hitlath 
60321 7C AR Baiirlic Mid10 D e f m  T- 
60421 7C AR Balktic Msl Det Technalogy 

3051541 AV Delmse Airborne Recon 
3051 $1 0 AV J( Rmtety Piloted Yehides 
3061 540 AV DWense Akborne Reaon 

60371 4D EC Adr Semwr Applications 



TABLE 2 

OPEN AIR RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

RANGE ACRES 

SMALL MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA----------------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
NASA WEST---------------------------31,360 
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 

TEST FACILITY (HELSTF)------------- 1 2 , 8 0 0  
AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 9 2 , 1 6 0  
RADAR TARGET SCATTER 

(RATSCAT) & RAM-------------------- 3 , 2 0 0  
BAT/SUMWALT TEST TRACK-------------- 2 8 , 8 0 0  
LAUNCH & IMPACT TEST AREAS 

( e . g .  NIKE Ave l a u n c h  complexes 
& WIT impact areas).----------- 2 , 1 6 4 , 2 4 4  

STALLION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3 , 8 4 0  
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
OSCURA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
FORT WINGATE, NM-------------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
GREEN RIVER, UT.-------------------- 3 , 6 2 8  



TABLE 4 

TEST MISSIONS 
( S a f e t y  F t .  P r i n t  R e q u i r e d )  

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT REQUIRED 

WeAPON SHORT FY92 FY93 SAFETY 
TYPE TRMS t mst TITLE LIVE/IIERT LIVE/IIERT 
FTPRIleT 

Unguided 20001b 
Class Weapons 

Long Range 
Missile 

9CO215OAFOO4 489 TAC TRNG 264/xx 
Prog 

808 
2MIOOOKEM001 010 
2MIOOOLAN073 128 
3MIOOOMAN050067 144 
NONE 196 
3MIOOONL0001 334 
3MI000000004 359 
4MI000000005 364 

842 
871 
878 

3MIOOOERT001 012 
2MIOOOLAN073 148 
3MIOOOHWKXXX 301 
9MIOOOAMR004 370 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAF' 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT 
MLRS 
MLRS -TGW 
MLRS-S ADARM 
HAVE NAF' 
AMRAAM 

Yes 

Yea 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 



9-ES-005-000-001 425 Illuminator I1 0/1 4/8 Yes 
4-AI-00A-ADP-001 356 1020 ADP 6/81 0/52 Y ~ S  

.Targets NONE 011 STORM 0/3 Yes 
151 MQM-34D Yes 
873 Foreign Targets xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
177 XQF-86E 0/14 Yes 
180 MQM-107 6/15 3/2 Yes 
198 XQUH-1B 0/73 0/92 Yes 
002 QS-55 0/27 0/10 Yes 
128 Lance xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
089 Patriot xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
007 HERA XX/XX XX/XX yes 
011 STORM O/O 0/3 Yes 

QH-50 xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
813 AQM-37 XX/XX XX/XX Yes 
865 Vandal xx/xx xx/xx Yes 

Submunitions 2MU031BAT002 015 BAT 0/1 5/35 Yes 

Research Rockets 804 Research Rockets 18/58 17/47 Yes 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: DIRECTED ENERGY 

ORIGIN DATE: 05-23-94 

Service: U.S. Army Organization / Activity: 
Location: WSMR, New Mexico 

T&E Functional Area: Armament/Weapons UIC: 

T&E Test Facility Category: Measurement Facilities 

Percentage Use: 100 

Breakout by T&E Functional Area (%) 

Air Vehicles 

Armament / Weapons 100 

Electronic Combat 

Other 

White Sands Missile Range 

WO4WAA 

OTHER 

ee: 100% 

Note: Total in Breakout must eaual "Percentaqe Usen line entrv. 

FORM1 TAB : page : 



TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: DIRECTED ENERGY 

Facility Description; including mission statement: The Nuclear Effects Directorate is 
responsible for providing the tactical directed energy test environment for the Army. To 
help support this requirement, the Pulsed Laser Vulnerability Test System (PLVTS) was 
developed and became operational in 1993. The PLVTS supports a full compliment of beam 
diagnostic instrumentation that measures critical output performance parameters of the 
laser device as well as selected parameters at the target plane. The Macintosh data 
acquisition system running the LabView software package is utilized during test support 
for ease of set-up modification of desired parameters. 

Interconnectivity / Multi-Use of T&E Facility: 

Type of Tests Supported: 
Developmental Testing/Operational Testing (DT/OT) 
Survivability/Vulnerability 

Summary of Technical Capabilities: 
PLVTS System: - -  pulsed carbon dioxide laser 

- -  control room 
- -  laser beam diagnostics 
- -  50 cm static output telescope mounted in the Device Trailer 

Utility Trailer - 60 ft long device trailer - -  houses ancillary equipment used to support laser operation 
Mobile Target Trailer - houses optics and diagnostic instrumentation to support down range 

target data acquisition. 
Laser Device - -  closed cycle electric discharge pulsed CO, laser operating at a 

wavelength of 10.6 um 

Keywords : 
Developmental Testing/Operational Testing/ (DT/OT) - Carbon - Dioxide - Lazer - Pulse 
FORM2 'I TAB : page : 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE : DIRECTED ENERGY 

PERSONNEL 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 

" FORM3 " TAB : PAGE : 



FACILITY CONDITION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: DIRECTED ENERGY 

AGE: 1 YR REPLACEMENT VALUE: 

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BACKLOG : 

DATE OF LAST UPGRADE: 

NATURE OF LAST UPGRADE: 

MAJOR UPGRADES PROGRAMMED NONE 

1. UPGRADE TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

2. UPGRADE TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

II FORM4 II TAB : PAGE : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: DIRECTED ENERGY 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

OTHER T&E 

OTHER 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

YEAR 

8 9  

NOTE: Historical Workload unavailable as this facility became operational Mar 93, .and 
capability transferred to NED 05/30/93. 

"FORM5-On TAB : page : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: DIRECTED ENERGY 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

OTHER T&E 

OTHER 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 

NOTE: Historical Workload unavailable as this facility became operational Mar 93 and the 
capability transferred to NED 05-30-93. 

"FORMS-1" TAB : page : 



DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: DIRECTED ENERGY 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTIME 1 





White Sands Missile Range 
BRAC 95 R&D Data Call #7 

PART V: Data Submission 

R&D FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: 

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS 



SECTION 2: CAPACITY & TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.1 WORKLOAD 

2.1.A Historical Workload 

2.1.A.1 See the Historical Workload Form (FORM5-0 and FORM5-1) 

Direct Labor Hours only is available for Historical Workload for 
FY86-FY93. Missions are available for FY93 only. 

2.1.B Forecasted Workload 

2.1.B.1 Identify all appropriations (by program element) that 
generated testing or test support requirement, or are expected 
to generate such a requirement for FY92, FY93, and each year of 
the FY95 FYDP. 

See Table 1. 

2.1.B.2 Provide the amount of test work performed at your 
facility in FY92 and FY93. Break this out by workyears across 
the functional descriptors. (note, this is a duplicate of item 
2.1.A.1 above) 

In FY93, ~rmament/Weapons, 29 workyears were expended. 

2.2 UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

2.2.A See the Unconstrained Capacity form (FORMG) 

2.2.B Is this capacity limited by the physical characteristics 
of the facility itself, safety or health considerations, 
commercial utility availability, etc? 

This testing capability is restrained by daylight hours and 
required (preventative) maintenance. 

2.3 TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.3.A Does the facility have a specified war-time or 
contingency role established in approved war plans? 

2 . 3 . B  Does the facility provide a T&E product or service, 
without which irreparable harm would be imposed on the test 
mission of the host installation? 3 



2.3.B.1 On the test mission of any other activity? 

2.3.B.2 On any other mission deemed critical to the operational 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States? 

SECTION 3: MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1 OVER-ARCHING MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1.A Interconnectivity 

3.1.A.1 What percentage of the total test workload of this 
facility in FY93 involved the real-time or near real-time 
exchange of data or control with another facility? List the 
facilities you interconnect to for tests and identify how many 
are simultaneous activities. Identify these as to whether they 
are internal or external to the site. 

NONE 

3.1.A.2 If your facility were to be closed, would there be an 
impact on other facilities to which you are connected. If yes, 
explain. 

3.1.B Facility Condition 

3.1.B.1 See the Facility Condition form (FOFLM4) 

3.1.C Environmental and Encroachment Carrying Capacity 

3.1.C.1 Do you have limiting (current or future) environmental 
and/or encroachment characteristics associated with the 
installation/facility? If yes, explain. 

Please see the response to 95 BRAC # 3  for details. Many of the 
environmental charateristics mapped for the response to 95 BRAC 
# 3  address evolving environmental issues, the outcome of which 
could impose limitations on carrying capacity in the foreseeable 
future. 

For exmple, wetlands have never been deline ':ed on WSMR, yet a 
large portion of the Range is expected to qualify under the 
current and developing definition of jurisdictional wetlands 
subject to protections under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Until delineation is funded or required due to proposed 



development, confirmation of the extent of the wetlands and 
level of regulatory protection is unknown. 

Similiarly, a Rangewide endangered species survey has never been 
undertaken for WSMR. There are several federally listed species 
expected to occur on the Range which have not, yet, been proven 
to occur. In addition, several species which are currently 
listed as endangered by the state of New Mexico, or candidate 
species for federal listing are known to occur on the Range. 
Future surveys, or changes in listing status are likely to cause 
some of these species to be documented or listed. In this 
event, limitations on carrying capacity should be expected. 

Finally, current compliance with the mandates of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires approval of 
project/program specific NEPA documentation. New test 
projects/programs, and expanded versions of ongoing test 
projects/program, can not take place at WSMR without the 
preparation and approval of new or supplemental NEPA 
documentation. While compliance with NEPA does not preclude any 
specific activity, the NEPA process itself is time consuming and 
resource intensive (especially with the lack of baseline 
environmental data at WSMR). When not anticipated in project 
planning/scheduling, the NEPA documentation requirements can 
lead to unacceptable costs and delays in test execution, thereby 
limiting mission capacity and expandability. In addition, the 
rapid evolution of environmental laws can be expected to result 
in additonal requirements under NEPA and limitations on carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

Encroachment issues due to surrounding communities at WSMR are 
few (e.g., occasional attempts by state and federal governmental 
agencies to establish wildlerness lands adjacent to the 
installation boundaries or within the extension area, etc.). 
However, the installation co-uses lands administered by several 
non-DoD federal agencies, including the Department of the 
Interior (e.g., White Sands National Monument and San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge) and the Department of Agriculture 
(Jornada Experimental Range). Some of the agreements which 
govern joint-use of these lands are expired and under revision 
at this time. Current issues involving DoD co-use of these 
lands and compatibility with the non-DoD agency missions are 
under scrutiny (e.g., military overflight of wildlife refuges, 
and the assessment of cumulative impact due to the overall WSMR 
mission). The resoultion of thses issues has potential to limit 
carrying capacity in the foreseeable future. 

3.1.C.2 How much could workload be increased before this limit 
would be reached? Express you answer as a percentage of your 
current workload. 

An answer in the form of a percentage is not possible. Due to 
the factors discussed in item 3.1.C.1, above, the possibility of 



increasing the test load (workload) for any specific 
project/program, or adding new test missions, would depend on on 
a variety of things, such as: the scope of the project as 
defined in the original NEPA approval, the resources that may be 
impacted as a result of any increased workload, the location of 
the testing, and any changes in environmental regulations which 
may have occurred prior to the increased workload. In addition, 
there is significant non-DoD agency concern regarding the lack 
of cumulative effects assessment for the WSMR mission. It is 
not clear if, and at what point, testing may be constrained due 
to this deficiency. 

3.1.C.3 Do you currently operate under temporary permits of an 
environmental nature, or voluntary agreements (including 
treaties) of any sort that deal with the environment? If so, 
when do they expire, and describe them. 

1. EXP: 19 Jan 98. 
TITLE: Interagency Agreement. for professional and Technical 

Assistance in Inventorying and Mapping Wetlands between the 
U.S. Department of the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Department of the Interior. 

DESCRIPTION: USFWS will map wetlands boundaries for Army 
installations as funded and prioritized by the Army. WSMR is 
AMC's #1 priority for FY94 funding/execution [Memorandum, AMXEN- 
M, 31 Jan 94, subject: Updated Prioritization on DA/U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
Conducting Wetlands Delineation and Mapping in the U.S. ~ r m b  
Materiel Command] 

2. EXP: 31Aug 95. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding between White Sands 

Missile Range, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and Wildlife Research Institute for 
Mountain Lion and Mule Deer Research on White Sands Missile 
Range, New Mexico. 

DESCRIPTION: Permits the performance of a cooperative 
wildlife research project involving lions and deer on WSMR. 

3. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: White Sands Pupfish Conservation Plan (2 Mar 94 

revsion ) . 
DESCRIPTION: Defines measures necessary to protect this 

fish species and precludes actions which would cause the USFWS 
to list it as threatened or endangered; commits WSMR to 
participate in the development of a memorandum of agreement 
between WSMR, the State of New Mexico, and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service which details specific actions and agency 
responsibilities for protection of the White Sands pupfish. 
[Note: MOA is currently under interagency review prior to 
approval ] 

4. EXP: Mar 95. 



TITLE: Big Game Hunting Dates and Areas for the 1994-1995 
License Year on WSMR (Proclamation of 1994-95 Seasons, New 
Mexico Department of Game and Fish, NMSA Chapter 17) 

DESCRIPTION: Establishes public big game hunting dates and 
areas for the current license year IAW approvals provided by 
WSMR during interagency coordination. 

5. EXP: 30 Jun 89 (new agreement currently under 
negotiation). 

TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 
Department of the Army Represented by the Corps 'of Engineers and 
the Department of the Interior Represented by the Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife (DACA 47-9-69-293). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the San 
Andres National Wildlife Refuge by WSMR. 

6. EXP: Jun90. 
TITLE: Cooperative Agreement for Conservation and 

development of Fish and Wildlife Resources on the White Sands 
Missile Range (signatory agencies: WSMR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms of interagency and joint 
management of fish and wildlife resources on WSMR IAW the Sike's 
Act (PL 86-797, as amended). 

7. EXP: 30 Jun 90. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of Agriculture, Represented by the Science and 
Education Administration Agricultural Research, and the 
Department of the Army, Represented by the Corps of Engineers 
(DACA 47-9-81-48). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the 
Jornada Experimental Range by WSMR. 

8. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: Options for Desert Bighorn Sheep Management, San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). 
DESCRIPTION: Signed agreement between the Regional 

Director, USFWS Region 2, and the Director, New Mexico 
Department of Game and Fish regarding the long-term managment of 
the endangered (state listed) desert bighorn sheep popultaion on 
WSMR. 

9. EXP: Oct 95 (tentative). 
TITLE: Settlement of the lawsuit in the case of Wolf 

Action Grou~ et al. v. United state et al., to which the 
Secretary of Defense was party. 

DESCRIPTION: This agreement and other correspondence, 
commits DoD, the Department of the Army, and WSMR to allow the 
USFWS to consider WSMR as a potential reintroduction site for 
recovery of the federally listed (endangered) Mexican wolf, and 
commits WSMR as a formal cooperating agency in the preparation 
of the EIS for wolf reintroduction. 



3.1.C.4 What is the total population within a 50 mile radius? 
100 mile radius? 150 mile radius? 200 mile radius? 

Population figures were developed using the main cantonment area 
of WSMR as the base point. Due to the isolated geography of the 
range and the sparse population of surrounding areas, these 
numbers will not change significantly if the base point is 
changed or expanded to include all range boundaries. 

population within 50 miles U.S. 766,525 
Mexico 544,496 

Total 1,311,021 

population within 100 miles 

population within 150 miles 

population within 200 miles 

U.S. 836,142 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,406,033 

U.S. 989,896 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,559,787 

U.S. 1,708,285 
Mexico 635,319 

Total 2,341,604 

Note that at the population of the area of Mexico included in 
the population circle between 100 and 150 miles does not change. 
There is no available open source data on this rural area of 
Mexico. 

3.1.C.5 Identify the commercial air/land/sea traffic routes, 
public use of air/land/sea space, and the frequency of use for 
each that affect or could affect mission accomplishment in your 
air, land, or sea space. 

N/A. There are none of the above that affect our mission 
accomplishment. A major US highway (U.S. Route 70) crosses the 
range just above the major launch complex area. However this 
does not affect our testing mission as the U.S. Army has 
permission to close the highway as needed in one hour increments 
with 15 minutes for traffic passage between each closure. 



3.1.C.5.A How many test missions per year are canceled due to 
commercial or public use? 

NONE 

3.1.C.6 What is the number of test missions that have been 
canceled due to encroachment in each of the last two years? 

NONE 

3.1.D Specialized Test Support Facilities and Targets 

3.1.D.1 Do you have specialized facilities which are required 
to support you in conducting your test operations at your 
facility? If yes, describe. 

3.1.D.2 Are specialized targets required to support this 
facility, If yes, explain. 

3.1.D.2.A Have the specialized targets been validated? If yes, 
by whom? 

3.1.E Expandability 

3.1.E.1 Other than the expandability inherent in the 
unconstrained capacity (FORM 6) discussed earlier, are there any 
special aspects of this facility that enhance its ability to 
expand output within each T&E functional area? If yes, explain. 

3.1.E.l.A Can you accept new T&E workload different from what 
you are currently performing? If yes, identify by T&E 
functional area and test type. 

YES. Electronic Combat - System and Subsytem Testing 

3.1.E.2 Are the airspace, land, and water areas adjacent to 
areas under DoD control available and/or suitable for physical 
expansion to support new missions or increased footprints. If 
yes, explain. 

YES. Over 1,000 square miles adjoining the north and west range 
boundaries are currently available for use as safety footprints, 
instrumentation sites, and exclusion zones for RDTE programs. 
Agreements with landowners and leaseholders for use of this land 



on an "on callu basis are already in place. 

3.1.E.3 Is the facility equipped to support secure operations. 
If yes, to what level of Classification (Cofidential - >  
Special Access) ? 

YES. Secret. 

3.1.E.4 Are there any capital improvements underway or 
programmed in the FY95 FYDP that would change your 
capacity/capability. If yes, explain. 

3.1.F Uniqueness 

3.1.F.1 Is this a one-of-a-kind facility within the DoD? If 
yes, explain. 

The electromagnetic environment effects test capability is not 
unique to DOD or the US. However, its location at WSMR provides 
distinct testing benefits to RDTE programs from both geographic 
and test support infrastructure (additional test capabilities) 
viewpoints. WSMR is the largest over land based and most highly 
instrumented test range in the free world. WSMR is one-of-a- 
kind as a national strategic resource due to its land mass of 
2,164,244 acres (100 x 40 miles). The air space is restricted 
over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and extends from the 
surface to an unlimited altitude. Although primarily thought of 
as a missile range, WSMR has extensive laboratory test 
facilities that are modern and varied. With its unique 
geographical location, climatic conditions, infrastructure 
(3,000 instrumentation sites, 50 launch complexes, 1,900 
buildings, 1829 miles of roads), and highly skilled technical 
workforce, WSMR supports a variety of customers including NAVY, 
Air Force, Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, and the 
adjacent Holloman AFB, and Ft. Bliss Army installations. In 
addition, WSMR has adjacent call up areas to the west and north, 
and off-range launch areas currently under evaluation at Green 
River, UT (450 mi extension), Mountain Home, ID (800 mi 
extension), and Fort Wingate Army Depot (285 mi extension). 

3.1.F.l.A Within the U.S. Government? If yes, explain 

YES. WSMR1s mission is to operate a U.S. Government owned Major 
Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) component to support 
research, development, test and evaluation for the Army, Navy, 
Air Force, NASA, and other approved US Government and commercial 
agencies, and foreign governments. 

3.1.F.l.B Within the U.S? If yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is located within the continental U.S. in south- 



central NM near the cities of Las Cruces, Socorro, Alamogordo, 
NM, and El Paso, TX. WSMR is 30-40 miles east to west and 100 
miles south to north (land mass of 2,164,244 acres) with 
additional north and west extensions. The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes,' and 
extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. 

3.1.F.2 Are you currently providing support to DoD users 
outside your Military Department? If yes, indicate the 
percentage of total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military 
Department. 

3.1.G Available Air, Land, and Sea Space 

3.1.6.1 How many square miles of air, land, and sea space are 
available to support test operations? 

About 5,000 square miles of air space with 2,164,244 acres of 
land mass (excluding White Sands National Monument) is 
available. In addition, there are 11,306 square miles of air 
space available within the associated extension areas 
surrounding the range (see enclosed map - prepared by KING 
JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 1989) . 
3.1.G.2 Who owns or controls the land under the Restricted 
Airspace use? 

The range. Additionally, WSMR owns and /or controls some of the 
land under the restricted areas. 

3.1.G.3 How much of this (total air space available to support 
operations) is Restricted Airspace, and what altitude limits are 
associated with the restricted areas? 

All of the area is restricted airspace and the altitude limits 
are surface to unlimited or structured with various altitude 
limits. 

3.1.0.4 Do you have special use airspace other than supersonic 
airspace? If yes, for what types of tests? What are its 
dimensions? Will it support simultaneous users? 

YES. Various tests. The tests take place within the 
established restricted airspace boundaries. 

3.1.G.5 Is the airspace over land or water. List the number of 
square miles over each. 

The airspace is over land. 

DESIGNATION SQUARE MILES 



TOTAL 

3,504 
1,172 
734 
169 

1,588 
1,271 
1,081 

89 
580 
580 
460 

2,242 
1,336 
1,500 (AT GREEN RIVER, UT) 

3.1.G.6 Identify known or projected airspace problems that may 
prevent accomplishing your mission. 

In Aug 93, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) completed 
a survey of its National Wildlife Refuge System to identify 
issues regarding military aircraft overflights as a possible 
incompatible refuge use. Among the 41 refuges where military 
overflights were determined to be an issue, the San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge on WSMR was identified as the sixth 
highest priority for problem resolution. In a memorandum from 
the Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate 
General, 2 May 93, recommended ODEP take immediate action to 
resolve the 
conflicts for the Army as a class. WSMR is has not been made 
aware of any resolution at this time, however, the installation 
anticipates institution of a minimum altitude of 2000' AGL for 
all aircraft overflights of the Refuge based on recent FORSCOM 
action and requests from the USFWS during negotiations for a new 
cooperative agreement for co-use of Refuge lands. In adiditon, 
there is some indication that minimum altitudes may be an issue 
in the future where occupied endangered species' habitats are 
imvolved (e.g., desert bighorn sheep outside of Refuge 
boundaries) . 
3.1.G.7 What is the maximum straight line segment in your 
airspace in nautical miles? 

120 Nautical miles. 

3.1.G.8 What public airspace have you used for overflight of 
weapons systems in the past? What was the nature of those 
tests? Do you anticipate being able to use that same public 
airspace for similar tests in the future? Yes or no to each. 

YES. Flight of a target drone (AQM-37). Yes. Waiver on file 
with the Federal Aviation Administration, Albuquerque Air Route 



Traffic Control Center from Jan 94 thru 31 Dec 94 for flight in 
public airspace. 

3.1.H Geographical/Climatological Features 

3.1.H.1 Describe the topography and ground cover/vegetation 
within your test airspace (include nap of the earth). Identify 
all of the following that apply: mountains, forest, jungle, 
cultivated lowland, swamp, riverine, desert, and sea. State the 
area of each in square miles. 

The following descriptions are transcribed or adapted from 
Muldavin, E. and P. Mehlhop. 1992. A preliminary vegetation 
classification and test vegetation map for White Sands Missile 
Range and Sand Andres National Wildlife Refuge, New Mexico. New 
Mexico Natural Heritage Program, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque. The estimated coverage in square miles of the 
identified topography is based upon expert opinion analysis of 
satellite imagery, as less than 4% of the range has been land 
surveyed and placed in the LCTA or GIs (GRASS) databases. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

White Sands Missile Range lies within the Bolson sub-section 
Mexican Highlands section of the Basin and Range physiographic 
province (Gile, Hawley and Grossman, 1981). It is characterize 
by broad desert basins and discontinuous mountain ranges (Gile, 
Hawley and Grossman 1981). The major mountain ranges are the 
San Andres and Oscura Mountains which lie centrally, and divide 
the range into two major basins to the east and west. The San 
Andres Mountains are structurally a large west tilted fault 
block which rise to a height of 2,733.4 m (8,968 ft) at Salinas 
Peak. The mountain range is cuesta-like with precipitous 
escarpments facing east and long, gently dipping slopes to the 
west. To the east of the San Andres is the Tularosa Basin, a 
corresponding down-faulted inter-mountain basin with a minimum 
elevation of 1,175 m (3,855 ft)l. A long piedmont slope leads 
from the base of the escarpment of San Andres to the Tularosa 
Basin floor, which is notable for its extensive alkali flats, 
coppice dune fields, gypsum lake deposits, and shifting dunes. 
The north end of the basin is partly covered by an Holocene 
basalt flow called the Carrizozo Malpais. To the west of the 
San Andres is the Jornada del Muerto basin which is divided 
into two internally drained northern and southern basins with 
minimum elevations approaching 1,495 m (4,900 ft). At the north 
end of WSMR are the smaller Oscura Mountains which are also a 
cuesta-like east tilted fault block like the San Andres, but in 
opposite directions. The escarpment faces west with the 
corresponding long piedmont slope leading to the bottom of 
northern Jornada del Muerto basin. To the east, slopes gently 
dip into the basin fill of Tularosa Basin. Both ranges lie on 
Precambrian age granites, and are stratigraphically complex with 
intermixed limestone and sandstone strata ranging in age from 



Cambrian to Quaternary (Bachman 1968; Bachman and Harbour 1970). 

At the very southern boundary of the Missile Range is the 
northern end of the Organ Mountains which are primarily Tertiary 
Quartz monzonite derived from the Organ Batholith, and 
Precambrian granites (Seager 1981). For the most part, they 
lack the fault block structure and complex stratigraphy of the 
San Andres and Oscura ranges, but are more topographically 
diverse and rugged. 

SOILS 

The soils of the study area have been mapped at the 1:100,000 
scale by Neher and Bailey (1976). They identified 35 soil 
series mapped into 29 mapping units for the range. These 
delineations tend to be generalized and heterogeneous, with most 
soils falling into the Aridisol order from the Camborthid, 
Haplargid, Calciorthid, Paleorthid, and Gypsiorthid Great 
Groups. There were five Entisols and one Mollisol identified. 
The most common series were summarized by Anderson and Taylor 
(1983) as follows: Yesum and Holloman gypsum flats (320,202 
acres), Nikel and Tencee soils support about 269,500 acres of 
desert shrublands on alluvial fans, Rockland (cool, warm and 
outcrop) covers 613,035 acres, gypsum duneland covers about 
95,800 acres and the lava flow covers 40,700 acres. 

VEGETATION 

CONIFEROUS FOREST 

Lower Montane Coniferous Forest - The mountain ranges on WSMR 
do not reach the elevation required to support extensive tall 
coniferous forests. The ponderosa pine-Arizona fescue type 
which occurs at the highest elevations on Salinas Peak in the 
San Andres Mountains is the only representative found on WSMR of 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forest. This vegetation type is common 
elsewhere in the Southwest, and is found in a zone above pinyon- 
juniper woodlands and below mixed coniferous forests dominated 
by firs. 7 square miles. 

WOODLANDS AND SAVANNAS 

Coniferous Woodlands - This vegetation type is found below the 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forests and is dominated by the low 
stature conifers, pinyon pine and oneseed juniper. The 
woodlands are characterized by tree canopies that are moderately 
open to nearly closed ( >  25% cover), although some stands can be 
quite open (5-25% cover, 2articularly after fire. Undergrowth 
is commonly dominated by sclerophyllous shrubs, and on occasion 
by grasses. Savannas on the other hand have open to very open 
canopies with predominately grassy cover dominated by warm 
season grasses which occurs between trees. The most common 



habitat types in coniferous woodlands are pinyon pine-gambel 
oak, pinyon pine- Scribner's needle and thread, pinyon pine/ 
wavy-leaf oak, pinyon pine- mountain mahogany, pinyon pine/ blue 
grama, pinyon pine/beargrass, pinyon pine/ sideoats grama and 
pinyon pine/ muhly. 237 square miles. 

Savannas - At lower elevations around 2,100 m (7000 ft), the 
pinyon pine give way to the savannas of the oneseed juniper 
series. Here, oneseed juniper is the dominant tree, varying 
from moderately closed to very open canopies (5-50% cover). 
Pinyon pine is poorly represented or absent. On gentle 
landforms of low relief, trees tend to be scattered across the 
landscape with wide spaces of intervening grass cover, hence the 
savanna-like physiognomy. In steeper and more dissected hill 
terrain, the types take on more of a woodland aspect, with the 
shrub element becoming more important. The lower elevation 
limit of this series is around 1,750 m (5,800 ft) in the north, 
and 1,900 m (6,200 ft) at the south end of WSMR. The most 
common variant of the Savannas type is oneseed juniper/sideoats 
grama which occurs on moderately steep to very steep and 
dissected hill slopes or scarp slopes of cuestas. Overall 
undergrowth production is low, with grass cover the most 
conspicuous element, but sclerophyllous shrubs can be important 
(oaks and mountain mahogany). At somewhat lower elevations, but 
in a similar landscape, the oneseed juniper/New Mexican feather 
grass type becomes dominant. On more gentle landforms such as 
adjacent lower toe slopes or cuesta dip slopes, the above type 
will give way to either the oneseed juniper/blue grama or 
oneseed juniper/hairy grama series. These types have the more 
savanna-like physiognomy with the oneseed juniper/hairy grama 
occurring on somewhat rockier sites with coarser textured soils 
than where the oneseed juniper/bluegrama habitat type occurs. 
Plains-Mesa Grasslands are commonly found adjacent to these 
savannas where trees become poorly represented or absent. At 
the lower elevational limits of this series, the oneseed 
juniper/black grama becomes predominant with Plains-Mesa 
Grasslands and Desert Grasslands across a broad ecotone. 321 
square miles. 

SCRUBLAND 

Montane Scrub - Montane scrub usually occurs in the same 
elevation zone as woodlands and savannas, but in either more 
extreme environments, or on sites that have been subjected to 
high frequency disturbance such as repeated fire. The 
vegetation is normally dominated by low stature sclerophyllous 
shrubs such as mountain mahogany and oaks and hardy grasses such 
as New Mexico muhly. Some habitat types defined within this 
series are mountain mahogany/yello-elleaf silktassel, gambel 
oak/snowberry, wavyleaf oak/mountain mahogany, grayoak/mountain 
mahogany and scrub liveoak/mountain mahogany. 220 square miles 

Plains-Mesa Scrub - This type of scrub is typified on WSMR by 



the sand sage Series. This Series occurs along the perimeter of 
the upper Jornada basin, usually on wind deposited sandy 
substrates. The landscape is that of gentle rolling hills and 
small dunes and hummocks. The vegetation is transitional to 
desert grassland and is characterized by shrub dominance of sand 
sage and soaptree yucca with desert grassland associated grass 
species such as mesa dropseed, giant dropseed and black grama 
well represented. Three habitat types have been identified for 
the Series. The most common is the sandsage/mesa dropseed type 
of hill slopes, low dunes, and inter-dune areas. The 
sandsage/giant dropseed type is found with less frequency on the 
summits of the larger dunes. The sandsage/black grama type is 
found on upper slopes grading into Desert Grasslands. 304 
square miles. 

Great Basin Desert Scrub - Great Basin influences are limited on 
WSMR with the exception of the presence of some types of 
fourwing saltbush Series. The three most extensive habitat 
types are fourwing saltbush/giant sacaton, fourwing 
saltbush/mariola and fourwing saltbush/alkali sacaton. These 
types are restricted to low gradient arroyos or in arroyos 
themselves. 710 square miles. 

Chihuahuan Desert Scrub - This is an extensive sub-formation on 
WSMR occupying large areas of lower mountain slopes, bajadas and 
basin bottoms. All habitat types are dominated by drought 
resistant shrubs with undergrowths varying from grassy to nearly 
absent. The creosote bush Series occurs from mountain foot 
slopes, down bajadas to basin floors. Elevations range from 
1,250 to 1,750 m (4,100 to 5,750 ft). The major habitat types 
within the series are: creosotebush/mariola, which occurs on 
the foot slopes of mountains and hills, intergrading with desert 
grasslands and other mountain desert scrub types. Down slope on 
toe slopes and upper bajadas, the above type grades into the 
creosotebush/black grama type and the crosotebush/fluffgrass 
type. Further down the bajadas, the upper types give way to the 
sparse creosotebush and the creosotebush/bush muhly types. 
Finally, on the gentle toe-slopes, creosotebush grades into 
alkali sacaton grasslands. Two minor types are 
creosotebush/hairy coldenia on gypsum outcrops and 
creosotebush/blue grama on upper elevation transitions. 

Other common types included within the Chihuahuan Desert Scrub 
are the tarbush series which may be tarbush/Southwestern 
needlegrass on scarpments or tarbush/alkali sacaton on alluvial 
flats. The mesquite series occurs extensively across the 
Tularosa Basin and includes mesquite/mesa dropseed, 
mesquite/four-wing saltbush and mesquite/alkali sacaton. 

Y 

Restricted types are those of the ocotillo series. These 
include the ocotillo/mariola habitat type and the 
ocotillo/tufted rockmat type. Another type typical on limestone 
outcrops is ocotillo/side-oats grama. 822 square miles. 

a a i  



GRASSLAND VEGETATION 

Plains-Mesa Grassland - This sub-formation lies between the 
higher elevation woodlands, savannas or montane scrub and the 
lower elevation desert grasslands or desert scrubs. The most 
extensive Series is blue grama grasslands. The habitat types 
are blue grama/western wheatgrass, blue grama/sideoats grama, 
blue grama/New Mexico needlegrass, blue grama/sand dropseed, 
blue grama/ Bigelow sagebrush, hairy grama/New Mexico 
needlegrass, hairy grama/blue grama, New Mexico 
needlegrass/sideoats grama, oneseed juniper/New Mexico 
needlegrass, New Mexico needlegrass/sotol and little 
bluestem/sandhill muhly. 372 square miles. 

Desert Grassland - Desert grassland areas are characterized by 
the dominance of grass species associated with semi-arid to arid 
transition climates: the gramas, dropseeds and muhlys. These 
grasslands grow on a wide variety of land forms such as upper 
bajadas, dip slopes of cuesta and cuesta-like mountains, 
mountain and hill foot and toe slopes, alluvial fans, bajadas, 
convex shoulders or summits of alluvial fans on gravely, well 
drained soils, rolling hills, lower mountain escarpment slopes, 
rolling limestone hills, wide valley bottoms and basin floors, 
alkaline, alluvial flats, gypsum mounds and gypsum outcrops, 
etc. 

Some of the most common habitat types are black grama/blue 
grama, found on upper bajadas in transition with Plains-Mesa 
Grassland, black grama/mariola on mountains and hill foot and 
toe slopes, black grama/Torrey Mormon tea and black grama/desert 
Mormon tea on alluvial fans and bajadas, black grama/soaptree 
yucca on rolling hills along the western border of the Jornada 
Basin, black grama/hairy grama on alluvial fans and bajadas, 
black grama/sotol on lower mountain escarpment slopes, black 
grama/Bigelow sagebrush on rolling limestone hills and 
escarpment slopes in the Tularosa Basin, black grama/New Mexico 
needlegrass in association with black grama/blue grama and 
Plains-Mesa Grassland, alkali sacaton/burrograss covering 
extensive alluvial flats, alkali sacaton/saltgrass occurring on 
alkaline alluvial flats, giant sacaton/Hallls panic grass 
growing on alluvial flats, and terraces, mesa dropseed/broom 
dalea occurring on tall, non-gypsiferous dunes of the central 
Tularosa Basin, curlyleaf muhly/sotol on limestone escarpment 
slopes of the Central San Andres Mountains, curlyleaf 
muhly/ocotillo and curlyleaf muhly/ Bigelow sagebrush on 
limestone outcrops and cuestas in the eastern Oscura Mountains, 
gypgrass/Hartwegs evening primrose and gypgrass/hairy coldenia 
growing on gypsum domes and gypgrass/ocotillo growin5 along the 
upper edges of gypsum outcrops. 389 square miles. 

3.1.H.2 Are there features of the local geology or soil 



conditions that enhance or inhibit any types of tests? 

The playa that includes Lake Lucero is the secondary source of 
gypsum sands that forms White Sands National Monument. This 
reality inhibits or re-directs certain test corridors. However, 
provisions for testing are possible so that conflicts with the 
National Monument and the geological processes related to the 
formation of gypsum sands are largely avoided. 

The basalt flow or Malpais cover a stream channel that provides 
groundwater flow at Malpais Spring. This spring and its 
associated marsh and playas provide White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Mound Springs is an area providing White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Salt Creek drainage system and associated groundwater flow are 
also associated with pupfish habitat. Some types of tests may 
be re-directed when impacts are anticipated on this habitat.' 

The unique geologic setting featuring sparse human population 
and a large, land-locked basin covered with desertic vegetation 
and protected on three sides by mountains enhances all types of 
testing. The high percentage of severely erodible soils does 
not inhibit testing from taking place, but does place some 
restrictions, modifications and sometimes, mitigation 
requirements on projects. 

3.1.H.3 Do you have to go to other geographical locations to 
satisfy test requirements? If yes, explain. If yes, provide as 
a percent of overall workload per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. 

3.1.H.4 Number of days per year with average temperature below 
32 degrees F? Between 32 and 95 degrees F? Above 95 degrees F? 

Below 32 degrees 5 
Between 32 and 95 degrees 360 
Above 95 degrees 0 

3.1.H.5. Number of days per year with average relative humidity 
below 30%? Between 30 and 80%? Above 80% 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

33% of the time 
56.4% of the time 
10.6% of the time 



INTERPOLATED DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

120 days per year 
206 days per year 
39 days per year 

3.1.H.6 Number of test missions per year (85 - 93) canceled due 
to weather? 

NONE 

3.1.H.7 Number of test days per year (85 - 93) 'canceled due to 
weather? 

NONE 

3.1.H.8 Number of days per year the visibility is less than 1 
mile? Between 1 and 3 miles? Greater than 3 miles? 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

0.4% of the time 
0.2% of the time 

99.4% of the time 

1 day per year 
1 day per year 

363 days per year 

3.1.H.9 What is the average number of flying days available per 
year for flight tests? Provide historical average from the past 
eight years. 

YEAR FLIGHTS 

AVERAGE = 345.3 DAYS 

3.1.H.10 What percentage of the time are your test operations 
restricted due to weather? 

.05% OF THE TIME. 



3.2 AIR VEHICLES 

3.2.A Supersonic Airspace 

3.2.A.1 Do Supersonic Corridors or areas exist? 

YES. 

3.2.A.2 Where are they located relative to the airfield? 

Located within R-5107B, R-5107C, and R-5111A. 

3.2.A.3 At what altitude (upper and lower altitude)? 

Supersonic corridor is 300 feet above ground level to 30,000 
feet MSL and the supersonic area is 10,000 feet MSL to 50,000 
feet MSL. FINAL EIS, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, DATED JANUARY 1990. 

3.2.A.4 Are they over land or water? What size and shape 
(length and width) ? 

Over land. Supersonic corridor is 65nm x lOnm and the 
supersonic is 85nm x 40nm. 

3.2.A.5 Are there restrictions you must observe to use this 
space? If yes, explain. 

NO. 

3.2.A.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

UNKNOWN. Due to the size of the corridor the number of 
simultaneous uses could be considered as basically unlimited. 
The bi-annual DoD "Roving Sandsu Air Defense Training Exercise 
routinely deploys over 100 aircraft simultaneously in this 
corridor. 

3.2.B Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3.2.B.1 Provide a brief description of your airfield and 
support facilities. 

WSMR has two light to medium duty airfields; Condron Army 
Airfield and Stallion Army Airfield. Also located within the 
Restricted Airspace Area and extensively used in testing is 
Holloman Air Force Base. Army Air Operations Directorate 
(AAOD), based at Holloman AFB, provides general test support 
with both rotary and fixed wing aircraft. AAOD currently has 10 
JUH-1H helicopters and one JC-12, with FY94-95 plans for a 
composite of 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, and JC-12 to support test and 
recovery operations. AAOD has extensive maintenance capability. 
In addition to routine operational maintenance, AAOD personnel 
have been trained to perform repair and rebuild operations that 



are normally accomplished at depot locations. The local rebuild 
and repair of major subsystems saves both time and money, 
enhancing overall aircraft availability. In many instances test 
customers must mount very technical, sensitive equipment on a 
helicopter. AAOD can build, test, and install just about any 
sort of test mount or rack, accomodating both airframe 
requirements and desired test data gathering capability. When 
any test equipment is mounted on the aircraft, an airworthiness 
release must be obtained from Test and Evaluation Command 
(TECOM) engineering. Our experience, data base, and ability to 
address every requirement to receive this release ensures that 
there will be no damage to the aircraft, that the test equipment 
will operate as needed, and the release will be received in the 
most timely manner. In many instances, the test equipment has 
been previously used or is very similar to equipment used on a 
past test enabling the use of an airworthiness release from our 
extensive files. 

3.2.B.2 How close and how many emergency runways or airfields 
are in your area of operation? 

Condron AAF, 32°20rN, 106°241W; runway 9-27, paved, 6125 ft 
length, 75ft width; runway 10-19, dirt, 4350 ft length, 150 ft 
width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel. Attended 
during normal duty hours, can operate 24 hrs if mission 
dictates. Located at southwest corner of WSMR, 3 miles from 
main post. 

Stallion AAF, 33°491N, 106°39'W, runway 15-33, paved, 4000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, unlighted, crash rescue available, jet 
fuel, unattended, located at the northwest corner of WSMR, 
approximately 100 miles from main post. 

White Sands Space Harbor, 32O56'N1 106O25'W; runway 05-23, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 17-35, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 02-20, packed 
gypsum, 12000 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, attended 0800- 
2200 daily, crash rescue available when NASA training on range, 
located north of main post, WSMR, approximately 40 miles. 
Aircraft size is unlimited, numerous UAV/drone operations 
conducted. 

Biggs AAF, Ft Bliss, TX, 31°511 N, 106°231W, runway 3-21, 
concrete, 13,572 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, crash rescue 
available, jet fuel, attended 0600-2200 hrs, located 
approximately 40 miles south of WSMR. 

Holloman AFB, NM, 320511N, 106°11W, runway 04-22, paved, 10,575 
ft length, 300 ft width, runway 07-25, paved/concrete, 12,131 ft 
length, 150 ft width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, 
attended 24 hrs, located approximately 55 miles northeast of 
WSMR on east range boundary. 



Kirtland AFB, NM, 3502'Nf 106°37'W, runway 03-21, paved, 9000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, runway 12-30, paved, 5130 ft length, 150 
ft width, runway 17-35, paved, 10,010 ft length, 150 ft width, 
lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, AVGAS, attended 24 
hrs, co-located at Albuquerque International Airport . 
approximately 100 miles north of the WSMR north boundary, and 
approximately 50 miles north of the northern restricted airspace 
extension. 

Other smaller airfields within the local area include Las 
Cruces, NM International, 40 miles west, Roswell, NM Industrial, 
60 miles east (both have local fire department on field) and 
numerous small strips with runways in excess of 5000 feet. 

3.2.B.3 Where is your airfield situated relative to working 
areas (airspace) for supporting test operations? 

Condron AAF is situated on the southwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130 and has 
jet fuel available. Operations supporting the entire southern 
half of the range can be staged from Condron. 

Stallion AAF is situated on the northwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130, however, 
runway length dictates weight limitations for takeoff of heavier 
fixed wing aircraft. Operations supporting the entire north 
half of the range can be staged from Stallion. Jet fuel is 
available. 

Holloman AFB is situated on the east central range boundary of 
WSMR. The Army aviation element of WSMR (AAOD) is located at 
Holloman and can provide extensive maintenance capability to 
test aircraft. AAOD has its own organic refuel service 
available during normal duty hours. Air Force refuel is 
available at all other times. Operations supporting the entire 
range can be staged from Holloman AFB. 

There are numerous improved helipads at almost every 
instrumented range site and on main post to facilitate 
prepositioning of helicopters for tests or recovery operations. 

Fuel trucks are routinely dispatched both on and off range to 
support aviation operations, enabling maximum on station time if 
necessary to support time critical tests and recover senstive 
items. 

3.2.B.4 What makes your airfield unique or at least suited for 
supporting test operations? 

Each military service or contractor has unique test 
requirements, and therefore unique test equipment and 
capability. There is absolutely no shortage of expertise in any 



test area at WSMR. AAOD routinely provides support and advice 
to all the tenant test activities and knows where to go to get 
advice and support when preparing an aircraft or test mount. 
The cooperation between all services saves countless man hours 
in test conduct and preparation. The work force at AAOD is 
highly motivated, well trained and, agewise, well distributed. 
The turnover rate of personnel is very low and institutional . 

knowledge is very high. We treat the people we support as 
customers and make every effort to ensure that they are 
satisfied. AAOD has extensive shop capability and enough hangar 
and ramp space to prepare any size aircraft for testing to 
include the manufacture and installation of test mounts and 
power sources. Most of the pilots at AAOD have well over 20 
years flight experience, are intimately familiar with the range 
and range operations, thus saving customers many hours and 
providing the safest, most efficient flight support anywhere. 
We also have an aircraft availability and reliability rate 
equalled by few, that enables AAOD to provide backup support to 
every rotary wing test requirement. As previously mentioned, 
our shops and high level maintenance and rebuild capability 
ensures minimum down time to the testing agency, enabling much 
more consistent test results. AAOD is co-located with the 46th 
Test Group (Air Force). On many tests, the co-operation level 
is so high that it becomes impossible to find a specific 
dividing line between results obtained by either organization. 
The long standing relationship between AAOD and the 46th Test 
Group enables us to trade expertise, equipment and experience to 
accomplish any test mission. 

3.2.B.5 Is there a size, weight, maintenance, or mission 
limitation that would affect test operations? If yes, describe. 

Both Stallion Army Airfield and Condron Army Airfields are size 
and weight limited to aircraft no larger than C-130, however, 
since Army Air Operations Directorate is located at Holloman Air 
Force Base there is no size or weight limit that would affect 
test operations. White Sands Space Harber can accomodate any 
size fixed or rotary wing aircraft. 

3 . 2 . B . 6  Including hangers and ramp space, how many fighter size 
aircraft could you support? Large multi-engine aircraft? 
Rotary wing? UAV? Cruise Missiles? 

Condron Army Airfield could support simultaneous operations for 
approximately 3 C-130 sized aircraft and 5 fighter sized 
aircraft. Stallion AAF could support 2 C-130 sized aircraft and 
2 fighter sized aircraft, due to limited ramp space. As a 
tenant at Holloman AFB, Army Air Operations could support an 
almost unlimited amount of aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. 
Stallion AAF and Condron AAF could support up to 20 helicopters 
in support of test operations. Although hangar space of both 
airfields is very limited (approx 6500 square feet each), 
Condron AAF and Stallion AAF have both supported UAV operations 



and testing in the past with no limitations. 

3.2.C. Test Operations 

3.2.C.1 What types of air vehicle testing can be supported? 
Describe? 

N/A WSMR Condron AAF and Stallion AAF currently have no air 
vehicle testing mission. Support capability would be contingent 
upon the type of air vehicle testing assigned to WSMR. Please 
refer to the above description of airfield capability. 

3.2.C.2 Do ground support facilities exist for pre-flight 
checkout or rehearsal of test missions? 

3.2.C.3 What kinds, numbers of aircraft and mix of same can be 
supported (manned and unmanned)? 

3.2.C.4 Does UAV and or rotary wing operations pose any 
limitations on other types of missions? If yes, explain. 

3.2.C.5 What sorts of missions can be flown within local 
airspace? 

3.2.C.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous missions you 
can support that require telemetry? 

3.2.C.7 What is the largest number of simultaneous test 
missions you have supported in your airspace? 

UNKNOWN. This data, if available, will be reported by the USAF. 

3.2.C.8 Identify the number, types, and owners of aircraft at 
your installation. 

Army Air Operations Directorate has 10-JUH-1H and 1-JC-12 
assigned, by end of FY94, AAOD will have 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, 1- 
JC-12 - 
3.3 ELECTRONIC COMBAT 

This section does not apply to the testing capability being 
reported in this document. The recently acquired "Big Crow" 



airborne EW testbed, on-site WSMR ew testing capabilities and 
the electronic proving ground facilities at Ft. Huachuca are 
reported as separate WSMR capabilities elsewhere in this data 
submission. 

Also, individual facility RDTE Test capabilities for tenant 
activities located at WSMR will be reported by the Air Force and 
the Army Research laboratory (a major tenant at WSMR) in their 
BRAC 95 Data Call #7 Input Package, as will the workload of 
several other activities. Although these activities execute a 
large test workload at WSMR because of its unique geographic and 
open-air capabilities their workload is reported under the 
umbrella of their major command regardless of the testbed, 
permanent facility or testing location. 

There are four major tenants operating in this functional area 
at WSMR: DoD Office of the Test Director (Electronic 
Countermeasures - Counter/Countermeasures), The Survivability 
and Lethality Directorate of the Army Research Laboratory, the 
Battlefield Environments Directorate of the Army Research 
Laboratory, and the Air Force (operating a variety of EW type 
facilities including the RAMS and RATSCAT Radar measurement and 
characterization facilities). 

3 .3 .A  Threat Environment 

3 . 3 . A . 1  What is the number of threats simulated? 

NONE 

3.3 .A .2  How many simultaneous threats can be simulated? What 
type? What is the maximum signal density? Average density? 
Power level? What band? Radiated or injected? 

NONE 

3.3 .A .3  Are the threat software models and simulators 
validated? If yes, by whom? 

3.3 .A .4  Do you conduct open loop testing? Reactive? Closed 
loop? 

3.3 .A.5  What i the threat representation (fidelity) and 
density? 

3 .3 .A .6  Are you capable of simulating land threats? Sea 



threats? Combined land/sea threats? If yes, describe. 

3.3.A.7 What geographic dispersion can be simulated? 

NONE 

3.3.A.7.A Threat lay down? 

3.3.A.7.B Representative distance? 

3.3.A.8 Are the threats moveable within a test scenario? 
Relocatable to a new scenario? 

3.3.A.9 Is the facility interlinked with off-site threats? If 
yes, how are you linked? 

3.3.A.10 Is there a limit on simultaneous users? ~f no, 
explain. 

3.3.B Test Article Support 

3.3.B.1 Is there a size, weight, or other limitation on test 
operations the facility can support? If yes, explain and 
describe measures needed to remove them. 

YES. The turntable has a 80 Ton weight limitation. A larger 
turntable would have to be acquired. 

3.3.B.2 What is the number of simultaneous countermeasures that 
can be evaluated? 

NONE 

3.3.B.3 What range of spectra can be tested and evaluated? 

NONE 

3.3.B.4 What are the available spectra? 

NONE 



3.3.B.5 Do you have a scene generation capability? If yes, 
describe. 

3.4 ARMAMElSTS / WEAPONS 

3.4.A Directed Energy 

This has been separately reported under other sections of the 
WSMR Data Call. 

3.4.A.1 Do you currently test directed energy weapons? If yes, 
describe. Describe power sources available. What is maximum 
downrange distance? 

YES. See the Directed Energy Section of the Data Call. 

3.4.B Rocket / Missile / Bomb Systems 

3.4.B.1 Ground Space 

3.4.B.l.A What is the area in square miles of the land and 
water space for conduct of live rocket, missile, or bomb 
systems? 

Depending upon the requirement between 3,200 and 4,000+ square 
miles are available in and around the range, without considering 
the off-range launch corridors at Ft. Wingate and Green River, 
Utah. The lesser number identifies air and land space within 
the actual range boundaries while the larger number includes the 
adjoining calll-up areas. 

3.4.B.l.B How many separate and distinct land and water test 
areas are available. List them and the size of each in acres. 

See table 11. The total number of test and evaluation ranges on 
the installation and the total impact acres available on WSMR 
are 14 ranges, 2,353,208 acres. 

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION 

A significant feature of WSMR operations is the ability to 
conduct tests simultaneously. 

The maximum use of Range resources is obtained by careful 
scheduling of critical resources. The operations are planned 
taking advantage of similar support requirements (e.g., special 
atmospheric conditions) or small space requirements (e.g., 
cannon test at the Small Missile Range, aircraft in center of 
Range or short range missile at Stallion Range Center). 
Although high priority programs tend to get first choice of test 
times and test areas, lower priority programs are often 



accommodated in the same area just before or after if they have 
similar support requirements. As many as eight (8) missions can 
be taking place autonomously at the same time. 

3.4.B.l.C What are the maximum ranges (nautical miles) you can 
test - by type of weapon? 
Within the WSMR range boundaries: 90 nm, e.g. launches from 
the south launch complexes into the 90 mile area (STORM). In 
addition, at the present, the range is evaluating launches from 
Ft. Wingate, NM into WSMR, which add the capability of 250 nm 
( ATACMS ) . 
3.4.B.2 Test Operations 

3.4.B.2.A For each of the land and water ranges described above 
(3.4.B.l.B), how many test missions were scheduled in FY92 and 
FY93 that were required to use safety footprints comparable to 
those required for the listed weapons: 

Unguided 2000 lb class weapons 
live 
inert 

Guided weapons (GBU-24 class) 
live 
inert 

Stand-off weapons (AGM-130 class) 
live 
inert 

Short Range missile (AIM-9 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

Long Range missile ((AIM-120 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

See Table 4. The open-air testing WSMR performs for its RDTE 
customers do not exactly compare to the above listing. The 
closest reasonable comparison has been made. However, it is 
important to note that the AIM-120 missile identified above is a 
short range missile for the purposes of WSMR's RDTE Operations. 

3.4.B.2.B Were flight termination systems required? 

YES. The majority of the systems do require FTS. FTSs are 
required if the system has the capacity to exceed the WSMR 
boundary or endanger range sensitive areas. 

3.4.B.2.C If no missions were scheduled in a category, give the 
reason. 



w 3.4.B.2.D Were any scheduled missions canceled before the 
mission or terminated/aborted during the mission because of 
encroachments in to the safety footprint? If yes, how many per 
year (85 - 93) 
NONE. 

end of narrative submission 
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PROGRAM PESSN D/P FYS FY93 R 9 4  
ARMAMENlSmECPONS pirected tirergy & R o c k e t l M i ~ o m b  Systems - 
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TABLE 2 

OPEN AIR RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

RANGE ACRES 

SMALL MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6,400 
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA-----------------10,24O 
NASA WEST---------------------------31w 
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 
TEST FACILITY (HELSTF)-------------12f800 

AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 10,240 
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 92,160 
RADAR TARGET SCATTER 
(RATSCAT) & RAM-------------------- 3,200 

BAT/SUMWALT TEST TRACK-------------- 28,800 
LAUNCH & IMPACT TEST AREAS 
(e.g. NIKE Ave launch complexes 

& WIT impact areas).----------- 2,164,244 
STALLION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3,840 
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6,400 
OSCURA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2,560 
FORT WINGATE, NM-------------------- 2,560 
GREEN RIVER, UT.-------------------- 3,628 



TABLE 4 

TEST MISSIORS 
( S a f e t y  F t .  P r i n t  R e q u i r e d )  

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT REQUIRED 

WEAPON SHORT 
TYPE TRMS # mg,# 
FTPRIAT 

Unguided 20001b 
Class Weapons 

Long Range 
Missile 

808 
2MIOOOKEM001 010 
2MIOOOLAN073 128 
3MIOOOMAN050067 144 
NONE 196 
3MIOOONL0001 334 
3MI000000004 359 
4MI000000005 364 

842 
871 
878 

3MIOOOERT001 012 
2MIOOOLAN073 148 
3MIOOOHWKXXX 301 
9MIOOOAMR004 370 

FY92 
TITLE 

TAC TRNG 
Prog 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAF' 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT 
MLRS 
MLRS-TGW 
MLRS-SADARM 
HAVE NAP 
AMRAAM 

FY93 SAFETY 
L I V E / I ~ R T  LIVE/IHERT 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 



9-ES-005-000-001 425 Illuminator I1 0/1 4/8 
4-AI-00A-ADP-001 356 1020 ADP 6/81 0/52 

Yes 
Yes 

Targets NONE STORM 
MQM-34D 
Foreign Targets 
XQF-86E 
MQM-107 
XQUH-1B 
QS-55 
Lance 
Patriot 
HERA 
STORM 
QH-50 
AQM-37 
Vandal 

Submunitions 2MU03 1BAT002 015 BAT O/ 1 5/35 

Research Rockets 804 Research Rockets 18/58 17/47 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 





TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ( E ~ )  

Facility Description; including mission statement: The Electromagnetic Environment 
Effects ( E ~  ) test capability is used to perform electrmagnetic survivability/ 
vulnerability test, evaluation, and assessment on all servicer s equipment having E~ 
survivability criteria. Specifically, the E~ test capability simulates all identified E~ 
threat environments. It is a capability that is essential to the life cycle survivability 
on military equipment. The E~ test facilities routinely produce the appropriate 
environments for conducting radiated susceptibility, radiated emission, lightning, 
electrostatic discharge, and electronic warfare test, evaluation and assessments. The 
existing capabilities range from fixed sites, to transportable, to mobile test 
capabilities. Testing facilities include five transmitters and a shielded test cell. The 
test environments can be produced on both ground based and airborne platforms and can be 
deployed world-wide. 

Interconnectivity / Multi-Use of T&E Facility: 

Type of Tests Supported: 

Developmental Test/Operational Test (DT/OT) 
Survivability/Vulnerability 

Summary of Technical Capabilities: The EJ test facilities are capable of open air 
radiations at frequencies from 100 kHz to 18 GHz with intensities greater than 200 
volts/meter. A wide range of jammers are avilable covering frequency bands from 5MHz to 
500 MHz with effective radiated power up to 1000 kW. Signal intelligence capabilities 
ranges in frequencies from 2 MHz to 50 GHz and communication intelligence capabilities 
range from 20 MHz to 500 MHz. 

Keywords : 
electromagnetic - effects - environmental - E~ 
"FORM2 TAB : page : 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS (E~) 

PERSONNEL 

Officer 
Enlisted 
Civilian 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 
Contractor 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Total 22 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 

- - 

Total Square Footage: 8657 

Test Area Square Footage: W/d-dd- Off ice Space Square Footage: 8657 

Tonnage of Equipment : Unknown Volume of Equipment (cu.ft.): Unknown 

Annual Maintenance Cost: $71,761 Estimated Moving Cost: Unknown 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 

FY9 3 FY94 FY9 5 FY9 6 FY97 FY9 8 FY99 
PMITTS-EMRE 4.2 M 

II FORM3 rn TAB : page : 



FACILITY CONDITION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS (E~) 

AGE: 3 5  REPLACEMENT VALUE: $877,000 

MAINTENANCE 4 REPAIR BACKLOG: $40,946 

DATE OF LAST UPGRADE: No major upgrade 

NATURE OF LAST UPGRADE: 

MAJOR UPGRADES PROGRAMMED None 

1. UPGRADE TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

2. UPGRAD3 TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

rn FORM4 " TAB : page : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS (E~) 

TLE FWNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

86 

24,720 

UNAVAIL 

87 

28,064 

UNAVAIL 

FISCAL YEAR 

88 

I 

27,616 

UNAVAIL 

I 
I 8 9  

26,512 

UNAVAIL 

"FORMS-On TAB : page : 

9 0  

29,472 

UNAVAIL 

91 

34,752 

UNAVAIL 
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White Sands Missile Range 
BRAC 95 R&D Data Call #7 

PART V: Data Submission 

R&D FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: 

ELECTRONIC WARFARE 



SECTION 2: CAPACITY & TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.1 WORKLOAD 

2.1.A Historical Workload 

2.1.A.1 See the Historical Workload Form (FORM5-0 and FORM5-1) 

Historical Workload unavailable as this capability is being 
transferred to NED 1 Oct 94. 

2.1.B Forecasted Workload 

2.1.B.1 Identify all appropriations (by program element) that 
generated testing or test support requirement, or are expected 
to generate such a requirement for FY92, FY93, and each year of 
the FY95 FYDP. 

See Table 1. 

2.1.B.2 Provide the amount of test work performed at your 
facility in FY92 and FY93. Break this out by workyears across 
the functional descriptors. (note, this is a duplicate of item 
2.1.A.1 above) 

This information is not available. 

2.2 UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

2.2.A See the Unconstrained Capacity form (FORM6) 

2.2.B Is this capacity limited by the physical characteristics 
of the facility itself, safety or health considerations, 
commercial utility availability, etc? 

The capacity is limited by characteristics of the facility as 
well as safety. 

2.3 TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.3.A Does the facility have a specified war-time or 
contingency role established in approved war plans? 

2.3.B Does the facility provide a T&E product or service, 
without which irreparable harm would be imposed on the test 
mission of the host installation? 

2.3.B.1 On the test mission of any other activity? 



2.3.B.2 On any other mission deemed critical to the operational 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States? 

NO 

SECTION 3:  MEASURES OF HERIT 

3 . 1  OVER-ARCHING MEASURES OF MERIT 

3 .1 .A  Interconnectivity 

3.1.A.1 What percentage of the total test workload of this 
facility in FY93 involved the real-time or near real-time 
exchange of data or control with another facility? List the 
facilities you interconnect to for tests and identify how many 
are simultaneous activities. Identify these as to whether they 
are internal or external to the site. 

NONE 

3.1.A.2 If your facility were to be closed, would there be an 
impact on other facilities to which you are connected. If yes, 
explain. 

NONE 

3.1.8 Facility Condition 

3.1.B.1 See the Facility Condition form (FORM4). 

3.1.C Environmental and Encroachment Carrying Capacity 

3.1.C.1 Do you have limiting (current or future) environmental 
and/or encroachment characteristics associated with the 
installation/facility? If yes, explain. 

Please see the response to 95 BRAC #3 for details. Many of the 
environmental charateristics mapped for the response to 95 BRAC 
# 3  address evolving environmental issues, the outcome of which 
could impose limitations on carrying capacity in the foreseeable 
future . 
For exmple, wetlands have never been delineated on WSMR, yet a 
large portion of the Range is expected to qualify under the 
current and developing definition of jurisdictional wetlands 
subject to protections under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Until delineation is funded or required due to proposed 
development, confirmation of the extent of the wetlands and 

1 



level of regulatory protection is unknown. 

Similiarly, a Rangewide endangered species survey has never been 
undertaken for WSMR. There are several federally listed species 
expected to occur on the Range which have not, yet, been proven 
to occur. In addition, several species which are currently 
listed as endangered by the state of New Mexico, or candidate 
species for federal listing are known to occur on the Range. 
Future surveys, or changes in listing status are likely to cause 
some of these species to be documented or listed. In this 
event, limitations on carrying capacity should be expected. 

Finally, current compliance with the mandates of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires approval of 
project/program specific NEPA documentation. New test 
projects/programs, and expanded versions of ongoing test 
projects/program, can not take place at WSMR without the 
preparation and approval of new or supplemental NEPA 
documentation. While compliance with NEPA does not preclude any 
specific activity, the NEPA process itself is time consuming and 
resource intensive (especially with the lack of baseline 
environmental data at WSMR). When not anticipated in project 
planning/scheduling, the NEPA documentation requirements can 
lead to unacceptable costs and delays in test execution, thereby 
limiting mission capacity and expandability. In addition, the 
rapid evolution of environmental laws can be expected to result 
in additonal requirements under NEPA and limitations on carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

Encroachment issues due to surrounding communities at WSMR are 
few (e.g., occasional attempts by state and federal governmental 
agencies to establish wildlerness lands adjacent to the 
installation boundaries or within the extension area, etc.). 
However, the installation co-uses lands administered by several 
non-DoD federal agencies, including the Department of the 
Interior (e.g., White Sands National Monument and San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge) and the Department of Agriculture 
(Jornada Experimental Range). Some of the agreements which 
govern joint use of these lands are expired and under revision 
at this time. Current issues involving DoD co-use of these 
lands and compatibility with the non-DoD agency missions are 
under scrutiny (e.g., military overflight of wildlife refuges, 
and the assessment of cumulative impact due to the overall WSMR 
mission). The resoultion of thses issues has potential to limit 
carrying capacity in the foreseeable future. 

3.1.C.2 How much could workload be increased before this limit 
would be reached? Express you answer as a percentage of your 
current workload. 

An answer in the form of a percentage is not possible. Due to 
the factors discussed in item 3.1.C.1, above, the possibility of 
increasing the test load (workload) for any specific 



project/program, or adding new test missions, would depend on on 
a variety of things, such as: the scope of the project as 
defined in the original NEPA approval, the resources that may be 
impacted as a result of any increased workload, the location of 
the testing, and any changes in environmental regulations which 
may have occurred prior to the increased workload. In addition, 
there is significant non-DoD agency concern regarding the lack 
of cumulative effects assessment for the WSMR mission. It is 
not clear if, and at what point, testing may be constrained due 
to this deficiency. 

3.1.C.3 Do you currently operate under temporary permits of an 
environmental nature, or voluntary agreements (including 
treaties) of any sort that deal with the environment? If so, 
when do they expire, and describe them. 

1. EXP: 19 Jan 98. 
TITLE: Interagency Agreement for professional and Technical 

Assistance in Inventorying and Mapping Wetlands between the 
U.S. Department of the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Department of the Interior. 

DESCRIPTION: USFWS will map wetlands boundaries for Army 
installations as funded and prioritized by the Army. WSMR is 
AMC's #1 priority for FY94 funding/execution [Memorandum, AMXEN- 
M, 31 Jan 94, subject: Updated Prioritization on DA/u.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
Conducting Wetlands Delineation and Mapping in the U.S. Army 
Materiel Command] 

2. EXP: 31 Aug 95. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding between White Sands 

Missile Range, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and Wildlife Research Institute for 
Mountain Lion and Mule Deer Research on White Sands Missile 
Range, New Mexico. 

DESCRIPTION: Permits the performance of a cooperative 
wildlife research project involving lions and deer on WSMR. 

3. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: White Sands Pupfish Conservation Plan (2 Mar 94 

revsion ) . 
DESCRIPTION: Defines measures necessary to protect this 

fish species and precludes actions which would cause the USFWS 
to list it as threatened or endangered; commits WSMR to 
participate in the development of a memorandum of agreement 
between WSMR, the State of New Mexico, and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service which details specific actions and agency 
responsibilities for protection of the White Sands pupfish. 
[Note: MOA is currently u n d e ~ ~  interagency review prior to 
approval ] 

4. EXP: Marg5. 
TITLE: Big Game Hunting Dates and Areas for the 1994-1995 



License Year on WSMR (Proclamation of 1994-95 Seasons, New 
Mexico Department of Game and Fish, NMSA Chapter 17) 

DESCRIPTION: Establishes public big game hunting dates and 
areas for the current license year IAW approvals provided by 
WSMR during inter'agency coordination. 

5 .  EXP: 30  Jun 89 (new agreement currently under 
negotiation). 

TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 
Department of the Army Represented by the Corps of Engineers and 
the Department of the Interior Represented by the Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife (DACA 47-9-69-293). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the San 
Andres National Wildlife Refuge by WSMR. 

6. EXP: Jun 9 0 .  
TITLE: Cooperative Agreement for Conservation and 

development of Fish and Wildlife Resources on the White Sands 
Missile Range (signatory agencies: WSMR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms of interagency and joint 
management of fish and wildlife resources on WSMR IAW the Sikers 
Act (PL 86-797, as amended). 

7. EXP: 30 Jun 90. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of Agriculture, Represented by the Science and 
Education Administration Agricultural Research, and the 
Department of the Army, Represented by the Corps of Engineers 
(DACA 47-9-81-48). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the 
Jornada Experimental Range by WSMR. 

8. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: Options for Desert Bighorn Sheep Management, San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). 
DESCRIPTION: Signed agreement between the Regional 

Director, USFWS Region 2, and the Director, New Mexico 
Department of Game and Fish regarding the long-term managment of 
the endangered (state listed) desert bighorn sheep popultaion on 
WSMR . 
9. EXP: Oct 95 (tentative). 

TITLE: Settlement of the lawsuit in the case of Wolf 
Action Group et al. v. United state et al., to which the 
Secretary of Defense was party. 

DESCRIPTION: This agreement and other correspondence, 
commits DOD, the Department of the Army. and WSMR to allow the 
USFWS to consider WSMR as a potential &;introduction site for 
recovery of the federally listed (endangered) Mexican wolf, and 
commits WSMR as a formal cooperating agency in the preparation 
of the EIS for wolf reintroduction. 



3 .1 .C .4  What is the total population within a 50 mile radius? 
100 mile radius? 150 mile radius? 200 mile radius? 

Population figures were developed using the main cantonment area 
of WSMR as the base point. Due to the isolated geography of the 
range and the sparse population of surrounding areas, these 
numbers will not change significantly if the base point is 
changed or expanded to include all range boundaries. 

population within 50 miles U.S. 766,525 
Mexico 544,496 

Total 1,311,021 

population within 100 miles 

population within 150 miles 

population within 200 miles 

U.S. 836,142 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,406,033 

U.S. 989,896 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,559,787 

U.S. 1,708,285 
Mexico 635,319 

Total 2,341,604 

Note that at the population of the area of Mexico included in 
the population circle between 100 and 150 miles does not change. 
There is no available open source data'on this rural area of 
Mexico. 

3.1 .C.5  Identify the commercial air/land/sea traffic routes, 
public use of air/land/sea space, and the frequency of use for 
each that affect or could affect mission accomplishment in your 
air, land, or sea space. 

N/A. There are none of the above that affect our mission 
accomplishment. A major US highway (U.S. Route 70) crosses the 
range just above the major launch complex area. However this 
does not affect our testing mission as the U.S. Army has 
permission to close the highway as needed in one hour increments 
with 15 minutes for traffic passage between each closure. 

3 . 1 . C . 5 . A  How many test missions per year are canceled due to 



commercial or public use? 

None. 

3.1.C.6 What is the number of test missions that have been 
canceled due to encroachment in each of the last two years? 

NONE 

3.1.D Specialized Test Support Facilities and Targets 

3.1.D.1 Do you have specialized facilities which are required 
to support you in conducting your test operations at your 
facility? If yes, describe. 

3.1.D.2 Are specialized targets required to support this 
facility, If yes, explain. 

3.1.D.2.A Have the specialized targets been validated? If yes, 
by whom? 

3.1.E Expandability 

3.1.E.1 Other than the expandability inherent in the 
unconstrained capacity (FORM 6) discussed earlier, are there any 
special aspects of this facility that enhance its ability to 
expand output within each T&E functional area? If yes, explain. 

3.1.E.l.A Can yoti accept new T&E workload different from what 
you are currently performing? If yes, identify by T&E 
functional area and test type. 

YES. Electronic Combat - Developmental Testing/Operational 
Testing and Training 

3.1.E.2 Are the airspace, land, and water areas adjacent to 
areas under DoD control available and/or suitable for physical 
expansion to support new missions or increased footprints. If 
yes, explain. 

YES. Over 1,000 square miles of public and private land 
adjoining the north and west boundaries of the range are 
currently available for use as safety footprints, 
instrumentation sites, or exclusion areas to support test 

w programs. The agreements to use this land on an "on callw basis 



are already in place and have been for over 30 years. 

3.1.E.3 Is the f(aci1ity equipped to support secure operations. 
If yes, to what level of Classification (Cofidential -> 
Special Access)? 

YES - Secret 
3.1.E.4 Are there any capital improvements underway or 
programmed in the FY95 FYDP that would change your 
capacity/capability. If yes, explain. 

YES. The WSMR Investment Plan indicates that 1.2 M is planned 
for FY95 for Upper Radome Certification. 

3.1.F Uniqueness 

3.1.F.1 Is this a one-of-a-kind facility within the DoD? If 
yes, explain. 

Yes. Part of our capability is that we have the only airborne 
platform which generates 10 different threats simultaneously. 

Additionally, WSMR is the largest over land based and most 
highly instrumented test range in the free world. WSMR is one- 
of-a-kind as a national strategic resource due to its land mass 
of 2,164,244 acres (100 x 40 miles). The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 
extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. Although 
primarily thought of as a missile range, WSMR has extensive 
laboratory test facilities that are modern and varied. With its 
unique geographical location, climatic conditions, 
infrastructure (3,000 instrumentation sites, 50 launch 
complexes, 1,900 buildings, 1829 miles of roads), and highly 
skilled technical workforce, WSMR supports a variety of 
customers including NAVY, Air Force, Ballistic Missile Defense 
Organization, and the adjacent Holloman AFB, and Ft. Bliss Army 
installations. In addition, WSMR has adjacent call up areas to 
the west and north, and off-range launch areas currently under 
evaluation at Green River, UT (450 mi extension), Mountain Home, 
ID (800 mi extension), and Fort Wingate Army Depot (285 mi 
extension). 

3.1.F.l.A Within the U.S. Government? If yes, explain 

YES. See above. 

3.1.F.l.B Within the U.S? If yes, explain. 

YES. See above. Also, WSMR is located within the continental 
U.S. in south-central NM near the cities of Las Cruces, Socorro, 
Alamogordo, NM, and El Paso, TX. WSMR is 30-40 miles east to 



west and 100 miles south to north (land mass of 2,164,244 acres) 
with additional nlorth and west extensions. The air space is 
restricted over wSMR for safety and security purposes, and 
extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. 

3 . 1 . F . 2  Are you (currently providing support to DoD users 
outside your Mili,tary Department? If yes, indicate the 
percentage of total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military 
Department. 

YES. However the data is not available. 

3 . 1 . 6  Available Air, Land, and Sea Space 

3 . 1 . 0 . 1  How many square miles of air, land, and sea space are 
available to support test operations? 

About 5,000 square miles of air space with 2,164,244 acres of 
land mass (excluding White Sands National Monument) is 
available. In adldition, there are 11,306 square miles of air 
space available within the associated extension areas 
surrounding the range (see enclosed map - prepared by KING 
JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 1989). 

3 . 1 . 0 . 2  Who owns or controls the land under the Restricted 
Airspace use? 

The range. Additionally, WSMR owns and /or controls some of the 
land under the restricted areas. 

3 . 1 . 6 . 3  How much of this (total air space available to support 
operations) is Restricted Airspace, and what altitude limits are 
associated with the restricted areas? 

All of the area is restricted airspace and the altitude limits 
are surface to unlimited or structured with various altitude 
limits. 

3 . 1 . 6 . 4  Do you have special use airspace other than supersonic 
airspace? If yes, for what types of tests? What are its 
dimensions? Will it support simultaneous users? 

YES. Various tests. The tests take place within the 
established restricted airspace boundaries. 

3 . 1 . 0 . 5  Is the airspace over land or water. List the number of 
square miles over each. 

The airspace is over land. 

DESIGNATION 
R-5107B 
R-5107C 

SQUARE MILES 
3,504 
1,172 



TOTAL 

734 
169 

1,588 
1,271 
1,081 

89 
580 
580 
460 

2,242 
1,336 
1,500 (AT GREEN RIVER, UT) 

3.1.6.6 Identify known or projected airspace problems that may 
prevent accomplishing your mission. 

In Aug 93, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) completed 
a survey of its National Wildlife Refuge System to identify 
issues regarding military aircraft overflights as a possible 
incompatible refuge use. Among the 41 refuges where military 
overflights were determined to be an issue, the San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge on WSMR was identified as the sixth 
highest priority for problem resolution. In a memorandum from 
the Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate 
General, 2 May 93, recommended ODEP take immediate action to 
resolve the 
conflicts for the Army as a class. WSMR is has not been made 
aware of any resolution at this time, however, the installation 
anticipates institution of a minimum altitude of 2000' AGL for 
all aircraft overflights of the Refuge based on recent FORSCOM 
action and requests from the USFWS during negotiations for a new 
cooperative agreement for co-use of Refuge lands. In adiditon, 
there is some indication that minimum altitudes may be an issue 
in the future where occupied endangered species' habitats are 
imvolved (e.g., desert bighorn sheep outside of Refuge 
boundaries). 

3.1 .6 .7  What is the maximum straight line segment in your 
airspace in nautical miles? 

120 Nautical miles. 

3.1.6.8 What public airspace have you used for overflight of 
weapons systems in the past? What was the nature of those 
tests? Do you anticipate being able to use that same public 
airspace for similar tests in the future? Yes or no to each. 

YES. Flight of a target drone (AQM-37). Yes. Waiver on file 
with the Federal Aviation Administration, Albuquerque Air Route 
Traffic Control Center from Jan 94 thru 31 Dec 94 for flight in 
public airspace. 



3 . 1 . H  Geographical/~limatological Features 

3 . 1 . H . 1  Describe the topography and ground cover/vegetation 
within your test airspace (include nap of the earth). Identify 
all of the following that apply: mountains, forest, jungle, 
cultivated lowland, swamp, riverine, desert, and sea. State the 
area of each in square miles. 

The following descriptions are transcribed or adapted from 
Muldavin, E. and P. Mehlhop. 1992. A preliminary vegetation 
classification and test vegetation map for White Sands Missile 
Range and Sand Andres National wildlife Refuge, New ~exico. New 
Mexico Natural Heritage Program, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque. The estimated coverage in square miles of the 
identified topography is based upon expert opinion analysis of 
satellite imagery, as less than 4% of the range has been land 
surveyed and placed in the LCTA or GIs (GRASS) databases. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

White Sands Missile Range lies within the Bolson sub-section 
Mexican Highlands section of the Basin and Range physiographic 
province (Gile, Hawley and Grossman, 1981). It is characterize 
by broad desert basins and discontinuous mountain ranges (Gile, 
Hawley and Grossman 1981). The major mountain ranges are the 
San Andres and Oscura Mountains which lie centrally, and divide 
the range into two major basins to the east and west. The San 
Andres Mountains are structurally a large west tilted fault 
block which rise to a height of 2,733.4 m (8,968 ft) at Salinas 
Peak. The mountain range is cuesta-like with precipitous 
escarpments facing east and long, gently dipping slopes to the 
west. To the east of the San Andres is the Tularosa Basin, a 
corresponding down-faulted inter-mountain basin with a minimum 
elevation of 1,175 m (3,855 ft)l. A long piedmont slope leads 
from the base of the escarpment of San Andres to the Tularosa 
Basin floor, which is notable for its extensive alkali flats, 
coppice dune fields, gypsum lake deposits, and shifting dunes. 
The north end of the basin is partly covered by an Holocene 
basalt flow called the Carrizozo Malpais. To the west of the 
San Andres is the Jornada del Muerto basin which is divided 
into two internally drained northern and southern basins with 
minimum elevations approaching 1,495 m (4,900 it). At the north 
end of WSMR are the smaller Oscura Mountains which are also a 
cuesta-like east tilted fault block like the San Andres, but in 
opposite directions. The escarpment faces west with the 
corresponding long piedmont slope leading to the bottom of 
northern Jornada del Muerto basin. To the east, slopes gently 
dip into the basin fill of Tularosa Basin. Both ranges lie on 
Precambrian age granites, and are stratigraphically complex with 
intermixed limestone and sandstone strata ranging in age from 
Cambrian to Quaternary (Bachman 1968; Bachman and Harbour 1970). 

At the very southern boundary of the Missile Range is the 



northern end of the Organ Mountains which are primarily Tertiary 
Quartz monzonite derived from the Organ Batholith, and 
Precambrian granites (Seager 1981). For the most part, they 
lack the fault block structure and complex stratigraphy of the 
San Andres and Oscura ranges, but are more topographically 
diverse and rugged. 

SOILS 

The soils of the study area have been mapped at the 1:100,000 
scale by Neher and Bailey (1976). They identified 35 soil 
series mapped into 29 mapping units for the range. These 
delineations tend to be generalized and heterogeneous, with most 
soils falling into the Aridisol order from the Camborthid, 
Haplargid, Calciorthid, Paleorthid, and Gypsiorthid Great 
Groups. There were five Entisols and one Mollisol identified. 
The most common series were summarized by Anderson and Taylor 
(1983) as follows: Yesum and Holloman gypsum flats (320,202 
acres), Nikel and Tencee soils support about 269,500 acres of 
desert shrublands on alluvial fans, Rockland (cool, warm and 
outcrop) covers 613,035 acres, gypsum duneland covers about 
95,800 acres and the lava flow covers 40,700 acres. 

VEGETATION 

CONIFEROUS FOREST 

Lower Montane Coniferous Forest - The mountain ranges on WSMR 
do not reach the elevation required to support extensive tall 
coniferous forests. The ponderosa pine-Arizona fescue type 
which occurs at the highest elevations on Salinas Peak in the 
San Andres Mountains is the only representative found on WSMR of 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forest. This vegetation type is common 
elsewhere in the Southwest, and is found in a zone above pinyon- 
juniper woodlands and below mixed coniferous forests dominated 
by firs. 7 square miles. 

WOODLANDS AND SAVANNAS 

Coniferous Woodlands - This vegetation type is found below the 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forests and is dominated by the low 
stature conifers, pinyon pine and oneseed juniper. The 
woodlands are characterized by tree canopies that are moderately 
open to nearly closed (> 25% cover), although some stands can be 
quite open (5-25% cover, particularly after fire. Undergrowth 
is commonly dominated by sclerophyllous shrubs, and on occasion 
by grasses. Savannas on the other hand have open to very open 
canopies with predominately grassy cover dominated by warm 
season grasses which occurs between trees. The most common 
habitat types in coniferous woodlands are pinyon pine-gambel 
oak, pinyon pine- Scribnerls needle and thread, pinyon pine/ 
wavy-leaf oak, pinyon pine- mountain mahogany, pinyon pine/ blue 



grama, pinyon pine/beargrass, pinyon pine/ sideoats grama and 
pinyon pine/ muhly. 237 square miles. 

Savannas - At lower elevations around 2,100 m (7000 ft), the 
pinyon pine give way to the savannas of the oneseed juniper 
series. Here, oneseed juniper is the dominant tree, varying 
from moderately c:losed to very open canopies (5-50% cover). 
Pinyon pine is poorly represented or absent. On gentle 
landforms of low relief, trees tend to be scattered across the 
landscape with wide spaces of intervening grass cover, hence the 
savanna-like phys:iognomy. In steeper and more dissected hill 
terrain, the types take on more of a woodland aspect, with the 
shrub element becoming more important. The lower elevation 
limit of this series is around 1,750 m (5,800 ft) in the north, 
and 1,900 m (6,200 ft) at the south end of WSMR. The most 
common variant of the Savannas type is oneseed juniper/sideoats 
grama which occurs on moderately steep to very steep and 
dissected hill slopes or scarp slopes of cuestas. Overall 
undergrowth production is low, with grass cover the most 
conspicuous element, but sclerophyllous shrubs can be important 
(oaks and mountain mahogany). At somewhat lower elevations, but 
in a similar landscape, the oneseed juniper/New Mexican feather 
grass type becomes dominant. On more gentle landforms such as 
adjacent lower toe slopes or cuesta dip slopes, the above type 
will give way to either the oneseed juniper/blue grama or 
oneseed juniper/hairy grama series. These types have the more 
savanna-like physiognomy with the oneseed juniper/hairy grama 
occurring on somewhat rockier sites with coarser textured soils 
than where the oneseed juniper/bluegrama habitat type occurs. 
Plains-Mesa Grasslands are commonly found adjacent to these 
savannas where trees become poorly represented or absent. At 
the lower elevational limits of this series, the oneseed 
juniper/black grama becomes predominant with Plains-Mesa 
Grasslands and Desert Grasslands across a broad ecotone. 321 
square miles. 

SCRUBLAND 

Montane Scrub - Montane scrub usually occurs in the same 
elevation zone as woodlands and savannas, but in either more 
extreme environments, or on sites that have been subjected to 
high frequency disturbance such as repeated fire. The 
vegetation is normally dominated by low stature sclerophyllous 
shrubs such as mountain mahogany and oaks and hardy grasses such 
as New Mexico muhly. Some habitat types defined within this 
series are mountain mahogany/yellowleaf silktassel, gambel 
oak/snowberry, wavyleaf oak/mountain mahogany, grayoak/mountain 
mahogany and scrub liveoak/mountain mahogany. 220 square miles 

Plains-Mesa Scrub - This type of scrub is typified on WSMR by 
the sand sage Series. This Series occurs along the perimeter of 
the upper Jornada basin, usually on wind deposited sandy 
substrates. The landscape is that of gentle rolling hills and 



requirements and desired test data gathering capability. When 
any test equipment is mounted on the aircraft, an airworthiness 
release must be obtained from Test and Evaluation Command 
(TECOM) engineering. Our experience, data base, and ability to 
address every requirement to receive this release ensures that 
there will be no damage to the aircraft, that the test equipment 
will operate as needed, and the release will be received in the 
most timely manner. In many instances, the test equipment has 
been previously used or is very similar to equipment used on a 
past test enabling the use of an airworthiness release from our 
extensive files. 

3 . 2 . B . 2  How close and how many emergency runways or airfields 
are in your area of operation? 

Condron AAF, 32°2Cl'N, 106O24'W; runway 9-27, paved, 6125 ft 
length, 75ft width; runway 10-19, dirt, 4350 ft length, 150 ft 
width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel. Attended 
during normal duty hours, can operate 24 hrs if mission 
dictates. Located at southwest corner of WSMR, 3 miles from 
main post. 

Stallion AAF, 33'49'N, 106°39'W, runway 15-33, paved, 4000 ft 
length, 100 ft witith, unlighted, crash rescue available, jet 
fuel, unattended, located at the northwest corner of WSMR, 
approximately 100 miles from main post. 

White Sands Space Harbor, 32'56'~~ 106O25'W; runway 05-23, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 17-35, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 02-20, packed 
gypsum, 12000 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, attended 0800- 
2200 daily, crash rescue available when NASA training on range, 
located north of main post, WSMR, approximately 40 miles. 
Aircraft size is unlimited, numerous UAV/drone operations 
conducted. 

Biggs AAF, Ft Bliss, TX, 31°51' N, 106"23'W, runway 3-21, 
concrete, 13,572 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, crash rescue 
available, jet fuel, attended 0600-2200 hrs, located 
approximately 40 miles south of WSMR. 

Holloman AFB, NM, 32051nN, 106"1'W, runway 04-22, paved, 10,575 
ft length, 300 ft width, runway 07-25, paved/concrete, 12,131 ft 
length, 150 ft width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, 
attended 24 hrs, located approximately 55 miles northeast of 
WSMR on east range boundary. 

Kirtland AF3, NM, 3S02'N, 106°37'W, runway 03-21, paved, 9000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, runway 12-30, paved, 5130 ft length, 150 
ft width, runway 17-35, paved, 10,010 ft length, 150 ft width, 
lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, AVGAS, attended 24 
hrs, co-located at Albuquerque International Airport 
approximately 100 miles north of the WSMR north boundary, and 



small dunes and hummocks. The vegetation is transitional to 
desert grassland and is characterized by shrub dominance of sand 
sage and soaptree yucca with desert grassland associated grass 
species such as mesa dropseed, giant dropseed and black grama 
well represented. Three habitat types have been identified for 
the Series. ,The most common is the sandsage/mesa dropseed type 
of hill slopes, low dunes, and inter-dune areas. The 
sandsage/giant dropseed type is found with less frequency on the 
summits of the larger dunes. The sandsage/black grama type is 
found on upper slopes grading into Desert Grasslands. 304 
square miles. 

Great Basin Desert Scrub - Great Basin influences are limited on 
WSMR with the exception of the presence of some types of 
fourwing saltbush Series. The three most extensive habitat 
types are fourwing saltbush/giant sacaton, fourwing 
saltbush/mariola and fourwing saltbush/alkali sacaton. These 
types are restricted to low gradient arroyos or in arroyos 
themselves. 710 square miles. 

Chihuahuan Desert Scrub - This is an extensive sub-formation on 
WSMR occupying large areas of lower mountain slopes, bajadas and 
basin bottoms. All habitat types are dominated by drought 
resistant shrubs with undergrowths varying from grassy to nearly 
absent. The creosote bush Series occurs from mountain foot 
slopes, down bajadas to basin floors. Elevations range from 
1,250 to 1,750 m (4,100 to 5,750 ft). The major habitat types 
within the series are: creosotebush/mariola, which occurs on 
the foot slopes of mountains and hills, intergrading with desert 
grasslands and other mountain desert scrub types. Down slope on 
toe slopes and upper bajadas, the above type grades into the 
creosotebush/black grama type and the crosotebush/fluffgrass 
type. Further down the bajadas, the upper types give way to the 
sparse creosotebush and the creosotebush/bush muhly types. 
Finally, on the gentle toe-slopes, creosotebush grades into 
alkali sacaton grasslands. Two minor types are 
creosotebush/hairy coldenia on gypsum outcrops and 
creosotebush/blue grama on upper elevation transitions. 

Other common types included within the Chihuahuan Desert Scrub 
are the tarbush series which may be tarbush/Southwestern 
needlegrass on scarpments or tarbush/alkali sacaton on alluvial 
flats. The mesquite series occurs extensively across the 
Tularosa Basin an'd includes mesquite/mesa dropseed, 
mesquite/four-wing saltbush and mesquite/alkali sacaton. 

Restricted types are those of the ocotillo series. These 
include the ocotillo/mariola habitat type and the 
ocotillo/tufted rockdat type. Another type typical on limestone 
outcrops is ocotillo/side-oats grama. 822 square miles. 

GRASSLAND VElGETATION 



Plains-Mesa Grassland - This sub-formation lies between the 
higher elevation woodlands, savannas or montane scrub and the 
lower elevation desert grasslands or desert scrubs. The most 
extensive Series .is blue grama grasslands. The habitat types 
are blue grama/western wheatgrass, blue grama/sideoats grama, 
blue grama/New Mexico needlegrass, blue grama/sand dropseed, 
blue grama/ Bigelow sagebrush, hairy grama/New Mexico 
needlegrass, hairy grama/blue grarna, New Mexico 
needlegrass/sideoats grama, oneseed juniper/New Mexico 
needlegrass, New Mexico needlegrass/sotol and little 
bluestem/sandhill muhly. 372 square miles. 

Desert Grassland - Desert grassland areas are characterized by 
the dominance of grass species associated with semi-arid to arid 
transition climates: the gramas, dropseeds and muhlys. These 
grasslands grow on a wide variety of land forms such as upper 
bajadas, dip slopes of cuesta and cuesta-like mountains, 
mountain and hill foot and toe slopes, alluvial fans, bajadas, 
convex shoulders or summits of alluvial fans on gravely, well 
drained soils, rolling hills, lower mountain escarpment slopes, 
rolling limestone hills, wide valley bottoms and basin floors, 
alkaline, a1luvia:l flats, gypsum mounds and gypsum outcrops, 
etc. 

Some of the most common habitat types are black grama/blue 
grama, found on upper bajadas in transition with Plains-Mesa 
Grassland, black grama/mariola on mountains and hill foot and 
toe slopes, black grama/Torrey Mormon tea and black grama/desert 
Mormon tea on alluvial fans and bajadas, black grama/soaptree 
yucca on rolling hills along the western border of the Jornada 
Basin, black grama/hairy grama on alluvial fans and bajadas, 
black grama/sotol on lower mountain escarpment slopes, black 
grama/Bigelow sagebrush on rolling limestone hills and 
escarpment slopes in the Tularosa Basin, black grama/New Mexico 
needlegrass in association with black grama/blue grama and 
Plains-Mesa Grassland, alkali sacaton/burrograss covering 
extensive alluvial flats, alkali sacaton/saltgrass occurring on 
alkaline alluvial flats, giant sacaton/Hallrs panic grass 
growing on alluvial flats, and terraces, mesa dropseed/broom 
dalea occurring on tall, non-gypsiferous dunes of the central 
Tularosa Basin, curlyleaf muhly/sotol on limestone escarpment 
slopes of the Central San Andres Mountains, curlyleaf 
muhly/ocotillo and curlyleaf muhly/ Bigelow sagebrush on 
limestone outcrops and cuestas in the eastern Oscura Mountains, 
gypgrass/Hartwegs evening primrose and gypgrass/hairy coldenia 
growing on gypsum domes and gypgrass/ocotillo growing along the 
upper edges of gypsum outcrops. 389 square miles. 

3.1.H.2 Are there features of the local geology or soil 
conditions that enhance or inhibit any types of tests? 

The playa that includes Lake Lucero is the secondary source of 



gypsum sands that forms White Sands National Monument. This 
reality inhibits or re-directs certain test corridors. However, 
provisions for testing are possible so that conflicts with the 
National Monument and the geological processes related to the 
formation of gypsum sands are largely avoided. 

The basalt flow olr Malpais cover a stream channel that provides 
groundwater flow at Malpais Spring. This spring and its 
associated marsh and playas provide White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Mound Springs is an area providing White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Salt Creek drainage system and associated groundwater flow are 
also associated with pupfish habitat. Some types of tests may 
be re-directed when impacts are anticipated on this habitat. 

The unique geologic setting featuring sparse human population 
and a large, land-locked basin covered with desertic vegetation 
and protected on three sides by mountains enhances all types of 
testing. The high percentage of severely erodible soils does 
not inhibit testing from taking place, but does place some 
restrictions, modifications and sometimes, mitigation 
requirements on projects. 

3.1.H.3 Do you have to go to other geographical locations to 
satisfy test requirements? If yes, explain. If yes, provide as 
a percent of overall workload per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. 

3.1.H.4 Number of days per year with average temperature below 
32 degrees F? Between 32 and 95 degrees F? Above 95 degrees F? 

Below 32 degrees 5 
Between 32 and 95 degrees 360 
Above 95 degrees 0 

3.1.H.5. Number of days per year with average relative humidity 
below 30%? Between 30 and 80%? Above 80% 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

33% of the time 
56.4% of the time 
10.6% of the time 

12C days per year 
206 days per year 
39 days per year 

3.1.H.6 Number of test missions per year (85 - 93) canceled due 



to weather? 

Data unavailable. 

3.1.H.7 Number of test days per year (85 - 93) canceled due to 
weather? 

Data unavailable. 

3.1.H.8 Number of days per year the visibility is less than 1 
mile? Between 1 and 3 miles? Greater than 3 miles? 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

0.4% of the time 
0.2% of the time 
99.4% of the time 

1 day per year 
1 day per year 

363 days per year 

3.1.H.9 What is the average number of flying days available per 

9 year for flight tests? Provide historical average from the past 
eight years. 

YEAR FLIGHTS 

AVERAGE = 345.3 DAYS 

3.1.H.10 What percentage of the time are your test operations 
restricted due to weather? 

-05% OF THE TIME. 

3.2 AIR VEHICLES 

3.2.A Supersonic Airspace 

3.2.A.1 Do Supersonic Corridors or areas exist? 

r 



YES. 

3 . 2 . A . 2  Where are they located relative to the airfield? 

Located within R-.5107B, R-5107C, and R-5111A. 

3 .2 .A .3  At what altitude (upper and lower altitude)? 

Supersonic corridor is 300 feet above ground level to 30,000 
feet MSL and the supersonic area is 10,000 feet MSL to 50,000 
feet MSL. FINAL EIS, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, DATED JANUARY 1990. 

3 .2 .A .4  Are they over land or water? What size and shape 
(length and width)? 

Over land. Supersonic corridor is 65nm x lOnm and the 
supersonic is 85nm x 40nm. 

3 .2 .A .5  Are there restrictions you must observe to use this 
space? If yes, explain. 

NO. 

3 .2 .A .6  What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

UNKNOWN. Due to the size of the corridor the number of 
simultaneous uses could be considered as basically unlimited. 
The bi-annual DoD "Roving Sands" Air Defense Training Exercise 
routinely deploys over 100 aircraft simultaneously in this 
corridor. 

3 . 2 . 8  Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3 . 2 . B . 1  Provide a brief description of your airfield and 
support facilities. 

WSMR has two light to medium duty airfields; Condron Army 
Airfield and Stallion Army Airfield. Also located within the 
Restricted Airspace Area and extensively used in testing is 
Holloman Air Force Base. Army Air Operations Directorate 
(AAOD), based at Holloman AFB, provides general test support 
with both rotary and fixed wing aircraft. AAOD currently has 10 
JUH-1H helicopters and one JC-12, with FY94-95 plans for a 
composite of 4-JON-58C, 6-JUH-lH, and JC-12 to support test and 
recovery operations. AAOD has extensive maintenance capability. 
In addition to routine operational maintenance, AAOD personnel 
have been trained to perform repair and rebuild operations that 
are normally accomplished at depot locations. The local rebuild 
and repair of major subsystems saves both time and money, 
enhancing overall aircraft availability. In many instances test 
customers must mount very technical, sensitive equipment on a 
helicopter. AAOD can build, test, and install just about any 
sort of test mounl: or rack, accomodating both airframe 



approximately 50 miles north of the northern restricted airspace 
extension. 

Other smaller airfields within the local area include Las 
Cruces, NM International, 40 miles west, Roswell, NM Industrial, 
60 miles east (both have local fire department on field) and 
numerous small strips with runways in excess of 5000 feet. 

3.2.B.3 Where is your airfield situated relative to working 
areas (airspace) for supporting test operations? 

Condron AAF is situated on the southwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130 and has 
jet fuel available. Operations supporting the entire southern 
half of the range can be staged from Condron. 

Stallion AAF is situated on the northwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130, however, 
runway length dictates weight limitations for takeoff of heavier 
fixed wing aircraft. Operations supporting the entire north 
half of the range can be staged from Stallion. Jet fuel is 
available. 

Holloman AFB is situated on the east central range boundary of 
WSMR. The Army aviation element of WSMR (AAOD) is located at 
Holloman and can provide extensive maintenance capability to 
test aircraft. AAOD has its own organic refuel service 
available during normal duty hours. Air Force refuel is 
available at all other times. Operations supporting the entire 
range can be staged from Holloman AFB. 

There are numerous improved helipads at almost every 
instrumented range site and on main post to facilitate 
prepositioning of helicopters for tests or recovery operations. 

Fuel trucks are routinely dispatched both on and off range to 
support aviation operations, enabling maximum on station time if 
necessary to suppart time critical tests and recover senstive 
items. 

3.2.B.4 What makes your airfield unique or at least suited for 
supporting test operations? 

Each military service or contractor has unique test 
requirements, and therefore unique test equipment and 
capability. There is absolutely no shortage of expertise in any 
test area at WSMR. AAOD routinely provides support and advice 
to all the tenant test activities and knows where to go to get 
advice and support. when preparing an aircraft or test mount. 
The cooperation between all services saves countless man hours 
in test conduct an.d preparation. The work force at AAOD is 
highly motivated, well trained and, agewise, well distributed. 



The turnover rate of personnel is very low and institutional 
knowledge is very high. We treat the people we support as 
customers and make every effort to ensure that they are 
satisfied. AAOD has extensive shop capability and enough hangar 
and ramp space to prepare any size aircraft for testing to 
include the manufacture and installation of test mounts and 
power sources. Most of the pilots at AAOD have well over 20 
years flight experience, are intimately familiar with the range 
and range operations, thus saving customers many hours and 
providing the safest, most efficient flight support anywhere. 
We also have an aircraft availability and reliability rate 
equalled by few, that enables AAOD to provide backup support to 
every rotary wing test requirement. As previously mentioned, 
our shops and high level maintenance and rebuild capability 
ensures minimum down time to the testing agency, enabling much 
more consistent test results. AAOD is co-located with the 46th 
Test Group (Air Force). On many tests, the co-operation level 
is so high that it becomes impossible to find a specific 
dividing line between results obtained by either organization. 
The long standing relationship between AAOD and the 46th Test 
Group enables us to trade expertise, equipment and experience to 
accomplish any test mission. 

3 . 2 . B . 5  Is there a size, weight, maintenance, or mission 
limitation that would affect test operations? If yes, describe. 

Both Stallion Army Airfield and Condron Army Airfields are size 
and weight limited to aircraft no larger than C-130, however, 
since Army Air Operations Directorate is located at Holloman Air 
Force Base there is no size or weight limit that would affect 
test operations. White Sands Space Harber can accomodate any 
size fixed or rotary wing aircraft. 

3 . 2 . B . 6  Including hangers and ramp space, how many fighter size 
aircraft could yoiu support? Large multi-engine aircraft? 
Rotary wing? UAV'? Cruise Missiles? 

Condron Army Airfield could support simultaneous operations for 
approximately 3 C-130 sized aircraft and 5 fighter sized 
aircraft. Stallion AAF could support 2 C-130 sized aircraft and 
2 fighter sized aircraft, due to limited ramp space. As a 
tenant at Holloman AFB, Army Air Operations could support an 
almost unlimited amount of aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. 
Stallion AAF and Condron AAF could support up to 20 helicopters 
in support of test operations. Although hangar space of both 
airfields is very limited (approx 6500 square feet each), 
Condron AAF and Stallion AAF have both supported UAV operations 
and testing in the past with no limitations. 

3 . 2 . C .  Test Operations 

3 . 2 . C . 1  What types of air vehicle testing can be supported? 
Describe? 



ELECTRONIC WmPARE 

The Big Crow prosram, which pcssesses the world's premier electronic 
warfare asseemmmt a e o e t s ,  is now available to users for EW training. Big 
Crow, baoed at Kirt l8 :nd  Air Porcr B r s a .  New Wexicc. har a proiectior. 
capabi2ity to m y  operational theater. Big 2row repreaen=s a w i p e  
collection of EW capa!bilitiar, the cornerstme of which is the prOgranle 
highly modified hXC-135E aircraft. The program also featuroo p l 8 t f 0 m i ~  Such 
as ground-baaed vane, CH-47D Ew helicopters, and c Ou:f Stream O - I Z .  maen 
platforor ham extenrive electronic misaion equipment, including btth  
compro)lonsivs intarnal EWECM aystams and external pylorr-mounted pods ( A L l -  
167). 

The B i g  C r w  Program O f f i c e  has applied i t@ 7 1  ymrrs ef Lw assessment 
uxprrLimr tc drvrloping rn Lntonoivr training proarrm rhat ofform users - 
opportunity to etrengthan the effecriveness cf their existing BW rmmources. 
Big Crow personnel have the knowlodgr, skills, m d  abilities to aid camtomers 
i n  planning and rxec-~tFng comprehensive, nulti-disciplined, a t d  raoulC8. 
oriented m' t r a i n i n g  available from any o t h ~ r  sourer. Tho proarm is &sipneb 
20 accomodatm all levals of proZicsency from m cri~ntstion in brmia 
fua8smurtals of EW to advanced ECCX trchniquea training. 

The EW suites naintaiced by Big Crow enable the user to emulate every 
known EX treat eavironzriant with a degree of aophirticaticn unmatched by any 
other training rooource. By ure of proven renearoh techniques, np3lied to a 
trninlng mvLronmenti-big Crow pro-ddro outentreue rmlLbra t r d  i n  r t r r l m a n t r t i c a  - - - 
and real-tine analytical capabilities t ; ~  cuotomm=m. Big Crow provide8 umors 
with a tin. and avant corroLated report (hard copy of magnmtia media) at t: 
completion of the mission. 

The flexibility of mig C r o w  i s  mnbanecd through rp innovative mngineer4-- 
apprcach to the misrion equipment suitms. ~ l l  maipmrat suitom are rapidly 
rocc~iigurable from oce platform to anothar. Bip Crow can eimult8nrcumly 
deploy rufficisnt oloctronic capabilities to provide EW training to large, 
widely diepermad forar.ations (e-g. naval task forceu, EU t r r in in j  rangee, and 
amaooLated suppor+ircy a i r c r r f t )  . fn rxrte i sas  whore OW is to be oolomt~vrly 
applied. Big Crow can provida secure cownunicatione, and command cor.trol to 
eneure the integrity o f  tho f r i e n d l y  rxerclse Forcws w k ~ i l a  meeting orisinal 
training objectives. Big Crow is experienced in succeestully cocrdinating ECM 
erequeacy clrrrrncoo in dcnmr ripnu1 onvironzaantm tkrough specially developed 
technique8 ezbmdded with in  i t 8  aoftwrro. 

Big Crow gonerates various modulation schemes, including barrage noise, 
spot noise, continuous-wave and decrptioa signals. It can attack all modsrr 
nrobulated radar with  e~uentially any electronic warfare technique repUust i )J  , 
tho user ( 0 . 9 .  eonnunicatioatr j~nraing, otand-cff/escort ralf-rcrerningjchaff 
alouds/radar data link jamming. and a f - ~ l l  range o f  eiectronic support 
nearures). A180 it can sarry alert aatire mL08Lae mystrmr or S S U ~ S L - ~ ~ .  

The lormal 8-hour misaicm durmtion f o r  tbr KKC-135m a i r c r a f t  i m  rxtmdiblr 
to 14 hours on station through an in-flight refueling ca?ab%lity. 

SHARON A.  REESE 
C h i e f ,  Programs and 
Hanagemant Services Divisio~ 



N/A WSMR Condron AAF and Stallion AAF currently have no air 
vehicle testing mission. Support capability would be contingent 
upon the type of ,air vehicle testing assigned to WSMR. Please 
refer to the above description of airfield capability. 

3.2 .C .2  Do ground support facilities exist for pre-flight 
checkout or rehea.rsa1 of test missions? 

3.2 .C .3  What kinds, numbers of aircraft and mix of same can be 
supported (manned and unmanned)? 

3.2 .C .4  Does UAV and or rotary wing operations pose any 
limitations on other types of missions? If yes, explain. 

3.2.C.5 What sorts of missions can be flown within local 
airspace? 

3.2 .C .6  What is the maximum number of simultaneous missions you 
can support that :require telemetry? 

3.2.C.7 What is the largest number of simultaneous test 
missions you have supported in your airspace? 

UNKNOWN. This data, if available, will be reported by the USAF. 

3.2 .C .8  Identify the number, types, and owners of aircraft-at 
your installation. 

Army Air Operations Directorate has 10-JUH-1H and 1-JC-12 
assigned, by end of FY94, AAOD will have 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, 1- 
JC-12. - M  
3 . 3  ELECTRONIC COMBAT 

In addition to the capabilities reported below for WSMR there 6 L -  1 are four major tenants operating in this functional area at 
WSMR: DoD Office of the Test Director (Electronic 
Countermeasures - Counter/Countermeasures), The Survivability 
and Lethality Directorate of the Army Research Laboratory, the 
Battlefield Environments Directorate of the Army Research 

w 
Laboratory, and the Air Force (operating a variety of Ew type 
facilities including the RAMS and RATSCAT Radar measurement and 
characterization facilities). The individual facility RDTE Test 



capabilities for these tenant activities located at WSMR will be 
reported in their BRAC 95 Data Call #7  Input Packages. Although 
these activities execute a large test workload at WSMR because 
of its unique geolgraphic and open-air capabilities their 
workload is reported under the umbrella of their major command 
regardless of the testbed, permanent facility or testing 
location. 

3 .3 .  A Threat Environment 

3 .3 .A .1  What is the number of threats simulated? 

WSMR can simulate approximately 196 threats. 

3.3 .A.2  How many simultaneous threats can be simulated? What 
type? What is the maximum signal density? Average density? 
Power level? What band? Radiated or injected? 

Approximately 15 simultaneously depending upon the pwer levels 
and frequencies. The maximun signal density is 10 M 
pulses/second. The average is dependent upon the tet. The poer 
level depends upon the customer and generally ranges from Watts 
in the Mega Watss. Both radiated and injected threats can be 
simulated. 

3 .3 .A .3  Are the threat software models and simulators 
validated? If yes, by whom? 

YES. The Threat Accredidation Work Group. 

3 . 3 . A . 4  Do you conduct open loop testing? Reactive? Closed 
loop? 

YES both reactive and closed loop. 

3 .3 .A .5  What is the threat representation (fidelity) and 
density? 

The fidelity is excellent and the densities are as required. 

3 .3 .A .6  Are you capable of simulating land threats? Sea 
threats? Combined land/sea threats? If yes, describe. 

YES. The simulators are generic and can represent whatever the 
customer requirements are. 

3 .3 .A .7  What geographic dispersion can be simulated? 

This is negotiable, however it is theoretically possible to 
disperse an open air test across the entire breadth and length 
of WSMR. Other types of simulations will depend upon customer 
requirements. 



3.3.A.7.A Threat lay down? 

3.3.A.7.B Representative distance? 

15 km to 250 km. 

3.3.A.8 Are the threats moveable within a test scenario? 
Relocatable to a new scenario? 

YES 

3.3.A.9 Is the facility interlinked with off-site threats? If 
yes, how are you linked? 

3.3.A.10 Is there a limit on simultaneous users? If no, 
explain. 

There are no limits on simulataneous users of this equipment. 
The equipment can be rack mounted and put into different areas. 

3.3.B Test Article Support 

3.3.8.1 Is there a size, weight, or other limitation on test 
operations the facility can support? If yes, explain and 
describe measures needed to remove them. 

3.3.B.2 What is the number of simultaneous countermeasures that 
can be evaluated? 

This is dependent upon complexity. Have the ability to evaluate 
15 simultaneous countermeasures. 

3.3.8.3 What range of spectra can be tested and evaluated? 

Test from 5 MHz to 42 GHz. Testing can included standard 
jamming, self screening jamming and multitude of countermeasures 
(FM, AM, Repeaters, etc.). 

3.3.B.4 What are the available spectra? 

See 3.3.B.3. 

3.3.B.5 Do you halve a scene generation capability? If yes, 
describe. 

A realtime display which shows the test bed, the item under test 
and shows the ]amhing beam for visual verification. 



3 -4 ARMAMENTS / WEAPONS 

3.4.A Directed Energy 

This has been separately reported under other sections of the 
WSMR Data Call. 

3.4.A.1 Do you currently test directed energy weapons? If yes, 
describe. Describe power sources available. What is maximum 
downrange distance? 

YES. See the Directed Energy Section of the Data Call. 

3.4.B Rocket / ~issile / Bomb Systems 

3.4.B.1 Ground Space 

3.4.B.l.A What is the area in square miles of the land and 
water space for conduct of live rocket, missile, or bomb 
systems? 

Depending upon the requirement between 3,200 and 4,000+ square 
miles are available in and around the range, without considering 
the off-range launch corridors at Ft. Wingate and Green River, 
Utah. The lesser number identifies air and land space within 
the actual range boundaries while the larger number includes the 
ad joining calll-up areas. 

3.4.B.l.B How many separate and distinct land and water test 
areas are avai1abl.e. List them and the size of each in acres. 

See table 11. The total number of test and evaluation ranges on 
the installation and the total impact acres available on WSMR 
are 14 ranges, 2,353,208 acres. 

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION 

A significant feature of WSMR operations is the ability to 
conduct tests simultaneously. 

The maximum use of Range resources is obtained by careful 
scheduling of critical resources. The operations are planned 
taking advantage of similar support requirements (e-g., special 
atmospheric conditions) or small space requirements (e.g., 
cannon test at the Small Missile Range, aircraft in center of 
Range or short range missile at Stallion Range Center). 
Although high priority programs tend to get first choice of test 
times and test areas, lower priority programs are often 
accommodated in the same area just before or after if they have 
similar support requirements. As many as eight (8) missions can 
be taking place au.tonomously at the same time. 

3.4.~.1.C What are the maximum ranges (nautical miles) you can 
'(I 



test - by type of weapon? 
Within the WSMR .range boundaries: 90 nm, e.g. launches from 
the south launch complexes into the 90 mile area (STORM). In 
addition, at the present, the range is evaluating launches from 
Ft. Wingate, NM into WSMR, which add the capability of 250 nm 
( ATACMS ) . 
3.4.B.2 Test Operations 

3.4.B.2.A For each of the land and water ranges described above 
(3.4.B.l.B), how many test missions were scheduled in FY92 and 
FY93 that were required to use safety footprints comparable to 
those required for the listed weapons: 

Unguided 2000 lb class weapons 
live 
inert 

Guided weapons (GBU-24 class) 
live 
inert 

Stand-off weapons (AGM-130 class) 
live 
inert 

Short Range missile (AIM-9 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

Long Range missile ((AIM-120 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

See Table 4. The open-air testing WSMR performs for its RDTE 
customers do not exactly comp,are to the above listing. The 
closest reasonable comparison has been made. However, it is 
important to note that the AIM-120 missile identified above is a 
short range missile for the purposes of WSMR1s RDTE Operations. 

3.4.B.2.B Were flight termination systems required? 

YES. The majority of the systems do require FTS. FTSs are 
required if the system has the capacity to exceed the WSMR 
boundary or endanger range sensitive areas. 

3.4.B.2.C If no missions were scheduled in a category, give the 
reason. 

3.4.B.2.D Were anly scheduled missions canceled before the 
mission or terminated/aborted during the mission because of 
encroachments in to the safety footprint? If yes, how many per 

'Ir 



year (85 - 93) 
NONE 

end of narrative submission 
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?=GRAM PEISSY DIP FY92 FY93 FY94 
AAN.aNEKTSI\FUFONS iOirected b.lergy & RockeUMisslWomb System - 

1.k to Air, At to Surface, Surface to Air) 
3A1RIOT M Spares CA0252 P 4162 14818 
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PAOGRAM POSIN D/P Wg2 PS93 
ELECTRONIC COMBAT (Warning devices, jammers, .=ountermeasures, etc.) 

GUARDRAIL COUM SENSOfi VIARA) A02005 P 185635 111386 
ARVARA) A1 1500 P 
TRCTOR HALL AA0475 P 433 196 
Initipares flQUlCKflX AA0953 P $73 
IniliJ spares fiGUiRDRAK AA0957 P 11 272 
lnit spares flANVlSIHUD AA0961 P 31 85 
Initial spares TRACTOR f lX AAO96l P 100 
TRICTOR DON AB0001 P I 1% 
EH-60 QUICKFIX M d  A63001 P 5535 391 
M Spec Div lntdrn Sensor AD4503 P 7880 
GUARDRAIL MOCS (TIARA) A22000 P 35806 9292 
AS: Warning Receivers: A23506 P 43763 2174 
AS: Infrared Countermeasure A23507 P 
AS€ Radar Countermeasures AZ3SO4 P 
Ni@ Vis, AWWS-6 MELIOI. 653800 P 21633 21983 
lrnrgery Proc Sys YARA) BAQ329 P 1 6  114 
T W  AN SP Pwp Rcvng Sys WARA) BAO331 P 9911 9270 
TRlJAN SPIRIT Nods (TIARAJ BA0332 P 
TRi3JAN SPIRIT 'lermbrals (TINRA) 8A0333 P 
JOm STARS ARMY (TIARA: BA1080 P 35210 
TSC Army Key Mgmt Sys BAl201 P 7111 7180 
Mols for EW Equip BA6 1 00 P 8675 
DSS - Jam Resistant Sec Chnm 8A8300 P 5098 5893 
J STARS Spaces BA9724 P 
PEG IEW 0th hrlt Spare6 BA9730 P 14445 
Itern less than $2M WARN BK5278 P 2883 1?B 
TSE - &ems lessthan $2M BLS264 P 4816 4622 
Itens less than $2W (intd Spd ~ ~ 5 2 n  P 717 
TSE - TEMPEST (COMSEC) BQ0203 P 991 W1 
Taci Elec Sun Sp (TLARA) 627'31 5 P 5580 5;55 
Me1 of in-svc eq (Tac Surv) 821325 P 3 0 6 ~  249i8 
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LhQled Defense System 
Air :@em Initiative 
BaMc Missile Defense Technoiogy 
B n W  Msl Def Technology 



TABLE 2 

OPEN AIR RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

RANGE ACRES 

S W , L  MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA----------------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
NASA WEST---------------------------31,360 
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 

TEST FACILITY (HELSTF)------------- 1 2 , 8 0 0  
AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 9 2 , 1 6 0  
RADAR TARGET SCATTER 

(RATSCAT) & RAM-------------------- 3 , 2 0 0  
BATI'SUMWALT TEST TRACK-------------- 2 8 , 8 0 0  
LAUNCH & IMPACT TEST AREAS 

( e . g .  NIKE Ave l a u n c h  complexes 
& WIT impact areas).----------- 2 , 1 6 4 , 2 4 4  

STAIILION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3 , 8 4 0  
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
OSCURA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
FORT WINGATE, NM-------------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
GREEN RIVER, UT.-------------------- 3 , 6 2 8  



TABLE 4 

TEST MISSIONS 
( S a f e t y  F t .  P r i n t  Required)  

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT REQUIRED 

WZAPON SHORT PY92 P I 9 3  SAFETY 
TYPE TRMS # UDSt TITLE LIVE/IHERT LIVE/INERT 
FTPRIrn 

Unguided 20001b 
Class Weapons 

Long Range 
Missile 

9CO2150AFOO4 489 TAC TRNG 2 6 4 / ~ ~  
Prog 

2MIOOOKEM001 
2MIOOOLAN073 
3MIOOOMAN050067 
NONE 
3MIOOONL0001 
3MI000000004 
4MI000000005 

9MI020SMT0001 813 
3MIOOOBMD007 883 
2MIOOOJTM001 077 
3MIOOOCHA122 084 
3MI 00 OPATXXX 089 
2MIOOOMLR007 193 
2MIOOOLMR012 194 
2MIOOOMLR018 340 
4WE800NAP001 353 
4MI000000003 3 6 2 

FOT&E 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAF' 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT 
MLRS 
MLRS-TGW 
MLRS-SADARM 
HAVE NAP 
AMRAAM 

473/xx Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 



9-ES-005-000-001 425 Illuminator I1 O/ 1 4/8 Yes 
4-AI-00A-ADP-001 356 1020 ADP 6/81 0/52 Yes 

Targets NONE 011 STORM 0/3 Yes 
151 MQM-34D Yes 
873 Foreign Targets xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
177 XQF-86E 0/14 Yes 
180 MQM-107 6/15 3/2 Yes 
198 XQUH-1B 0/73 0/92 Yes 
002 QS-55 0/27 0/10 Yes 
128 Lance xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
Q e 9  Patriot xx! xx xx! xx Yes 
007 HERA xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
011 STORM O/O 0/3 Yes 

QH-50 xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
813 AQM-37 xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
865 Vandal xx/xx xx/xx Yes 

Submunitions 2MU031BAT002 015 BAT 0/1 5/35 Yes 

Research Rockets 804 Research Rockets 18/58 17/47 Yes 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

ORIGIN DATE: 05-23-94 

Service: U.S. Army Organization / Activity: White Sands Missile Range 
Location: WSMR, New Mexico 

T&E Functional Area: Armament/Weapons UIC: W04WAA 

T&E Test Facility Category: Measurement Facility 

Percentage Use: 100 

Breakout by T&E Functional Area (%) 

Air Vehicles 

Armament / Weapons -100 -- 
Electronic Combat 

Other 

OTHER 

= 100% 

Note: Total in Breakout must eaual "Percentase Usen line entry. 

" FORM1 n TAB : page : 



TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

. FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE : ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

FACILITY DESCRIPTION; INCLUDING MISSION STATEMENT : The primary mission is to emulate electronic 
warfare (EW) threat environments for conducting EW vulnerability assessments of various 
Department of Defense (DoD) weapon systems. The capability is the most versatile resource 
in the free world for airborne EW research and development. It is capable of autonomous 
EW test support, calibrated instrumentation, and real-time analysis. The capability is 
equipped with a suite of electrcnic equipment that is easily reconfiurable, permitting 
great flexibility in mission capability. The EW equipment can also be used in various 
ground-based experiments at different sites. 

TYPE OF TESTS SUPPORTED: 
Developmental ~esting/Operational Testing (DT/OT) 
~urvivability/Vulnerability 
Training 

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES: The EW assets can be based on 
- -  ground-based vans 
- -  highly trained personnel to aid customers in planning and executing comprehensive, 

multi-disciplined tests 
Keywords : 
~lectronic Warfare (EW) - Developmental Testing/Operational Testing (DT/OT) 
It FORM2 !I TAB : page : 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

PERSONNEL 

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 
Officer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Enlisted 17 17 17 18 19 22 24 

'I Civilian 8 1i it3 21 23 
Contractor 65 3 72 - 79 - 88 - 98 113 
Total 89 89 97 108 125 141 16 0 

Total Square Footage: 

Test Area Square Footage: Office Space Square Footage: 

Tonnage of Equipment: Unknown Volume of Equipment (cu .-f t . ) :-Unknown 
Annual Maintenance Cost: Estimated Moving Cost: Unknown 

NOTE: N o  building accounted for. 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 

rn FORM3 " TAB : page : 



FACILITY CONDITION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

AGE : REPLACEMENT VALUE: 

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BACKLOG: 

DATE OF LAST UPGRADE: 

NATURE OF LAST UPGRADE: 

MAJOR UPGRADES PROGRAMMED 

1. UPGRADE TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

2. UPGRADE TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

NOTE: No building accounted for. - 
" FORM4 n TAB : page : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

OTHER 
DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 

"FORMS-On TAB : page : 

NOTE: HISTORICAL WORKLOAD UNAVILABLE 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

TLE FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

OTHER T&E 

OTHER 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

FISCA: 

94 

L YEAR 

95 

nFORMS - 1" TAB : page : 

NOTE: HISTORICAL WORKLOAD UNAVAILABLE 



DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTIME 1 , 1 6 0  

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY (line 1 / 365) 2 0.44 

AVERAGE HOURS AVAILABLE PER DAY (24 / line 2) 3 23.56 

TEST TESTS AT WORKLOAD 
TYPES ONE TIME PER TEST 

FACILITY 
HOUR 

4 5 6 

WORKLOAD 
PER FACILITY 
HOUR 

144 UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY PER DAY 
(line 3 * Total Sum) 

TYPICAL 2 14 
ANNUAL 

28 UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY 

Total Sum 172 9 - 1.479K 

FORM6 n TAB : page : 





White Sands Missile Range 
BRAC 95 R&D D a t a  Call #7 

PART V: Data Submission 

R.&D FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: 

APPLIED ENVIRONMENTS 



SECTION 2: CAPACITY & TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.1 WORKLOAD 

2.1.A Historical Workload 

2.1.A.1 See the :Historical Workload form (FORM5-0 and FORM5-1) 

2.1.8 Forecasted Workload 

2.1.B.1 Identify all appropriations (by program element) that 
generated testing or test support requirement, or are expected to 
generate such a requirement for FY92, FY93, and each year of the 
FY95 FYDP. 

See Table 1. 

2.1.B.2 Provide the amount of test work performed at your 
facility in FY92 and FY93. Break this out by workyears across 
the functional descriptors. (Note, this is a duplicate of item 
2.1.A.1 above) 

AIR VEHIC 
ELEC COMB 
ARMNT/WEAP 

Note: Used 1780 hrs/workyear. Includes 15 percent overtime in 
totals. 

2.2 UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

2.2.A See the Unconstrained Capacity form (FORM6) 

2.2.B Is this capacity limited by the physical characteristics 
of the facility itself, safety or health considerations, 
commercial utility availability, etc? 

2.3 TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.3.A Does the facility have a specified war-time or contingency 
role established in approved war plans? 

YES 

2.3.B Does the facility provide a T&E product or service, 
without which irreparable harm would be imposed on the test 
mission of the host installation? 

YES 



2.3.B.1 On the test mission of any other activity? 

2.3.B.2 On any other mission deemed critical to the operational 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States? 

YES 

SECTION 3: MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1 OVER-ARCHING MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1.A Interconnectivity 

3.1.A.1 What percentage of the total test workload of this 
facility in FY93 involved the real-time or near real-time 
exchange of data or control with another facility? List the 
facilities you interconnect to for tests and identify how many 
are simultaneous activities. Identify these as to whether they 
are internal or external to the site. 

NONE 

3.1.A.2 If your facility were to be closed, would there be an 
impact on other facilities to which you are connected. If yes, 

w explain. 

NO 

3.1.B Facility Condition 

3.1.B.1 See the Facility Condition form (FORM4) 

3.1.C Environmental and Encroachment Carrying Capacity 

3.1.C.1 Do you have limiting (current or future) environmental 
and/or encroachment characteristics associated with the 
installation/facil.ity? If yes, explain. 

Please see the response to 95 BRAC #3 (attachment 1) for details. 
Many of the environmental charateristics mapped for the response 
to 95 BRAC #3 address evolving environmental issues, the outcome 
of which could impose limitations on carrying capacity in the 
foreseeable future. 

For exmple, wetlands have never been delineated on WSMR, yet a 
large portion of the Range is expected to qualify under the 
current and developing definition of jurisdictional wetlands 
subject to protecLions under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Until delineation is funded or required due to proposed 
development, confixmation of the extent of the wetlands and level 



of regulatory pro,tection is unknown. 

Similiarly, a Ranlgewide endangered species survey has never been 
undertaken for WSIMR. There are several federally listed species 
expected to occur on the Range which have not, yet, been proven 
to occur. In addition, several species which are currently 
listed as endangered by the state of New Mexico, or candidate 
species for federal listing are known to occur on the Range. 
Future surveys, or changes in listing status are likely to cause 
some of these species to be documented or listed. In this event, 
limitations on carrying capacity should be expected. 

Finally, current compliance with the mandates of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires approval of 
project/program specific NEPA documentation. New test 
projects/programs, and expanded versions of ongoing test 
projects/program, can not take place at WSMR without the 
preparation and approval of new or supplemental NEPA 
documentation. While compliance with NEPA does not preclude any 
specific activity, the NEPA process itself is time consuming and 
resource intensive (especially with the lack of baseline 
environmental data at WSMR). When not anticipated in project 
planning/scheduling, the NEPA documentation requirements can lead 
to unacceptable costs and delays in test execution, thereby 
limiting mission capacity and expandability. In addition, the 
rapid evolution of environmental laws can be expected to result 
in additonal requirements under NEPA and limitations on carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

Encroachment issues due to surrounding communities at WSMR are 
few (e.g., occasional attempts by state and federal governmental 
agencies to establish wildlerness lands adjacent to the 
installation boundaries or within the extension area, etc.). 
However, the installation co-uses lands administered by several 
non-DoD federal agencies, including the Department of the 
Interior (e.g., White Sands National Monument and San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge) and the Department of Agriculture 
(Jornada Experimental Range). Some of the agreements which 
govern joint use of these lands are expired and under revision at 
this time. Current issues involving DoD co-use of these lands 
and compatibility with the non-DoD agency missions are under 
scrutiny (e.g., military overflight of wildlife refuges, and the 
assessment of cumulative impact due to the overall WSMR mission). 
The resoultion of thses issues has potential to limit carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

3.1.C.2 How much could workload be increased before this limit 
would be reached? Express you answer as a percentage of your 
current workload. 

An answer in the form of a percentage is not possible. Due to 
the factors discussed in item 3.1.C.1, above, the possibility of 
increasing the test load (workload) for any specific 
project/program, or adding new test missions, would depend on on 

w 



a variety of things, such as: the scope of the project as defined 
in the original NEPA approval, the resources that may be impacted 
as a result of any increased workload, the location of the 
testing, and any changes in environmental regulations which may 
have occurred prior to the increased workload. In addition, 
there is significant non-DoD agency concern regarding the lack of 
cumulative effects; assessment for the WSMR mission. It is not 
clear if, and at what point, testing may be constrained due to 
this deficiency. 

3.1.C.3 Do you currently operate under temporary permits of an 
environmental nature, or voluntary agreements (including 
treaties) of any sort that deal with the environment? If so, 
when do they expire, and describe them. 

1. EXP: 19 Jan 98. 
TITLE: Interagency Agreement for professional and Technical 

Assistance in Inventorying and Mapping Wetlands between the 
U.S. Department of the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Department of the Interior. 

DESCRIPTION: USFWS will map wetlands boundaries for Army 
installations as funded and prioritized by the Army. WSMR is 
AMCfs #1 priority for FY94 funding/execution [Memorandum, AMXEN- 
M, 31 Jan 94, subject: Updated Prioritization on DA/U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Servi.ce (USFWS) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
Conducting Wetlands Delineation and Mapping in the U.S. Army 
Materiel Command] 

v 2. EXP: 31 Aug 95. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding between White Sands 

Missile Range, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and Wildlife Research Institute for 
Mountain Lion and Mule Deer Research on White Sands Missile 
Range, New Mexico. 

DESCRIPTION: Permits the performance of a cooperative 
wildlife research project involving lions and deer on WSMR. 

3. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: White Sands Pupfish Conservation Plan (2 Mar 94 

revsion). 
DESCRIPTION: Defines measures necessary to protect this 

fish species and precludes actions which would cause the USFWS to 
list it as threatened or endangered; commits WSMR to participate 
in the development of a memorandum of agreement between WSMR, the 
State of New Mexico, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service which 
details specific actions and agency responsibilities for 
protection of the White Sands pupfish. [Note: MOA is currently 
under interagency review prior to approval] 

4. EXP: Mar95. 
TITLE: Big Game Hunting Dates and Areas for the 1994-1995 

License Year on WSMR (Proclamation of 1994-95 Seasons, New Mexico 
Department of Game and Fish, NMSA Chapter 17) 



DESCRIPTION: ~stablishes public big game hunting dates and 
areas for the current license year IAW approvals provided by WSMR 
during interagency coordination. 

5. EXP: 30 Jun 89 (new agreement currently under negotiation). 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of the Army Represented by the Corps of Engineers and 
the Department of the Interior Represented by the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife (DACA 47-9-69-293). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the San 
Andres National Wildlife Refuge by WSMR. 

6. EXP: Jun90. 
TITLE: Cooperative Agreement for Conservation and 

development of Fish and Wildlife Resources on the White Sands 
Missile Range (signatory agencies: WSMR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms of interagency and joint 
management of fis:h and wildlife resources on WSMR IAW the Sike's 
Act (PL 86-797, as amended). 

7. EXP: 30Jun90. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of Agr.iculture, Represented by the Science and 
Education Administration Agricultural Research, and the 
Department of the Army, Represented by the Corps of Engineers 
(DACA 47-9-81-48). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the Jornada 
Experimental Range by WSMR. 

8. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: Options for Desert Bighorn Sheep Management, San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). 
DESCRIPTION: Signed agreement between the Regional 

Director, USFWS Region 2, and the Director, New Mexico Department 
of Game and Fish regarding the long-term managment of the 
endangered (state listed) desert bighorn sheep popultaion on 
WSMR. 

9. EXP: Oct 95 (tentative). 
TITLE: Settlement of the lawsuit in the case of Wolf Action 

Group et al. v. United state et al., to which the Secretary of 
Defense was party. 

DESCRIPTION: This agreement and other correspondence, 
commits DoD, the Department of the Army, and WSMR to allow the 
USFWS to consider WSMR as a potential reintroduction site for 
recovery of the federally listed (endangered) Mexican wolf, and 
commits WSMR as a formal cooperating agency in the preparation of 
the ETS for wolf reintroduction. 

3 . 1 . C . 4  What is the total population within a 50 mile radius? 



100 mile radius? 150 mile radius? 200 mile radius? 

Population figures were developed using the main cantonment area 
of WSMR as the base point. Due to the isolated geography of the 
range and the sparse population of surrounding areas, these 
numbers will not change significantly if the base point is 
changed or expanded to include all range boundaries. 

population within 50 miles 

population within 100 miles 

population within 150 miles 

population within 200 miles 

U.S. 766,525 
Mexico 544,496 

Total 1,311,021 

U.S. 836,142 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,406,033 

U.S. 989,896 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,559,787 

U.S. 1,708,285 
Mexico 635,319 

Total 2,341,604 

Note that at the population of the area of Mexico included in the 
population circle between 100 and 150 miles does not change. 
There is no available open source data on this rural area of 
Mexico. 

3.1.C.5 Identify the commercial air/land/sea traffic routes, 
public use of air/land/sea space, and the frequency of use for 
each that affect or could affect mission accomplishment in your 
air, land, or sea space. 

N/A. There are none of the above that affect our mission 
accomplishment. A major US highway (U.S. Route 70) crosses the 
range just above the major launch complex area. However this 
does not affect our testing mission as the U.S. Army has 
permission to close the highway as needed in one hour increments 
with 15 minutes for traffic passage between each closure. 

3 .1 .C .5 .A  How many test missions per year are canceled due to 
commercial or public use? 

NONE 



3.1.C.6 What is the number of test missions that have been 
canceled due to encroachment in each of the last two years? 

NONE 

3.1.D Specialized Test Support Facilities and Targets 

3.1.D.1 Do you have specialized facilities which are required to 
support you in co~lducting your test operations at your facility? 
If yes, describe. 

YES. Please see Technical Information data sheet. 

3.1.D.2 Are specialized targets required to support this 
facility, If yes, explain. 

3.1.D.2.A Have the specialized targets been validated? If yes, 
by whom? 

3.1.E.1 Other than the expandability inherent in the 
unconstrained capacity (FORM 6) discussed earlier, are there any 

1 
special aspects of this facility that enhance its ability to 
expand output within each T&E functional area? If yes, explain. 

Y E S .  Portability of test equipment can allow support at base 
facilities as well as remote facilities within or outside WSMR 
boundaries. Also, we have undeveloped areas that have been 
environmentally assessed and approved for expansion of 
environmental test capabilities. 

3.1.E.l.A Can you accept new T&E workload different from what 
you are currently performing? If yes, identify by T&E functional 
area and test type. 

We are currently supporting all forms of the categories involved 
in environmental testing. 

3.1.~.2 Are the airspace, land, and water areas adjacent to 
areas under DoD control available and/or suitable for physical 
expansion to support new missions or increased footprints. If 
yes, explain. 

3.1.E.3 Is the facility equipped to support secure operations. 
If yes, to what level of Classification (Confidential -> 
Special Access)? 

YES. Special Access. 



3.1.E.4 Are there any capital improvements underway or 
programmed in the FY95 FYDP that would change your 
capacity/capability. If yes, explain. 

3.1.F Uniqueness 

3.1.F.1 Is this a one-of-a-kind facility within the DoD? If 
yes, explain. ; 

YES. The Temperature Test Facility is the largest DOD facility 
of its kind for testing hazardous items. Also our facilities 
provide for one-stop full spectrum environmental testing, where 
missiles can be environmentally tested in our laboratory chambers 
and then environmentally conditioned at the launch area prior to 
firing. Additionally, WSMR is the largest over land based and 
most highly instrumented test range in the free world. WSMR is 
one-of-a-kind as a national strategic resource due to its land 
mass of 2,164,244 acres (100 x 40 miles). The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 
extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. Although 
primarily thought of as a missile range, WSMR has extensive 
laboratory test facilities that are modern and varied. With its 
unique geographical location, climatic conditions, infrastructure 
(3,000 instrumentation sites, 50 launch complexes, 1,900 
buildings, 1829 miles of roads), and highly skilled technical 
workforce, WSMR supports a variety of customers including NAVY, 
Air Force, Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, and the 
adjacent Holloman AFB, and Ft. Bliss Army installations. In 

V addition, WSMR has adjacent call up areas to the west and north, 
and off-range launch areas currently under evaluation at Green 
River, UT (450 mi extension), Mountain Home, ID (800 mi 
extension), and Fort Wingate Army Depot (285 mi extension). 

3.1.F.l.A Within the U.S. Government? If yes, explain 

YES. WSMR's mission is to operate a U.S. Government owned Major 
Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) component to support 
research, development, test and evaluation for the Army, Navy, 
Air Force, NASA, and other approved US Government and commercial 
agencies, and foreign governments. 

3.1.F.l.B Within the U.S? If yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is located within the continental U.S. in south- 
central NM near the cities of Las Cruces, Socorro, Alamogordo, 
NM, and El Paso, TX. WSMR is 30-40 miles east to west and 100 
miles south to north (land mass of 2,164,244 acres) with 
additional north and west extensions. The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 
extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. 

3.1.F.2 Are you currently providing support to DoD users outside 
your Military Department? If yes, indicate the percentage of 
total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military Department. 
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YES. 

Military Workload (Percent Tests) 
Department Historical Data 

FY92 

Army 72 % 
Navy 10 
Air Force 15 
Other 03 ---------- ----- 
Total 100% 

Refer to table I for additional information on programs being 
supported by the :range. 

3.1.0 Available Air, Land, and Sea Space 

3.1.6.1 How many square miles of air, land, and sea space are 
available to support test operations? 

About 5,000 square miles of air space with 2,164,244 acres of 
land mass (excluding White Sands National Monument) is available. 
In addition, there are 11,306 square miles of air space available 
within the associated extension areas surrounding the range (see 
enclosed map - prepared by KING JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 1989). 

3.1.6.2 Who owns or controls the land under the Restricted 
Airspace use? 

The range. Additfonally, WSMR owns and /or controls some of the 
land under the restricted areas. 

3.1.6.3 How much of this (total air space available to support 
operations) is Restricted Airspace, and what altitude limits are 
associated with the restricted areas? 

All of the area is restricted airspace and the altitude limits 
are surface to unlimited or structured with various altitude 
limits. 

3.1.6.4 Do you have special use airspace other than supersonic 
airspace? If yes, for what types of tests? What are its 
dimensions? Will it support simultaneous users? 

YES. Various tests. The tests take place within the established 
restricted airspace boundaries. 

3.1.0.5 Is the ai.rspace over land or water. List the number of 
square miles over each. 

The airspace is over land. 

DESIGNATION SQUARE MILES 



TOTAL 

3,504 
1,172 
734 
169 

1,588 
1,271 
1,081 

89 
580 
580 
460 

2,242 
1,336 
1,500 (AT GREEN RIVER, UT) 

3.1.6.6 Identify known or projected airspace problems that may 
prevent accomplishing your mission. 

In Aug 93, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) completed a 
survey of its National Wildlife Refuge System to identify issues 
regarding military aircraft overflights as a possible 
incompatible refuge use. Among the 41 refuges where military 
overflights were determined to be an issue, the San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge on WSMR was identified as the sixth 
highest priority for problem resolution. In a memorandum from 
the Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate General, 
2 May 93, recommended ODEP take immediate action to resolve the 
conflicts for the Army as a class. WSMR is has not been made 
aware of any resolution at this time, however, the installation 
anticipates institution of a minimum altitude of 2000' AGL for 
all aircraft overflights of the Refuge based on recent FORSCOM 
action and requests from the USFWS during negotiations for a new 
cooperative agreement for co-use of Refuge lands. In adiditon, 
there is some indication that minimum altitudes may be an issue 
in the future where occupied endangered species' habitats are 
imvolved (e.g., desert bighorn sheep outside of Refuge 
boundaries). 

3.1.6.7 What is the maximum straight line segment in your 
airspace in nautical miles? 

120 Nautical miles'. 

3 . 1 . G . 8  What public airspace have you used for overflight of 
weapons systems in the past? What was the nature of those tests? 
Do you anticipate being able to use that same public airspace for 
similar tests in the future? Yes or no to each. 

YES. Flight of a target drone (AQM-37). Yes. Waiver on file 
with the Federal Aviation Administration, Albuquerque Air Route 
Traffic Control Center from Jan 94 thru 31 Dec 94 for flight in 
public airspace. 
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3 . 1 . H  Geographical/~limatological Features 

3 . 1 . H . 1  Describe the topography and ground cover/vegetation 
within your test airspace (include nap of the earth). Identify 
all of the fol1ow:ing that apply: mountains, forest, jungle, 
cultivated lowland, swamp, riverine, desert, and sea. State the 
area of each in square miles. 

The following descriptions are transcribed or adapted from 
Muldavin, E. and P. Mehlhop. 1992. A preliminary vegetation 
classification and test vegetation map for White Sands Missile 
Range and Sand Andres National Wildlife Refuge, New Mexico. New 
Mexico Natural Heritage Program, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque. The estimated coverage in square miles of the 
identified topography is based upon expert opinion analysis of 
satellite imageryn as less than 4% of the range has been land 
surveyed and placed in the LCTA or GIs (GRASS) databases. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

White Sands Missile Range lies within the Bolson sub-section 
Mexican Highlands section of the Basin and Range physiographic 
province (Gile, Hawley and Grossman, 1981). It is characterize 
by broad desert basins and discontinuous mountain ranges (Gile, 
Hawley and Grossman 1981). The major mountain ranges are the San 
Andres and Oscura Mountains which lie centrally, and divide the 
range into two major basins to the east and west. The San Andres 
Mountains are structurally a large west tilted fault block which 
rise to a height of 2,733.4 m (8,968 ft) at Salinas Peak. The 
mountain range is cuesta-like with precipitous escarpments facing 
east and long, gently dipping slopes to the west. To the east of 
the San Andres is the Tularosa Basin, a corresponding down- 
faulted inter-mountain basin with a minimum elevation of 1,175 m 
(3,855 ft)l. A long piedmont slope leads from the base of the 
escarpment of San Andres to the Tularosa Basin floor, which is 
notable for its extensive alkali flats, coppice dune fields, 
gypsum lake deposits, and shifting dunes. The north end of the 
basin is partly covered by an Holocene basalt flow called the 
Carrizozo Malpais. To the west of the San Andres is the Jornada 
del Muerto basin which is divided into two internally drained 
northern and southern basins with minimum elevations approaching 
1,495 m (4,900 ft). At the north end of WSMR are the smaller 
Oscura Mountains which are also a cuesta-like east tilted fault 
block like the San Andres, but in opposite directions. The 
escarpment faces west with the corresponding long piedmont slope 
leading to the bottom of northern Jornada del Muerto basin. To 
the east, slopes gently dip into the basin fill of Tularosa 
Basin. Both ranges lie on Precambrian age granites, and are 
stratigraphically complex with intermixed limestone and sandstone 
strata ranging in age from Cambrian to Quaternary (Bachman 1968; 
Bachman and Harbour 1970). 

At the very southern boundary of the Missile Range is the 
northern end of the Organ Mountains which are primarily Tertiary 



Quartz monzonite derived from the Organ Batholith, and 
Precambrian granites (Seager 1981). For the most part, they lack 
the fault block structure and complex stratigraphy of the San 
Andres and Oscura ranges, but are more topographically diverse 
and rugged. 

SOILS 

The soils of the study area have been mapped at the 1:100,000 
scale by Neher and Bailey (1976). They identified 35 soil series 
mapped into 29 mapping units for the range. These delineations 
tend to be generalized and heterogeneous, with most soils falling 
into the Aridisol order from the Camborthid, Haplargid, 
Calciorthid, Palearthid, and Gypsiorthid Great Groups. There 
were five Entisols and one Mollisol identified. The most common 
series were summarized by Anderson and Taylor (1983) as follows: 
Yesum and Holloman gypsum flats (320,202 acres), Nikel and Tencee 
soils support about 269,500 acres. of desert shrublands on 
alluvial fans, Rockland (cool, warm and outcrop) covers 613,035 
acres, gypsum duneland covers about 95,800 acres and the lava 
flow covers 40,700 acres. 

VEGETATION 

CONIFEROUS FOREST 

Lower Montane Coniferous Forest - The mountain ranges on WSMR do 
not reach the elevation required to support extensive tall 
coniferous forests. The ponderosa pine-Arizona fescue type which 
occurs at the highest elevations on Salinas Peak in the San 
Andres Mountains is the only representative found on WSMR of 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forest. This vegetation type is common 
elsewhere in the Southwest, and is found in a zone above pinyon- 
juniper woodlands and below mixed coniferous forests dominated by 
firs. 7 square miles. 

WOODLANDS AND SAVANNAS 

Coniferous Woodlands - This vegetation type is found below the 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forests and is dominated by the low 
stature conifers, pinyon pine and oneseed juniper. The woodlands 
are characterized by tree canopies that are moderately open to 
nearly closed (> 25% cover), although some stands can be quite 
open (5-25% cover, particularly after fire. Undergrowth is 
commonly dominated by sclerophyllous shrubs, and on occasion by 
grasses. Savannas on the other hand have open to very open 
canopies with predominately grassy cover dominated by warm season 
grasses which occurs between trees. The most common habitat 
types in coniferous woodlands are pinyon pine-gambel oak, pinyon 
pine- Scribner's needle and thread, pinyon pine/ wavy-leaf oak, 
pinyon pine- mountain mahogany, pinyon pine/ blue grama, pinyon 
pine/beargrass, pinyon pine/ sideoats grama and pinyon pine/ 

r muhly. 237 square miles. 



Savannas - At lower elevations around 2,100 m (7000 ft), the 
pinyon pine give way to the savannas of the oneseed juniper 
series. Here, oneseed juniper is the dominant tree, varying from 
moderately closed to very open canopies (5-50% cover). Pinyon 
pine is poorly represented or absent. On gentle landforms of low 
relief, trees tend to be scattered across the landscape with wide 
spaces of intervening grass cover, hence the savanna-like 
physiognomy. In steeper and more dissected hill terrain, the 
types take on more of a woodland aspect, with the shrub element 
becoming more important. The lower elevation limit of this 
series is around 1,750 m (5,800 ft) in the north., and 1,900 m 
(6,200 ft) at the south end of WSMR. The most common variant of 
the Savannas type is oneseed juniper/sideoats grama which occurs 
on moderately steep to very steep and dissected hill slopes or 
scarp slopes of cuestas. Overall undergrowth production is low, 
with grass cover the most conspicuous element, but sclerophyllous 
shrubs can be important (oaks and mountain mahogany). At 
somewhat lower elevations, but in a similar landscape, the 
oneseed juniper/New Mexican feather grass type becomes dominant. 
On more gentle landforms such as adjacent lower toe slopes or 
cuesta dip slopes, the above type will give way to either the 
oneseed juniper/blue grama or oneseed juniper/hairy grama series. 
These types have the more savanna-like physiognomy with the 
oneseed juniper/hairy grama occurring on somewhat rockier sites 
with coarser textured soils than where the oneseed 
juniper/bluegrama habitat type occurs. Plains-Mesa Grasslands 
are commonly found adjacent to these savannas where trees become 
poorly represented or absent. At the lower elevational limits of 

.I this series, the oneseed juniper/black grama becomes predominant 
with Plains-Mesa Grasslands and Desert Grasslands across a broad 
ecotone. 321 square miles. 

SCRUBLAND 

Montane Scrub - Montane scrub usually occurs in the same 
elevation zone as woodlands and savannas, but in either more 
extreme environments, or on sites that have been subjected to 
high frequency disturbance such as repeated fire. The vegetation 
is normally dominated by low stature sclerophyllous shrubs such 
as mountain mahogany and oaks and hardy grasses such as New 
Mexico muhly. Some habitat types defined within this series are 
mountain mahogany/yellowleaf silktassel, gambel oak/snowberry, 
wavyleaf oak/mountain mahogany, grayoak/mountain mahogany and 
scrub liveoak/mountain mahogany. 220 square miles 

Plains-Mesa Scrub - This type of scrub is typified on WSMR by the 
sand sage Series. This Series occurs along the perimeter of the 
upper Jornada basin, usually on wind deposited sandy substrates. 
The landscape is that of gentle rolling hills and small dunes and 
hummocks. The vegetation is transitional to desert grassland and 
is characterized by shrub dominance of sand sage and soaptree 
yucca with desert grassland associated grass species such as mesa 
dropseed, giant dropseed and black grama well represented. Three 
habitat types have been identified for the Series. The most 
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common is the sandsage/mesa dropseed type of hill slopes, low 
dunes, and inter-dune areas. The sandsage/giant dropseed type is 
found with less frequency on the summits of the larger dunes. 
The sandsage/black grama type is found on upper slopes grading 
into Desert Grassllands. 304 square miles. 

Great Basin Desert: Scrub - Great Basin influences are limited on 
WSMR with the exception of the presence of some types of fourwing 
saltbush Series. The three most extensive habitat types are 
fourwing saltbushlgiant sacaton, fourwing saltbush/mariola and 
fourwing saltbush/'alkali sacaton. These types are restricted to 
low gradient arroyos or in arroyos themselves. 710 square miles. 

Chihuahuan Desert Scrub - This is an extensive sub-formation on 
WSMR occupying large areas of lower mountain slopes, bajadas and 
basin bottoms. All habitat types are dominated by drought 
resistant shrubs with undergrowths varying from grassy to nearly 
absent. The creosote bush Series occurs from mountain foot 
slopes, down bajadas to basin floors. Elevations range from 
1,250 to 1,750 m (4,100 to 5,750 ft). The major habitat types 
within the series are: creosotebush/mariola, which occurs on the 
foot slopes of mountains and hills, intergrading with desert 
grasslands and other mountain desert scrub types. Down slope on 
toe slopes and upper bajadas, the above type grades into the 
creosotebush/black grama type and the crosotebush/fluffgrass 
type. Further down the bajadas, the upper types give way to the 
sparse creosotebush and the creosotebush/bush muhly types. 
Finally, on the gentle toe-slopes, creosotebush grades into 
alkali sacaton grasslands. Two minor types are 
creosotebush/hairy coldenia on gypsum outcrops and 
creosotebush/blue grama on upper elevation transitions, 

Other common types included within the Chihuahuan Desert Scrub 
are the tarbush series which may be tarbush/Southwestern 
needlegrass on scarpments or tarbush/alkali sacaton on alluvial 
flats. The mesquite series occurs extensively across the 
Tularosa Basin and includes mesquite/mesa dropseed, 
mesquite/four-wing saltbush and mesquite/alkali sacaton. 

Restricted types are those of the ocotillo series. These include 
the ocotillo/mariola habitat type and the ocotillo/tufted rockmat 
type. Another type typical on limestone outcrops is 
ocotillo/side-oats grama. 822 square miles. 

GRASSLAND VEGETATION 

Plains-Mesa Grassland - This sub-formation lies between the 
higher elevation woodlands, savannas or montane scrub and the 
lower elevation desert grasslands or desert scrubs. The most 
extensive Series is blue grama grasslands. The habitat types are 
blue grama/western wheatgrass, blue grama/sideoats grama, blue 
grama/New Mexico needlegrass, blue grama/sand dropseed, blue 
gramal Bigelow sagebrush, hairy grama/New Mexico needlegrass, 
hairy grama/blue grama, New Mexico needlegrass/sideoats grama, 
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oneseed juniper/New Mexico needlegrass, New Mexico 
needlegrass/sotol and little bluestem/sandhill muhly. 372 square 
miles. 

Desert Grassland - Desert grassland areas are characterized by 
the dominance of grass species associated with semi-arid to arid 
transition climates: the gramas, dropseeds and muhlys. These 
grasslands grow on a wide variety of land forms such as upper 
bajadas, dip slopes of cuesta and cuesta-like mountains, mountain 
and hill foot and toe slopes, alluvial fans, bajadas, 
convex shoulders or summits of alluvial fans on gravely, well 
drained soils, rolling hills, lower mountain escarpment slopes, 
rolling limestone hills, wide valley bottoms and basin floors, 
alkaline, alluvial flats, gypsum mounds and gypsum outcrops, etc. 

Some of the most common habitat types are black grama/blue grama, 
found on upper bajadas in transition with Plains-Mesa Grassland, 
black grama/mariola on mountains and hill foot and toe slopes, 
black grama/~orrey Mormon tea and black grama/desert Mormon tea 
on alluvial fans and bajadas, black grama/soaptree yucca on 
rolling hills along the western border of the Jornada Basin, 
black grama/hairy grama on alluvial fans and bajadas, black 
grama/sotol on lower mountain escarpment slopes, black 
grama/Bigelow sagebrush on rolling limestone hills and escarpment 
slopes in the Tularosa Basin, black grama/~ew Mexico needlegrass 
in association with black grama/blue grama and Plains-Mesa 
Grassland, alkali sacaton/burrograss covering extensive alluvial 
flats, alkali sacaton/saltgrass occurring on alkaline alluvial 
flats, giant sacaton/Hallls panic grass growing on alluvial 
flats, and terraces, mesa dropseed/broom dalea occurring on tall, 
non-gypsiferous dunes of the central Tularosa Basin, curlyleaf 
muhly/sotol on limestone escarpment slopes of the Central San 
Andres Mountains, curlyleaf muhly/ocotillo and curlyleaf muhly/ 
Bigelow sagebrush on limestone outcrops and cuestas in the 
eastern Oscura Mountains, gypgrass/~artwegs evening primrose and 
gypgrass/hairy coldenia growing on gypsum domes and 
gypgrass/ocotillo growing along the upper edges of gypsum 
outcrops. 389 square miles. 

3.1.H.2 Are there features of the local geology or soil 
conditions that enhance or inhibit any types of tests? 

The playa that includes Lake Lucero is the secondary source of 
gypsum sands that forms White Sands National Monument. This 
reality inhibits or re-directs certain test corridors. However, 
provisions for testing are possible so that conflicts with the 
National Monument and the geological processes related to the 
formation of gypsum sands are largely avoided. 

The basalt flow or Malpais cover a stream channel that provides 
groundwater flow at Malpais Spring. This spring and its 
associated marsh and playas provide White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Mound Springs is an area providing White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
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SENSITIVE 1 CLOSE HOLD 

Emta Sheet # 2 of 

I .  This Errata Sheet applies to the following WSMR R&D Facility/Capability Data 
Submissions: 

National Range Opaations 
Nudear Effects Capabilities 
Directed Energy Tea: Facility 
Applied Environments Capabilities 
Data Reduction 
Warheads Testing 
Materials Testing 

2. Changes to original submission are shown in italics 

3.1.H.3 Do you have to go to other geographical locations to satisf~r test requirements? If 
yes, explain. If yes, provide as a percent of overall workload per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. WSMR has a long range launch corridor extending to a failit), at Green River, Utah ((r which was used for Athena and Pershing developmenral testing through the early 1980's. It 
is also developing a launch site at and a corridor fiom Ft. Wingate, Ndt and a launch site at 
and a corridorj+om the northern extension area (about 30 miles north of the WSMfi 
boundary) for use in the 199996 :imcfi.ames. 

WSJUR has supporfed tests and programs on a reimbursable basis at other COhZrS and 
OCONUS sites on a routine basis since the 1960's, and has an extensive safari capability. 
However, there has not been a significant requirement for WSMR to meet test requirements by 
wecuring test projects ar other geographical locations during tk past 8 years. 



Salt Creek drainage system and associated groundwater flow are 
also associated with pupfish habitat. Some types of tests may be 
re-directed when impacts are anticipated on this habitat. 

The unique geologic setting featuring sparse human population and 
a large, land-locked basin covered with desertic vegetation and 
protected on three sides by mountains enhances all types of 
testing. The high percentage of severely erodible soils does not 
inhibit testing from taking place, but does place some 
restrictions, modifications and sometimes, mitigation 
requirements on projects. 

3.1 .H. 3 Do *have to go to other geographical locations to 
satisfy test yes, explain. If yes, provide as 
a percent of per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. 

3.1.H.4 Number of days per year with average temperature below 
32 degrees F? Between 32 and 95 degrees F? Above 95 degrees F? 

Below 32 degrees 5 
Between 32 and 95 degrees 360 
Above 95 degrees 0 

3.1.H.5. Number of days per year with average relative humidity 
below 30%? Between 30 and 80%? Above 80% 

w The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

33% of the time 
56.4% of the time 
10.6% of the time 

120 days per year 
206 days per year 
39 days per year 

3.1.H.6 Number of test missions per year (85 - 93) canceled due 
to weather? 

NONE 

3.1.H.7 Number of test days per year -(85 - 93) canceled due to 
weather? 

NONE 

3.1.H.8 Number of days per year the visibility is less than 1 
mile? Between 1 and 3 miles? Greater than 3 miles? 



The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

INTERPOLATED DATA, 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

0.4% of the time 
0.2% of the time 
99.4% of the time 

1 day per year 
1 day per year 

363 days per year 

3.1.H.9 What is the average number of flying days available per 
year for flight Provide historical average from the past 
eight years. 

YEAR FLIGHTS 

AVERAGE = 345.3 DAYS 

3.1.H.10 What percentage of the time are your test operations 
restricted due to weather? 

.05% OF THE TIME. 

3.2 AIR VEHICLES 

3.2.A Supersonic Airspace 

3.2.A.1 Do Supe:rsonic Corridors or areas exist? 

YES. 

3.2.A.2 Where are they located relative to the airfield? 

Located within R-5107B, R-5107C, and R-5111A. 

3.2.24.3 At what altitude (upper and lower altitude)? 

Supersonic corridor is 300 feet above ground level to 30,000 feet 
MSL and the supersonic area is 10,000 feet MSL to 50,000 feet 
MSL. FINAL EIS, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, DATED JANUARY 1990. 



3.2.A.4 Are they over land or water? What size and shape 
(length and width)? 

Over land. Supersonic corridor is 65nm x lOnm and the 
supersonic is 85nm x 40nm. 

3.2.A.5 Are there restrictions you must observe to use this 
space? If yes, explain. 

NO. 

3.2.A.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

UNKNOWN. Due to the size of the corridor the number of 
simultaneous uses could be considered as basically unlimited. 
The bi-annual DoD "Roving Sandsw Air Defense Training Exercise 
routinely deploys over 100 aircraft simultaneously in this 
corridor. 

3.2.B Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3.2.B.1 Provide a brief description of your airfield and support 
facilities. 

WSMR has two light to medium duty airfields; Condron Army 
Airfield and Stallion Army Airfield. Also located within the 
Restricted Airspace Area and extensively used in testing is 
Holloman Air Force Base. Army Air Operations Directorate (AAOD), 
based at Holloman AFB, provides general test support with both 
rotary and fixed wing aircraft. AAOD currently has 10 JUH-1H 
helicopters and one JC-12, with FY94-95 plans for a composite of 
4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, and JC-12 to support test and recovery 
operations. AAOD has extensive maintenance capability. In 
addition to routine operational maintenance, AAOD personnel have 
been trained to perform repair and rebuild operations that are 
normally accomplished at depot locations. The local rebuild and 
repair of major subsystems saves both time and money, enhancing 
overall aircraft availability. In many instances test customers 
must mount very technical, sensitive equipment on a helicopter. 
AAOD can build, test, and install just about any sort of test 
mount or rack, accomodating both airframe requirements and 
desired test data gathering capability. When any test equipment 
is mounted on the aircraft, an airworthiness release must be 
obtained from Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) engineering. 
Our experience, data base, and ability to address every 
requirement to receive this release ensures that there will be no 
damage to the aircraft, that the test equipment will operate as 
needed, and the release will be received in the most timely 
manner. In many instances, the test equipment has been 
previously used or is very similar to equipment used on a past 
test enabling the use of an airworthiness release from our 
extensive files. 

3.2.8.2 How close and how many emergency runways or airfields 



are in your area of operation? 

Condron AAF, 32°20rN, 106O24'W; runway 9-27, paved, 6125 ft 
length, 75ft width; runway 10-19, dirt, 4350 ft length, 150 ft 
width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel. Attended 
during normal duty hours, can operate 24 hrs if mission dictates. 
Located at southwest corner of WSMR, 3 miles from main post. 

Stallion AAF, 33O49'N1 106°39'W, runway 15-33, paved, 4000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, unlighted, crash rescue available, jet 
fuel, unattended, located at the northwest corner of WSMR, 
approximately 100 miles from main post. 

White Sands Space Harbor, 32O56'N1 106°25'W; runway 05-23, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 17-35, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 02-20, packed 
gypsum, 12000 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, attended 0800- 
2200 daily, crash rescue available when NASA training on range, 
located north of main post, WSMR, approximately 40 miles. 
Aircraft size is unlimited, numerous UAV/drone operations 
conducted. 

Biggs AAF, Ft Bliss, TX, 31°51' N, 106°23rW, runway 3-21, 
concrete, 13,572 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, crash rescue 
available, jet fuel, attended 0600-2200 hrs, located 
approximately 40 miles south of WSMR. 

Holloman AFB, NM, 32°51rN, 106°1'W, runway 04-22, paved, 10,575 
ft length, 300 ft width, runway 07-25, paved/concrete, 12,131 ft 
length, 150 ft width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, 
attended 24 hrs, located approximately 55 miles northeast of WSMR 
on east range boundary. 

Kirtland AFB, NM, 35O2'N1 106°37'W, runway 03-21, paved, 9000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, runway 12-30, paved, 5130 ft length, 150 ft 
width, runway 17-35, paved, 10,010 ft length, 150 ft width, 
lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, AVGAS, attended 24 
hrs, co-located at Albuquerque International Airport 
approximately 100 miles north of the WSMR north boundary, and 
approximately 50 miles north of the northern restricted airspace 
extension. 

Other smaller airfields within the local area include Las Cruces, 
NM International, 40 miles west, Roswell, NM Industrial, 60 miles 
east (both have local fire department on field) and numerous 
small strips with runways in excess of 5000 feet. 

3.2.B.3 Where is your airfield situated relative to working 
areas (airspace) for supporting t-est operations? 

Condron AAF is si.tuated on the southwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130 and has 
jet fuel availab1.e. Operations supporting the entire southern 



half of the range can be staged from Condron. 

Stallion AAF is situated on the northwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handlte aircraft up to the size of a C-130, however, 
runway length dictates weight limitations for takeoff of heavier 
fixed wing aircraft. Operations supporting the entire north half 
of the range can be staged from Stallion. Jet fuel is available. 

Holloman AFB is situated on the east central range boundary of 
WSMR. The Army aviation element of WSMR (AAOD) is located at 
Holloman and can provide extensive maintenance capability to test 
aircraft. AAOD has its own organic refuel service available 
during normal duty hours. Air Force refuel is available at all 
other times. Operations supporting the entire range can be 
staged from Holloman AFB. 

There are numerous improved helipads at almost every instrumented 
range site and on main post to facilitate prepositioning of 
helicopters for tests or recovery operations. 

Fuel trucks are routinely dispatched both on and off range to 
support aviation operations, enabling maximum on station time if 
necessary to support time critical tests and recover senstive 
items. 

3 . 2 . B . 4  What makes your airfield unique or at least suited for 
supporting test operations? 

Each military service or contractor has unique test requirements, 
and therefore unique test equipment and capability. There is 
absolutely no shortage of expertise in any test area at WSMR. 
AAOD routinely provides support and advice to all the tenant test 
activities and knows where to go to get advice and support when 
preparing an aircraft or test mount. The cooperation between all 
services saves countless man hours in test conduct and 
preparation. The work force at AAOD is highly motivated, well 
trained and, agewise, well distributed. The turnover rate of 
personnel is very low and institutional knowledge is very high. 
We treat the people we support as customers and make every effort 
to ensure that they are satisfied. AAOD has extensive shop 
capability and enough hangar and ramp space to prepare any size 
aircraft for testing to include the manufacture and installation 
of test mounts and power sources. Most of the pilots at AAOD 
have well over 20 years flight experience, are intimately 
familiar with the range and range operations, thus saving 
customers many hours and providing the safest, most efficient 
flight support anywhere. We also have an aircraft availability 
and reliability rate equalled by few, that enables AAOD to 
provide backup support to every rotary wing test requirement. As 
previously mentioned, our sbops and high lwei maintenance and 
rebuild capability ensures minimum down time to the testing 
agency, enabling much more consistent test results. AAOD is co- 
located with the 46th Test Group (Air Force). On many tests, the 
co-operation level is so high that it becomes impossible to find 



a specific dividing line between results obtained by either 
organization. Thle long standing relationship between AAOD and 
the 46th Test Group enables us to trade expertise, equipment and 
experience to acc~omplish any test mission. 

3.2.B.5 Is there a size, weight, maintenance, or mission 
limitation that would affect test operations? If yes, describe. 

Both Stallion Army Airfield and Condron Army Airfields are size 
and weight limited to aircraft no larger than C-130, however, 
since Army Air Operations Directorate is located at Holloman Air 
Force Base there is no size or weight limit that would affect 
test operations. White Sands Space Harber can accomodate any 
size fixed or rotary wing aircraft. 

3.2.B.6 Including hangers and ramp space, how many fighter size 
aircraft could you support? Large multi-engine aircraft? Rotary 
wing? UAV? Cruise Missiles? 

Condron Army Airfield could support simultaneous operations for 
approximately 3 C-130 sized aircraft and 5 fighter sized 
aircraft. Stallion AAF could support 2 C-130 sized aircraft and 
2 fighter sized aircraft, due to limited ramp space. As a tenant 
at Holloman AFB, Army Air Operations could support an almost 
unlimited amount of aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. 
Stallion AAF and Condron AAF could support up to 20 helicopters 
in support of test operations. Although hangar space of both 
airfields is very limited (approx 6500 square feet each), 
Condron AAF and Stallion AAF have both supported UAV operations 
and testing in the past with no limitations. 

3.2.C. Test Operations 

3.2.C.1 What types of air vehicle testing can be supported? 
Describe? 

N/A WSMR Condron AAF and Stallion AAF currently have no air 
vehicle testing mission. Support capability would be contingent 
upon the type of air vehicle testing assigned to WSMR. Please 
refer to the above description of airfield capability. 

3.2 .C .2  Do ground support facilities exist for pre-flight 
checkout or rehearsal of test missions? 

3.2.C.3 What kinds, numbers of aircraft and mix of same can be 
supported (manned and unmanned)? 

3.2.C.4 Does UAV and or rotary wing operations pose any 
limitations on other types of missions? If yes, explain. 



3.2.C.5 What sorts of missions can be flown within local 
airspace? 

3.2.C.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous missions you 
can support that require telemetry? 

3.2.C.7 What is the largest number of simultaneous test missions 
you have supported in your airspace? 

UNKNOWN. This data, if available, will be reported by the USAF. 

3.2 .C.8  Identify the number, types, and owners of aircraft at 
your installation. 

Army Air Operations Directorate has 10-JUH-1H and 1-JC-12 
assigned, by end of FY94, AAOD will have 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, 1- 
JC-12. 

3.3 ELECTRONIC COMBAT 

This section does not apply to the WSMR Applied RDTE testing 
capability being .reported in this document. The recently 
acquired "Big Crow" airborne EW testbed and the electronic 
proving ground facilities at Ft. Huachuca are reported as 
separate WSMR capabilities elsewhere in this data submission. 

Also, individual facility RDTE Test capabilities for tenant 
activities located at WSMR will be reported by the Air Force and 
the Army Research laboratory (a major tenant at WSMR) in their 
BRAC 95 Data Call #7 Input Package, as will the workload of 
several other activities. Although these activities execute a 
large test workload at WSMR because of its unique geographic and 
open-air capabilities their workload is reported under the 
umbrella of their major command regardless of the testbed, 
permanent faci1it:y or testing location. 

There are four major tenants operating in this functional area at 
WSMR: DoD Office of the Test Director (Electronic 
Countermeasures - Counter/Countermeasures), The Survivability and 
Lethality Directorate of the Army Research Laboratory, the 
Battlefield Envirconments Directorate of the Army Research 
Laboratory, and the Air Force (operating a variety of EW type 
facilities including the RAMS and RATSCAT Radar measurement and 
characterization facilities). 



3.3 .A Threat Environment 

3 . 3 . A . 1  What is the number of threats simulated? 

3 .3 .A .2  How many simultaneous threats can be simulated? What 
type? What is the maximum signal density? Average density? 
Power level? What band? Radiated or injected? 

3 .3 .A .3  Are the .threat software models and simulators validated? 
If yes, by whom? 

3 .3 .A .4  Do you clonduct open loop testing? Reactive? Closed 
loop? 

3.3 .A.5  What is ,the threat representation (fidelity) and 
density? 

3 . 3 . A . 6  Are you capable of simulating land threats? Sea threats? 
Combined land/sea threats? If yes, describe. 

3 . 3 . A . 7  What geographic dispersion can be simulated? 

3 .3 .A .7 .A  Threat lay down? 

3.3 .A.7 .B Representative distance? 

3 . 3 . A . 8  Are the threats moveable within a test scenario? 
Relocatable to a :new scenario? 

3 .3 .A .9  Is the facility interlinked with off-site threats? If 
yes, how are you linked? 



3.3.A.10 Is there a limit on simultaneous users? If no, 
explain. 

3.3.B Test Article Support 

3.3.B.1 Is there a size, weight, or other limitation on test 
operations the facility can support? If yes, explain and 
describe measures needed to remove them. 

3.3.B.2 What is the number of simultaneous countermeasures that 
can be evaluated? 

3.3.B.3 What range of spectra can be tested and evaluated? 

3.3.B.4 What are the available spectra? 

3.3.8.5 Do you have a scene generation capability? If yes, 
describe. 

3.4 ARMAMENTS / WEAPONS 

3.4.A Directed Energy 

This has been separately reported under other sections of the 
WSMR Data Call. 

3.4.A.1 Do you currently test directed energy weapons? If yes, 
describe. Describe power sources available. What is maximum 
downrange distance? 

YES. See the Directed Energy Section of the Data Call. 

3.4.B Rocket / Missile / Bomb Systems 

3.4. B .1 Ground Space 

3.4.B.l.A What if; the area in square miles of the land and water 
space for conduct of live rocket, missile, or bomb systems? 

Depending upon the requirement between 3,200 and 4,000+ square 
miles are available in and around the range, without considering 
the off-range launch corridors at Ft. Wingate and Green River, 
Utah. The lesser number identifies air and land space within the 
actual range boundaries while the larger number includes the 
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TABLE 2 

OPEN A I R  RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

RANGE -- ACRES 

SMALL MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6,400 
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA----------------- 10,240 
NASA WEST--------------------------- 31,360 
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 
TEST FACILITY (HELSTF)------------- 12,800 

AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 10,240 
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 92,160 
RADAR TARGET SCATTER 
(RATSCAT) & RAM-------------------- 3,200 

BAT/SUMWALT TEST TRACK-------------- 28,800 
LAUNCH & IMPACT TEST AREAS 
(e.g. NIKE Ave launch complexes 

& WIT impact areas).----------- 2,164,244 
STALLION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3,840 
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6,400 
OSCURA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2,560 
FORT WINGATE, NM-------------------- 2,560 
GREEN RIVER, UT.-------------------- 3,628 



TEST MISSIONS 
(Safety Ft. Print Required) 

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT REQUIRED 

WEAPOA SHORT 
TYPE TRMS # 
FTPRIlOT 

uDsl 

Unguided 20001b 
Class Weapons 

Long Range 
Missile 

808 
2MIOOOKEM001 0 10 
2MIOOOLAN073 12 8 
3MIOOOMAN050067 144 
NONE 19 6 
3MIOOONL0001 334 
3MI000000004 359 
4MI000000005 364 

842 
871 
878 

3MIOOOERT001 012 
2MIOOOLAN073 148 
3MIOOOHWKXXX 3 0 1 
9MIOOOAMR004 3 7 0 

FY32 Ff 93 SAFETY 
TITLE LIVE/IIPERT LIVE/I~RT 

TAC TRNG 2 6 4 / ~ ~  
Prog 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAP 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT 
MLRS 
MLRS -TGW 
MLRS-SADARM 
HAVE NAP 
AMRAAM 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 



9-ES-005-000-001 425 Illuminator I1 O/ 1 4/0 Yes 
4-AI-00A-ADP-001 356 1020 ADP 6/81 0/52 Yes 

Targets NONE 011 STORM 0/3 Yes 
151 MQM-34D Yes 
873 Foreign Targets xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
177 XQF-86E 0/14 Yes 
180 MQM-107 6/15 3/2 Yes 
198 XQUH-1B 0/73 0/92 Yes 
002 QS-55 0/27 O/10 Yes 
128 Lance xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
089 Patriot xx/?r?r xx/xx Yes 
007 HERA xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
011 STORM o/o 0/3 Yes 

QH-5 0 xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
813 AQM-37 XX/XX XX/XX Yes 
865 Vandal xx/xx xx/xx Yes 

Submunitions 2MU031BAT002 015 BAT 0/1 5/35 Yes 
--- 

Research Rockets 

--  - -- 

804 Research Rockets 18/58 17/47 Yes 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Applied Environments 

ORIGIN DATE: 

Service: U.S. Army Organization / Activity: White Sands Missile Range 
Location: WSMR, New Mexico 

T&E ~unctional Area: ~rmament/~eapons UIC: 

T&E T e ~ t  Facility Category: Measurement 

T&E S&T DE NE T&D OTHER 

Percentage Use: 100 - = 100 

Breakout by T&E Functional Area (%) 

Air Vehicles 1 - - 

Armament / Weapons 95 - - 
Electronic Combat - 1 - 

Other 3 -- 

Note: Total in Breakout must euual "Percentaue Usen line entry. 

Note: Percentages derived from FY 93 workload. 

FORM1 rn TAB : page : 





APPLIED ENVIRONMENTS TECHNIAL CAPABILITIES 

Prefire temperature conditioning 
Low pressure (altitude) 
Temperature-altitude 
Temperature-humidity-altitude 
High temperature 
Low temperature 
Temperature shock 
Slow cookoff 
Solar radiation (sunshine:) 
Rain 
Rain and wind 
Icinglfieezing rain 
Snow 
Humidity 
Fungus 
Salt fog 
Dust (fine sand) 
Blowing sand and dust 
Leakage (immersion) 
Acceleration 
Vibration (ambient or trnperature conditioned) 

Random 
Narrow band random on random 
Sine, sine on random 
Helicopter schedules 
Loose cargo 

Shock (ambient or temperature conditioned) 
Rough handling 
Pendulum impact 
Rail impact 
Classic/synthesized waveform 
Pyrotechnic 

Certified chemistry laboratory (hazardous waste, water, etc.) 
Metallurgy laboratory 
Radiographic laboratory 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Applied Environments 

PERSONNEL 

Officer 
Enlisted 
Civilian 44 - - - - - -26- - 25 - - 24 - -23- 27* - 27 
Contractor 10 - - 5 -- 5 -- 5 -- 5 -- 5 -- 5 -- 
Total 54 - - 3 2 - - 32 - - 31 - - -30- -29- -28- 

Total Square Footage : 99,13 9 

Test Area Square Footage: 99,139 Office Space Square Footage: 0.0 

Tonnage of Equipment: Unknown Volume of Equipment (cu.ft.): Unknown 

Annual Maintenance Cost: $181,281 Estimated Moving Cost: Unknown 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 

Safety/Def 
Freon Rep1 
Chem Lal 

- 125K - 210K 200K 75K 75K 75K 

- 56K 150K 150K 50K SOK 50K 

- 200K - 250K - - 75K - - 75K 75K 75K 75K 

*17 civilians transferred to DPW but still support applied environments testing. 

I# FORM3 rn TAB : page : 



FACILITY CONDITION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Applied Environments 

-- -- 

AGE: 33.9 years REPLACEMENT VALUE: $13,389,000 

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BACKLOG: $166,146 

DATE OF LAST UPGRADE: December 1993 

NATURE OF LAST UPGRADE: Replacement of Large Multipurpose Test Chamber ($1.2~) 

MAJOR UPGRADES PROGRAMMED 

1. UPGRADE TITLE: Rain, Humidity, and Salt Fog Test Facility (Approved MCA) 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: $10.8M 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: Large chamber facility for performing rain, humidity, and salt 

fog tests of hazardous (explosive) test items. 

2. UPGRADE TITLE: Radiographic Test Facility 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: $2.2M (Pending MCA approval) 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: Construction of a facility for nondestructive testing 

(radiography) of hazardous test items. 

Iv FORM4 II TAB : page : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Applied Environments (000 DLH) 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

OTHER T&E 

OTHER 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 

89 

6.1 

2.4 

241.1 

12.5 

3.5 
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HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Applied Environments (000 DLH) 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

FISCA 

94 

.L YEAR 

9 5  

" FORM5 - 1 " TAB : page : 



DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Applied Environments 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTIME 1 - 876 

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY (line 1 / 365) 2 - 2.4 

AVERAGE HOURS AVAILABLE PER DAY (24 - line 2) 3 - 21.6 

TEST TESTS AT WORKLOAD WORKLOAD 
TYPES ONE TIME PER TEST PER PER FACILITY 

FACILITY HOUR 

Climatic8 - 12 - - - 8 96 -- UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY PER DAY 

Dynamics - 2 -- - 11 22 -- (line 3 * Total Sum) 

Chemiaal- -- 2 3 6 @ 2,698 DLH - -- 
1 Metallurgical 1 1 -- 

ANNUAL 
UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY 

- 125 DLH/HR@984,712 DLH 

n FORM6 TAB : page : 



adjoining calll-u:p areas. 

3.4.8.1.8 How many separate and distinct land and water test 
areas are available. List them and the size of each in acres. 

See table 11. The total number of test and evaluation ranges on 
the installation and the total impact acres available on WSMR are 
14 ranges, 2,353,208 acres. 

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION 

A significant feature of WSMR operations is the ability to 
conduct tests simultaneously. 

The maximum use of Range resources is obtained by careful 
scheduling of critical resources. The operations are planned 
taking advantage of similar support requirements (e.g., special 
atmospheric conditions) or small space requirements (e.g., cannon 
test at the Small Missile Range, aircraft in center of Range or 
short range missile at Stallion Range Center). Although high 
priority programs tend to get first choice of test times and test 
areas, lower priority programs are often accommodated in the same 
area just before or after if they have similar support 
requirements. As many as eight (8) missions can be taking place 
autonomously at the same time. 

3.4.B.l.C What are the maximum ranges (nautical miles) you can 
test - by type of weapon? 
Within the WSMR range boundaries: 90 nm, e.g. launches from the 
south launch complexes into the 90 mile area (STORM). In 
addition, at the present, the range is evaluating launches from 
Ft. Wingate, NM into WSMR, which add the capability of 250 nm 
( ATACMS ) . 
3.4.B.2 Test Operations 

3 . 4 . 8 . 2 . A  For each of the land and water ranges described above 
(3.4.B.l.B), how many test missions were scheduled in FY92 and 
FY93 that were required to use safety footprints comparable to 
those required for the listed weapons: 

Unguided 2000 lb class weapons 
live 
inert 

Guided weapons (GBU-24 class) 
live 
inert 

Stand-off weapons (AGM-130 class) 
live 
inert 

Short Range missile (AIM-9 class) 
bel.ow 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 



above 20000 ft MSL 
Long Range missile ((AIM-120 class) 

below 5000 it MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

See Table 4. The open-air testing WSMR performs for its RDTE 
customers do not exactly compare to the above listing. The 
closest reasonable comparison has been made. However, it is 
important to note that the AIM-120 missile identified above is a 
short range missile for the purposes of WSMR's RDTE Operations. 

3.4.B.2.B Were flight termination systems required? 

YES. The majority of the systems do require FTS. FTSs are 
required if the sjrstem has the capacity to exceed the WSMR 
boundary or endanger range sensitive areas. 

3.4.B.2.C If no missions were scheduled in a category, give the 
reason. 

3.4.B.2.D Were any scheduled missions canceled before the 
mission or terminated/aborted during the mission because of 
encroachments in t:o the safety footprint? If yes, how many per 
year (85 - 93) 
NONE. 

end of narrative submission 
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PROGRAM 
AIR VEHCLES 

T-800 Engln, iEng Dev (&) 
TPACTOR CHECK 
LONGBOWCfXCH€ Opw Test 
LONGBOWEq Oeu 
AH-84 PIP 
ARMED, DEPUY OH-= 
AIC SwvhrabflJr EqLip Dev 
Airmatt A*da 
COMANCHE 
LONGBOW-AFACHE 
LONG BOW-COMAbCHE 
CH-47D Q r a a  lmpw 
AIC CompcneR lmpv Prog 
Amme Recor, Lorr 
Aircraft Avictict Tec~nobgy 
Aerm 8 A d  'Mapons Txh 
AiiaaPt Avlcricr Eq@ 
Rotary Wlng Ccntd& Fbtors 
Aimaft Denc LRginas 
Ahcraft Werprs 
Research Arcrdt Sy!bt81~ 

w 
P 
\ 
hl 
UI 
\ 
P 

PRESIDEWS BUD3ET. JAY 94 I ID 
U) 
P 

DOLLAlS (so001 
c. 
0 

POSSN O/P F192 Fn3 n'94 f f  FY96 FYR WW M99 w P 



PROGRAM 
AIR VEHICLES " 

UH-GOA B l X K  HAWK 
New TrahrlngHdicoper 
A H 4  AtIact w (MAW€) 
RAH-68 COwANCHE(Ach, Proc) 
CzlAAiraafl 

' Launcher, 2s Rocket 
Flight Data Wocwder 
AH1 F Moth 
CH47 Cargo Hekopter Mods 
G I 2  Cargo ~~ Mods 
OH* Mod6 
UH-MM (BUCK HAWK) Mods 

' G M  UraaftMods 
AbbomeAvwa 
AM#wneconnunicatons 
ASEModJ 
Init Sperm URACHE 
brlt Spere WBACK HAWK 

I lnitSpsrebucH47 
lnit Speres WRWA W a w b  
lnit Spars UA- 
wt Spares, ME 
lnit Spares fll3NGBCW APACHE 
AH44 APACHE Mods 
APACHE LONGBOW 

' APACHE LOGBOW %R 
C-23 Mods 
UH-1 Mods 
UH-1 HUEY SCEP 
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PROGRAM PE/SSN DIP FY9 FY93 W94 
MIMAMENlSMIEIPONS greeted 6wrgy 8 RockeVMissilelBomb System - 

Air k Ku, Air to Surf-, Surface m Air) 
STMGER RMPPIP 23801 303 D 4020 10390 19519 
TRmOR WU. 63813 B37 D 84312 
AVBGER Pte 23801 038 D 2461 11195 8385 

I PATROT' Prod Lnpn 23801 036 D 37518 36249 37326 
I ' LOSU)SYSFNDHW 63757 463 D 51796 

A W  63392 El6 D 34103 18862 
T&"TOR RUT 23806C19 D 1658 1663 8S1r 
TRACTOR RIG 23806 665 D 10329 
H A W  FIP 23801 690 D 14360 7540 
HELLFIRE Seecer 64816C13 D 1071 39 
Ak %It Oefense 64202 132 D 4354 
HELLFlREProdlmpv 23802 045 D 21281 4519 5138 
TOW PIP' 23802 336 D 261% 1950 37541 
Ah TIM12 Warlreada 23802 051 D 4875 
 spa#^ m t b n  Tech 63006 592 D 
MOEMIWJS Ef0~tT- 62784T40 D 13791 10718 11152 
R-th In MttsME Lruen 61102 ti49 D 4716 5003 4568 
Dkecbd Ermgt T e c h r w  62307 139 D 476 53 4509 
M b C  Technobgy 62303 214 D 31315 35873 23255 
HbRwu Waorvave technology 62120 140 D 7778 6980 6153 
Elearc.mSp Demo 63004 C94 D 0052 39884 10865 
Missk System D e w  63238 160 D 19861 
Ubsk !$hulatbn 63313206 D 3154 3274 312L 
S ~ T e c h l R e ~ O f f 1 ~ 8  63006 492 D 5575 2931 

n 
F 
(9 
w 
-J 

g 
t-' 
.I 
m 
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PRCGRAM PVSSN DIP FY32 M93 
ELECTRONC COMBAT (Wadng devioea, pmrners, mntemmweq etc) 

NCm-ESM 64817356 0 16:# 13507 
NCTR-hlS 64817495 0 :61 1 
NcTFl-hAIDE 64817494 0 11461 585 
FWD Glound Fksed SB##W 64820E10 D 39330 17613 
HT 2nd .Sen Fll? ED 647lOL69 D 
Nlgn V i a  Sys Wev 6377413' D 537 7421 
Ni$tt V i m  Dev ED W71OL70 D 3239 20296 
Ground CID 64817482 D 9425 
Comm SXy Equip Tech 3314049: 0 6414 6103 
A w  Key Mgmt S ~ Z  33140501 0 
Army JSTARS 64770202 D 6x90 62471 
Sig~als Warfare Dm 64270L12 D 139;18 64713 
Tac Eb Sur Sp ADmARA) 63766 907 D 18(00 13989 
Tact Sun Sys AG (TIARA) 63730560 @ 16132 12300 
Gcpenct.de J a m m  ED 64270L1~ O 6213 
Tac €la Sur Sys €0 (TIARA) 64766 909 D 2061 32194 
Tad Sun Sys & (TIARA) 64740 662 D 21\38 18897 
AM-TSS 64270 LlS D 
TROJAN Oevefopnent 64270 L16 0 
Nmt Vision & EO Twhrology 62709H95 C. 29882 33444 
Gmnd Cbt 10 Tectnology 62120H15 C 9431 
Signals Wafare Lab 61302 ti40 C ClCI 842 
S e w  Systems Remarch 61102 H 4  C 263 2664 
ElectroniF, D ~ v  DPnrrd 61102 H4? C 433 4705 
NIQI~ vision a EO ~ m a r d r  61102 318 c st34 4755 
TOP, hrge Intel &Space 62784 '35E C 1324 9236 
MaophngLRemUeSensIng 611MSX C 3XE 2655 
Elec & €lectrmicDedces 62705 -194 C 2Q99 21499 
Sersars & Signal-, R- 63772 24: C 763 4937 
Grand Cbt ID hrnl~s 63772281 C 471 5 



NightW*, CM Veh 
Night Vision, Abn Sys 
Night Vision Mv Te- 
Seelur Adw Dw 
MubleSuvRadar 
Dual Mode Seeker 
Adv Gectranic Devises 
STWGRAY 



PROGRAM POSIN DIP M 9 2  RSj FY94 
ELECTAONE COMBAT (Wemhrg devices, jammers, .=ountermeaswes, etc.) 

GUARDRAIL COUM SENSOF JnARA) A02005 P 185635 111386 11219 
A R  WARA) A1 1500 P 42088 
TRCTOR HALL AA0475 P 433 196 
Init wres flQUlCKFlX AA0953 P 173 B6 
lnilial spares fIGUARDRAit. AA0951 P 11272 9557 
Init 3pares flAWWSMUD AA09W P 3185 1253 
Initill spares TRACTOR FIX AA0967 P 100 
TR'C?DR DEW ABOOOt P 1 195 10 
EH-60 QUICKFIX Mods AB300) P 5535 391 430 
Lt Dhr Interim Sensor AD4503 P 7880 1914 
GUARDRAIL MOCS WARA) AZ2000 P 35806 9292 11 1330 
AS: Warning Receivers A23506 P 43764 217Ll 22876 
AS: Infrared Chuntemeasures AZ3W P 
AS€ Radar Counte-88 AZ- P 
Ni@ Ws, ANIPVS-6 MELIOS. 853800 P 21633 21983 34325 
Irnrgecy Pfoc Sys TARA)  BAQ329 P 14% l4Ld 1927 
TRUAN SP Pwp Rcvng Sys (lIARA) BAQ331 P 9944 9?30 3122 
TRi3JAN SPtRIT Nods VARY EA0332 P 1837 
TR13JAN SPIRIT Terrninab (II4RA) BAO333 P 37a3 
JOHT WARS ARMY mAw BA1080 P 3520 5 m 6  
TsC Amly Key MP+t S Y ~  BAl201 P 7111 7180 
Mox for EW Equip BAG1 00 P 8675 80(n 
0 s  - Jam Resistant Sec a m m  BA8300 P 5098 5 8  4352 
J STARS Spares BA9724 P 6253 
PEa IEW 0th hlt Spares BA9730 P 1 W  12068 
kens less than $2U (TIAFW) BIG278 P 2883 1720 
TSE - ttems kissthan $2M BLS264 P 4816 4 6 2  
ltens less than $2W (intel Spd BEZ7a P 743 
TSE - TEMPEST (COMSEC) BQQ203 P 991 El 
Tacl Uec S w  Sys UIARA) 82131 5 P 5560 5;75 7229 
Ma1 of in-svc eq (Tac Surv) BZT325 P 306M 24978 37738 



ION Gmd Base Comrn selrwr (TIARA) 
TSEC - Sec Vdca lmprov Prog 
Mods fa ION Hr Form Sys (MRA) 
Mods for IRH Lt Force Sys (TIARA) 
M o d 8  for IEW ConntectMty (TIARA) 
Fonvard Entry Oevice 
Night Vb, Thermal Wpn SigM 
Hor I-, 2nd Gers FUR 
LtwtVi-Recon- 
Night Vls, ANIPAQ-4 Aknlng Ught 
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PRZGRAH wSSN WP N92 M93 
ELECT33FICCOMBIT (Wanhgdevioes, jlrmnrers, c w n t m n ~ s ,  a) 

ANJ15NUb KS601 P 31301 33559 
NIQi Vs, ANfPVS? AID WSUIO P 50715 48480 
NlQiVs CIsw Canternetsaes K-0 P 
NV SWrnigM sight K 4  5M) P 20946 
TrUSDP ACE MM3TO P 2800 1343 
4SM.S Spm MA9724 P 
PEO I W 13)ther M.49130 P 
FAA0 GBSSpnrer M.49132 P 
TSECfiG-M mEna)ptDw R4000 P 1179 1207 
TSECflY-99 Mintm ROW P 7015 16668 
TSR-XSEEqtip TAOPO P 
TSEC - Tmnk Enum Dsv TA0900 P 12875 4805 
TSE - Itfo Sys Seunity TA0800 P 
HFC3UIIHT Systen WWU) V'8aDO P 
S ~ 1 S 7 0 P  VA~COO P 
FAXI CBS W O 5 3  P 



"ZSSh CAT PKXRAM 
NAWR&D 

. 404603N AR Unguided ConvAir-Launched Wpr 
403800N AR Jt A& Strike Tmh Prog 
:0n 63N AR Adv Wid Rg Ah-+Ah Md 
W 5 8 N  AR Target SysDewlcp 
M 1 8 N  AR Jt Dircct A k  Mwlirion 
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104755tl AR Ship Self Defense 
iW27l4 AR .ii S i a n d o i i W ~ ~ ~ + ~  Sys 
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cCV55N AR Ship Self W m e  
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Alc Crew Sp Develop 
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Ak Syr & Wpns Adv Technology 
Aviation lrrprowrnents 
Aviation S~rvivabiity 
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A M  
Tactical S p a  Operations 
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AlrK)cean Equi:, Develop 
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White Sands Missile Range 
BRAC 95 R&D Data Call #7 

PART V: Data Submission 

R&D FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: 

DATA REDUCTION 



SECTION 2: CAPACITY C TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.1 WORKLOAD 

2.1.A Historical Workload 

2.1.A.1 See the Historical Workload form (FORMS-0 and FORMS-1) 

2.1.B Forecasted Workload 

2.1.B.1 Identify all appropriations (by program element) that 
generated testing or test support requirement, or are expected to 
generate such a requirement for FY92, FY93, and each year of the 
FY95 FYDP. 

See Table 1. 

2.1.B.2 Provide the amount of test work performed at your 
facility in FY92 and FY93. Break this out by workyears across 
the functional descriptors. (note, this is a duplicate of item 
2.1.A.1 above) 

AIR VEHIC 
ELEC COMB 
ARMNT/WEAP 

Note: 1780 hrs/WY used in calculation. 

2.2 UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

2.2.A See the Unconstrained Capacity form (FORM6) 

2.2.B Is this capacity limited by the physical characteristics 
of the facility itself, safety or health considerations, 
commercial utility availability, etc? 

YES. Number of film readers, digitizers, etc., limits facility 
capacity. 

2.3 TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.3.A Does the facility have a specified war-time or contingency 
role established in approved war plans? 

YES 

2.3.B Does the facility provide a T&E product or service, 
without which irreparable harm would be imposed on the test 
mission of the host installation? 



YES 

2.3.B.1 On the test mission of any other activity? 

2 .3 .8 .2  On any other mission deemed critical to the operational 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States? 

SECTION 3: MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1 OVER-ARCHING MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1.A Interconnectivity 

3.1.A.1 What percentage of the total test workload of this 
facility in FY93 involved the real-time or near real-time 
exchange of data or control with another facility? List the 
facilities you interconnect to for tests and identify how many 
are simultaneous activities. Identify these as to whether they 
are internal or external to the site. 

50 percent. Most interconnected facilities are internal. 

3.1.A.2 If your facility were to be closed, would there be an 
impact on other facilities to which you are connected. If yes, 
explain. No 

3.1.B Facility Condition 

3.1.B.1 See the Facility Condition form (FORM4) 

3.1.C Environmental and Encroachment Carrying Capacity 

3.1.C.1 Do you have limiting (current or future) environmental 
and/or encroachment characteristics associated with the 
installation/facility? If yes, explain. 

Please see the response to 95 BRAC #3 for details. Many of the 
environmental charateristics mapped for the response to 95 BRAC 
# 3  address evolving environmental issues, the outcome of which 
could impose 1imit:ations on carrying capacity in the foreseeable 
future. 

For exmple, wetlands have never been delineated on WSMR, yet a 
large portion of t.he Range is expected to qualify under the 
current and developing definition of jurisdictional wetlands 
subject to protections under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Until delineation is funded or required due to proposed 
development, confi.rmation of the extent of the wetlands and level 



of regulatory protection is unknown. 

Similiarly, a Rangewide endangered species survey has never been 
undertaken for WSMR. There are several federally listed species 
expected to occur on the Range which have not, yet, been proven 
to occur. In addition, several species which are currently 
listed as endangered by the state of New Mexico, or candidate ' 

species for federal listing are known to occur on the Range. 
Future surveys, ar changes in listing status are likely to cause 
some of these species to be documented or listed. In this event, 
limitations on carrying capacity should be expected. 

Finally, current compliance with the mandates of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires approval of 
project/program specific NEPA documentation. New test 
projects/programs, and expanded versions of ongoing test 
projects/program, can not take place at WSMR without the 
preparation and approval of new or supplemental NEPA 
documentation, While compliance with NEPA does not preclude any 
specific activity, the NEPA process itself is time consuming and 
resource intensive (especially with the lack of baseline 
environmental data at WSMR). When not anticipated in project 
planning/scheduling, the NEPA documentation requirements can lead 
to unacceptable costs and delays in test execution, thereby 
limiting mission capacity and expandability. In addition, the 
rapid evolution of environmental laws can be expected to result 
in additonal requirements under NEPA and limitations on carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

Encroachment issues due to surrounding communities at WSMR are 
few (e.g., occasional attempts by state and federal governmental 
agencies to establish wildlerness lands adjacent to the 
installation boundaries or within the extension area, etc.). 
However, the installation co-uses lands administered by several 
non-DoD federal agencies, including the Department of the 
Interior (e.g., White Sands National Monument and San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge) and the Department of Agriculture 
(Jornada Experimental Range). Some of the agreements which 
govern joint use of these lands are expired and under revision at 
this time. Current issues involviilg DoD co-use of these lands 
and compatibility with the non-DoD agency missions are under 
scrutiny (e.g., military overflight of wildlife refuges, and the 
assessment of cumulative impact due to the overall WSMR mission), 
The resoultion of thses issues has potential to limit carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

3.1.C.2 How much could workload be increased before this limit 
would be reached? Express you answer as a percentage of your 
current workload. 

An answer in the form of a percentage is not possible. Due to 
the factors discussed in item 3 . 1 . C . 1 ,  above, the possibility of 
increasing the test load (workload) for any specific 
project/program, or adding new test missions, would depend on on 



a variety of things, such as: the scope of the project as defined 
in the original MEPA approval, the resources that may be impacted 
as a result of any increased workload, the location of the 
testing, and any changes in environmental regulations which may 
have occurred prior to the increased workload. In addition, 
there is significant non-DoD agency concern regarding the lack of 
cumulative effects assessment for the WSMR mission. It is not 
clear if, and at what point, testing may be constrained due to 
this deficiency. 

3.1.C.3 Do you currently operate under temporary permits of an 
environmental nature, or voluntary agreements (including 
treaties) of any sort that deal with the environment? If so, _ when do they expire, and describe them. 

1. EXP: 19 Jan 98. 
TITLE: Interagency Agreement for professional and Technical 

Assistance in Inventorying and Mapping Wetlands between the 
U.S. Department of the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Department of the Interior. 

DESCRIPTION: USFWS will map wetlands boundaries for Army 
installations as funded and prioritized by the Army. WSMR is 
AMC's #1 priority for FY94 funding/execution [Memorandum, AMXEN- 
M, 31 Jan 94, subject: Updated Prioritization on DA/U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
Conducting Wetlands Delineation and Mapping in the U.S. Army 
Materiel Command] 

2. EXP: 31 Aug 95. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding between White Sands 

Missile Range, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and Wildlife Research Institute for 
Mountain Lion and Mule Deer Research on White Sands Missile 
Range, New Mexico. 

DESCRIPTION: Permits the performance of a cooperative 
wildlife research project involving lions and deer on WSMR. 

3. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: White Sands Pupfish Conservation Plan (2 Mar 94 

revsion ) . 
DESCRIPTION: Defines measures necessary to protect this 

fish species and precludes actions which would cause the USFWS to 
list it as threatened or endangered; commits WSMR to participate 
in the development of a memorandum of agreement between WSMR, the 
State of New Mexico, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service which 
details specific actions and agency responsibilities for 
protection of the White Sands pupfish. [Note: MOA is currently 
under interagency review prior to approval] 

4. EXP: Mar 95. 
TITLE: Big Game Hunting Dates and Areas for the 1994-1995 

License Year on WSMR (Proclamation of 1994-95 Seasons, New Mexico 
Department of Game and Fish, NMSA Chapter 17) 



DESCRIPTION: Establishes public big game hunting dates and 
areas for the current license year IAW approvals provided by WSMR 
during interagency coordination. 

5. EXP: 30 Jun 89 (new agreement currently under ne.gotiation). 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of the Army Represented by the Corps of Engineers and 
the Department of' the Interior Represented by the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wil.dlife (DACA 47-9-69-293). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the San 
Andres National Wildlife Refuge by WSMR. 

6. EXP: Jun90. 
TITLE: Cooperative Agreement for Conservation and 

development of Fish and Wildlife Resources on the White Sands 
Missile Range (signatory agencies: WSMR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms of interagency and joint 
management of fish and wildlife resources on WSMR IAW the Sike's 
Act (PL 86-797, as amended). 

7. EXP: 30 Jun 90. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of Agriculture, Represented by the Science and 
Education Administration Agricultural Research, and the 
Department of the Army, Represented by the Corps of Engineers 
(DACA 47-9-81-48). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the Jornada 
Experimental Range by WSMR. 

8. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: Options for Desert Bighorn Sheep Management, San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). 
DESCRIPTION: Signed agreement between the Regional 

Director, USFWS Region 2, and the Director, New Mexico Department 
of Game and Fish regarding the long-term managment of the 
endangered (state listed) desert bighorn sheep popultaion on 
WSMR . 
9. EXP: Oct 95 (tentative). 

TITLE: Settlement of the lawsuit in the case of Wolf Action 
Group et al. v. UnLted state et al., to which the Secretary of 
Defense was party. 

DESCRIPTION: This agreement and other correspondence, 
commits DoD, the Department of the Army, and WSMR to allow the 
USFWS to consider WSMR as a potential reintroduction site for 
recovery of the federally listed (endangered) Mexican wolf, and 
commits WSMR as a formal cooperating agency in the preparation of 
the EIS for wolf reintroduction. 

3 . 1 . C . 4  What is the total population within a 50 mile radius? 



100 mile radius? 150 mile radius? 200 mile radius? 

Population figures were developed using the main cantonment area 
of WSMR as the base point. Due to the isolated geography of the 
range and the sparse population of surrounding areas, these 
numbers will not change significantly if the base point is 
changed or expanded to include all range boundaries. 

population within 50 miles U.S. 766,525 
Mexico 544,496 

Total 1,311,021 

population ",ithin 100 miles U.S. 836,142 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,406,033 

population within 150 miles U.S. 989,896 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,559,787 

population within 200 miles U.S. 1,708,285 
Mexico 635,319 

Total 2,341,604 

Note that at the population of the area of Mexico included in the 
population circle between 100 and 150 miles does not change. 
There is no available open source data on this rural area of 
Mexico. 

3 . 1 . C . 5  Identify the commercial air/land/sea traffic routes, 
public use of air/land/sea space, and the frequency of use for 
each that affect or could affect mission accomplishment in your 
air, land, or sea space. 

N/A. There are none of the above that affect our mission 
accomplishment. A major US highway (U.S. Route 70) crosses the 
range just above the major launch complex area. However this 
does not affect our testing mission as the U.S. Army has 
permission to close the highway as needed in one hour increments 
with 15 minutes for traffic passage between each closure. 

3 .1 .C .S .A  How many test missions per year are canceled due to 
commercial or public use? 

NONE 



3.1.C.6 What is the number of test missions that have been 
canceled due to encroachment in each of the last two years? 

NONE 

3.1.D Specialized Test Support Facilities and Targets 

3.1.D.1 Do you have specialized facilities which are required to 
support you in conducting your test operations at your facility? 
If yes, describe. 

YES. See list attached to technical information form. 

3.1.D.2 Are specialized targets required to support this 
facility, If yes, explain. 

3.1.D.2.A Have the specialized targets been validated? If yes, 
by whom? 

3.1.E.1 Other than the expandability inherent in the 
unconstrained capacity (FORM 6) discussed earlier, are there any 
special aspects of this facility that enhance its ability to 
expand output within each T&E functional area? If yes, explain. 

3.1.E.1.A Can you accept new T&E workload different from what 
you are currently performing? If yes, identify by T&E functional 
area and test type. 

YES. Data reduction is applicable to all functional areas that 
can be tested at WSMR. 

3.1.E.2 Are the airspace, land, and water areas adjacent to 
areas under DoD control available and/or suitable for physical 
expansion to support new missions or increased footprints. If 
yes, explain. 

YES. Over 1,000 square miles is available adjoining the north 
and west boundaries of the range. This land is a combination of 
federal property and private property currently used on a "call 
upw basis for safety footprints and instrumentation sites. 
Agreements are already in place for continuing use of this 
property. 

3.1.E.3 Is the fac!ility equipped to support secure operations. 
If yes, to what levrel of Classification (Confidential -> 
Special Access)? 



YES. Secret on a routine, recurring basis. Special Access 
programs and data can be handled depending upon the specific 
requirement and the impacts that requirement generates upon other 
test programs. 

3.1.E.4 Are there any capital improvements underway or 
programmed in the FY95 FYDP that would change your 
capacity/capabili.ty. If yes, explain. 

3.1.F Uniqueness 

3.1.F.1 Is this a one-of-a-kind facility within the DoD? If 
yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is the largest over land based and most highly 
instrumented test range in the free world. WSMR is one-of-a-kind 
as a national strategic resource due to its land mass of 
2,164,244 acres (100 x 40 miles). The air space is restricted 
over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and extends from the 
surface to an unlimited altitude. Although primarily thought of 
as a missile range, WSMR has extensive laboratory test facilities 
that are modern and varied. With its unique geographical 
location, climatic conditions, infrastructure (3,000 
instrumentation sites, 50 launch complexes, 1,900 buildings, 1829 
miles of roads), and highly skilled technical workforce, WSMR 
supports a variety of customers including NAVY, Air Force, 
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, and the adjacent Holloman 
AFB, and Ft. Bliss Army installations. In addition, WSMR has 
adjacent call up areas to the west and north, and off-range 
launch areas currently under evaluation at Green River, UT (450 
mi extension), Mountain Home, ID (800 mi extension), and Fort 
Wingate Army Depot (285 mi extension). 

3.1.F.l.A Within the U.S. Government? If yes, explain 

YES. WSMRts mission is to operate a U.S. Government owned Major 
Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) component to support 
research, development, test and evaluation for the Army, Navy, 
Air Force, NASA, and other approved US Government and commercial 
agencies, and foreign governments. 

3.1.F.l.B Within the U.S? If yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is located within the continental U.S. in south- 
central NM near the cities of Las Cruces, Socorro, Alamogordo, 
NM, and El Paso, TX. WSMR is 30-40 miles east to west and 100 
miles south to north (land mass of 2,164,244 acres) with 
additional north and west extensions. The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 
extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. 

Are you ciurren t ly providing support to DoD users outside 



your Military Department? If yes, indicate the percentage of 
total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military Department. 

YES. 

Military Workload (Percent Tests) 
Department Historical Data 

FY92 FY93 

Army 60% 71% 
NAVY 06 08 
Air Force 33 15 
NASA 00 00 
Other 00 00 ---------- ----- ----- 
Total 100% 100% 

Refer to table I for additional information on programs being 
supported by the range, 

3 . 1 . G  Available Air, Land, and Sea Space 

3 . 1 . G . 1  How many square miles of air, land, and sea space are 
available to support test operations? 

About 5,000 square miles of air space with 2,164,244 acres of 
land mass (excluding White Sands National Monument) is available. 
In addition, there are 11,306 square miles of air space available 
within the associated extension areas surrounding the range (see 
enclosed map - prepared by KING JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 1989). 

3 . 1 . 6 . 2  Who owns or controls the land under the Restricted 
Airspace use? 

The range. Additionally, WSMR owns and /or controls some of the 
land under the restricted areas. 

3 . 1 . 6 . 3  How much of this (total air space available to support 
operations) is Restricted Airspace, and what altitude limits are 
associated with the restricted areas? 

All of the area is restricted airspace and the altitude limits 
are surface to unliimited or structured with various altitude 
limits. 

3 . 1 . 6 . 4  Do you have special use airspace other than supersonic 
airspace? If yes, for what types of tests? What are its 
dimensions? Will it support simultaneous users? 

YES. Various tests. The tests take place within the established 
restricted airspace boundaries. 

3.1 .G.5  Is the airspace over land or water. List the number of 
square miles over each. 



The airspace is 'over land. 

DESIGNATION 
R-5107B 
R-5107C 
R-5107D 
R-5107E 
R-5107F 
R-5107G 
R-5107H 
R-5107J 
R-5111A 
R-5111B 
R-5111C 
R-5109A 
R-5109B 
R-6413 

TOTAL 

SQUARE MILES 
3,504 
1,172 
734 
169 

1,588 
1,271 
1,081 

89 
580 
580 
460 

2,242 
1,336 
1,500 (AT GREEN RIVER, UT) 

3.1.6.6 Identify known or projected airspace problems that may 
prevent accomplishing your mission. 

In Aug 93, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) completed a 
survey of its Nat.iona1 Wildlife Refuge System to identify issues 
regarding military aircraft overflights as a possible 
incompatible refuge use. Among the 41 refuges where military 
overflights were determined to be an issue, the San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge on WSMR was identified as the sixth 
highest priority for problem resolution. In a memorandum from 
the Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate General, 
2 May 93, recommended ODEP take immediate action to resolve the 
conflicts for the Army as a class. WSMR is has not been made 
aware of any resol.ution at this time, however, the installation 
anticipates institution of a minimum altitude of 2000' AGL for 
all aircraft overflights of the Refuge based on recent FORSCOM 
action and requests from the USFWS during negotiations for a new 
cooperative agreement for co-use  of Refuge l a n d s .  I n  a d i d i t o n ,  
there is some indi.cation that minimum altitudes may be an issue 
in the future where occupied endangered speciesf habitats are 
imvolved (e.g., desert bighorn sheep outside of Refuge 
boundaries). 

3.1.6.7 What is the maximum straight line segment in your 
airspace in nautical miles? 

120 Nautical miles. 

3.1.6.8 What public airspace have you used for overflight of 
weapons systems in the past? What was the nature of those tests? 
Do you anticipate being able to use that same public airspace for 
similar tests in tlne future? Yes or no to each. 

YES. Flight of a target drone (AQM-37). Yes. Waiver on file 



with the Federal Aviation Administration, Albuquerque Air Route 
Traffic Control Center from Jan 94 thru 31 Dec 94 for flight in 
public airspace. 

3.1.H Geographical/Climatological Features 

3 . 1 . H . 1  Describe the topography and ground cover/vegetation 
within your test airspace (include nap of the earth). Identify 
all of the following that apply: mountains, forest, jungle, 
cultivated lowland, swamp, riverine, desert, and sea. State the 
area of each in square miles. 

The following descriptions are transcribed or adapted from 
Muldavin, E. and P. Mehlhop. 1992. A preliminary vegetation 
classification and test vegetation map for White Sands Missile 
Range and Sand Andres National Wildlife Refuge, New Mexico. New 
Mexico Natural Heritage Program, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque. The estimated coverage in square miles of the 
identified topography is based upon expert opinion analysis of 
satellite imagery, as less than 4% of the range has been land 
surveyed and placed in the LCTA or GIs (GRASS) databases. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

White Sands Missi.le Range lies within the Bolson sub-section 
Mexican Highlands section of the Basin and Range physiographic 
province (Gile, Hawley and Grossman, 1981). It is characterize 
by broad desert basins and discontinuous mountain ranges (Gile, 
Hawley and Grossman 1981). The major mountain ranges are the San 
Andres and Oscura Mountains which lie centrally, and divide the 
range into two major basins to the east and west. The San Andres 
Mountains are structurally a large west tilted fault block which 
rise to a height of 2,733.4 m (8,968 ft) at Salinas Peak. The 
mountain range is cuesta-like with precipitous escarpments facing 
east and long, gently dipping slopes to the west. To the east of 
the San Andres is the Tularosa Basin, a corresponding down- 
faulted inter-mountain basin with a minimum elevation of 1,175 m 
(3,855 ft)l. A long piedmont slope leads from the base of the 
escarpment of San Andres to the Tularosa Basin floor, which is 
notable for its extensive alkali flats, coppice dune fields, 
gypsum lake deposits, and shifting dunes. The north end of the 
basin is partly covered by an Holocene basalt flow called the 
Carrizozo Malpais. To the west of the San Andres is the Jornada 
del Muerto basin which is divided into two internally drained 
northern and southern basins with minimum elevations approaching 
1,495 m (4,900 ft). At the north end of WSMR are the smaller 
Oscura Mountains which are also a cuesta-like east tilted fault 
block like the San Andres, but in opposite directions. The 
escarpment faces west with the corresponding long piedmont slope 
leading to the bottom of northern Jornada del Muerto basin. To 
the east, slopes gently dip into the basin fill of Tularosa 
Basin. Both ranges lie on Precambrian age granites, and are 
stratigraphically complex with intermixed limestone and sandstone 
strata ranging in age from Cambrian to Quaternary (Bachman 1968; 



Bachman and Harbour 1970 ) . 
At the very southern boundary of the Missile Range is the 
northern end of the Organ Mountains which are primarily Tertiary 
Quartz monzonite derived from the Organ Batholith, and 
Precambrian granites (Seager 1981). For the most part, they lack 
the fault block structure and complex stratigraphy of the San 
Andres and Oscura ranges, but are more topographically diverse 
and rugged. 

SOILS 

The soils of the study area have been mapped at the 1:100,000 
scale by Neher and Bailey (1976). They identified 35 soil series 
mapped into 29 mapping units for the range. These delineations 
tend to be genera.lized and heterogeneous, with most soils falling 
into the Aridisol order from the Camborthid, Haplargid, 
Calciorthid, Paleorthid, and Gypsiorthid Great Groups. There 
were five Entisols and one Mollisol identified. The most common 
series were summarized by Anderson and Taylor (1983) as follows: 
Yesum and Holloman gypsum flats (320,202 acres), Nikel and Tencee 
soils support about 269,500 acres of desert shrublands on 
alluvial fans, Rockland (cool, warm and outcrop) covers 613,035 
acres, gypsum duneland covers about 95,800 acres and the lava 
flow covers 40,700 acres. 

VEGETATION 

CONIFEROUS FOREST 

Lower Montane Coniferous Forest - The mountain ranges on WSMR do 
not reach the elevation required to support extensive tall 
coniferous forests. The ponderosa pine-Arizona fescue type which 
occurs at the highest elevations on Salinas Peak in the San 
Andres Mountains i.s the only representative found on WSMR of 
Lower Montane Coni.ferous Forest. This vegetation type is common 
elsewhere in the Southwest, and is found in a zone above pinyon- 
juniper woodlands and below mixed coniferous forests dominated by 
firs. 7 square miles. 

WOODLANDS AND SAVANNAS 

Coniferous Woodlands - This vegetation type is found below the 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forests and is dominated by the low 
stature conifers, pinyon pine and oneseed juniper. The woodlands 
are characterized by tree canopies that are moderately open to 
nearly closed (> 25% cover), although some stands can be quite 
open (5-25% cover, particularly after fire. Undergrowth is 
commonly dominated by sclerophyllous ;hrubs, and on occasion by 
grasses. Savannas on the other hand have open to very open 
canopies with predominately grassy cover dominated by warm season 
grasses which occurs between trees. The most common habitat 
types in coniferous woodlands are pinyon pine-gambel oak, pinyon 



pine- Scribner's needle and thread, pinyon pine/ wavy-leaf oak, 
pinyon pine- mountain mahogany, pinyon pine/ blue grama, pinyon 
pine/beargrass, pinyon pine/ sideoats grama and pinyon pine/ 
muhly. 237 square miles. 

Savannas - At lower elevations around 2,100 m (7000 it), the 
pinyon pine give way to the savannas of the oneseed juniper 
series. Here, oneseed juniper is the dominant tree, varying from 
moderately closed to very open canopies (5-50% cover). Pinyon 
pine is poorly represented or absent. On gentle landforms of low 
relief, trees tend to be scattered across the landscape with wide 
spaces of intervening grass cover, hence the savanna-like 
physiognomy. In steeper and more dissected hill terrain, the 
types take on more of a woodland aspect, with the shrub element 
becoming more important. The lower elevation limit of this 
series is around 1,750 m (5,800 it) in the north, and 1,900 m 
(6,200 ft) at the south end of WSMR. The most common variant of 
the Savannas type is oneseed juniper/sideoats grama which occurs 
on moderately steep to very steep and dissected hill slopes or 
scarp slopes of cuestas. Overall undergrowth production is low, 
with grass cover the most conspicuous element, but sclerophyllous 
shrubs can be important (oaks and mountain mahogany). At 
somewhat lower elevations, but in a similar landscape, the 
oneseed juniper/New Mexican feather grass type becomes dominant. 
On more gentle landforms such as adjacent lower toe slopes or 
cuesta dip slopes, the above type will give way to either the 
oneseed juniper/bl.ue grama or oneseed juniper/hairy grama series. 
These types have t.he more savanna-like physiognomy with the 
oneseed juniper/ha.iry grama occurring on somewhat rockier sites 
with coarser textwed soils than where the oneseed 
juniper/bluegrama habitat type occurs. Plains-Mesa Grasslands 
are commonly found adjacent to these savannas where trees become 
poorly represented or absent. At the lower elevational limits of 
this series, the oneseed juniper/black grama becomes predominant 
with Plains-Mesa'Grasslands and Desert Grasslands across a broad 
ecotone. 321 square miles. 

SCRUBLAND 

Montane Scrub - Montane scrub usually occurs in the same 
elevation zone as woodlands and savannas, but in either more 
extreme environments, or on sites that have been subjected to 
high frequency disturbance such as repeated fire. The vegetation 
is normally dominated by low stature sclerophyllous shrubs such 
as mountain mahogany and oaks and hardy grasses such as New 
Mexico muhly. Some habitat types defined within this series are 
mountain mahogany/yellowleaf silktassel, gambel oak/snowberry, 
wavyleaf oak/mountain mahogany, grayoak/mountain mahogany and 
scrub liveoak/mounftain mahogany. 220 square miles 

Plains-Mesa Scrub - This type of scrub is typified on WSMR by the 
sand sage Series. This Series occurs along the perimeter of the 
upper Jornada basin, usually on wind deposited sandy substrates. 
The landscape is that of gentle rolling hills and small dunes and 



hummocks. The vegetation is transitional to desert grassland and 
is characterized by shrub dominance of sand sage and soaptree 
yucca with desert. grassland associated grass species such as mesa 
dropseed, giant dropseed and black grama well represented. Three 
habitat types have been identified for the Series. The most 
common is the sandsage/mesa dropseed type of hill slopes, low 
dunes, and inter-dune areas. The sandsage/giant dropseed type is 
found with less frequency on the summits of the larger dunes. 
The sandsage/black grama type is found on upper slopes grading 
into Desert Grasslands. 304 square miles. 

Great Basin Desert Scrub - Great Basin influences are limited on 
WSMR with the exception of the presence of some types of fourwing 
saltbush Series. The three most extensive habitat types are 
fourwing saltbush/giant sacaton, fourwing saltbush/mariola and 
fourwing saltbush/alkali sacaton. These types are restricted to 
low gradient arroyos or in arroyos themselves. 710 square miles. 

Chihuahuan Desert Scrub - This is an extensive sub-formation on 
WSMR occupying large areas of lower mountain slopes, bajadas and 
basin bottoms. All habitat types are dominated by drought 
resistant shrubs with undergrowths varying from grassy to nearly 
absent. The creosote bush Series occurs from mountain foot 
slopes, down bajadas to basin floors. Elevations range from 
1,250 to 1,750 m (4,100 to 5,750 ft). The major habitat types 
within the series are: creosotebush/mariola, which occurs on the 
foot slopes of mountains and hills, intergrading with desert 
grasslands and other mountain desert scrub types. Down slope on 
toe slopes and upper bajadas, the above type grades into the 
creosotebush/black grama type and the crosotebush/fluffgrass 
type. Further down the bajadas, the upper types give way to the 
sparse creosotebush and the creosotebush/bush muhly types. 
Finally, on the gentle toe-slopes, creosotebush grades into 
alkali sacaton grasslands. Two minor types are 
creosotebush/hairy coldenia on gypsum outcrops and 
creosotebush/blue grama on upper elevation transitions. 

Other common types included within the Chihuahuan Desert Scrub 
are the tarbush series which may be tarbush/Southwestern 
needlegrass on sca.rpments or tarbush/alkali sacaton on alluvial 
flats. The mesqui.te series occurs extensively across the 
Tularosa Basin and, includes mesquite/mesa dropseed, 
mesquite/four-wing saltbush and mesquite/alkali sacaton. 

Restricted types are those of the ocotillo series. These include 
the ocotillo/mariola habitat type and the ocotillo/tufted rockmat 
type. Another type typical on limestone outcrops is 
ocotillo/side-oats grama. 822 square miles. 

GRASSLAND VEGETATION 

Plains-Mesa Grassland - This sub-formation lies between the 
higher elevation woodlands, savannas or montane scrub and the 
lower elevation desert grasslands or desert scrubs. The most 



extensive Series is blue grama grasslands. The habitat types are 
blue grama/western wheatgrass, blue grama/sideoats grama, blue 
grama/New Mexico needlegrass, blue grama/sand dropseed, blue 
grama/ Bigelow sagebrush, hairy grama/New Mexico needlegrass, 
hairy grama/blue grama, New Mexico needlegrass/sideoats grama, 
oneseed juniper/Nrew Mexico needlegrass, New Mexico 
needlegrass/sotol and little bluestem/sandhill muhly. 372 square 
miles. 

Desert Grassland - Desert grassland areas are characterized by 
the dominance of grass species associated with semi-arid to arid 
transition climates: the gramas, dropseeds and muhlys. These 
grasslands grow on a wide variety of land forms such as upper 
bajadas, dip slopes of cuesta and cuesta-like mountains, mountain 
and hill foot and toe slopes, alluvial fans, bajadas, 
convex shoulders or summits of alluvial fans on gravely, well 
drained soils, rolling hills, lower mountain escarpment slopes, 
rolling limestone hills, wide valley bottoms and basin floors, 
alkaline, a1luvia:l flats, gypsum mounds and gypsum outcrops, etc. 

Some of the most common habitat types are black grama/blue grama, 
found on upper bajadas in transition with Plains-Mesa Grassland, 
black grama/mariolla on mountains and hill foot and toe slopes, 
black grama/Torrey Mormon tea and black grama/desert Mormon tea 
on alluvial fans and bajadas, black grama/soaptree yucca on 
rolling hills along the western border of the Jornada Basin, 
black grama/hairy grama on alluvial fans and bajadas, black 
grama/sotol on lower mountain escarpment slopes, black 
grama/Bigelow sagebrush on rolling limestone hills and escarpment 
slopes in the Tula.rosa Basin, black grama/New Mexico needlegrass 
in association with black grama/blue grama and Plains-Mesa 
Grassland, alkali sacaton/burrograss covering extensive alluvial 
flats, alkali sacaton/saltgrass occurring on alkaline alluvial 
flats, giant sacaton/Hallts panic grass growing on alluvial 
flats, and terraces, mesa dropseed/broom dalea occurring on tall, 
non-gypsiferous dunes of the central Tularosa Basin, curlyleaf 
muhly/sotol on limestone escarpment slopes of the Central San 
Andres Mountains, curlyleaf muhly/ocotillo and curlyleaf muhly/ 
Bigelow sagebrush on limestone outcrops and cuestas in the 
eastern Oscura Mountains, gypgrassfHartwegs evening primrose and 
gypgrass/hairy coldenia growing on gypsum domes and 
gypgrass/ocotillo growing along the upper edges of gypsum 
outcrops. 389 square miles. 

3.1.H.2 Are there features of the local geology or soil 
conditions that enhance or inhibit any types of tests? 

The playa that includes Lake Lucero is the secondary source of 
gypsum sands that forms White Sands National Monument. This 
reality inhibits or re-directs certain test corridors. However, 
provisions for testing are possible so that conflicts with the 
National Monument and the geological processes related to the 
formation of gypsuni sands are largely avoided. 



SENSITTVE / CLOSE HOLD 

Emta Sheet # 2 of I 0  

1. This Enata Sheet applies to the following WSMR R&D FacilitylGpbility Data 
Submissions: 

National Range Operations 
Nuclear Effects Capabilities 
Directed Energy Test Facility 
Applied Environments Capabilities 
Data Reduction 
Warheads Testing 
Materials Testing 

2. Changes to original submission are shown in italics 

3.1.H.3 Do you have to go to other geographical locations to satisf~f test requirements? If 
yes, explain. If yes, provide tits a percent of overall workload per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. WSMR hos a long range launch corridor extending to a facility at Green River, Utah 0 which was wed for Athenu and Pcrshing developments/ resting through the early 1980's. It 
is also developing a launch sire at and a corridor jiom Ft. Wingate, Ndt md a launch site at 
and a corridor from the northern extension area (about 30 miles north of the WSMli 
boundary) for m e  in the 1995196 timejkmes. 

WSMR has supported tests and programs on a reimbursable basis at other COhTJS and 
OCONUS sites on a routine ba~is since the 1960Bs, and has an extensive safari capability. 
However, there has not been a signif;cant requirement for WSMR to meet test requirements by 
execuring test projects ar other geopaphical locations during the past 8 years. 



The basalt flow or Malpais cover a stream channel that provides 
groundwater flow at Malpais Spring. This spring and its 
associated marsh and playas provide White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Mound Springs is an area providing White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Salt Creek drainage system and associated groundwater .flow are 
also associated with pupfish habitat. Some types of tests may be 
re-directed when impacts are anticipated on this habitat. 

The unique geologic setting featuring sparse human population and 
a large, land-locked basin covered with desertic vegetation and 
protected on three sides by mountains enhances a11 types of 
testing. The high percentage of severely erodible soils does not 
inhibit testing from taking place, but does place some 
restrictions, modifications and sometimes, mitigation 
requirements on projects. 

3.1.H.3 Do other geographical locations to 
satisfy test If yes, explain. If yes, provide as 
a percent of per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. 

3.1.H.4 Number of days per year with average temperature below 
32 degrees F? Between 32 and 95 degrees F? Above 95 degrees F? 

Below 32 degrees 5 
Between 32 and 95 degrees 360 
Above 95 degrees 0 

3.1.H.5. Number of days per year with average relative humidity 
below 30%? Between 30 and 80%? Above 80% 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Act-ual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% andl 80% 
RH above 80% 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

33% of the time 
56.4% of the time 
10.6% of the time 

120 days per year 
206 days per year 
39 days per year 

3.1.H.6 Number of test missions per year (85 - 93) canceled due 
to weather? 



3.1.H.7 Number of test days per year (85 - 93) canceled due to 
weather? 

3.1.H.8 Number of days per year the visibility is less than 1 
mile? Between 1 and 3 miles? Greater than 3 miles? 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

0.4% of the time 
0.2% of the time 

99.4% of the time 

1 day per year 
1 day per year 

363 days per year 

3.1.H.9 What is tihe average number of flying days available per 
year for flight tests? Provide historical average from the past 
eight years. 

YEAR FLIGHTS 

AVERAGE = 345.3 DAYS 

3.1.H.10 What percentage of the time are your test operations 
restricted due to weather? 

.05% OF THE TIME. 

3.2 AIR VEHICLES 

3.2.A Supersonic Airspace 

3.2.A.1 Do Supersonic Corridors or areas exist? 

YES. 

3.2.A.2 Where are they located relative to the airfield? 



Located within R-5107B, R-5107C, and R-5111A. 

3.2.A.3 At what altitude (upper and lower altitude)? 

Supersonic corridor is 300 feet above ground level to 30,000 feet 
MSL and the supersonic area is 10,000 feet MSL to 50,000 feet 
MSL. FINAL EIS, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, DATED JANUARY 1990. 

3.2.A.4 Are they over land or water? What size and shape 
(length and width)? 

Over land. Supersonic corridor is 65nm x lOnm and the 
supersonic is 85n:m x 40nm. 

3.2.A.5 Are there restrictions you must observe to use this 
space? If yes, explain. 

NO. 

3.2.A.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

UNKNOWN. Due to the size of the corridor the number of 
simultaneous uses could be considered as basically unlimited. 
The bi-annual DoD "Roving SandsN Air Defense Training Exercise 
routinely deploys over 100 aircraft simultaneously in this 
corridor. 

3.2.B Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3.2.B.1 Provide a brief description of your airfield and support 
facilities. 

WSMR has two light to medium duty airfields; Condron Army 
Airfield and Stallion Army Airfield. Also located within the 
Restricted Airspace Area and extensively used in testing is 
Holloman Air Force Base. Army Air Operations Directorate (AAOD), 
based at Holloman AFB, provides general test support with both 
rotary and fixed wing aircraft. AAOD currently has 10 JUH-1H 
helicopters and one JC-12, with FY94-95 plans for a composite of 
4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, and JC-12 to-support test and recovery 
operations. AAOD has extensive maintenance capability, In 
addition to routine operational maintenance, AAOD personnel have 
been trained to perform repair and rebuild operations that are 
normally accomplished at depot locations. The local rebuild and 
repair of major subsystems saves both time and money, enhancing 
overall aircraft availability. In many instances test customers 
must mount very technical, sensitive equipment on a helicopter. 
AAOD can build, test, and install just about any sort of test 
mount or rack, accomodating both airframe requirements and 
desired test data gathering capability. When any test equipment 
is mounted on the a~ircraft, an airworthiness release must be 
obtained from Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) engineering. 
Our experience, dat,a base, and ability to address every 
requirement to receive this release ensures that there will be no 



damage to the aircraft, that the test equipment will operate as 
needed, and the release will be received in the most timely 
manner. In many instances, the test equipment has been 
previously used or is very similar to equipment used on a past 
test enabling the! use of an airworthiness release from our 
extensive files. 

3 . 2 . B . 2  How close and how many emergency runways or airfields 
are in your area of operation? 

Condron AAF, 32020rN, 106O24'W; runway 9-27, paved, 6125 ft 
length, 75ft width; runway 10-19, dirt, 4350 ft length, 150 ft 
width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel. Attended 
during normal duty hours, can operate 24 hrs if mission dictates. 
Located at southwest corner of WSMR, 3 miles from main post. 

Stallion AAF, 33'49'N, 106°39'W, runway 15-33, paved, 4000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, unlighted, crash rescue available, jet 
fuel, unattended, located at the northwest corner of WSMR, 
approximately 100 miles from main post. 

White Sands Space Harbor, 32056'Nf 106O25'W; runway 05-23, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 17-35, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 02-20, packed 
gypsum, 12000 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, attended 0800- 
2200 daily, crash rescue available when NASA training on range, 
located north of main post, WSMR, approximately 40 miles. 
Aircraft size is unlimited, numerous UAV/drone operations 
conducted. 

Biggs AAF, Ft Bliss, TX, 31°51' N, 106"23'W, runway 3-21, 
concrete, 13,572 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, crash rescue 
available, jet fuel, attended 0600-2200 hrs, located 
approximately 40 miles south of WSMR. 

Holloman AFB, NM, 32O51'Nf 106°1'W, runway 04-22, paved, 10,575 
ft length, 300 ft width, runway 07-25, paved/concrete, 12,131 ft 
length, 150 ft width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, 
attended 24 hrs, located approximately 55 miles northeast of WSMR 
on east range boundary. 

Kirtland AFB, NM, 3502'Nf 106*37'W, runway 03-21, paved, 9000 it 
length, 100 it width, runway 12-30, paved, 5130 it length, 150 ft 
width, runway 17-35, paved, 10,010 ft length, 150 ft width, 
lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, AVGAS, attended 24 
hrs, co-located at Albuquerque International Airport 
approximately 100 miles north of the WSMR north boundary, and 
approximately 50 miles north of the northern restricted airspace 
extension. 

Other smaller airfields within the local area include Las Cruces, 
NM International, 40 miles west, Roswell, NM Industrial, 60 miles 
east (both have local fire department on field) and numerous 
small strips with runways in excess of 5000 feet. 



3 . 2 . B . 3  Where is your airfield situated relative to working 
areas (airspace) for supporting test operations? 

Condron AAF is situated on the southwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130 and has 
jet fuel available. Operations supporting the entire southern . 
half of the range can be staged from Condron. 

Stallion AAF is situated on the northwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130, however, 
runway length dictates weight limitations for takeoff of heavier 
fixed wing aircraft. Operations supporting the entire north half 
of the range can be staged from Stallion. Jet fuel is available. 

Holloman AFB is situated on the east central range boundary of 
WSMR. The Army aviation element of WSMR (AAOD) is located at 
Holloman and can provide extensive maintenance capability to test 
aircraft. AAOD has its own organic refuel service available 
during normal duty hours. Air Force refuel is available at all 
other times. Operations supporting the entire range can be 
staged from Holloman AFB. 

There are numerous improved helipads at almost every instrumented 
range site and on main post to facilitate prepositioning of 
helicopters for tests or recovery operations. 

Fuel trucks are routinely dispatched both on and off range to 
support aviation operations, enabling maximum on station time if 
necessary to support time critical tests and recover senstive 
items. 

3 . 2 . B . 4  What makes your airfield unique or at least suited for 
supporting test operations? 

Each military service or contractor has unique test requirements, 
and therefore unique test equipment and capability. There is 
absolutely no shortage of expertise in any test area at WSMR. 
AAOD routinely provides support and advice to all the tenant test 
activities and knows where to go to get advice and support when 
preparing an aircraft or test mount. The cooperation between all 
services saves countless man hours in test conduct and 
preparation. The work force at AAOD is highly motivated, well 
trained and, agewise, well distributed. The turnover rate of 
personnel is very low and institutional knowledge is very high. 
We treat the people we support as customers and make every effort 
to ensure that they are satisfied. AAOD has extensive shop 
capability and enough hangar and ramp space to prepare any size 
aircraft for testing to include the manufacture and installation 
of test mounts and power sources. Most of the pilots at AAOD 
have well over 20 years flight experience, are intimately 
familiar with the range and range operations, thus saving 
customers many hours and providing the safest, most efficient 
flight support anywhere. We also have an aircraft availability 



and reliability rate equalled by few, that enables AAOD to 
provide backup support to every rotary wing test requirement. As 
previously mentioned, our shops and high level maintenance and 
rebuild capability ensures minimum down time to the testing 
agency, enabling much more consistent test results. AAOD is co- 
located with the 46th Test Group (Air Force). On many tests, the 
co-operation level is so high that it becomes impossible to find 
a specific dividing line between results obtained by either 
organization. The long standing relationship between AAOD and 
the 46th Test Group enables us to trade expertise, equipment and 
experience to acc:omplish any test mission. 

3.2.B.5 Is there a size, weight, maintenance, or mission 
limitation that would affect test operations? If yes, describe. 

Both Stallion Army Airfield and Condron Army Airfields are size 
and weight limited to aircraft no larger than C-130, however, 
since Army Air Operations Directorate is located at Holloman Air 
Force Base there is no size or weight limit that would affect 
test operations. White Sands Space Harber can accomodate any 
size fixed or rotary wing aircraft. 

3.2.B.6 Includin'g hangers and ramp space, how many fighter size 
aircraft could you support? Large multi-engine aircraft? Rotary 
wing? UAV? Cruise ~issiles? 

Condron Army Airfield could support simultaneous operations for 
approximately 3 C-130 sized aircraft and 5 fighter sized 
aircraft. Stallion AAF could support 2 C-130 sized aircraft and 
2 fighter sized aircraft, due to limited ramp space. As a tenant 
at Holloman AFB, Army Air Operations could support an almost 
unlimited amount of aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. 
Stallion AAF and Condron AAF could support up to 20 helicopters 
in support of test operations. Although hangar space of both 
airfields is very limited (approx 6500 square feet each), 
Condron AAF and Stallion AAF have both supported UAV operations 
and testing in the past with no limitations. 

3.2.C. Test Operations I 
3.2.C. 1 What types of air vehicle testing can be supported? 
Describe? 

N/A WSMR Condron AAF and Stallion AAF currently have no air 
vehicle testing mission. Support capability would be contingent 
upon the type of air vehicle testing assigned to WSMR. Please 
refer to the above description of airfield capability. 

3.2.C.2 Do ground support facilities exist for pre-flight 
checkout or rehearsal of test missions? 

3.2.C.3 What kinds, numbers of aircraft and mix of same can be 



supported (manned and unmanned)? 

3.2.C.4 Does UAV and or rotary wing operations pose any 
limitations on ot.her types of missions? If yes, explain. 

3.2.C.5 What sorts of missions can be flown within local 
airspace? 

3.2.C.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous missions you 
can support that require telemetry? 

3.2.C.7 What is the largest number of simultaneous test missions 
you have supported in your airspace? 

UNKNOWN. This data, if available, will be reported by the USAF. 

3.2.C.8 Identify the number, types, and owners of aircraft at 
your installation. 

Army Air Operations Directorate has 10-JUH-1H and 1-JC-12 
assigned, by end of FY94, AAOD will have 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, 1- 
JC-12. 

3.3 ELECTRONIC COMBAT 

This section does not apply to the WSMR Data Analysis capability 
being reported in this document. The recently acquired "Big 
Croww airborne EW testbed and the electronic proving ground 
facilities at Ft. Huachuca are reported as separate WSMR 
capabilities elsewhere in this data submission. 

Also, individual facility RDTE Test capabilities for tenant 
activities located at WSMR will be reported by the Air Force and 
the Army Research 1.aboratory (a major tenant at WSMR) in their 
BRAC 95 Data Call #7  Input Package, as will the workload of 
several other activities. Although these activities execute a 
large test workload at WSMR because of its unique geographic and 
open-air capabilities their workload is reported under the 
umbrella of their major command regardless of the testbed, 
permanent facility or testing location. 

There are four major tenants operating in this functional area at 
WSMR: DoD Office of the Test Director (Electronic 
Countermeasures - Counter/Countermeasures), The Survivability and 
Lethality Directorate of the Army Research Laboratory, the 
Battlefield Environiments Directorate of the Army Research 



Laboratory, and the Air Force (operating a variety of EW type 
facilities including the RAMS and RATSCAT Radar measurement and 
characterization facilities). 

w 
3 . 3 . A  Threat Environment 

3 . 3 . A . 1  What is the number of threats simulated? 

3 . 3 . A . 2  How many simultaneous threats can be simulated? What 
type? What is the maximum signal density? Average density? 
Power level? What band? Radiated or injected? 

3 .3 .A .3  Are the threat software models and simulators validated? 
If yes, by whom? 

3 . 3 . A . 4  Do you conduct open loop testing? ~eactive? Closed 
loop? 

3 . 3 . A . 5  What is the threat representation (fidelity) and 
density? 

w N/A 

3 .3 .A .6  Are you capable of simulating land threats? Sea threats? 
Combined land/sea threats? If yes, describe. 

3 .3 .A .7  What geographic dispersion can be simulated? 

3.3 .A.7 .A Threat lay down? 

N/A 

3 .3 .A .7 .B  Representative distance? 

3 . 3 . A . 8  Are the threats moveable within a test scenario? 
Relocatable to a new scenario? 

3 . 3 . A . 9  Is the facility interlinked with off-site threats? ~f 



yes, how are you linked? 

3.3.A.10 Is there a limit on simultaneous users? If no, 
explain. 

3.3.B Test Article Support 

3.3.8.1 Is there a size, weight, or other limitation on test 
operations the facility can support? If yes, explain and 
describe measures needed to remove them. 

3.3.B.2 What is the number of simultaneous countermeasures that 
can be evaluated? 

3.3.B.3 What range of spectra can be tested and evaluated? 

3.3.B.4 What are the available spectra? 

3.3.~.5 Do you ha.ve a scene generation capability? If yes, 
describe. 

3.4 ARMAMENTS / WEAPONS 

3.4.A Directed Energy 

This has been separately reported under other sections of the 
WSMR Data Call. 

3.4.A.1 Do you cuirrently test directed energy weapons? If yes, 
describe. Describe power sources available. What is maximum 
downrange distance3 

YES. See the Directed Energy Section of the Data Call. 

3.4.B Rocket / Missile / Bomb Systems 

3.4.B.1 Ground Space 

3.4.B.l.A What is the area in square miles of the land and water 
space for conduct of live rocket, missile, or bomb systems? 



Depending upon the requirement between 3,200 and 4,000+ square 
miles are available in and around the range, without considering 
the off-range launch corridors at Ft. Wingate and Green River, 
Utah. The lesser number identifies air and land space within the 
actual range boundaries while the larger number includes the 
adjoining calll-up areas. 

3.4.8.1.8 How many separate and distinct land and water test 
areas are available. List them and the size of each in acres. 

See table 11. The total number of test and evaluation ranges on 
the installation and the total impact acres available on WSMR are 
14 ranges, 2,353,,208 acres. 

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION 

A significant feature of WSMR operations is the ability to 
conduct tests simultaneously. 

The maximum use of Range resources is obtained by careful 
scheduling of critical resources. The operations are planned 
taking advantage of similar support requirements (e.g., special 
atmospheric condi-tions) or small space requirements (e.g., cannon 
test at the Small. Missile Range, aircraft in center of Range or 
short range missile at Stallion Range Center). Although high 
priority programs tend to get first choice of test times and test 
areas, lower priority programs are often accommodated in the same 
area just before or after if they have similar support 
requirements. As many as eight (8) missions can be taking place 
autonomously at the same time. 

3.4.B.l.C What are the maximum ranges (nautical miles) you can 
test - by type of weapon? 
Within the WSMR range boundaries: 90 nm, e.g. launches from the 
south launch complexes into the 90 mile area (STORM). In 
addition, at the present, the range is evaluating launches from 
Ft. Wingate, NM into WSMR, which add the capability of 250 nm 
( ATACMS ) . 
3.4.8.2 Test Operations 

3.4.B.2.A For each of the land and water ranges described above 
(3.4.B.l.B), how many test missions were scheduled in FY92 and 
FY93 that were required to use safety footprints comparable to 
those required for the listed weapons: 

Unguided 2000 lb class weapons 
live 
inert 

Guided weapons (GBU-24 class) 
live 
inert 

Stand-off weapons (AGM-130 class) 



live 
inert 

Short Range missile (AIM-9 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

Long Range missile ((AIM-120 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

See Table 4. The open-air testing WSMR performs for its RDTE 
customers do not exactly compare to the above listing. The 
closest reasonable comparison has been made. However, it is 
important to note that the AIM-120 missile identified above is a 
short range missile for the purposes of WSMR's RDTE Operations. 

3.4.B.2.B Were flight termination systems required? 

YES. The majority of the systems do require FTS. FTSs are 
required if the system has the capacity to exceed the WSMR 
boundary or endanger range sensitive areas. 

3.4.B.2.C If no missions were scheduled in a category, give the 
reason. 

3.4.~.2.D Were any scheduled missions canceled before the 
mission or terminated/aborted during the mission because of 
encroachments in to the safety footprint? If yes, how many per 
year (85 - 93) 
NONE. 

end of narrative submission 
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3ZrSSh CAT PROGRAM 
NAWR& D 

106603N AR Unguided Comr Air-Launched Wpn 
((13800N AR Jt AdvStrlke Tech Frog 
:02163N AR A& Med RI) Ah-to-Alr Md 
W58N AR Target Sys Dewlw 
104618N AR Jt Dircct Alk Mbnirion 
(012312N AR T r l - S d a  Standoff Alk Msl 
ccs;rssrr AR Shlp Self Defense 
iebT27Y AR Jt Standoff Wapcn Sya 
tC3610W AR Adv h h e l d  D ~ v  (MK-50) 
(C4366W AR Standard Usl lqnovements 
~3238ti AR Precision Shcke &A& Defense 
XH61 N AR Tactlcal AIM Mlmles 
6C3755U AR Ship Zelf Clelenae 
tC3609ff AR Commtional Mtions 

A& Crew Sys Develop 
A-6 QU~&C)IS 

Ah Sys & Wpns Adv Technology 
Aviation I ~ p ~ m t s  
Aviation S~ndvabiity 
AV-8BAct- EirgDev 
Shipb3ard 4vla:bion Sys 
AD( 
Tactical S p e  Operatbns 
Tomalarrk & Tomahawk Mis PIn 
Airaalt Technology 
E-2 Squa&ons 
Marim Atk & CbsAcft 
Tactid UIborre 3econ 
AlrlOcean Em3 Develop 
FIA-18 w~adf+n~ 





F - 16 Squadrons 
Nationa Launch Sgem 
F - 1 SESquadrons 
KC - 135s 
Adv Avionics for Serospace V& 
0 - 2 Adv Tech Bomkr 
F- 1174 S q ~ d r w r s  
Natl A m  Space Plane Tech 
Upper Stage Space V&I 
Aircraft Equip Dewl 
Aerospace Prop Sllys lnteg 

BRlLLlANT EYES 
IFUEOlDEW Process& Expld: 
Jt SunrciVTgt Atk FWar JSTPR 
A F  TENCAP 
EW Technology 
Bectmk Combat Sp 
EW D-nt 
Jt Sunmillance System 
Adv Spwe Based WM (Dm Val) 
AWACS 
Impv.pace 0esedrWIM 
Combat 10 Technokg 

DEFENSE M3E R&C 
Ballistic MbsHe Oekmse Techbgy 
n ~ t ~  Missae mft?MtW 

Theate. Missile Defenses 
Space Based Interceptors 
Theater Mhssile Ddeases 
AIM-9 Consoldatcd Program 
Jt DoD-OoE Munilicns Technolgy 
Theater Msi Def (CenNal) 



603215C AR Lhbd Defense System 
6037410 AR Air ktense Initiative 
m 1 7 C  AR Bafislic Missii Defense Technology 
60421 7C AR Balstlc Msl Def Technology 

3051511 AV Mnse Alrtwrme Recon 
305141 0 AV JI Rmotety Plbted Vehicles 
SO61 540 AV lMeme Akborne Ream 



TABLE 2 

OPEN AIR RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

ACRES 

SMALL MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA-----------------low 
NASA WEST---------------------------31,360 
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 

TE:ST FACILITY (HELSTF)-------------12,800 
AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 9 2 , 1 6 0  
RADAR TARGET SCATTER 

(RATSCAT) & RAM-------------------- 3 , 2 0 0  
BAT/SUMWALT TEST TRACK-------------- 2 8 , 8 0 0  
LAUNCH & IMPACT TEST AREAS 

( e . g .  NIKE A v e  launch complexes 
& WIT impact areas).----------- 2 , 1 6 4 , 2 4 4  

STALLION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3 , 8 4 0  
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
OSC'URA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
FOR1T WINGATE, NM-------------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
GREEN RIVER, UT.-------------------- 3 , 6 2 8  



TABLE 4 

TEST MISSIONS 
( S a f e t y  F t .  p r i n t  ~ e q u i r e d )  

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT ReQUIRED 

WEAPON ,"..-- SHORT 
A X  ra TRMs # uDS# 
FTPRIrn 

- 
Unguided 20001b 
Class Weapons 

Long Range 
Missile 

808 
2MIOOOKEM001 010 
2MIOOOLAN073 128 
3MIOOOMAN050067 144 
NONE 196 
~3MIOOONL0001 334 
3MI000000004 3 5 9 
4MI000000005 364 

842 
871 
878 

3MIOOOERT001 012 
2MIOOOLAN073 148 
3MIOOOHWKXXX 301 
9MIOOOAMR004 370 

BY92 FY93 SAFFTY 
TITLE LIVE/INERT LIVE/IL~ERT 

TAC TRNG 264/xx 
Prog 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAP 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT 
MLRS 
MLRS-TGW 
MLRS-SADARM 
HAVE NAP 
AMRAAM 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 



9-ES-005-000-001 425 Illuminator 11 0/1 4/8 Yes 
4-AI-00A-ADP-001 356 1020 ADP 6/81 0/52 Yes 

Targets NONE 011 STORM 0/3 Yes 
151 MQM-34D Yes 
873 Foreign Targets xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
177 XQF-86E 0/14 Yes 
180 MQM-107 6/15 3/2 Yes 
198 XQUH-1B 0/73 0/92 Yes 
002 QS-55 0/27 0/10 Yes 
128 Lance xx/xx xx/xx Yne 
089 Patriot ---- I - -  

AAI xx xx/xx Yes 
007 HERA xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
011 STORM o/o 0/3 Yes 

QH-50 xx/xx xx/xx Yes 
813 AQM-37 XX/XX XX/XX Yes 
865 Vandal xx/xx xx/xx Yes 

Submunitions 2MU031BAT002 015 BAT 0/1 5/35 Yes 

Research Rockets 804 Research Rockets 18/58 17/47 Yes 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Data Reduction 

ORIGIN DATE: 

Service: U.S. Army Organization / Activity: White Sands Missile Range 
Location: WSMR, New Mexico 

T&E Functional Area: Armament/Weapons 

T&E Test Facility Category: OAR 

Percentage Use: 100 0 0 - 0 - -  
Breakout by T&E Functional Area (%) 

UIC: 

OTHER 

0 - = 100 

Air Vehicles - 0 - 0 0 0 0 - -  - 0 - 
Armament / Weapons 97.2 - 

Electronic Combat - 2.8 - 0 0 0 0 - -  - -  0 -- 
Other 

Note: Total in Breakout must equal "Percentacre Usen line entrv. 

"FORM1 n TAB : page : 



TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Data Reduction 

MISSION: Provide postflight data reduction services and data products to support T&E 
activities conducted at DOD test facilities. The facility consists of specialized data 
processing equipment, application software, and analytical expertise to provide 
information essential for evaluating results of a variety of T&E operations. Posttest 
processing, including analysis and precise zomputationai support, are provided for the 
reduction of data from optical, electronic, and meteorological sources using specialized 
data conversion equipment networked with microprocessors and minicomputer systems. 
Mathematicians and computer engineers knowledgeable in posttest techniques and procedures 
perform pretest planning, software development, and resource enhancement activities as 
well as posttest conversion and reduction tasks. The facility features controlled access 
and is certified for processing data through SECRET. 

Interconnectivity / Multi-Use of T&E Facility: 

The facility is networked to the WSMR Real-Time System via high-speed fiber optics link. 
Highly precise information is provided in minimal time with flexible formats and media for 
a wide variety of data products for many types of tests. This modern, interactive data 
processing resource supports Army, Air Force, Navy, and other agencies. 



Type of Tests Supported: 

Optical reduction (TSPI, attitude, miss distance, event information, etc.); radar 
reductions (TSPI, Target Motion Resolution (TMR) - spin rate, precession, and other 
vehicle dynamic motion information, and radar cross-section); Best Estimate of Trajectory 
(BET); Track Match; and cubic spline trajectory data. Surface and air launched tests as 
well as tests involving high explosives and electronic combat sensors are supported. 

Summary of Technical ~ a p a b i l i e  

A multi-node computer cluster hosts posttest data reduction software, provides high 
capacity data processing, storage, and archival, and produces a variety of data products 
in tabular and graphics formats on floppy disks and other media. The facility features an 
optical Data Conversion System composed of microcomputers and specialized film/video 
measurement/digitizing and assessment equipment, and a Radar Graphics Laboratory with 
high-performance workstations to support TMR processing. 

Keywords : 

Data processing; data reduction; target motion resolution (TMR);  best estimate of 
trajectory (BET) 

" FORM2 " TAB : page : 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Data Reduction 

PERSONNEL 

Officer 
Enliated 
Civilian 
Csatractor 
Total 

Total Square Footage: 31,225 

Teat Area Square Footage: 31,225 Office Space Square Footage: 0.0 

Tonnage of Equipment: Unknown Volume of Equipment (cu. f t . ) : Unknown 

Annual Maintenance Cost: $240,000 Estimated Moving Cost: Unknown 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT (modernization funding) 

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 
0 Data Reduction 0 150K 200K 200K 200K 150K 

Upgrade 

" FORM3 " 
page : TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
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FACILITY CONDITION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Data Reduction 

AGE: 36 years REPLACEMENT VALUE: $3,997,000 

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BACKLOG: $176,443 

DATE OF LAST UPGRADE: 1993 

XATURE OF LAST UPGRADE: Exterior painting, roof repair 

MAJOR UPGRADES PROGRAMMED 

1. UPGRADE TITLE: Convert second floor to C'I interactive data processing facility 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: $250K 
SDMMARY DESCRIPTION: Add interactive graphics displays, additional fiber optics 

links, and expanded computer capability. 

2. UPGRADE TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

" FORM4 TAB : page : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Data Reduction 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/wEAPONS HOURS 

MISSIONS 

OTHER T&E 

OTHER 

DIRECT LABOR 
HOURS 
MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
HOURS 
MISSIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 

"FORM5-0" TAB : page : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Data Reduction 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS HOURS 

MISSIONS 

OTHER T&E 

OTHER 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

FISCA 

94 

"FORMS-1" 
TAB : page : 



DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Data Reduction 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTIME 1 - 500 

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY (line 1 / 365) 2 - 1.4 - 
AVERAGE HOURS AVAILABLE PER DAY (24 - line 2) 3 - 22.6 

TEST TESTS AT WORKLOAD WORKLOAD 
TYPES ONE TIME PER TEST PER PER FACILITY 

FACILITY HOUR HOUR 

Optical 
Reductions 

Electronic 
Reduction 

Special 
Purpose 

UNCONSTRAINED 

CAPACITY PER DAY 
(line 3 * Total Sum) 

8 904 - 

ANNUAL 
UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY 

Total Sum - -  4 0  9 329,960 

" FORM6 " TAB : page : 





White Sands Missile Range 
BRAC 95 R&D Data Call #7 

PART V: Data Submission 

R&D FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: 

Warheads Test Branch 



SECTION 2: CAPACITY & TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.1 WORKLOAD 

2.1.A Historical Workload 

2.1.A.1 See the Historical Workload form (FORM5-0 and FORMS-1) 

2.1.B Forecasted Workload 

2.1.B.1 Identifly all appropriations (by program element) that 
generated testing or test support requirement, or are expected to 
generate such a requirement for FY92, FY93, and each year of the 
FY95 FYDP. 

See Table 1. 

2.1.B.2 Provide the amount of test work performed at your 
facility in FY92 and FY93. Break this out by workyears across 
the functional descriptors. (Note, this is a duplicate of item 
2.1.A.1 above) 

AIR VEHIC 
ELEC COMB 
ARMNT/WEAP 

Note: Used 1780 hr/WY. 

2.2 UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

2.2.A See the Unconstrained Capacity form (FORM6) 

2.2.B Is this capacity limited by the physical characteristics 
of the facility itself, safety or health considerations, 
commercial utility availability, etc? 

Capacity is limited by daylight hours, weather, and minimum 
turnaround times. 

2.3 TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.3.A Does the facility have a specified war-time or contingency 
role established in approved war plans? 

YES 

2.3.B Does the facility provide a T&E product or service, 
without which irreparable harm would be imposed on the test 
mission of the host installation? 

YES 



2.3.B.1 On the test mission of any other activity? 

2.3.B.2 On any (other mission deemed critical to the operational 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States? 

YES 

SECTION 3: MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1 OVER-ARCHINC: MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1.A Interconnectivity 

3.1.A.1 What percentage of the total test workload of this 
facility in FY93 involved the real-time or near real-time 
exchange of data or control with another facility? List the 
facilities you interconnect to for tests and identify how many 
are simultaneous activities. Identify these as to whether they 
are internal or external to the site. 

NONE 

3 .1 .A .2  If your facility were to be closed, would there be an 
impact on other facilities to which you are connected. If yes, 
explain. 

3.1.B Facility Condition 

3 . 1 . B . 1  See the Facility Condition form (FORM4) 

3.1.C Environmental and Encroachment Carrying Capacity 

3.1.C.1 Do you have limiting (current or future) environmental 
and/or encroachment characteristics associated with the 
installation/facil.ity? If yes, explain. 

Please see the res;ponse to 95 BRAC # 3  for details. Many of the 
environmental charateristics mapped for the response to 95 BRAC 
# 3  address evolvin,g environmental issues, the outcome of which 
could impose limitations on carrying capacity in the foreseeable 
future. 

For exmple, wetlands have never been delineated on WSMR, yet a 
large portion of the Range is expected to qualify under the 
current and developing uefinition of jurisdictional wetlands 
subject to protections under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Until delineation is funded or required due to proposed 
development, confirmation of the extent of the wetlands and level 
of regulatory protection is unknown. 



Similiarly, a Rangewide endangered species survey has never been 
undertaken for WISMR. There are several federally listed species 
expected to occuic on the Range which have not, yet, been proven 
to occur. In addition, several species which are currently 
listed as endangered by the state of New Mexico, or candidate 
species for federal listing are known to occur on the Range. 
Future surveys, or changes in listing status are likely to cause 
some of these species to be documented or listed. In this event, 
limitations on carrying capacity should be expected. 

Finally, current compliance with the mandates of.the National 
Environmental Pol.icy Act (NEPA) requires approval of 
project/program specific NEPA documentation. New test 
projects/programs;, and expanded versions of ongoing test 
projects/program, can not take place at WSMR without the 
preparation and approval of new or supplemental NEPA 
documentation. Wrhile compliance with NEPA does not preclude any 
specific activity, the NEPA process itself is time consuming and 
resource intensive (especially with the lack of baseline 
environmental data at WSMR). When not anticipated in project 
planning/scheduling, the NEPA documentation requirements can lead 
to unacceptable costs and delays in test execution, thereby 
limiting mission capacity and expandability. In addition, the 
rapid evolution of environmental laws can be expected to result 
in additonal requirements under NEPA and limitations on carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

Encroachment issues due to surrounding communities at WSMR are 
few (e.g., occasional attempts by state and federal governmental 
agencies to establish wildlerness lands adjacent to the 
installation boundaries or within the extension area, etc.). 
However, the installation co-uses lands administered by several 
non-DoD federal agencies, including the Department of the 
Interior (e.g., White Sands National Monument and San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge) and the Department of Agriculture 
(Jornada Experimental Range). Some of the agreements which 
govern joint use of these lands are expired and under revision at 
this time. Current issues involving DoD co-use of these lands 
and compatibility with the non-DoD agency missions are under 
scrutiny (e.g., military overflight of wildlife refuges, and the 
assessment of cumulative impact due to the overall WSMR mission). 
The resoultion of thses issues has potential to limit carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

3.1.C.2 How much could workload be increased before this limit 
would be reached? Express you answer as a percentage of your 
current workload. 

An answer in the form of a percentage is not possible. Due to 
the factors discussed in item 3 . \ , C . l ,  above, the possibility of 
increasing the test load (workload) for any specific 
project/program, or adding new test missions, would depend on on 
a variety of things, such as: the scope of the project as defined 
in the original NE:PA approval, the resources that may be impacted 



as a result of any increased workload, the location of the 
testing, and any changes in environmental regulations which may 
have occurred prior to the increased workload. In addition, 
there is significant non-DoD agency concern regarding the lack of 
cumulative effects assessment for the WSMR mission. It is not 
clear if, and at what point, testing may be constrained due to 
this deficiency. 

3.1.C.3 Do you currently operate under temporary permits of an 
environmental nature, or voluntary agreements (including 
treaties) of any sort that deal with the environment? If so, 
when do they expire, and describe them. 

1. EXP: 19 Jan98. 
TITLE: Interagency Agreement for professional and Technical 

Assistance in Inventorying and Mapping Wetlands between the 
U.S. Department of the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Department of the Interior. 

DESCRIPTION: USFWS will map wetlands boundaries for Army 
installations as funded and prioritized by the Army. WSMR is 
AMCts #1 priority for FY94 funding/execution [Memorandum, AMXEN- 
M, 31 Jan 94, subject: Updated Prioritization on DA/U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
Conducting Wetlands Delineation and Mapping in the U.S. Army 
Materiel Command] 

5 2. EXP: 31 Aug 95. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding between White Sands 

Missile Range, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and Wildlife Research Institute for 
Mountain Lion and Mule Deer Research on White Sands Missile 
Range, New Mexico. 

DESCRIPTION: Permits the performance of a cooperative 
wildlife research project involving lions and deer on WSMR. 

3. EXP : Indef bite. 
TITLE: Whitce Sands Pupfish Conservation Plan (2 Mar 94 

revsion) . 
DESCRIPTION: Defines measures necessary to protect this 

fish species and precludes actions which would cause the USFWS to 
list it as threatened or endangered; commits WSMR to participate 
in the development of a memorandum of agreement between WSMR, the 
State of New Mexico, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service which 
details specific actions and agency responsibilities for 
protection of the White Sands pupfish. [Note: MOA is currently 
under interagency review prior to approval] 

4. EXP: Mar95. 
TITLE: Big Game Hunting Dates and Rcas for the 1994-1995 

License Year on WSMR (Proclamation of 1994-95 Seasons, New Mexico 
Department of Game and Fish, NMSA Chapter 17) 

DESCRIPTION: Establishes public big game hunting dates and 
areas for the current license year IAW approvals provided by WSMR 



during interagency coordination. 

5. EXP: 30 Jum 89 (new agreement currently under negotiation). 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of the Army Represented by the Corps of Engineers and 
the Department o:E the Interior Represented by the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife (DACA 47-9-69-293). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the San 
Andres National Wildlife Refuge by WSMR. 

6. EXP: Jun90. 
TITLE: Cooperative Agreement for Conservation and 

development of Fish and Wildlife Resources on the White Sands 
Missile Range (si-gnatory agencies: WSMR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms of interagency and joint 
management of fish and wildlife resources on WSMR IAW the Sikers 
Act (PL 86-797, am amended). 

7. EXP: 30Jun.90. 
TITLE: Memclrandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of Agriculture, Represented by the Science and 
Education Administration Agricultural Research, and the 
Department of the Army, Represented by the Corps of Engineers 
(DACA 47-9-81-48). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the Jornada 
Experimental Range by WSMR. 

8. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: Options for Desert Bighorn Sheep Management, San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). 
DESCRIPTION: Signed agreement between the Regional 

Director, USFWS Region 2, and the Director, New Mexico Department 
of Game and Fish regarding the long-term managment of the 
endangered (state listed) desert bighorn sheep popultaion on 
WSMR . 
9. EXP: Oct 95 (tentative). 

TITLE: Settlement of the lawsuit in the case of Wolf Action 
Group et al. v. United state et al., to which the Secretary of 
Defense was party. 

DESCRIPTION: This agreement and other correspondence, 
commits DoD, the Department of the Army, and WSMR to allow the 
USFwS to consider WSMR as a potential reintroduction site for 
recovery of the federally listed (endangered) Mexican wolf, and 
commits WSMR as a formal cooperating agency in the preparation of 
the EIS for wolf reintroduction. 

3.1.C.4 What is the total population within a 50 mile radius? 
100 mile radius? 150 mile radius? 200 mile radiu~' 

Population figures were developed using the main cantonment area 
of WSMR as the base point. Due to the isolated geography of the 
range and the sparse population of surrounding areas, these 



numbers will not change significantly if the base point is 
changed or expanded to include all range boundaries. 

population within 50 miles U.S. 766,525 
Mexico 544,496 

Total 1,311,021 

population within 100 miles U.S. 836,142 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,406,033 

population within 150 miles 

population within 200 miles 

U.S. 989,896 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,559,787 

U.S. 1,708,285 
Mexico 635,319 

Total 2,341,604 

Note that at the population of the area of Mexico included in the 
population circle between 100 and 150 miles does not change. 
There is no avai1,able open source data on this rural area of 
Mexico. 

3 . 1 . C . 5  Identify the commercial air/land/sea traffic routes, 
public use of air/land/sea space, and the frequency of use for 
each that affect or could affect mission accomplishment in your 
air, land, or sea space. 

N/A. There are none of the above that affect our mission 
accomplishment. A major US highway (U.S. Route 70) crosses the 
range just above the major launch complex area. However this 
does not affect our testing mission as the U.S. Army has 
permission to close the highway as needed in one hour increments 
with 15 minutes for traffic passage between each closure. 

3 . 1 . C . 5 . A  How many test missions per year are canceled due to 
commercial or public use? 

NONE 

3 . 1 . C . 6  What is the number of test missions that have been 
canceled due to encroachment in each of the last two years? 

NONE 



3.1.D Specialized Test Support Facilities and Targets 

3.1.D.1 Do you have specialized facilities which are required to 
support you in conducting your test operations at your facility? 
If yes, describe. 

YES. Impact areas for live and inert warheads. 

3.1.D.2 Are specialized targets required to support this 
facility, If yes, explain. 

3.1.D.2.A Have the specialized targets been validated? If yes, 
by whom? 

3.1.E Expandability 

3.1.E.1 Other than the expandability inherent in the 
unconstrained capacity (FORM 6) discussed earlier, are there any 
special aspects of this facility that enhance its ability to 
expand output wit.hin each T&E functional area? If yes, explain. 
NONE 

3.1.E.l.A Can yolu accept new T&E workload different from what 
you are currently performing? If yes, identify by T&E functional 
area and test type. 

YES. Gun munitions, mines and countermine. 

3.1.E.2 Are the airspace, land, and water areas adjacent to 
areas under DoD control available and/or suitable for physical 
expansion to support new missions or increased footprints. If 
yes, explain. 

YES. Over 1,000 square miles of property on the northern and 
western boundaries of the range is either federally owned or 
privately owned land accessable to WSMR on a recurring basis for 
safety zones, exclusion area, and instrumentation sites. The 
agreements for wcall-up" use of this land on a routine basis are 
already in place. 

3.1.E.3 Is the facility equipped to support secure operations. 
If yes, to what level of Classification (Confidential -> 
Special Access)? 

All levels of classification. 

3.1.E.4 Are there! any capital improvements underway or 
programmed in the FY95 FYDP that would change your 
capacity/capability. If yes, explain. 



YES. Remote area disassembly vehicle system and new centrifuge. 

3.1.F Uniqueness 

3.1.F.1 Is this a one-of-a-kind facility within the DoD? If 
yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is the largest over land based and most highly 
instrumented test range in the free world. WSMR is one-of-a-kind 
as a national strategic resource due to its land mass of 
2,164,244 acres (100 x 40 miles). The air space is restricted 
over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and extends from the 
surface to an unlimited altitude. Although primarily thought of 
as a missile range, WSMR has extensive laboratory test facilities 
that are modern and varied. With its unique geographical 
location, climatic conditions, infrastructure (3,000 
instrumentation sites, 50 launch complexes, 1,900 buildings, 1829 
miles of roads), and highly skilled technical workforce, WSMR 
supports a variety of customers including NAVY, Air Force, 
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, and the adjacent Holloman 
AFB, and Ft. Bliss Army installations. In addition, WSMR has 
adjacent call up areas to the west and north, and off-range 
launch areas currently under evaluation at Green River, UT (450 
mi extension), Mountain Home, ID (800 mi extension), and Fort 
Wingate Army Depot (285 mi extension). 

3.1.F.l.A Within the U.S. Government? If yes, explain 

YES. WSMR's mission is to operate a U.S. Government owned Major 
Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) component to support 
research, developiment, test and evaluation for the Army, Navy, 
Air Force, NASA, and other approved US Government and commercial 
agencies, and foreign governments. 

3.1.F.l.B Within the U.S? If yes, explain. 

YES. WSMR is located within the continental U.S. in south- 
central NM near the cities of Las Cruces, Socorro, Alamogordo, 
NM, and El Paso, TX. WSMR is 30-40 miles east to west and 100 
miles south to north (land mass of 2,164,244 acres) with 
additional north and west extensions. The air space is 
restricted over WSMR for safety and security purposes, and 
extends from the surface to an unlimited altitude. 

3.1.F.2 Are you czurrently providing support to DoD users outside 
your Military Department? If yes, indicate the percentage of 
total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military Department. 

YES. 

Military Workload (Percent Tests) 
Department Historical Data 

FY92 FY93 



Army 
NAVY 
Air Force 
NASA 
Other 

Total 

Refer to table I for additional information on programs being 
supported by the range. 

3.1.6 Available Air, Land, and Sea Space 

3.1.0.1 How man!! square miles of air, land, and sea space are 
available to support test operations? 

About 5,000 square miles of air space with 2,164,244 acres of 
land mass (excluding White Sands National Monument) is available. 
In addition, there are 11,306 square miles of air space available 
within the associated extension areas surrounding the range (see 
enclosed map - prepared by KING JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 1989). 

3.1.6.2 Who owns or controls the land under the Restricted 
Airspace use? 

The range. Addit.ionally, WSMR owns and /or controls some of the 
land under the restricted areas. 

3.1.G.3 How much, of this (total air space available to support 
operations) is Restricted Airspace, and what altitude limits are 
associated with the restricted areas? 

All of the area is restricted airspace and the altitude limits 
are surface to unlimited or structured with various altitude 
limits. 

3.1.6.4 Do you have special use airspace other than supersonic 
airspace? If yes, for what types of tests? What are its 
dimensions? Will it support simultaneous users? 

YES. Various tests. The tests take place within the established 
restricted airspace boundaries. 

3.1.0.5 Is the a.irspace over land or water. List the number of 
square miles over each. 

The airspace is over land. 

DESIGNATION 
R-5107B 
R-5107C 
R-5107D 
R-5107E 
R-5107F 

SQUARE MILES 
3,504 
1,172 
734 
169 

1,588 



- 
TOTAL 

1,271 
1,081 

89 
580 
580 
460 

2,242 
1,336 
1,500 (AT GREEN RIVER, UT) 

3.1.0.6 Identify known or projected airspace problems that may 
prevent accomplishing your mission. 

In Aug 93, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) completed a 
survey of its National Wildlife Refuge System to identify issues 
regarding military aircraft overflights as a possible 
incompatible refuge use. Among the 41 refuges where military 
overflights were determined to be an issue, the San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge on WSMR was identified as the sixth 
highest priority for problem resolution. In a memorandum from 
the Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate General, 
2 May 93, recommended ODEP take immediate action to resolve the 
conflicts for the! Army as a class. WSMR is has not been made 
aware of any resolution at this time, however, the installation 
anticipates insti.tution of a minimum altitude of 2000' AGL for 
all aircraft overflights of the Refuge based on recent FORSCOM 
action and requests from the USFWS during negotiations for a new 
cooperative agreement for co-use of Refuge lands. In adiditon, 
there is some indication that minimum altitudes may be an issue 
in the future where occupied endangered species' habitats are 
imvolved (e.g., desert bighorn sheep outside of Refuge 
boundaries). 

3.1.G.7 What is the maximum straight line segment in your 
airspace in nautical miles? 

120 Nautical miles. 

3.1.6.8 What public airspace have you used for overflight of 
weapons systems in the past? What was the nature of those tests? 
Do you anticipate being able to use that same public airspace for 
similar tests in the future? Yes or no to each. 

YES. Flight of a target drone (AQM-37). Yes. Waiver on file 
with the Federal Aviation Administration, Albuquerque Air Route 
Traffic Control Center from Jan 94 thru 31 Dec 94 for flight in 
public airspace. 

3.1.H Geographical/Climatological Features 

3.1.H.1 Describe the topography and ground cover/vegetation 
within your test airspace (include nap of the earth). Identify 



all of the following that apply: mountains, forest, jungle, 
cultivated lowland, swamp, riverine, desert, and sea. State the 
area of each in square miles. 

The following descriptions are transcribed or adapted .from 
Muldavin, E. and P. Mehlhop. 1992. A preliminary vegetation 
classification and test vegetation map for White Sands Missile 
Range and Sand Andres National Wildlife Refuge, New Mexico. New 
Mexico Natural Heritage Program, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque. The estimated coverage in square miles of the 
identified topography is based upon expert opinion analysis of 
satellite imagery, as less than 4% of the range has been land 
surveyed and placed in the LCTA or GIs (GRASS) databases. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEIOLOGY 

White Sands Missile Range lies within the Bolson sub-section 
Mexican Highlands section of the Basin and Range physiographic 
province (Gile, Hawley and Grossman, 1981). It is characterize 
by broad desert blasins and discontinuous mountain ranges (Gile, 
Hawley and Grossman 1981). The major mountain ranges are the San 
Andres and Oscura Mountains which lie centrally, and divide the 
range into two major basins to the east and west. The San Andres 
Mountains are structurally a large west tilted fault block which 
rise to a height of 2,733.4 m (8,968 ft) at Salinas Peak. The 
mountain range is cuesta-like with precipitous escarpments facing 
east and long, gently dipping slopes to the west. To the east of 
the San Andres is the Tularosa Basin, a corresponding down- 
faulted inter-mou:ntain basin with a minimum elevation of 1,175 m 
(3,855 ft)l. A long piedmont slope leads from the base of the 
escarpment of San Andres to the Tularosa Basin floor, which is 
notable for its extensive alkali flats, coppice dune fields, 
gypsum lake deposits, and shifting dunes. The north end of the 
basin is partly covered by an Holocene basalt flow called the 
Carrizozo Malpais. To the west of the San Andres is the Jornada 
del Muerto basin which is divided into two internally drained 
northern and southern basins with minimum elevations approaching 
1,495 m (4,900 ft). At the north end of WSMR are the smaller 
Oscura Mountains which are also a cuesta-like east tilted fault 
block like the San Andres, but in opposite directions. The 
escarpment faces west with the corresponding long piedmont slope 
leading to the bottom of northern Jornada del Muerto basin. To 
the east, slopes gently dip into the basin fill of Tularosa 
Basin. Both ranges lie on Precambrian age granites, and are 
stratigraphically complex with intermixed limestone and sandstone 
strata ranging in age from Cambrian to Quaternary (Bachman 1968; 
Bachman and Harbour 1970). 

At the very southern boundary of the Missile Range is the 
northern end of the Organ Mountains which are primarily Tertiary 
Quartz monzonite derived from the Organ Batholith, and 
Precambrian granites (Seager 1981). For the most part, they lack 
the fault block structure and complex stratigraphy of the San 
Andres and Oscura ranges, but are more topographically diverse 



and rugged. 

SOILS 

The soils of the study area have been mapped at the 1:100,000 
scale by Neher and Bailey (1976). They identified 35 soil series 
mapped into 29 mapping units for the range. These delineations 
tend to be generalized and heterogeneous, with most soils falling 
into the Aridisol order from the Camborthid, Haplargid, 
Calciorthid, Paleorthid, and Gypsiorthid Great Groups. There 
were five Entiso.1~ and one Mollisol identified. The most common 
series were summarized by Anderson and Taylor (1983) as follows: 
Yesum and Holloman gypsum flats (320,202 acres), Nikel and Tencee 
soils support about 269,500 acres of desert shrublands on 
alluvial fans, Rockland (cool, warm and outcrop) covers 613,035 
acres, gypsum duneland covers about 95,800 acres and the lava 
flow covers 40,700 acres. 

VEGETATION 

CONIFEROUS FOREST 

Lower Montane Coniferous Forest - The mountain ranges on WSMR do 
not reach the elevation required to support extensive tall 
coniferous forests. The ponderosa pine-Arizona fescue type which 
occurs at the highest elevations on Salinas Peak in the San 
Andres Mountains is the only representative found on WSMR of 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forest. This vegetation type is common 
elsewhere in the Southwest, and is found in a zone above pinyon- 
juniper woodlands; and below mixed coniferous forests dominated by 
firs. 7 square miles. 

WOODLANDS ANID SAVANNAS 

Coniferous Woodlands - This vegetation type is found below the 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forests and is dominated by the low 
stature conifers, pinyon pine and oneseed juniper. The woodlands 
are characterized by tree canopies that are moderately open to 
nearly closed (> 25% cover), although some stands can be quite 
open (5-25% cover, particularly after fire. Undergrowth is 
commonly dominated by sclerophyllous shrubs, and on occasion by 
grasses. Savannas on the other hand have open to very open 
canopies with predominately grassy cover dominated by warm season 
grasses which occurs between trees. The most common habitat 
types in coniferous woodlands are pinyon pine-gambel oak, pinyon 
pine- Scribner's needle and thread, pinyon pine/ wavy-leaf oak, 
pinyon pine- mountain mahogany, pinyon pine/ blue grama, pinyon 
pine/beargrass, pinyon pine/ sideoats grama and pinyon pine/ 
muhly. 237 square miles. 

Savannas - At lower elevations around 2,100 m (7000 ft), the 
pinyon pine give way to the savannas of the oneseed juniper 
series. Here, oneseed juniper is the dominant tree, varying from 



moderately closed to very open canopies (5-50% cover). Pinyon 
pine is poorly represented or absent. On gentle landforms of low 
relief, trees tend to be scattered across the landscape with wide 
spaces of intervening grass cover, hence the savanna-like 
physiognomy. In steeper and more dissected hill terrain, the 
types take on more of a woodland aspect, with the shrub element 
becoming more important. The lower elevation limit of this 
series is around 1,750 m (5,800 ft) in the north, and 1,900 m 
(6,200 ft) at the south end of WSMR. The most common variant of 
the Savannas type is oneseed juniper/sideoats grama which occurs 
on moderately steep to very steep and dissected hill slopes or 
scarp slopes of cuestas. Overall undergrowth production is low, 
with grass cover the most conspicuous element, but sclerophyllous 
shrubs can be important (oaks and mountain mahogany). At 
somewhat lower elevations, but in a similar landscape, the 
oneseed juniper/New Mexican feather grass type becomes dominant. 
On more gentle landforms such as adjacent lower toe slopes or 
cuesta dip slopes, the above type will give way to either the 
oneseed juniper/blue grama or oneseed juniper/hairy grama series. 
These types have the more savanna-like physiognomy with the 
oneseed juniperhairy grama occurring on somewhat rockier sites 
with coarser textured soils than where the oneseed 
juniper/bluegrama habitat type occurs. Plains-Mesa Grasslands 
are commonly found adjacent to these savannas where trees become 
poorly represented or absent. At the lower elevational limits of 
this series, the oneseed juniper/black grama becomes predominant 
with Plains-Mesa Grasslands and Desert Grasslands across a broad 
ecotone. 321 square miles. 

SCRUBLAND 

Montane Scrub - Montane scrub usually occurs in the same 
elevation zone as woodlands and savannas, but in either more 
extreme environments, or on sites that have been subjected to 
high frequency disturbance such as repeated fire. The vegetation 
is normally domin'ated by low stature sclerophyllous shrubs such 
as mountain mahogany and oaks and hardy grasses such as New 
Mexico muhly. Some habitat types defined within this series are 
mountain mahogany,/yellowleaf silktassel, gambel oak/snowberry, 
wavyleaf oak/mountain mahogany, grayoak/mountain mahogany and 
scrub liveoak/mountain mahogany. 220 square miles 

Plains-Mesa Scrub - This type of scrub is typified on WSMR by the 
sand sage Series. This Series occurs along the perimeter of the 
upper Jornada basjin, usually on wind deposited sandy substrates. 
The landscape is that of gentle rolling hills and small dunes and 
hummocks. The vegetation is transitional to desert grassland and 
is characterized by shrub dominance of sand sage and soaptree 
yucca with desert grassland associated grass species such as mesa 
'dropseed, giaiit dropseed and black grama well represented. Three 
habitat types have been identified for the Series. The most 
common is the sandsage/mesa dropseed type of hill slopes, low 
dunes, and inter-dune areas. The sandsage/giant dropseed type is 
found with less frequency on the summits of the larger dunes. 



The sandsage/black grama type is found on upper slopes grading 
into Desert Grasslands. 304 square miles. 

Great Basin Desert Scrub - Great Basin influences are limited on 
WSMR with the exception of the presence of some types .of fourwing 
saltbush Series. The three most extensive habitat types are 
fourwing saltbush/giant sacaton, fourwing saltbush/mariola and 
fourwing saltbush/alkali sacaton. These types are restricted to 
low gradient arroyos or in arroyos themselves. 710 square miles. 

Chihuahuan Desert: Scrub - This is an extensive sub-formation on 
WSMR occupying large areas of lower mountain slopes, bajadas and 
basin bottoms. All habitat types are dominated by drought 
resistant shrubs with undergrowths varying from grassy to nearly 
absent. The creosote bush Series occurs from mountain foot 
slopes, down baja.das to basin floors. Elevations range from 
1,250 to 1,750 m (4,100 to 5,750 ft). The major habitat types 
within the series are: creosotebush/mariola, which occurs on the 
foot slopes of mountains and hills, intergrading with desert 
grasslands and other mountain desert scrub types. Down slope on 
toe slopes and upper bajadas, the above type grades into the 
creosotebush/black grama type and the crosotebush/fluffgrass 
type. Further dolwn the bajadas, the upper types give way to the 
sparse creosotebu,sh and the creosotebush/bush muhly types. 
Finally, on the gentle toe-slopes, creosotebush grades into 
alkali sacaton griasslands. Two minor types are 
creosotebush/hairy coldenia on gypsum outcrops and 
creosotebush/blue grama on upper elevation transitions. 

Other common types included within the Chihuahuan Desert Scrub 
are the tarbush series which may be tarbush/Southwestern 
needlegrass on scarpments or tarbush/alkali sacaton on alluvial 
flats. The mesquite series occurs extensively across the 
Tularosa Basin and includes mesquite/mesa dropseed, 
mesquite/four-wing saltbush and mesquite/alkali sacaton. 

Restricted types are those of the ocotillo series. These include 
the ocotillo/mariola habitat type and the ocotillo/tufted rockmat 
type. Another type typical on limestone outcrops is 
ocotillo/side-oats grama. 822 square miles. 

GRASSLAND VEGETATION 

Plains-Mesa Grassland - This sub-formation lies between the 
higher elevation woodlands, savannas or montane scrub and the 
lower elevation desert grasslands or desert scrubs. The most 
extensive Series i8s blue grama grasslands. The habitat types are 
blue grama/western wheatgrass, blue grama/sideoats grama, blue 
grama/New Mexico needlegrass, blue grama/sand dropseed, blue 
grama/ Bigelow sagebrusil, hairy grama/New Mexico needlegrass, 
hairy grama/blue grama, New Mexico needlegrass/sideoats grama, 
oneseed juniper/New Mexico needlegrass, New Mexico 
needlegrass/sotol and little bluestem/sandhill muhly. 372 square 
miles. 



Desert Grassland - Desert grassland areas are characterized by 
the dominance of grass species associated with semi-arid to arid 
transition climates: the gramas, dropseeds and muhlys. These 
grasslands grow on a wide variety of land forms such as upper 
bajadas, dip slopes of cuesta and cuesta-like mountains, mountain 
and hill foot and toe slopes, alluvial fans, bajadas, 
convex shoulders or summits of alluvial fans on gravely, well 
drained soils, rolling hills, lower mountain escarpment slopes, 
rolling limestone hills, wide valley bottoms and basin floors, 
alkaline, alluvial flats, gypsum mounds and gypsum outcrops, etc. 

Some of the most common habitat types are black grama/blue grama, 
found on upper bajadas in transition with Plains-Mesa Grassland, 
black grama/marilola on mountains and hill foot and toe slopes, 
black grama/Torrey Mormon tea and black grama/desert Mormon tea 
on alluvial fans and bajadas, black grama/soaptree yucca on 
rolling hills along the western border of the Jornada Basin, 
black grama/hairy grama on alluvial fans and bajadas, black 
grama/sotol on lower mountain escarpment slopes, black 
grama/Bigelow sagebrush on rolling limestone hills and escarpment 
slopes in the Tularosa Basin, black grama/New Mexico needlegrass 
in association with black grama/blue grama and Plains-Mesa 
Grassland, alkali sacaton/burrograss covering extensive alluvial 
flats, alkali sac:aton/saltgrass occurring on alkaline alluvial 
flats, giant sacaton/Hallls panic grass growing on alluvial 
flats, and terraces, mesa dropseed/broom dalea occurring on tall, 
non-gypsiferous dunes of the central Tularosa Basin, curlyleaf 
muhly/sotol on 1i.mestone escarpment slopes of the Central San 
Andres Mountains, curlyleaf muhly/ocotillo and curlyleaf muhly/ 
Bigelow sagebrush on limestone outcrops and cuestas in the 
eastern Oscura Mountains, gypgrass/Hartwegs evening primrose and 
gypgrass/hairy coldenia growing on gypsum domes and 
gypgrass/ocotillo growing along the upper edges of gypsum 
outcrops. 389 square miles. 

3.1.H.2 Are there features of the local geology or soil 
conditions that enhance or inhibit any types of tests? 

The playa that includes Lake Lucero is the secondary source of 
gypsum sands that forms White Sands National Monument. This 
reality inhibits or re-directs certain test corridors. However, 
provisions for testing are possible so that conflicts with the 
National Monument and the geological processes related to the 
formation of gypsum sands are largely avoided. 

The basalt flow or Malpais cover a stream channel that provides 
groundwater flow at Malpais Spring. This spring and its 
associated marsh and playas provide White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Mound Springs is an area providing White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Salt Creek drainage system and associated groundwater flow are 
also associated with pupfish habitat. Some types of tests may be 
re-directed when i.mpacts are anticipated on this habitat. 



SENSITIVE / CLOSE HOLD 

Errata Sheet # 2 of 1 0  

I .  This Enata Sheet applies to the following WSMR R&D FacilityJCapabilty Data 
Submissions: 

National Range Operations 
Nuclear Effects Capabilities 
Directed Energy Test Facility 
Applied Environments Capabilities 
Data Reduction 
Warheads Testing 
Materials Testing 

2. Changes to original sub~nission are shown in italics 

3.1.Ii.3 D o  you have to go to other geographical locations to satisfjl test requirements? If 
yes, explain. If yes, provide as a percent of overall workload per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. WSMR has a long rangz launch corridor extending to a facility at Green River, Utah 
which was used for Athena and Pershing developrnenral testing through the early 1980's. It 
is also developing a Imnch site at and a conidor fiom Ft. Wingate, Nhi; and a launch site at 
and a corridorjkom the northern extension area (about 30 miles norih ojthe R'SMR 
boundaryl for use in the 199.5/96 timeframes. 

WSMX has supporred tests and programs on a reimbursable basis at other COh'US and 
OCONUS sites on a routine basis since the 19601s, and has an extensive safari ccapability. 
However, there has not been a signzjkant requirement for WSh4X to meet test requfrernenrs by 
execunecunng rest projects ar other geographical locations during the pasr 8 years. 



The unique geologic setting featuring sparse human population and 
a large, land-locked basin covered with desertic vegetation and 
protected on three sides by mountains enhances all types of 
testing. The high percentage of severely erodible soils does not 
inhibit testing from taking place, but does place some 
restrictions, modifications and sometimes, mitigation 
requirements on projects. 

3.1.H.3 Do you other geographical locations to 
satisfy test If yes, explain. If yes, provide as 
a percent of per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. 

3.1.H.4 Number of days per year with average temperature below 
32 degrees F? Between 32 and 95 degrees F? Above 95 degrees F? 

Below 32 degrees 5 
Between 32 and 95 degrees 360 
Above 95 degrees 0 

3.1.H.5. Number of days per year with average relative humidity 
below 30%? Between 30 and 80%? Above 80% 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

INTERPOLATED DATA! 
RH below 30% 
RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

33% of the time 
56.4% of the time 
10.6% of the time 

120 days per year 
206 days per year 
39 days per year 

3.1.H.6 Number olf test missions per year (85 - 93) canceled due 
to weather? 

NONE 

3.1.H.7 Number of test days per year (85 - 93) canceled due to 
weather? 

15 average 

3.1.H.8 Number of days per year the visibility is less than 1 
mile? Between 1 and 3 miles? Greater than 3 miles? 



The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

0.4% of the time 
0.2% of the time 
99.4% of the time 

1 day per year 
1 day per year 

363 days per year 

3.1.H.9 What is the average number of flying days available per 
year for flight tests? Provide historical average from the past 
eight years. 

YEAR FLIGHTS 

AVERAGE = 345.3 DAYS 

3.1.H.10 What percentage of the time are your test operations 
restricted due to weather? 

-05% OF THE TIME. 

3.2 AIR VEHICLES 

3.2.A Supersonic Airspace 

3.2.A.1 Do Supersonic Corridors or areas exist? 

YES. 

3.2.A.2 Where are they located relative to the airfield? 

Located within R-.5107B, R-5107C, and R-5111A. 

3.2.A.3 At what altitude (upper and lower altitude)? 

Supersonic corridor is 300 feet above ground level to 30,000 feet 
MSL and the supersonic area is 10,000 feet MSL to 50,000 feet 
MSL. FINAL EIS, !rACTICAL AIR COMMAND, DATED JANUARY 1990. 



3.2.A.4 Are they over land or water? What size and shape 
(length and width) 3 

Over land. Supersonic corridor is 65nm x.lOnm and the 
supersonic is 85nm x 40nm. 

3.2.A.5 Are there restrictions you must observe to use this 
space? If yes, explain. 

NO. 

3.2.A.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

UNKNOWN. Due to1 the size of the corridor the number of 
simultaneous uses could be considered as basically unlimited. 
The bi-annual DoD "Roving Sandsw Air Defense Training Exercise 
routinely deploys over 100 aircraft simultaneously in this 
corridor. 

3.2.B Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3.2.B.1 Provide a brief description of your airfield and support 
facilities. 

WSMR has two lig.ht to medium duty airfields; Condron Army 
Airfield and Stallion Army Airfield. Also located within the 
Restricted Airsp'ace Area and extensively used in testing is 
Holloman Air Force Base. Army Air Operations Directorate (MOD), 
based at Holloman AFB, provides general test support with both 
rotary and fixed wing aircraft. AAOD currently has 10 JUH-1H 
helicopters and one JC-12, with FY94-95 plans for a composite of 
4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, and JC-12 to support test and recovery 
operations. AAOD has extensive maintenance capability. In 
addition to routine operational maintenance, AAOD personnel have 
been trained to perform repair and rebuild operations that are 
normally accomplished at depot locations. The local rebuild and 
repair of major subsystems saves both time and money, enhancing 
overall aircraft availability. In many instances test customers 
must mount very technical, sensitive equipment on a helicopter. 
AAOD can build, test, and install just about any sort of test 
mount or rack, accomodating both airframe requirements and 
desired test data gathering capability. When any test equipment 
is mounted on the aircraft, an airworthiness release must be 
obtained from Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) engineering. 
Our experience, data base, and ability to address every 
requirement to receive this release ensures that there will be no 
damage to the aircraft, that the test equipment will operate as 
needed, and the release will be received in the most timely 
manner. In many instances, the test equipment has been 
previously used or is very similar to equipment used on a past 
test enabling the use of an airworthiness release from our 
extensive files. 

3.2.B.2 How close and how many emergency runways or airfields 



are in your area of operation? 

Condron AAF, 32°1!01N, 106O24'W; runway 9-27, paved, 6125 ft 
length, 75ft width; runway 10-19, dirt, 4350 ft length, 150 ft 
width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel. Attended 
during normal duty hours, can operate 24 hrs if mission dictates. 
Located at southwest corner of WSMR, 3 miles from main post. 

Stallion AAF, 33c'491N, 106°391W, runway 15-33, paved, 4000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, unlighted, crash rescue available, jet 
fuel, unattended, located at the northwest corner of WSMR, 
approximately 100 miles from main post. 

White Sands Space Harbor, 32O56'N1 106O25'W; runway 05-23, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 17-35, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 02-20, packed 
gypsum, 12000 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, attended 0800- 
2200 daily, crash rescue available when NASA training on range, 
located north of main post, WSMR, approximately 40 miles. 
Aircraft size is unlimited, numerous UAV/drone operations 
conducted. 

Biggs AAF, Ft Bli.ss, TX, 31°51' N, 106"23'W, runway 3-21, 
concrete, 13,572 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, crash rescue 
available, jet fuel, attended 0600-2200 hrs, located 
approximately 40 miles south of WSMR. 

Holloman AFB, NM, 320511N, 106°11~, runway 04-22, paved, 10,575 
ft length, 300 ft. width, runway 07-25, paved/concrete, 12,131 ft 
length, 150 ft width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, 
attended 24 hrs, located approximately 55 miles northeast of WSMR 
on east range boundary. 

Kirtland AFB, NM, 35'2'N, 106°37'W, runway 03-21, paved, 9000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, runway 12-30, paved, 5130 ft length, 150 ft 
width, runway 17-35, paved, 10,010 ft length, 150 ft width, 
lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, AVGAS, attended 24 
hrs, co-located at Albuquerque International Airport 
approximately 100 miles north of the WSMR north boundary, and 
approximately 50 miles north of the northern restricted airspace 
extension. 

Other smaller airfields within the local area include Las Cruces, 
NM International, 40 miles west, Roswell, NM Industrial, 60 miles 
east (both have local fire department on field) and numerous 
small strips with runways in excess of 5000 feet. 

3.2.8.3 Where is your airfield situated relative to working 
areas (airspace) for supporting test operations? 

Condron AAF is situated on the southwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can hand.le aircraft up to the size of a C-130 and has 
jet fuel available. Operations supporting the entire southern 



half of the range can be staged from Condron. 

Stallion AAF is situated on the northwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130, however, 
runway length dictates weight limitations for takeoff of heavier 
fixed wing aircraft. Operations supporting the entire north half 
of the range'can be staged from Stallion. Jet fuel is available. 

Holloman AFB is situated on the east central range boundary of 
WSMR. The Army aviation element of WSMR (AAOD) is located at 
Holloman and can provide extensive maintenance capability to test 
aircraft. AAOD has its own organic refuel service available 
during normal duty hours. Air Force refuel is available at all 
other times. Operations supporting the entire range can be 
staged from Holloman AFB. 

There are numerous improved helipads at almost every instrumented 
range site and on main post to facilitate prepositioning of 
helicopters for tests or recovery operations. 

Fuel trucks are routinely dispatched both on and off range to 
support aviation operations, enabling maximum on station time if 
necessary to support time critical tests and recover senstive 
items. 

3 . 2 . B . 4  What makes your airfield unique or at least suited for 
supporting test olperations? 

Each military service or contractor has unique test requirements, 
and therefore unique test equipment and capability. There is 
absolutely no shortage of expertise in any test area at WSMR. 
AAOD routinely provides support and advice to all the tenant test 
activities and knows where to go to get advice and support when 
preparing an aircraft or test mount. The cooperation between all 
services saves co,untless man hours in test conduct and 
preparation. The work force at AAOD is highly motivated, well 
trained and, agewise, well distributed. The turnover rate of 
personnel is very low and institutional knowledge is very high. 
we treat the people we support as customers and make every effort 
to ensure that they are satisfied. AAOD has extensive shop 
capability and enough hangar and ramp space to prepare any size 
aircraft for testing to include the manufacture and installation 
of test mounts and power sources. Most of the pilots at AAOD 
have well over 20 years flight experience, are intimately 
familiar with the range and range operations, thus saving 
customers many hours and providing the safest, most efficient 
flight support anywhere. We also have an aircraft availability 
and reliability rate equalled by few, that enables AAOD to 
provide backup support to every rotary wing test requirement. As 
previously mentioned, our shops and high level maintenance and 
rebuild capability ensures minimum down time to the testing 
agency, enabling much more consistent test results. AAOD is co- 
located with the 46th Test Group (Air Force). On many tests, the 
co-operation level. is so high that it becomes impossible to find 



a specific dividing line between results obtained by either 
organization. The long standing relationship between AAOD and 
the 46th Test Group enables us to trade expertise, equipment and 
experience to accomplish any test mission. 

3 . 2 . 8 . 5  Is there a size, weight, maintenance, or mission 
limitation that would affect test operations? If yes, describe. 

Both Stallion Army Airfield and Condron Army Airfields are size 
and weight limited to aircraft no larger than C-130, however, 
since Army Air Operations Directorate is located at Holloman Air 
Force Base there is no size or weight limit that would affect 
test operations. White Sands Space Harber can accomodate any 
size fixed or rotary wing aircraft. 

3 . 2 . B . 6  Includi,ng hangers and ramp space, how many fighter size 
aircraft could you support? Large multi-engine aircraft? Rotary 
wing? UAV? Cru.ise Missiles? 

Condron Army Airfield could support simultaneous operations for 
approximately 3 C-130 sized aircraft and 5 fighter sized 
aircraft. Stallion AAF could support 2 C-130 sized aircraft and 
2 fighter sized aircraft, due to limited ramp space. As a tenant 
at Holloman AFB, Army Air Operations could support an almost 
unlimited amount of aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. 
Stallion AAF and Condron AAF could support up to 20 helicopters 
in support of test operations. Although hangar space of both 
airfields is very limited (approx 6500 square feet each), 
Condron AAF and Stallion AAF have both supported UAV operations 
and testing in the past with no limitations. 

3 . 2 . C .  Test Operations 

3 . 2 . C . 1  What types of air vehicle testing can be supported? 
Describe? 

N/A WSMR Condron AAF and Stallion AAF currently have no air 
vehicle testing mission. Support capability would be contingent 
upon the type of air vehicle testing assigned to WSMR. Please 
refer to the above description of airfield capability. 

3 . 2 . C . 2  Do ground support facilities exist for pre-flight 
checkout or rehearsal of test missions? 

3 . 2 . C . 3  What kinds, numbers of aircraft and mix of same can be 
supported (manned and unmanned)? 

3 . 2 . C . 4  Does UAV and or rotary wing operations pose any 
limitations on ot:her types of missions? If yes, explain. 



3.2.C.5 What soicts of missions can be flown within local 
airspace? 

3.2.C.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous missions you 
can support that require telemetry? 

3.2.C.7 What is the largest number of simultaneous test missions 
you have supported in your airspace? 

UNKNOWN. This data, if available, will be reported by the USAF. 

3.2.C.8 Identify the number, types, and owners of aircraft at 
your installation. 

Army Air Operations Directorate has 10-JUH-1H and 1-JC-12 
assigned, by end of FY94, AAOD will have 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, 1- 
JC-12 

3.3 ELECTRONIC ClOMBAT 

This section does not apply to the testing capability being 
reported in this document. The recently acquired "Biq Croww 
airborne EW testbed and the electronic proving ground-facilities 
at Ft. Huachuca are reported as separate WSMR capabilities 
elsewhere in this data submission. 

Also, individual facility RDTE Test capabilities for tenant 
activities located at WSMR will be reported by the Air Force and 
the Army Research laboratory (a major tenant at WSMR) in their 
BRAC 95 Data Call #7 Input Package, as will the workload of 
several other activities. Although these activities execute a 
large test workload at WSMR because of its unique geographic and 
open-air capabilities their workload is reported under the 
umbrella of their major command regardless of the testbed, 
permanent facility or testing location. 

There are four major tenants operating in this functional area at 
WSMR: DoD Office of the Test Director (Electronic 
Countermeasures - Counter/Countermeasures), The Survivability and 
Lethality Directorate of the Army Research Laboratory, the 
Battlefield Environments Directorate of the Army Research 
Laboratory, and the Air Force (operating a variety of EW type 
facilities including the RAMS and RATSCAT Radar measurement and 
characterization facilities). 

3.3.A Threat Environment 



3 . 3 . A . 1  What is the number of threats simulated? 

3 .3 .A .2  How many simultaneous threats can be simulated? What 
type? What is the maximum signal density? Average density? 
Power level? Wha.t band? Radiated or injected? 

3 .3 .A .3  Are the threat software models and simulators validated? 
If yes, by whom? 

3 . 3 . A . 4  Do you conduct open loop testing? Reactive? Closed 
loop? 

3 .3 .A .5  What is .the threat representation (fidelity) and 
density? 

3 . 3 . A . 6  Are you capable of simulating land threats? Sea threats? 
Combined land/sea threats? If yes, describe. 

3 . 3 . A . 7  What geographic dispersion can be simulated? 

3 .3 .A .7 .A  Threat lay down? 

3 .3 .A .7 .B  Representative distance? 

3 . 3 . A . 8  Are the threats moveable within a test scenario? 
Relocatable to a new scenario? 

3 .3 .A .9  Is the facility interlinked with off-site threats? If 
yes, how are you linked? 

3 . 3 . A . 1 0  Is there a limit on simultaneous users? If no, 
explain. 



3.3.B Test Article Support 

3.3.B.1 Is there a size, weight, or other limitation .on test 
operations the facility can support? If yes, explain and 
describe measures needed to remove them. 

3.3.8.2 What is the number of simultaneous countermeasures that 
can be evaluated? 

3.3.8.3 What range of spectra can be tested and evaluated? 

3.3.B.4 what are the available spectra? 

3.3.B.5 Do you have a scene generation capability? If yes, 
describe. 

3.4 ARMAMENTS / WEAPONS 

3.4.A Directed Energy 

This has been separately reported under other sections of the 
WSMR Data Call. 

3.4.A.1 Do you currently test directed energy weapons? If yes, 
describe. Describe power sources available. What is maximum 
downrange distance? 

YES. See the Directed Energy Section of the Data Call. 

3.4.8 Rocket / Missile / Bomb Systems 

3.4.B.1 Ground Space 

3.4.B.l.A What is the area in square miles of the land and water 
space for conduct of live rocket, missile, or bomb systems? 

Depending upon thle requirement between 3,200 and 4,000+ square 
miles are available in and around the range, without considering 
the off-range launch corridors at Ft. Wingate and Green River, 
Utah. The lesser number identifies air and land space within the 
actual range boundaries while the larger number includes the 
ad joining calll-ulp areas. 



3.4.B.l.B How many separate and distinct land and water test 
areas are available. List them and the size of each in acres. 

See table 11. The total number of test and evaluation ranges on 
the installation and the total impact acres available on WSMR are 
14 ranges, 2,353,208 acres. 

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION 

A significaint feature of WSMR operations is the ability to 
conduct tests simultaneously. 

The maximum use of Range resources is obtained by careful 
scheduling of critical resources. The operations are planned 
taking advantage of similar support requirements (e.g., special 
atmospheric conditions) or small space requirements (e.g., cannon 
test at the Small ~issile Range, aircraft in center of Range or 
short range missile at Stallion Range Center). Although high 
priority programs tend to get first choice of test times and test 
areas, lower priority programs are often accommodated in the same 
area just before or after if they have similar support 
requirements. As many as eight (8) missions can be taking place 
autonomously at the same time. 

3.4.B.l.C What are the maximum ranges (nautical miles) you can 
test - by type of weapon? 
Within the WSMR range boundaries: 90 nm, e.g. launches from the 
south launch complexes into the 90 mile area (STORM). In 
addition, at the present, the range is evaluating launches from 
Ft. Wingate, NM into WSMR, which add the capability of 250 nm 
( ATACMS ) . 
3.4.B.2 Test Operations 

3.4.B.2.A For each of the land and water ranges described above 
(3.4.B.l.B), how many test missions were scheduled in FY92 and 
FY93 that were required to use safety footprints comparable to 
those required for the listed weapons: 

Unguided 2000 lb class weapons 
live 
inert 

Guided weapons (GBU-24 class) 
1 ive 
inlert 

Stand-o.ff weapons (AGM-130 class) 
1 iTve 
inert 

Short Range lllissile (AIM-9 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

Long Range missile ((AIM-120 class) 



blelow 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

See Table 4. The open-air testing WSMR performs for its RDTE 
customers do not exactly compare to the above listing. The 
closest reasonable comparison has been made. However, it is 
important to note that the AIM-120 missile identified above is a 
short range missile for the purposes of WSMRrs RDTE Operations. 

3.4.B.2.B Were flight termination systems requi,red? 

YES. The majority of the systems do require FTS. FTSs are 
required if the system has the capacity to exceed the WSMR 
boundary or endanger range sensitive areas. 

3 . 4 . 8 . 2 . C  If no missions were scheduled in a category, give the 
reason. 

3 . 4 . B . 2 . D  Were any scheduled missions canceled before the 
mission or terminated/aborted during the mission because of 
encroachments in to the safety footprint? If yes, how many per 
year (85 - 93) 
NONE. 

end of narrative submission 
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TABLE 2 

OPEN AIR RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

ACRES 

S M ; ~ L  MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA-----------------low 
NASA WEST--------------------------- 3 1 , 3 6 0  
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 

TEST FACILITY (HELSTF)------------- 1 2 , 8 0 0  
AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 9 2 , 1 6 0  
RAIIAR TARGET SCATTER 

( ~ T S C A T )  & RAM-------------------- 3 , 2 0 0  
BAX/SUMWALT TEST TRACK-------------- 2 8 , 8 0 0  
LAUNCH 61 IMPACT TEST AREAS 

( ~ ? . g .  NIKE Ave l a u n c h  complexes 
C WIT impact areas).----------- 2 , 1 6 4 , 2 4 4  

STALLION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3 , 8 4 0  
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
OSeURA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
FOR.T WINGATE, NM-------------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
GREEN RIVER, UT.-------------------- 3 , 6 2 8  



TABLE 4 

TEST MISSIONS 
(Safety Ft. Print Required) 

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT REQUIRED 

WEAPOH SHORT FY92 
TITLE 

FY93 SAFETY 
LIVE/I~RT LIVE/IHERT TYPE TRMS # UDS# 

FTPRINT 

Unguided 20001b 
Class Weapons 

TAC TRNG 
Prog 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAP 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT 
MLRS 
MLRS-TGW 
MLRS-SADARM 
HAVE NAP 
AMRAAM 

yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

2MIOOOKEM001 
2MIOOOLAN073 
3MIOOOMAN050067 
NONE 
3MIOOONL0001 
3MI000000004 
4MI000000005 

Long Range 
Missile 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 



9-ES-005-000-001 425 Illuminator I1 O/ 1 4/8 
4-AI-00A-ADP-001 356 1020 ADP 6/81 0/52 

Yes 
Yes 

Targets NONE STORM 
MQM-34D 
Foreign Targets 
XQF-86E 
MQM- 10 7 
XQUH-1B 
QS-55 
Lance 
Patriot 
HERA 
STORM 
QH-50 
AQM-37 
Vandal 

Submunitions 2MU031BAT002 015 BAT O/ 1 5/35 

Research Rockets 804 Research Rockets 18/58 17/47 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Warheads Test 

ORIGIN DATE: 18 May 94 

Service: U.S. Army Organization / Activity: White Sands Missile Range 
Location: WSMR, New Mexico 

T&E Functional Area: Armament/Weapons 

7 T&E Test Facility Category: ( 6 )  Open Air Ranges (OAR) . 
UIC: 

T&E S&T DE NE T &D OTHER 

Percentage Use: 100 - 

Breakout by T&E Functional Area (%) 

Air Vehicles 

Armament / Weapons 100- 

Electronic Combat 

Other 

Note: Total in Breakout must ecnral "Percentaqe Usem line entry. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Warheads Test 

Facility Description; including mission statement: 

The Warheads Facility is a diversified organization staffed to support all aspects of 
conventional and smart munition/submunition test programs. This includes not only the 
flight test portion, including warhead/fuzing performance assessment, of t%ese programs 
but also all other critical aspects related to safety testing, live fire testing, 
expl~sive hazards, insensitive munitions testing, and failure analysis of Army, Navy and 
Air Force munitions. Extensive expertise exists in materials behavior; shaped charge, 
kinetic energy, nuclear weapons; fuzing; safety and arming devices; conventional and 
special submunition technologies; telemetry, mechanical, electronics, civil and material 
engineering; radiography, chemical analysis; computer software technology; and 
environmental impact concerns and special studies. The facility is organized into two 
operating sections: The Engineering and Assessment Section provides planning, test 
coordination, analysis techniques, software development, data reduction, statistical 
analysis, and performance reporting. The Test Section provides the test setting, setup, 
instrumentation, and data collection. The Warheads Facility consists of both live and 
inert impact areas, warhead/fuze assembly/disassembly buildings and warhead and related 
explosive components detonation sites with data recording instrumentation. 

Interconnectivity / Multi-Use of T&E Facility: 

Program support during all phases of weapon system development; concept/prototype/~&~ 
testing/safety qualification/lot acceptance/produce improvement/surveillance (cradle to 
grave participation) includes a complete scope of support, including planning, 
coordination, testing, analysis and reporting. The majority of the test and evaluation 
effort is geared toward determining the safety, functional reliability and performance 
characteristics of warhead sections and associated components from a variety of systems, 
smart munitions/submunitions, nuclear warhead section components, and anti-armor line-of- 
sight/non-line-of sight systems. 



Conduct of: MIL-STD 40 ft drop, bullet impact, conflagration (fast cook-off), slow cook- 
.off, sympathetic detonation, warhead arena, static detonation, rocket motor burst* shaped 
charge penetration, flash x-ray of projectiles, remote disassembly of hazardous munitions, 
mine arming/self-destruct, flare tests, customized explosives tests, fuze centrifuge 
arming, and failure analysis. Perform pattern data collection and reduction for 
multicargo warheads in 11 warhead impact areas. 

Summary of Technical Capabilities: 

MIL-STD-2105, Insensitive Munitions Tests, Test Operations Procedure (TOP) 5-3-001, Bullet 
Impact on Missiles and Rockets, explosive hazards classification, 0-200 psi blast 
overpressure measurements, electro-mechanical fuzing and electronic fuzing expertise, 
telemetry signal interpretation and measurement, acoustics, centrifuge testing of fuzes, 
remote assembly and disassembly of hazardous test items. 

Keywords : 

Insensitive munitions, shaped charge, fuze, warhead, flight termination, smart munitions, 
warhead arena, live fire, bullet impact, sympathetic detonation, conflagration, fast cook- 
off, slow cook-off, acoustics, telemetry, lethality, vulnerability, kinetic energy 
projectiles, hypervelocity projectiles 
II FORM2 TAB : page : 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Warheads Test 

PERSONNEL 

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 
Officer 
Enlisted 
Zfviiian 
Contractor 
Total 

Total Square Footage: 10,046 

Test Area Square Footage: 8,926 Office Space Square Footage: 1,120 

Tonnage of Equipment: Unknown Volume of Equipment (cu.. f t . ) : Unknown 
Annual Maintenance Cost: $180,000 Estimated Moving Cost: Unknown 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 

FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 
Remote Area 250K 
Disassembly 
Vehicle System 

TAB : page : 



FACILITY CONDITION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Warheads Test 

AGE: 39.5 years 

- 

REPLACEMENT VALUE: $1,135,000 

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BACKLOG: $19,656 

DATE OF LAST UPGRADE: 1994 

NATURE OF LAST UPGRADE: Lightning protection/grounding system in explosives operations 
bldg 

MAJOR UPGRADES PROGRAMMED None 

1. UPGRADE TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT : 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

2 .  UPGRADE TITLE: 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: 

II FORM4 If TAB : page : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Warheads Test (000 DLH) 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DZRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

L YEAR 

89 

83.9 

0.9 

"FORM5-ON TAB : page : 



HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Warheads Test (000 DLH) 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 

95 

'FORM5 - 1" TAB : page : 



DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAIhTED CAPACITY 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Warheads Test 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTIME 1 3,285 - 

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY (line 1 / 365) 2 - 9 
AVERAGE HOURS AVAILABLE PER DAY (24 - line 2 )  3 15 - - - 

TEST TESTS AT WORKLOAD WORKLOAD 
TYPES ONE TIME PER TEST PER PER FACILITY 

FACILITY HOUR 
HOUR 

4 5 6 7 

Impact Area 2 

Remote Dassy 1 - 
Centrifuge 1 -- 
Detonation 1 

Bullet Impact 1 -- 
Drop Tests 1 -- 

18 -- UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY PER DAY 

4 -- (line 3 * Total Sum) 
4 -- 8 630  DLH - 

4 -- ANNUAL 
UNCONSTRAINED 

4 -- CAPACITY 

Total Sum - 42  DLH - 9 229,950 DLH 
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White Sands Missile Range 
BRAC 95 R&D Data Call #7 

PART V: Data Submission 

R&D FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: 

MATERIEL TEST 



SECTION 2: CAPACITY & TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.1 WORKLOAD 

2.1.A Historical Workload 

2.1.A.1 See the Historical Workload form (FORMS-0 and FORMS-1) 

2.1.8 Forecasted Workload 

2.1.B.1 Identify all appropriations (by program element) that 
generated testing or test support requirement, or are expected to 
generate such a requirement for FY92, FY93, and each year of the 
FY95 FYDP. 

See Table 1. 

2.1.B.2 Provide the amount of test work performed at your 
facility in FY92 and FY93. Break this out by workyears across 
the functional descriptors. (Note, this is a duplicate of item 
2.1.A.1 above) 

AIR VEHIC 8.4 
ELEC COMB 4.6 
ARMNT/WEAP 431.3 

Note: Used 1780 prod hr/WY for conversion. Includes 10 percent 
overtime in WY. 

2.2 UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

2.2.A See the Unconstrained Capacity form (FORM6) 

2.2.B Is this capacity limited by the physical characteristics 
of the facility itself, safety or health considerations, 
commercial utility availability, etc? 

Unconstrained capacity is limited by daylight hours. Assumed 12 
hr/day, 365 days/yr. 

2.3 TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

2.3.A Does the facility have a specified war-time or contingency 
role established in approved war plans? 

YES 

2.3.B Does the facility provide a T&E product or service, 
without which irreparable harm would be imposed on the test 
mission of the host installation? 



YES 

2.3.B.1 On the test mission of any other activity? 

2.3.B.2 On any other mission deemed critical to the operational 
effectiveness of the armed forces of the United States? Yes 

SECTION 3: MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1 OVER-ARCHING MEASURES OF MERIT 

3.1.A Interconnectivity 

3.1.A.1 what percentage of the total test workload of this 
facility in FY93 involved the real-time or near real-time 
exchange of data or control with another facility? List the 
facilities you interconnect to for tests and identify how many 
are simultaneous activities. Identify these as to whether they 
are internal or (external to the site. 

1 percent. Demonstrated the ability to feed video and data to 
MICOM as missile was flown. It is anticipated there will be 
increased demand for this service. 

3.1.A.2 If your facility were to be closed, would there be an 
impact on other facilities to which you are connected. If yes, 
explain. No 

3.1.B Facility Condition 

3.1.B.1 See the Facility Condition form (FORM4) 

3.1.C Environmental and Encroachment Carrying Capacity 

3.1.C.1 Do you have limiting (current or future) environmental 
and/or encroachment characteristics associated with the 
installation/facility? If yes, explain. 

Please see the response to 95 BRAC # 3  for details. Many of the 
environmental charateristics mapped for the response to 95 BRAC 
#3 address evolving environmental issues, the outcome of which 
could impose limitations on carrying capacity in the foreseeable 
future. 

For exmple, wetlands have never been delineated on WSMR, yet a 
large portion of the Range is expected to qualify under the 
current and developing definition of jurisdictional wetlands 
subject to protections under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Until delineation is funded or required due to proposed 
development, confirmation of the extent of the wetlands and level 
of regulatory protection is unknown. 



Similiarly, a Ra:ngewide endangered species survey has never been 
undertaken for WSMR. There are several federally listed species 
expected to occur on the Range which have not, yet, been proven 
to occur. In adldition, several species which are currently 
listed as endangcered by the state of New Mexico, or candidate 
species for federal listing are known to occur on the Range. 
Future surveys, or changes in listing status are likely to cause' 
some of these species to be documented or listed. In this event, 
limitations on carrying capacity should be expected. . 
Finally, current compliance with the mandates of the National 
Environmental Po:licy Act (NEPA) requires approval of 
project/program specific NEPA documentation. New test 
projects/programs, and expanded versions of ongoing test 
projects/program,, can not take place at WSMR without the 
preparation and approval of new or supplemental NEPA 
documentation. While compliance with NEPA does not preclude any 
specific activity, the NEPA process itself is time consuming and 
resource intensive (especially with the lack of baseline 
environmental data at WSMR). When not anticipated in project 
planning/scheduling, the NEPA documentation requirements can lead 
to unacceptable costs and delays in test execution, thereby 
limiting mission capacity and expandability. In addition, the 
rapid evolution of environmental laws can be expected to result 
in additonal requirements under NEPA and limitations on carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

Encroachment issues due to surrounding communities at WSMR are 
few (e.g., occasional attempts by state and federal governmental 
agencies to establish wildlerness lands adjacent to the 
installation boundaries or within the extension area, etc.). 
However, the installation co-uses lands administered by several 
non-DoD federal agencies, including the Department of the 
Interior (e.g., White Sands National Monument and San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge) and the Department of Agriculture 
(Jornada Experimental Range). Some of the agreements which 
govern joint use of these lands are expired and under revision at 
this time. Current issues involving DoD co-use of these lands 
and compatibility with the non-DoD agency missions are under 
scrutiny (e.g., military overflight of wildlife refuges, and the 
assessment of cumulative impact due to the overall WSMR mission). 
The resoultion of thses issues has potential to limit carrying 
capacity in the foreseeable future. 

3.1.C.2 How much could workload be increased before this limit 
would be reached? Express you answer as a percentage of your 
current workload. 

An answer in the form of a percentage is not possible. Due to 
the factors discussed in item 3.l.C.1, above, the possibility of 
increasing the test load (workload) for any specific 
project/program, or adding new test missions, would depend on on 
a variety of things, such as: the scope of the project as defined 
in the original NlEPA approval, the resources that may be impacted 



as a result of any increased workload, the location of the 
testing, and any changes in environmental regulations which may 
have occurred prior to the increased workload. In addition, 
there is significant non-DoD agency concern regarding the lack of 
cumulative effects assessment for the WSMR mission. 1.t is not 
clear if, and at what point, testing may be constrained due to 
this deficiency. 

3.1.C.3 Do you currently operate under temporary permits of an 
environmental nature, or voluntary agreements (including 
treaties) of any sort that deal with the environment? If so, 
when do they expire, and describe them. 

1. EXP: 19 Jan 98. 
TITLE: Interagency Agreement for professional and Technical 

Assistance in Inventorying and Mapping Wetlands between the 
U.S. Department of the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, the Department of the Interior. 

DESCRIPTION: USFWS will map wetlands boundaries for Army 
installations as funded and prioritized by the Army. WSMR is 
AMC's #1 priority for FY94 funding/execution [Memorandum, AMXEN- 
MI 31 Jan 94, subject: Updated Prioritization on DA/U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
Conducting Wetlands Delineation and Mapping in the U.S. Army 
Materiel Command] 

2. EXP: 31 Aug 95. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding between White Sands 

Missile Range, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and Wildlife Research Institute for 
Mountain Lion and Mule Deer Research on White Sands Missile 
Range, New Mexico. 

DESCRIPTION: Permits the performance of a cooperative 
wildlife research project involving lions and deer on WSMR. 

3. EXP: Indefinite. 
TITLE: White Sands Pupfish Conservation Plan (2 Mar 94 

revsion). 
DESCRIPTION: Defines measures necessary to protect this 

fish species and precludes actions which would cause the USFWS to 
list it as threatened or endangered; commits WSMR to participate 
in the development. of a memorandum of agreement between WSMR, the 
State of New Mexico, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service which 
details specific a.ctions and agency responsibilities for 
protection of the White Sands pupfish. [Note: MOA is currently 
under interagency review prior to approval] 

4. EXP: Mar 95. 
TITLE: Big Game Huntin; Dates and Areas for the 1994-1995 

License year on WSMR (Proclamation of 1994-95 Seasons, New Mexico 
Department of Game and Fish, NMSA Chapter 17) 

DESCRIPTION: Establishes public big game hunting dates and 
areas for the currlent license year IAW approvals provided by WSMR 



during interagency coordination. 

5. EXP: 30 Jun 89 (new agreement currently under negotiation). 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of the Army Represented by the Corps of Engineers and 
the Department of the Interior Represented by the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife (DACA 47-9-69-293). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the San 
Andres National 'Wildlife Refuge by WSMR. 

6. EXP: Jun 90. 
TITLE: Cooperative Agreement for Conservation and 

development of Fish and Wildlife Resources on the White Sands 
Missile Range (signatory agencies: WSMR, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms of interagency and joint 
management of fish and wildlife resources on WSMR IAW the Sike's 
Act (PL 86-797, (as amended). 

7. EXP: 30 Jun 90. 
TITLE: Memorandum of Understanding by and between the 

Department of Agriculture, Represented by the Science and 
Education Administration Agricultural Research, and the 
Department of the Army, Represented by the Corps of Engineers 
(DACA 47-9-81-48). 

DESCRIPTION: Sets forth the terms for co-use of the Jornada 
Experimental Range by WSMR. 

8. EXP : Indefinite. 
TITLE: Options for Desert Bighorn Sheep Management, San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). 
DESCRIPTION: Signed agreement between the Regional 

Director, USFWS Region 2, and the Director, New Mexico Department 
of Game and Fish regarding the long-term managment of the 
endangered (state listed) desert bighorn sheep popultaion on 
WSMR . 
9. EXP: O c t  95 (tentative). 

TITLE: Settlement of the lawsuit in the case of Wolf Action 
Grow et al. v. United state et al., to which the Secretary of 
Defense was party. 

DESCRIPTION: This agreement and other correspondence, 
commits DoD, the Department of the Army, and WSMR to allow the 
USFWS to consider WSMR as a potential reintroduction site for 
recovery of the federally listed (endangered) Mexican wolf, and 
commits WSMR as a formal cooperating agency in the preparation of 
the EIS for wolf reintroduction. 

3 . 1 . C . 4  What is the total population within a 50 mile radius? 
100 mile radius? 150 mile radius? 230 mile radius? 

Population figures were developed using the main cantonment area 
of WSMR as the base point. Due to the isolated geography of the 
range and the sparse population of surrounding areas, these 



numbers will not change significantly if the base point is 
changed or expanded to include all range boundaries. 

population within 50 miles U.S. 766,525 
Mexico 544,496 

population within 100 miles 

population within 150 miles 

population within 200 miles 

Total 1,311,021 

U.S. 836,142 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,406,033 

U.S. 989,896 
Mexico 569,891 

Total 1,559,787 

U.S. 1,708,285 
Mexico 635,319 

Total 2,341,604 

Note that at the population of the area of Mexico included in the 
population circle between 100 and 150 miles does not change. 
There is no avail.able open source data on this rural area of 
Mexico. 

3.1.C.5 Identify the commercial air/land/sea traffic routes, 
public use of air/land/sea space, and the frequency of use for 
each that affect or could affect mission accomplishment in your 
air, land, or sea space. 

N/A. There are none of the above that affect our mission 
accomplishment. A major US highway (U.S. Route 70) crosses the 
range just above the major launch complex area. However this 
does not affect our testing mission as the U.S. Army has 
permission to close the highway as needed in one hour increments 
with 15 minutes for traffic passage between each closure. 

3.1.C.S.A How many test missions per year are canceled due to 
commercial or public use? 
NONE 

3.1.C.6 What is the number of test missions that have been 
canceled due to encroachment in each of the last two years? 

NONE 

3.1.D Specialized Test Support Facilities and Targets 



3.1.D.1 Do you have specialized facilities which are required to 
support you in conducting your test operations at your facility? 
If yes, describe. 

YES. Please see Technical Information Chart, Summary of 
Technical Capabilities.   ate riel test has specialized launch 
complexes, built to accommodate specific missile systems. It 
also has data analysis facilities that have specialized equipment 
and fiber optic interconnectivity with other sites. 

3.1.~.2 Are specialized targets required to support this 
facility, If yes, explain. 

YES. Materiel tlest uses sub-scale and full-scale aircraft 
targets, ballistic missile targets and ground targets (tanks, 
personnel carriers, etc.). All but ground targets are provided 
by other facilities . 
3.l.D.2.A Have the specialized targets been validated? If yes, 
by whom? 

YES. PM-ITTS has validated surrogate ground targets. Full-scale 
aircraft are commonly used as surrogates for threat aircraft and 
have been validated by cross-section and signature tests. Actual 
threat targets are used for some tests. 

3.1.E Expandability 

3.1.E.1 Other than the expandability inherent in the 
unconstrained capacity (FORM 6) discussed earlier, are there any 
special aspects of this facility that enhance its ability to 
expand output wit.hin each T&E functional area? If yes, explain. 

YES. Materiel test has performed much more work in past years. 
The only capability lost has been people. Most facilities could 
support much morel work if additional people were provided. . 

3.1.E.l.A Can you accept new T&E workload different from what 
you are currently performing? If yes, identify by T&E functional 
area and test type. 

YES. Materiel test can support DOD, non-DOD and commercial 
testing in almost any functional area. We have a skilled 
civilian and contractor work force that is very adaptable. 
Military skills are MOS specific to weapon systems under test but 
can be changed over time as the need arises. We recently 
converted most of our Hawk slots to Patriot as work load has 
expanded in that area. These conversions will produce Patriot 
soldiers as replacements for departing Hawk personnel. 

3.1.E.2 Are the airspace, land, and water areas adjacent to 
areas under DoD control available and/or suitable for physical 
expansion to support new missions or increased footprints. If 



yes, explain. 

3.1.E.3 Is the :facility equipped to support secure operations. 
If yes, to what level of Classification (Confidential -> 
Special Access)? 

YES. Special access programs are currently being supported. 

3.1.E.4 Are there any capital improvements underway or 
programmed in the FY95 FYDP that would change your 
capacity/capability. If yes, explain. 

NO. The FY 95 FY DP does not include any specific projects that 
would expand the capacity of materiel test. However, there are 
several programs included in the modernization and revitalization 
programs that will add to capability by upgrading existing 
facilities. 

3.1.F Uniqueness 

3.1.F.1 Is this a one-of-a-kind facility within the DoD? If 
yes, explain. 

3.1.F.l.A Within the U.S. Government? If yes, explain. 

3.1.F.l.B Within the U.S? If yes, explain. 

3.1.F.2 Are you currently providing support to DoD users outside 
your Military Department? If yes, indicate the percentage of 
total workload in FY92 and FY93 by Military Department. 

YES. Army: 9 5 % ;  others: 5 %  

3.1.0 Available Air, Land, and Sea Space 

3.1.6.1 How many square miles of air, land, and sea space are 
available to support test operations? 

About 5,000 square miles of air space with 2,164,244 acres of 
land mass (excluding White Sands National Monument) is available. 
In addition, there are 11,306 square miles of air space available 
within the associated extension areas surrounding the range (see 
enclosed map - prepared by KING JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, 1989). 

3.1.G.2 Who owns or controls the land under the Restricted 
Airspace use? 

The range. Additionally, WSMR owns and /or controls some of the 



land under the restricted areas. 

3.1.G.3 How much of this (total air space available to support 
operations) is Restricted Airspace, and what altitude limits are 
associated with the restricted areas? 

All of the area is restricted airspace and the altitude limits ' 

are surface to unlimited or structured with various altitude 
limits. 

3 .1 .6 .4  Do you have special use airspace other than supersonic 
airspace? If yes, for what types of tests? What are its 
dimensions? Will it support simultaneous users? 

YES. Various tests. The tests take place within the established 
restricted airspace boundaries. 

3.1.G. 5 Is the airspace over iand or water. List the number of 
square miles over each. 

The airspace is lover land. 

DESIGNATION 
R-5107B 
R-5107C 
R-5107D 
R-5107E 
R-5107F 
R-5107G 
R-5107H 
R-5107J 
R-5111A 
R-5111B 
R-5111C 
R-5109A 
R-5109B 
R-6413 

TOTAL 

SQUARE MILES 
3,504 
1,172 
734 
169 

1,588 
1,271 
1,081 

89 
580 
580 
460 

2,242 
1,336 
1,500 (AT GREEN RIVER, UT) 

3.1.G.6 Identify known or projected airspace problems that may 
prevent accomplishing your mission. 

In Aug 93, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) completed a 
survey of its National Wildlife Refuge System to identify issues 
regarding military aircraft overflights as a possible 
incompatible refuge use. Among the 41 refuges where military 
overflights were determined to be an issue, the San Andres 
National Wildlife Refuge on WSMR was identified as the sixth 
highest priority for problem resolution. In a memorandum from 
the Department of the Army, Office of the Judge Advocate General, 
2 May 93, recommended ODEP take immediate action to resolve the 
conflicts for the Army as a class. WSMR is has not been made 
aware of any resolution at this time, however, the installation 



anticipates institution of a minimum altitude of 2000' AGL for 
all aircraft overflights of the Refuge based on recent FORSCOM 
action and requests from the USFWS during negotiations for a new 
cooperative agreement for co-use of Refuge lands. In adiditon, 
there is some indication that minimum altitudes may be an issue 
in the future where occupied endangered species' habitats are 
imvolved (e.g., desert bighorn sheep outside of Refuge 
boundaries). 

3.1.6.7 What is the maximum straight line segment in your 
airspace in nautical miles? 

120 Nautical miles. 

3.1.6.8 What public airspace have you used for overflight of 
weapons systems in the past? What was the nature of those tests? 
Do you anticipate being able to use that same public airspace for 
similar tests in the future? Yes or no to each. 

YES. Flight of a target drone (AQM-37). Yes. Waiver on file 
with the Federal Aviation Administration, Albuquerque Air Route 
Traffic Control Center from Jan 94 thru 31 Dec 94 for flight in 
public airspace. 

3.1.H Geographical/Climatological Features 

3.1.H.1 ~escribe the topography and ground cover/vegetation 
within your test airspace (include nap of the earth). Identify 
all of the following that apply: mountains, forest, jungle, 
cultivated lowland, swamp, riverine, desert, and sea. State the 
area of each in square miles. 

(The following descriptions are transcribed or adapted from 
Muldavin, E. and P. Mehlhop. 1992. A preliminary vegetation 
classification and test vegetation map for White Sands Missile 
Range and Sand Andres National Wildlife Refuge, New Mexico. New 
Mexico Natural Heritage Program, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque.) 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 

White Sands Missile Range lies within the Bolson sub-section 
Mexican Highlands section of the Basin and Range physiographic 
province (Gile, Hawley and Grossman, 1981). It is characterize 
by broad desert basins and discontinuous mountain ranges (Gile, 
Hawley and Grosslr~an 1981). The major mountain ranges are the San 
Andres and Oscura, Mountains which lie centrally, and divide the 
range into two major basins to the east and west. The San Andres 
Mountains are structurally a large west tilted fault block which 
rise to a height of 2,733.4 m (8,968 ft) at Salinas Peak. The 
mountain range is cuesta-like with precipitous escarpments facing 
east and long, gently dipping slopes to the west. To the east of 
the San Andres is the Tularosa Basin, a corresponding down- 
faulted inter-mountain basin with a minimum elevation of 1,175 m 



(3,855 ft)l. A long piedmont slope leads from the base of the 
escarpment of Sari Andres to the Tularosa Basin floor, which is 
notable for its extensive alkali flats, coppice dune fields, 
gypsum lake deposits, and shifting dunes. The north end of the 
basin is partly covered by an Holocene basalt flow called the 
Carrizozo Malpais. To the west of the San Andres is the Jornada 
del Muerto basin which is divided into two internally drained 
northern and southern basins with minimum elevations approaching 
1,495 m (4,900 ft). At the north end of WSMR are the smaller 
Oscura Mountains which are also a cuesta-like east tilted fault 
block like the San Andres, but in opposite directions. The 
escarpment faces west with the corresponding long piedmont slope 
leading to the bottom of northern Jornada del Muerto basin. To 
the east, slopes gently dip into the basin fill of Tularosa 
Basin. Both ranges lie on Precambrian age granites, and are 
stratigraphically complex with intermixed limestone and sandstone 
strata ranging in age from Cambrian to Quaternary (Bachman 1968; 
Bachman and Harbour 197 0 ) . 
At the very southern boundary of the Missile Range is the 
northern end of the Organ Mountains which are primarily Tertiary 
Quartz monzonite derived from the Organ Batholith, and 
Precambrian granites (Seager 1981). For the most part, they lack 
the fault block structure and complex stratigraphy of the San 
Andres and Oscura ranges, but are more topographically diverse 
and rugged. 

SOILS 

The soils of the study area have been mapped at the 1:100,000 
scale by Neher and Bailey (1976). They identified 35 soil series 
mapped into 29 mapping units for the range. These delineations 
tend to be generalized and heterogeneous, with most soils falling 
into the Aridisol order from the Camborthid, Haplargid, 
Calciorthid, Paleorthid, and Gypsiorthid Great Groups. There 
were five Entisols and one Mollisol identified. The most common 
series were summarized by Anderson and Taylor (1983) as follows: 
Yesum and Holloman gypsum flats (320,202 acres), Nikel and Tencee 
soils support about 269,500 acres of desert shrublands on 
alluvial fans, Rockland (cool, warm and outcrop) covers 613,035 
acres, gypsum duneland covers about 95,800 acres and the lava 
flow covers 40,700 acres. 

VEGETATION 

CONIFEROUS FOREST 

Lower Montane Coniferous Forest - The mountain ranges on WSMR do 
not reach the elevation required to support extensive tall 
coniferous forests. The ponderosa pine-Arizona fescue type which 
occurs at the highest elevations on Salinas Peak in the San 
Andres Mountains is the only representative found on WSMR of 
Lower Montane Coniferous Forest. This vegetation type is common 



elsewhere in the Southwest, and is found in a zone above pinyon- 
juniper woodland,s and below mixed coniferous forests dominated by 
firs. 

WOODLANDS AIND SAVANNAS 

Coniferous Woodlisnds - This vegetation type is found below the 
Lower Montane Coiniferous Forests and is dominated by the low 
stature conifers, pinyon pine and oneseed juniper. The woodlands 
are characterized by tree canopies that are moderately open to 
nearly closed (>  25% cover), although some stands can be quite 
open (5-25% cover, particularly after fire. Undergrowth is 
commonly dominated by sclerophyllous shrubs, and on occasion by 
grasses. Savannas on the other hand have open to very open 
canopies with predominately grassy cover dominated by warm season 
grasses which occurs between trees. The most common habitat 
types in coniferous woodlands are pinyon pine-gambel oak, pinyon 
pine- Scribnerts needle and thread, pinyon pine/ wavy-leaf oak, 
pinyon pine- mountain mahogany, pinyon pine/ blue grama, pinyon 
pine/beargrass, pinyon pine/ sideoats grama and pinyon pine/ 
muhly . 
Savannas - At lower elevations around 2,100 m (7000 ft), the 
pinyon pine give way to the savannas of the oneseed juniper 
series. Here, oneseed juniper is the dominant tree, varying from 
moderately closed to very open canopies (5-50% cover). Pinyon 
pine is poorly represented or absent. On gentle landforms of low 
relief, trees tend to be scattered across the landscape with wide 
spaces of intervening grass cover, hence the savanna-like 
physiognomy. In steeper and more dissected hill terrain, the 
types take on more of a woodland aspect, with the shrub element 
becoming more important. The lower elevation limit of this 
series is around 1,750 m (5,800 ft) in the north, and 1,900 m 
(6,200 ft) at the south end of WSMR. The most common variant of 
the Savannas type is oneseed juniper/sideoats grama which occurs 
on moderately steep to very steep and dissected hill slopes or 
scarp slopes of c!uestas. Overall undergrowth production is low, 
with grass cover the most conspicuous element, but sclerophyllous 
shrubs can be important (oaks and mountain mahogany). At 
somewhat lower el.evations, but in a similar landscape, the 
oneseed juniper/New Mexican feather grass type becomes dominant. 
On more gentle landforms such as adjacent lower toe slopes or 
cuesta dip slopesl, the above type will give way to either the 
oneseed juniper/blue grama or oneseed juniper/hairy grama series. 
These types have the more savanna-like physiognomy with the 
oneseed juniper/h.airy grama occurring on somewhat rockier sites 
with coarser textured soils than where the oneseed 
juniper/bluegrama habitat type occurs. Plains-Mesa Grasslands 
are commonly found adjacent to these savannas where trees become 
poorly represented or absent. At the lower elevational limits of 
this series, the oneseed juniper/black grama becomes predominant 
with Plains-Mesa Grasslands and Desert Grasslands across a broad 
ecotone. 



SCRUBLAND 

Montane Scrub - Montane scrub usually occurs in the same 
elevation zone als woodlands and savannas, but in either more 
extreme environments, or on sites that have been subjected to 
high frequency dlisturbance such as repeated fire. The vegetation 
is normally dominated by low stature sclerophyllous shrubs such 
as mountain mahogany and oaks and hardy grasses such as New 
Mexico muhly. Some habitat types defined within this series are 
mountain mahogan.y/yellowleaf silktassel, gambel oak/snowberry, 
wavyleaf oak/mou.ntain mahogany, grayoak/mountain mahogany and 
scrub liveoak/mountain mahogany. 

Plains-Mesa Scrub - This type of scrub is typified on WSMR by the 
sand sage Series. This Series occurs along the perimeter of the 
upper Jornada basin, usually on wind deposited sandy substrates. 
The landscape is that of gentle rolling hills and small dunes and 
hummocks. The vegetation is transitional to desert grassland and 
is characterized by shrub dominance of sand sage and soaptree 
yucca with desert grassland associated grass species such as mesa 
dropseed, giant dropseed and black grama well represented. Three 
habitat types have been identified for the Series. The most 
common is the sandsage/mesa dropseed type of hill slopes, low 
dunes, and inter-dune areas. The sandsage/giant dropseed type is 
found with less frequency on the summits of the larger dunes. 
The sandsage/black grama type is found on upper slopes grading 
into Desert Grasslands. 

Great Basin Desert Scrub - Great Basin influences are limited on 
WSMR with the ex'ception of the presence of some types of fourwing 
saltbush Series. The three most extensive habitat types are 
fourwing saltbush/giant sacaton, fourwing saltbush/mariola and 
fourwing saltbus:h/alkali sacaton. These types are restricted to 
low gradient arroyos or in arroyos themselves, 

Chihuahuan Desert Scrub - This is an extensive sub-formation on 
WSMR occupying large areas of lower mountain slopes, bajadas and 
basin bottoms. All habitat types are dominated by drought 
resistant shrubs with undergrowths varying from grassy to nearly 
absent. The creosote bush Series occurs from mountain foot 
slopes, down bajadas to basin floors. Elevations range from 
1,250 to 1,750 m (4,100 to 5,750 ft). The major habitat types 
within the series are: creosotebush/mariola, which occurs on the 
foot slopes of mountains and hills, intergrading with desert 
grasslands and other mountain desert scrub types. Down slope on 
toe slopes and upper bajadas, the above type grades into the 
creosotebush/blac:k grama type and the crosotebush/fluffgrass 
type. Further down the bajadas, the upper types give way to the 
sparse creosotebush and the creosotebush/bush muhly types. 
Pinally, on the gentle toe-slopes, creosotebush grades into 
alkali sacaton grasslands. Two minor types are 
creosotebush/hairy coldenia on gypsum outcrops and 
creosotebush/blue grama on upper elevation transitions. 



Other common types included within the Chihuahuan Desert Scrub 
are the tarbush series which may be tarbush/Southwestern 
needlegrass on scarpments or tarbush/alkali sacaton on alluvial 
flats. The mesquite series occurs extensively across the 
Tularosa Basin and includes mesquite/mesa dropseed, 
mesquite/four-wing saltbush and mesquite/alkali sacaton. 

Restricted types are those of the ocotillo series. These include 
the ocotillo/mariola habitat type and the ocotillo/tufted rockmat 
type. Another type typical on limestone outcrops is 
ocotillo/side-oats grama. 

GRASSLAND VEGETATION 

Plains-Mesa Grassland - This sub-formation lies between the 
higher elevation woodlands, savannas or montane scrub and the 
lower elevation desert grasslands or desert scrubs. The most 
extensive Series is blue grama grasslands. The habitat types are 
blue grama/weste:rn wheatgrass, blue grama/sideoats grama, blue 
grama/New Mexico needlegrass, blue grama/sand dropseed, blue 
grama/ Bigelow sagebrush, hairy grama/New Mexico needlegrass, 
hairy grama/blue grama, New Mexico needlegrass/sideoats grama, 
oneseed juniper/New Mexico needlegrass, New Mexico 
needlegrass/sotol and little bluestem/sandhill muhly. 

Desert Grassland - Desert grassland areas are characterized by 
the dominance of grass species associated with semi-arid to arid 
transition climates: the gramas, dropseeds and muhlys. These 
grasslands grow on a wide variety of land forms such as upper 
bajadas, dip slopes of cuesta and cuesta-like mountains, mountain 
and hill foot and toe slopes, alluvial fans, bajadas, 
convex shoulders or summits of alluvial fans on gravely, well 
drained soils, rolling hills, lower mountain escarpment slopes, 
rolling limestone hills, wide valley bottoms and basin floors, 
alkaline, alluvial flats, gypsum mounds and gypsum outcrops, etc. 

Some of the most common habitat types are black grama/blue grama, 
found on upper bajadas in transition with Plains-Mesa Grassland, 
black grama/mariola on mountains and hill foot and toe slopes, 
black grama/Torrey Mormon tea and black grama/desert Mormon tea 
on alluvial fans and bajadas, black grama/soaptree yucca on 
rolling hills along the western border of the Jornada Basin, 
black grama/hairy grama on alluvial fans and bajadas, black 
grama/sotol on lower mountain escarpment slopes, black 
grama/Bigelow sagebrush on rolling limestone hills and escarpment 
slopes in the Tul-arosa Basin, black grama/New Mexico needlegrass 
in association with black grama/blue grama and Plains-Mesa 
Grassland, alkali sacaton/burrograss covering extensive alluvial 
flats, alkali sac!aton/saltgrass occurring on alkaline alluvial 
flats, giant sace~ton/Hall's panic grass growing on alluvial 
flats, and terraces, mesa dropseed/broom dalea occurring on tall, 
non-gypsiferous clunes of the central Tularosa Basin, curlyleaf 
muhly/sotol on limestone escarpment slopes of the Central San 
Andres Mountains, curlyleaf muhly/ocotillo and curlyleaf muhlyl 



SENSITIVE / CWSE HOLD 

Errata Sheet # 2 of I O  

I .  This Errata Sheet applies to the following WSMR R&D Facility/Capability Data 
Submissions: 

National Range Operations 
Nuclear Effeds Capabilities 
Directed Energy Test Facility 
Applied Environments Capabilities 
Data Reduction 
Warheads Testing 
Materials Testing 

2. Changes to original submission are shown in italics 

3.1.H.3 Do you have to go to other geographical locations to satisfy test requirements? If 
yes, explain. If  yes, provide as a percent of overall workload per year for the last 8 years. 

NO. WSMR has a long range launch corridor extending to a facility at Green River, Utah 
which was used for Athena and Pershing developmental testing through the early 1980's. It 
is also developing a launch sire at and a cornidor fiom Ft. Wingate, N . t  and a launch site at 
and a corridor from the northern extension area (about 30 nziles north of the WSMR 
bowtdary) for use in the I995i96 timcfi.ames. 

WSiUR has supported tesrs and programs on a reimbursable basis at other COATJS and 
OCONUS sites on a routine baris since the 19601s, and has an extensive safari capability. 
However, there has not been a signiJicant requirement for WSMR to meet tesr requirements by 
executing test projects at other geographical locations during the past 8 years. 



Bigelow sagebrush on limestone outcrops and cuestas in the 
eastern Oscura M[ountains, gypgrass/Hartwegs evening primrose and 
gypgrass/hairy coldenia growing on gypsum domes and 
gypgrass/ocotillo growing along the upper edges of gypsum 
outcrops. 

3.1.H.2 Are there features of the local geology or soil 
conditions that enhance or inhibit any types of tests? 

The playa that includes Lake Lucero is the secondary source of 
gypsum sands that forms White Sands National Monument. This 
reality inhibits or re-directs certain test corridors. However, 
provisions for testing are possible so that conflicts with the 
National Monument and the geological processes related to the 
formation of gypsum sands are largely avoided. 

The basalt flow or Malpais cover a stream channel that provides 
groundwater flow at Malpais Spring. This spring and its 
associated marsh and playas provide White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Mound Springs is an area providing White Sands Pupfish habitat. 
Salt Creek drainage system and associated groundwater flow are 
also associated -with pupfish habitat. Some types of tests may be 
re-directed when impacts are anticipated on this habitat. 

The unique geologic setting featuring sparse human population and 
a large, land-locked basin covered with desertic vegetation and 
protected on three sides by mountains enhances all types of 
testing. The high percentage of severely erodible soils does not 
inhibit testing from taking place, but does place some 
restrictions, modifications and sometimes, mitigation 
requirements on projects. 

3.1.H.3 Do you have locations to 
satisfy test yes, provide as 
a percent of 8 years. 

NO. 

3.1.H.4 Number of days per year with average temperature below 
32 degrees F? Between 32 and 95 degrees F? Above 95 degrees F? 

Below 32 degrees 5 
Between 32 and 95 degrees 360 
Above 95 degrees 0 

3.1.H.5. Number of days per year with average relative humidity 
below 30%? Between 30 and 80%? Above 80% 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
RH below 30% 33% of the time 



RH between 30% and 80% 
RH above 80% 

56.4% of the time 
10.6% of the time 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
RH below 30% 120 days per year 
RH between 30% and 80% 206 days per year 
RH above 80% 39 days per year 

3.1.H.6 Number of test missions per year (85 - 93) canceled due 
to weather? 

Average of 15 pel: year. 

3.1.H.7 Number of test days per year (85 - 93) canceled due to 
weather? 

Less than one. 'I'esting continues in many areas even if weather 
prevents firing missions. 

3.1.H.8 Number of days per year the visibility is less than 1 
mile? Between 1 and 3 miles? Greater than 3 miles? 

The climatic data for WSMR is not collected or maintained in the 
above format. Actual data and representative interpolation into 
the requested format is provided below. 

ACTUAL DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

INTERPOLATED DATA 
Less than 1 mile 
Between 1 and 3 miles 
Greater than 3 miles 

0.4% of the time 
0.2% of the time 

99.4% of the time 

1 day per year 
1 day per year 

363 days per year 

3.1.H.9 What is the average number of flying days available per 
year for flight tests? Provide historical average from the past 
eight years. 

YEAR FLIGHTS 

AVERAGE = 345.3 DAYS 

3.1.H.10 What percentage of the time are your test operations 



restricted due t.o weather? 

-05% OF THE TIME:. 

3.2 AIR VEHICLES 

3.2.A Supersonic Airspace 

3.2.A.1 Do Supersonic Corridors or areas exist? 

YES. 

3.2.A.2 Where are they located relative to the airfield? 

Located within R-5107B, R-5107C, and R-5111A. 

3.2.A.3 At what altitude (upper and lower altitude)? 

Supersonic corridor is 300 feet above ground level to 30,000 feet 
MSL and the supersonic area is 10,000 feet MSL to 50,000 feet 
MSL. FINAL EIS, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, DATED JANUARY 1990. 

3.2.A.4 Are they over land or water? What size and shape 
(length and width)? 

Over land. Supersonic corridor is 65nm x lOnm and the 
supersonic is 85:nm x 40nm. 

3.2.A.5 Are there restrictions you must observe to use this 
space? If yes, explain. 

NO. 

3.2.A.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous users? 

UNKNOWN. Due to the size of the corridor the number of 
simultaneous uses could be considered as basically unlimited. 
The bi-annual Do13 "Roving Sandsw Air Defense Training Exercise 
routinely deploys over 100 aircraft simultaneously in this 
corridor. 

3.2.8 Airfield and Facility Characteristics 

3.2.B.1 Provide a brief description of your airfield and support 
facilities. 

WSMR has two light to medium duty airfields; Condron Army 
Airfield and Stallion Army Airfield. Also located within the 
Restricted Airspace Area and extensively used in testing is 
Holloman Air Force Base. Army Air Operations girectorate (AAOD), 
based at Holloman AFB, provides general test support with both 
rotary and fixed wing aircraft. AAOD currently has 10 JUH-1H 
helicopters and one JC-12, with FY94-95 plans for a composite of 
4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH--1H, and JC-12 to support test and recovery 



operations. AAOD has extensive maintenance capability. In 
addition to routine operational maintenance, AAOD personnel have 
been trained to perform repair and rebuild operations that are 
normally accomplished at depot locations. The local rebuild and 
repair of major subsystems saves both time and money, enhancing 
overall aircraft availability. In many instances test customers 
must mount very technical, sensitive equipment on a helicopter. 
AAOD can build, test, and install just about any sort of test 
mount or rack, accomodating both airframe requirements and 
desired test data gathering capability. When any test equipment 
is mounted on the aircraft, an airworthiness release must be 
obtained from Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) engineering. 
Our experience, data base, and ability to address every 
requirement to receive this release ensures that there will be no 
damage to the aircraft, that the test equipment will operate as 
needed, and the release will be received in the most timely 
manner. In many instances, the test equipment has been 
previously used or is very similar to equipment used on a past 
test enabling the use of an airworthiness release from our 
extensive files. 

3.2.B.2 How close and how many emergency runways or airfields 
are in your area of operation? 

Condron AAF, 32O20'Nl 106°241W; runway 9-27, paved, 6125 ft 
length, 75ft width; runway 10-19, dirt, 4350 ft length, 150 ft 
width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel. Attended 
during normal duty hours, can operate 24 hrs if mission dictates. 
Located at southwest corner of WSMR, 3 miles from main post. 

Stallion AAF, 33'49'N, 106°39'W, runway 15-33, paved, 4000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, unlighted, crash rescue available, jet 
fuel, unattended, located at the northwest corner of WSMR, 
approximately 100 miles from main post. 

White Sands Space Harbor, 32056'Nt 106O25'W; runway 05-23, packed 
gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 17-35, packed . 

gypsum, 15000 ft length, 300 ft width; runway 02-20, packed 
gypsum, 12000 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, attended 0800- 
2200 daily, crash rescue available when NASA training on range, 
located north of main post, WSMR, approximately 40 miles. 
Aircraft size is unlimited, numerous UAV/drone operations 
conducted. 

Biggs AAF, Ft Bliss, TX, 31°51' N, 106"23'W, runway 3-21, 
concrete, 13,572 ft length, 300 ft width, lighted, crash rescue 
available, jet fuel, attended 0600-2200 hrs, located 
approximately 40 miles south of WSMR. 

Holloman AFB, NM, 320511N, 106°11W, runway 04-22, paved, 10,575 
ft length, 300 ft width, runway 07-25, paved/concrete, 12,131 ft 
length, 150 ft width, lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, 
attended 24 hrs, located approximately 55 miles northeast of WSMR 
on east range boundary. 



Kirtland AFB, NM, 35O2'NI 106°37'W, runway 03-21, paved, 9000 ft 
length, 100 ft width, runway 12-30, paved, 5130 ft length, 150 ft 
width, runway 17-35, paved, 10,010 ft length, 150 ft width, 
lighted, crash rescue available, jet fuel, AVGAS, attended 24 
hrs, co-located at Albuquerque International Airport 
approximately 100 miles north of the WSMR north boundary, and 
approximately 50 miles north of the northern restricted airspace 
extension. 

Other smaller airfields within the local area include Las Cruces, 
NM International, 40 miles west, Roswell, NM Industrial, 60 miles 
east (both have local fire department on field) and numerous 
small strips with runways in excess of 5000 feet. 

3 .2 .B.3  Where is your airfield situated relative to working 
areas (airspace) for supporting test operations? 

Condron AAF is situated on the southwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130 and has 
jet fuel available. Operations supporting the entire southern 
half of the range can be staged from Condron. 

Stallion AAF is situated on the northwest corner of WSMR. The 
airfield can handle aircraft up to the size of a C-130, however, 
runway length dictates weight limitations for takeoff of heavier 
fixed wing aircraft. Operations supporting the entire north half 
of the range can be staged from Stallion. Jet fuel is available. 

Holloman AFB is situated on the east central range boundary of 
WSMR. The Army aviation element of WSMR (AAOD) is located at 
Holloman and can provide extensive maintenance capability to test 
aircraft. AAOD has its own organic refuel service available 
during normal duty hours. Air Force refuel is available at all 
other times. Operations supporting the entire range can be 
staged from Holloman AFB. 

There are numerous improved helipads at almost every instrumented 
range site and on main post to facilitate prepositioning of 
helicopters for tests or recovery operations. 

Fuel trucks are :routinely dispatched both on and off range to 
support aviation operations, enabling maximum on station time if 
necessary to sup:port time critical tests and recover senstive 
items. 

3 . 2 . 8 . 4  What ma:kes your airfield unique or at least suited for 
supporting test operations? 

Each military service or contractor has unique test requirement?, 
and therefore unique test equipment and capability. There is 
absolutely no shortage of expertise in any test area at WSMR. 
AAOD routinely provides support and advice to all the tenant test 
activities and kinows where to go to get advice and support when 



preparing an aircraft or test mount. The cooperation between all 
services saves c!ountless man hours in test conduct and 
preparation. The work force at AAOD is highly motivated, well 
trained and, agewise, well distributed. The turnover rate of 
personnel is very low and institutional knowledge is very high. 
We treat the people we support as customers and make every effort 
to ensure that t.hey are sati.sfied. AAOD has extensive shop 
capability and enough hangar and ramp space to prepare any size 
aircraft for testing to include the manufacture and installation 
of test mounts and power sources. Most of the pilots at AAOD 
have well over 20 years flight experience, are intimately 
familiar with the range and range operations, thus saving 
customers many hours and providing the safest, most efficient 
flight support anywhere. We also have an aircraft availability 
and reliability rate equalled by few, that enables AAOD to 
provide backup support to every rotary wing test requirement. As 
previously menti,oned, our shops and high level maintenance and 
rebuild capability ensures minimum down time to the testing 
agency, enabling much more consistent test results. AAOD is co- 
located with the 46th Test Group (Air Force). On many tests, the 
co-operation level is so high that it becomes impossible to find 
a specific dividing line between results obtained by either 
organization. The long standing relationship between AAOD and 
the 46th Test Group enables us to trade expertise, equipment and 
experience to accomplish any test mission. 

3 .2 .8 .5  Is there a size, weight, maintenance, or mission 
limitation that would affect test operations? If yes, describe. 

Both Stallion Army Airfield and Condron Army Airfields are size 
and weight limited to aircraft no larger than C-130, however, 
since Army Air Operations Directorate is located at Holloman Air 
Force Base there is no size or weight limit that would affect 
test operations. White Sands Space Harber can accomodate any 
size fixed or rot-ary wing aircraft. 

3 . 2 . B . 6  Including hangers and ramp space, how many fighter size 
aircraft could you support? Large multi-engine aircraft? Rotary 
wing? UAV? Cruise Missiles? 

Condron Army Airfield could support simultaneous operations for 
approximately 3 C-130 sized aircraft and 5 fighter sized 
aircraft. Stallion AAF could support 2 C-130 sized aircraft and 
2 fighter sized aircraft, due to limited ramp space. As a tenant 
at Holloman AFB, Army Air Operations could support an almost 
unlimited amount of aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. 
Stallion AAF and Condron AAF could support up to 20 helicopters 
in support of test operations. Although hangar space of both 
airfields is very limited (approx 6500 square feet each), 
Condron AAF and Stallion AAF have both supported UAV operations 
and testing in the past with no limitations. 

3.2.C. Test Operations 



3.2.C.1 What types of air vehicle testing can be supported? 
Describe? 

N/A WSMR Condron AAF and Stallion AAF currently have no air 
vehicle testing mission. Support capability would be .contingent 
upon the type of air vehicle testing assigned to WSMR. Please 
refer to the above description of airfield capability. 

3.2.C.2 Do ground support facilities exist for pre-flight 
checkout or rehearsal of test missions? 

3.2.C.3 What kinds, numbers of aircraft and mix of same can be 
supported (manned and unmanned)? 

3.2.C.4 Does UAV and or rotary wing operations pose any 
limitations on other types of missions? If yes, explain. 

3.2.C.5 What sorts of missions can be flown within local 
airspace? 

3.2.C.6 What is the maximum number of simultaneous missions you 
can support that require telemetry? 

3.2.C.7 What is the largest number of simultaneous test missions 
you have supported in your airspace? 

UNKNOWN. This data, if available, will be reported by the USAF. 

3.2.C.8 Identify the number, types, and owners of aircraft at 
your installation. 

Army Air Operations Directorate has 10-JUH-1H and 1-JC-12 
assigned, by end of FY94, AAOD will have 4-JOH-58C, 6-JUH-lH, 1- 
JC-12 . 
3.3 ELECTRONIC COMBAT 

3.3 .A T h r e a t  E n v i r o n m e n t  

This section does not apply to this test capability. 

3.3.A.1 What is the number of threats simulated? 



3.3.A.2 How many simultaneous threats can be simulated? What 
type? What is the maximum signal density? Average density? 
Power level? What band? Radiated or injected? 

3.3.A.3 Are the threat software models and simulators validated? 
If yes, by whom? 

3.3.A.4 Do you conduct open loop testing? Reactive? Closed 
loop? 

3.3.A.5 What is the threat representation (fidelity) and 
density? 

N/A 

3.3.A.6 Are you capable of simulating land threats? Sea threats? 
Combined land/sea threats? If yes, describe. 

3.3.A.7 What geographic dispersion can be simulated? 

3.3.A.7.A Threat lay down? 

3.3.A.7.B Representative distance? 

3.3.A.8 Are the threats moveable within a test scenario? 
Relocatable to a new scenario? 

3.3.A.9 Is the facility interlinked with off-site threats? If 
yes, how are you linked? 

3.3.A.10 Is there a limit on simultaneous users? If no, 
explain. 

3.3.B Test Article Support 



3.3.B.1 Is there a size, weight, or other limitation on test 
operations the facility can support? If yes, explain and 
describe measures needed to remove them. 

3.3.B.2 What is the number of simultaneous countermeasures that 
can be evaluated? 

3.3.B.3 What range of spectra can be tested and evaluated? 

3.3.8.4 What are the available spectra? 

3.3.B.5 Do you have a scene generation capability? If yes, 
describe. 

3.4 ARMAMENTS / WEAPONS 

3.4.A Directed Energy 

3.4.A.1 Do you currently test directed energy weapons? If yes, 
describe. Describe power sources available. What is maximum 
downrange distance? 

YES. Stingray has been tested and is still a possible future 
program. A special range for testing tactical lasers has been 
created. An area surrounded by mountains on three sides provides 
ranges of up to 6 km for testing to elevations up to 15 degrees. 
Special test equipment is available to measure power, pointing 
accuracy, etc. 

3.4.B Rocket / Missile / Bomb Systems 

3.4.B.1 Ground Space 

3.4.B.l.A What :is the area in square miles of the land and water 
space for conduct of live rocket, missile, or bomb systems? 

3.4.B.l.B How many separate and distinct land and water test 
areas are available. List them and the size of each in acres. 

3.4.B.l.C What are the maximum ranges (nautical miles) you can 
test - by type of weapon? 
3.4.8.2 Test Operations 



3.4.B.2 Test Operations U 
3.4.B.2.A For each of the land and water ranges described above 
(3.4.B.l.B), how many test missions were scheduled in FY92 and 
FY93 that were required to use safety footprints comparable to 
those required for the listed weapons: 

Unguided 2000 lb class weapons 
live 
inert 

Guided weapons (GBU-24 class) 
1 ive 
inert 

Stand-off weapons (AGM-130 class) 
1 ive 
inert 

Short Range missile (AIM-9 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

Long Range missile ((AIM-120 class) 
below 5000 ft MSL 
5000-20000 ft MSL 
above 20000 ft MSL 

note: add WSMR/EPG uniques to list, but do not delete 
the above,they must be answered. 

The testing performed by this WSMR RDTE test capability does not 
fall into the above due to the type of workload (material 
testing). 

3.4.B.2.B Were flight termination systems required? 

3.4.B.2.C If no missions were scheduled in a category, give the 
reason. 

3.4.B.2.D Were any scheduled missions canceled before the 
mission or terminated/aborted during the mission because of 
encroachments in to the safety footprint? If yes, how many per 
year (85 - 93) 
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MIGRAM POSSN DIP FW2 FY93 
ELECTRONC COMBAT (Wuning devloes, pnmers, mfwmnemures etc) 

NCTR-t5M 64817356 0 16:83 13507 
NCTR-hlS 64817495 D 261 1 
NCTR-HAOE 64017494 D 11461 585 
FMD G m d  Btsed Smm 64820ElQ D 39530 17613 
HT 2nd Ben FU? ED 64710L69 D 
Night Mdoa Sys rVDev 63??413' D U 7  7421 
Nim ViM Dev= 647lOL70 D 34339 20296 
Ground CID 64817481 D 9425 
Cmm S3y Eqdp Tech 3314049: 0 6114 6103 
A m y  K ~ v  Mgmt SF 33140501 O 
Amy JSTARS 64770202 D 6x90 62471 
Sigtals Warfare Dm 64270 L12 D 139i38 64713 
Tac Eb Sur Sys AD(TlUU) 63766907 D 18t00 13989 
Tact Sun Sys AC. (TIARA) 63730 560 @ 16% 12300 
Erpendtule Jammers ED 64270 L ~ L  @ 693 
Tac Ele Sw Sys ED (TIARA) 64766 909 D 2061 32194 
Tad Sun Sys EC (lIARA) 64740 662 D 2138 18897 
AIUT-TSS 64270 L15 I! 
TRWANOevelopnent 64270L16 D 
NWt Vision & EO T ~ d o g y  62709H95 t. 29f82 33444 
Grcund Cbt 10 TGctnology 62120H15 C 9431 
Sigals Wafere hb  61102H4b C €44 842 
Sensor Systems Research 61102 H44 C 263  2664 
Electronic Dev Rlsrard 61102 H4? C 4C.13 4705 
N i g r t W s i ~ ~ ~  &EO F k z x d l  61102318 C 5- 4755 
TOP, lmrge Intel &Space 62784 3 S  C 1324 9236 
Mapping & Re- jeMlng 61 102 5ZC C 3XI5 2655 
Eke & ElmronicOevioes 62705 494 C 2089 21499 
Serson L Signal; R-ng 63772 24: C 7463 4937 
Ground Cbt ID Demm 63772 281 C 471 5 



NightVlsion, Cbt Veh 
MgMVision, Abn Sys 
Night Vision M v  iechmbgh 
S a b r  Adu Dev 
Multinle SMV Radar 
Dual Mode Seeker 
Adv aectronic Devices 
S M R A Y  



PAOGRAM PEISEN DIP P(92 F1'93 FY)4 
ELECTRONIC COMBAT (Warning devices, jammers, lmmtermeasures, etc.) 

GUARDRAIL COUM SENSOR (TIARA) A02005 P 185635 11136 17219 
A f f  VIARA) A1 1500 P 42088 
TRCTOR HALL AA0475 P 433 196 
Init wres flQUlCKFlX AA0953 P $73 B6 
Intit1 sperm fiGUARDRAk AA0957 P 11272 9567 
Init 3pares flANVIWUD AA0964 P 3185 I253 
!nW wres TEA!XOR FIX AA0961 P 100 
TRCTOR DEW AB0001 P I 1% 10 
EK60 QUICUFM Mods At33003 P 55% 391 430 
Lt Dlv lnterjnr Sensor AD4503 P 7880 1914 
GUARDRAIL MOeS (TIARA) A22000 P 35808 9292 111330 
AS: WamIng Rectiws AZ3506 P 43764 2171.1 22876 
AS: Infrared w e 3  AZ3W P 
AS€ Radar Countermeasures A Z W  P 
Ni@t Vis, ANIPVS6 MELIOS 853800 P 21W 21383 34325 
Irnt~ery Proc Sys TIARA) BA0329 P 1 9 4 4  19Z7 
TRUAN SP Qurp Rcvng Sys WRA) BA0331 P 9914 9??0 3122 
TRUAN SPIFHT Nods VARY BAQ332 P 10'37 
TR13JAN SPIRIT 7errninals p R A )  BA0333 P 37a3 
JOtlT STARS ARMY (TIAR4 BA1080 P 35220 5 m 6  
TS€C Army Key Mgmt Sys EM1 201 P 7111 7180 
Mox for EW Equip BA6 1 00 P 8655 80117 
09s - Jam Resistant Sec Ctmm 8A830b P 5893 4352 
J STARS Spares BA9724 P 6253 
PECl IEW 0th lnit Spares BA9730 P 1444 12068 
Ltm less than $2W (TIARA) 8K!5278 P 2889 1'20 
TSE - Items lessthan $2M BLS264 P 4816 4622 
Itens less than S2H (intel SpO BCSTII P 741 
TSE - TEMPEST (COMSEC) BQQ203 P 991 951 
Tacl Elec Swv Sp (TIARA) KT31 5 P 5500 5% 7229 
Ma1 of bsvc  eq (Tac Suw) 827325 P 30601 24970 37738 
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PA=tGRAH wSSN P FY92 FW3 FW 
ELECTaFlC COMBAF (Wa'nhgdmhs, jtmrmrs, commsablres, ec..) 
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3EfSSh CAT PROGRAM 
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Medium laund &hides 46559 
MannedDestrlctive S~ppresslan 8462 
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Comenlonal Upns Tech 2~x7 

Aircraft EngineCom~anent 93096 
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F - 16 Squadrons 
Nationa Launch Sysiem 
F - 1SESquadrons 
KC - 135s 
Adv Avionlcs for Serospace V& 
8 - 2 Adv Tech Bombr 
F- 1174 SQU&WB 
Natl A m  Space Plane Tech 
Upper Stage Space Vzh 
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Aerospace Prop S- lnteg 

BRILLIANT EYES 
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Jt SurveWgl Atk FlrPdar JSTPR 
AFTENCAP 
EW Techndogy 
Electronic Combat 
EW Demlopment 
Jt Sunraillance System 
Acfv Spa- Based T \ W M  @em Val) 
AWACS 
I m p  E~ace Based lW/M 
Combat ID Tecimokgy 

DEFENSE M E  R&C 
Ballistic Midle W n s e  Technology 
m t t r  Missile w- 
Theatw Missi le  Defenses 
Space Based Interceptors 
Theater Mlssile Ddases 
AIM-9 Consoldatd Program 
Jt DoD-DoE Munkicns Tech- 
Theater M s i  Def (CBnNal) 



LMed Defense System 
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Baliilic Missile Defense Technokgy 
silisHc Msl Def Tech~w)logy 

DWw Ai-e R~UMI 
.I! Rmot&y Piloted VeMcles 
~ A k b o r n e R e w n  

MSensor Applications 



TABLE 2 

OPEN AIR RANGES AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE 

ACRES 

S ~ L  MISSILE RANGE----------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
HAZARDOUS TEST AREA----------------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
NASA WEST--------------------------- 3 1 , 3 6 0  
HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEM 

TEST FACILITY (HELSTF)------------- 1 2 , 8 0 0  
AERIAL CABLE TEST FACILITY---------- 1 0 , 2 4 0  
WHITE SANDS SPACE HARBOR------------ 9 2 , 1 6 0  
RAIIAR TARGET SCATTER 

(WTSCAT) & RAM-------------------- 3 , 2 0 0  
BAT/SUMWALT TEST TRACK-------------- 2 8 , 8 0 0  
LAUNCH & IMPACT TEST AREAS 
(e.g. NIKE Ave l a u n c h  complexes 

& WIT impact areas).----------- 2 , 1 6 4 , 2 4 4  
STALLION RANGE CENTER--------------- 3 , 8 4 0  
RED RIO IMPACT---------------------- 6 , 4 0 0  
OS(:URA RANGE CENTER----------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
FORT WINGATE, NM-------------------- 2 , 5 6 0  
GREEN RIVER, UT.-------------------- 3 , 6 2 8  



TABLE 4 

TEST MISSIONS 
( S a f e t y  F t .  P r i n t  R e q u i r e d )  

FLIGHT SAFETY FOOT PRINT REQUIRED 

WEAPON SHORT 
TYPE TRMS # uDs#  
FTPRIrn 

Unguided 20001b 
Class Weapons 

Long Range 
Missile 

2MIOOOKEM001 
2MIOOOLAN073 
3MIOOOMAN050067 
NONE 
3MIOOONL0001 
3MI000000004 
4MI000000005 

FY92 FY93 SAFETY 
TITLE L I V E / I ~ R T  LIVE/INERT 

TAC TRNG 264/xx 
Prog 

Naval Air 
LOSAT 
Lance ED/ST 
STINGER 
STINGER-RMP 
NLOS 
BRIGHT EYE 
HAVE DASH11 
RAM 
Seasparrow 
VLA 
ERINT 
LANCE ASP 
HAWK HIP 
AMRAAM 
FLT TEST 
Standard Missile 
LEAP 
ARMY TACMS 
CHAP/ED/ET 
PATRIOT 
MLRS 
MLRS-TGW 
MLRS-SADARM 
HAVE NAP 
AMRAAM 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

.FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Materiel Test 

ORIGIN DATE : 20 May 94 

Service: U.S. Army Organization / Activity: White Sands Missile Range 
Location: WSMR, New Mexico 

T&E Functional Area: Armament/Weapons UIC: 

T&E Test Facility Category: OAR 

OTHER 

Percentage Use: 100- 3 100 

Breakout by T&E Functional Area (%) 

Air Vehicles - 0.9 - 

Armament / Weapons 95.0 - 
Electronic Combat - 0.7 - 

Other - 3.4 - 

Note: Total in Breakout must equal "Percentacre Usew line entrv. 

Note: Percentages derived from FY 93 work load. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Materiel Test 

/ 
-.. 

Perform test and evaluation of Army materiel, to include test planning, .test conduca data 
analysis, and reporting of test results. Provides civilian, military, and-confrac16r 
expertise to operate and maintain weapon systems under test and those used to support 
testing of components and subsystems. Owxs and operates test facilities to inciude 
missile assembly buildings, launch complexes, data processing facilities and 
administrative buildings. Specializes in support of complex tests ( c ~ I ,  multiple objects 
in air at same time; coordinated air/land battle scenarios, etc.) with test coordination, 
test conduct, RAM/ILS, analysis expertise and report preparation. Provides Project 
Engineer interface with other test support facilities, both on and off WSMR. 

Interconnectivity / Multi-Use of T&E Facility: 

Part of WSMR. Links with Fort Bliss, TX, and Holloman Air Force Base. Developing real- 
time classified data link that will use fiber optics to move classified/unclassi£ied data 
between remote launch complexes, data analysis facilities, and customer facilities. 

Type of Tests Supported: 

Surface-to-air (Stinger, Hawk, Patriot, etc.), tactical (MLRS, ATACMS, BAT, etc.), 
directed energy (Stingray) , space (SSRT, shuttle) , ABM (ERINT, Patriot, PAC-3, etc. ) , C ~ I  
(NCTR, GBS, c21, etc.) 



Summary of Technical Capabilities: 

See additional pages. 

Keywords : 

Materiel test; Project Engineers; launch support; safari capability; data analysis; 
reporting; reliability, availability, maintainability (RAM) ; test design; surface-to-air 
(SA); tactical; directed energy (DE); space; anti-ballistic missile (ABM); command, 
control, communications, intelligence (c31) . 
" FORM2 II TAB : page : 



Summary of Techn.ica1 Capabilities: 

One hundlred fifty buildings (200,000 square feet) spread 
out over WSMR in numerous permanent and temporary test complexes. 
Test complexes include launch pads, blockhouses, missile assembly 
buildings, computer facilities, and administrative buildings. 

Various weapon systems, including MLRS, ATACMS, LOSAT, 
Patriot, Hawk, Stinger, Chaparral, MlAl Tank and others. These 
systems are available for support of tests including C~I, 
hardware-in-the-loop simulations, foreign military sales, etc. 

Weapon system peculiar test equipment, maintenance 
equipment, and spare parts. 

Mobile equipment required to support the 'conduct of 
tests, including test control vans, missile checkout equipment, 
ground equipment checkout vans, and range control interface vans. 

Trained civilian, military, and contractor personnel to 
operate and maintain weapon systems. 

Experienced Project Engineers who assist customers in 
planning and executing tests at WSMR or any desired location. 
The PE provides a single point of contact for customer interface 
with other test :facilities (National Range, laboratories, data 
reduction, explosive testing) at WSMR, Fort Bliss, Holloman, or 
any other test site. 

Experienced test conductors who supervise preparation 
for and conduct of tests. 

Experienced senior analysts who supervise the 
preparation of test designs, test plans, and reports. 

Experienced RAM data collectors and analysts who 
collect RAM data,, analyze results, and prepare reports on 
results. 

Engineers and analysts experienced in ILS and MANPRINT 
test design, test execution, and test reporting. 

Note: The services of Project Engineers, test 
conductors, RAM/I[LS specialists, and senior analysts are 
available for test support anywhere in the world. Test teams 
consisting of one or more of the above skills can provide safari 
support, as required. 

Extensive data analysis facilities to include computers 
and specialized analysis software programs. 

Ground target support, consisting of design, 



construction, placement, remote operation, and maintenance of a 
large variety of validated U.S., foreign, and surrogate threat 
targets. This support is available at WSMR or any other location 
desired. A centralized foreign target spare parts warehouse is 
also available at WSMR, sponsored by PM-ITTS. 

An engineering/analysis contractor and an 
operations/maintenance contractor to provide surge augmentation 
for the civilian/military work force. 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Materiel Test 

PERSONNEL 

Officer 20 - -. - 
Enlisted - 221- 
Civilian - 160 
Contractor - 170- 
Total - 571- - 

Total Square Footage: 452,379 

Test Area Square Footage: 388,434 Office Space Square Footage: 63,945 

Tonnage of Equipment: Unknown Volume of Equipment (cu. f t . ) : Unknown 

Annual Maintenance Cost: $2,364,010 Estimated Moving Cost: Unknown 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 

Secure Comp 400K 400K 200K 
Network 
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FACILITY CONDITION 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE:  ater riel Test 

AGE: 27.5 YEARS REPLACEMENT VALUE: $58,193,000 

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BACKLOG: $3,019,192 

DATE OF LAST UPGRADE: FY 94 

NATURE OF LAST UPGRADE: MCA, customer funded facilities for LOSAT and BAT 

MAJOR UPGRADES PROGRAMMED None in F Y  95 F Y D P .  

1. UPGRADE TITLE: HERA targets 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: $3,000,000 (customer funded) 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: Construct launch and prelaunch conditioning facilities for HERA 

target; two locations at WSMR 

2. UPGRADE TITLE: BAT track $2,500,000 
TOTAL PROGRAMMED AMOUNT: (customer funded) 
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION: Continued improvements to track used to test BAT submunitions 

at WSMR . 
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HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Materiel Test 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

YEAR FISCAL 

88 

9,277 

13,915 

58,715 

71,895 

5,798 
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HISTORICAL WORKLOAD 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Materiel Test 

T&E FUNCT. AREA 

DIRECT LABOR 
AIR VEHICLES TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ELECT. COMBAT TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
ARMNT/WEAPONS TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

DIRECT LABOR 
OTHER T&E TEST HOURS 

MISSIONS 

OTHER 
DIRECT LABOR 
TEST HOURS 
MISSIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 
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DETERMINATION OF UNCONSTRAINED CAPACITY 

FACILITY / CAPABILITY TITLE: Materiel Test 

ANNUAL HOURS OF DOWNTIME 1 4,368 - 

AVERAGE DOWNTIME PER DAY (line 1 / 365) 2 12 

AVERAGE HOURS AVAILABLE PER DAY (24 - 'line 2)  3 -l LC. CI 

TEST TESTS AT WORKLOAD WORKLOAD 
TYPES ONE TIME PER TEST PER PER FACILITY 

FACILITY HOUR 
HOUR 

f lsd 6 

SA --  2 -- - 57 - 114 UNCONSTRAINED 
CAPACITY PER DAY 

-TAP -- 2 - 48 -- 96 (line 3 * Total Sum) 
DE --  1 -- - 40 40 8 6,492 DLH -- - 

s p -  -- 1 - 10 -- 10 ANNUAL 
UNCONSTRAINED 

ABM - 3 - 55 
7- - 165 CAPACITY 

/ Total Sum - 541 DLH/HR 9 2,369,376 DLH 
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